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Abstract ýgrýafield ,, NIýERSITY 
ABSTRACT 
Examining methods for controlling the electricity demand in Kuwait was the main 
objective and motivation of this research project. The extensive use of air-conditioning 
for indoor cooling in office and large commercial buildings in Kuwait and the Gulf 
States represents a major part of the power and electricity consumption in such 
countries. The rising electricity generation cost and growing rates of consumption 
continuously demand the construction new power plants. Devising and enforcing 
Demand-Side Management (DSM) in the form of energy efficient operation strategies 
was the response of this research project to provide a means to rectify this situation 
using the demand-side management technique known as demand levelling or load 
shifting. State of the art demand-side management techniques have been examined 
through the development of a model based predictive control optimisation strategy for 
an integrated and modular approach to the provision of ice thermal storage. 
To evaluate the potential of ice-storage assisted air-conditioning systems in flattening 
the demand curve at peak times during the summer months in Kuwait, a model of a 
Heating, Ventilation, and Air-conditioning (HVAC) plant was developed in Matlab. The 
model engaged the use of model based predictive control (MPQ as an optimisation tool 
for the plant as a whole. The model with MPC was developed to chose and decide on 
which control strategy to operate the integrated ice-storage HVAC plant. The model 
succeeded in optimising the operation of the plant and introduced encouraging 
improvement of the performance of the system as a whole. 
The concept of the modular ice-storage system was introduced through a control zoning 
strategy based on zonal orientation. It is believed that such strategy could lead to the 
modularisation of ice-storage systems. Additionally, the model was examined and tested 
in relation to load flattening and demonstrated promising enhancement in the shape of 
the load curve and demonstrated flattened demand curves through the employed 
strategy. When compared with measured data from existing buildings, the model 
showed potential for the techniques utilised to improve the load factor for office 
buildings. 
Keywords: 
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"We shape our buildings and, in turn, our 
buildings shape us. " - Sir Winston 
Churchill. 
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Introduction 
1.1 Reasons behind this Thesis 
With a world of growing demand for energy and power, a balance between electricity 
supply and demand has become a vital requirement in order to conserve the capabilities 
to provide for the high levels of standards of living that nations expect. In addition, to 
be able to reach a nation's environmental protection goals, such a balance must be given 
the highest priority in order to preserve the natural resources of the earth and to ensure 
protection to the local and global environments. 
The uncertainty in future demand, fuel prices and availability and the increase in the 
cost of power generation and distribution in addition to crucial environmental issues are 
of great concern to governments and utilities. Motivated by the rising electricity 
generation cost, which is represented by the growing consumption and the need for 
constructing new power plants; the need for devising and enforcing L! emand Side 
Llanagement (DSM) plans in the form of energy cfficient operation strategies to curtail 
the excessive consumption of energy in air-conditioned buildings has been established. 
Examining methods for controlling the electricity demand in Kuwait is the main 
objective of this research work. This is by means of employing state of the art DSM 
techniques. 
This thesis aims to utilise a Demand Side Management (DSM) strategy towards 
reducing the electricity consumption in commercial and office buildings in Kuwait. This 
can be achieved through identifying demand control methods of the electricity supplied 
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to those buildings. The reason behind this is because of the continuously growing 
demand that Kuwait has and continues to experience. 
Thermal Energy ! Storage (TES), in the form of ice storage system, is the basis of this 
investigation. Thermal (cooling) energy storage is accounted as a load shifting strategy 
because it involves shifting the cooling load from the peak of consumption to other 
periods (off-peak) where consumption rates are considerably less. In the case of ice- 
storage systems, the storage system is charged by producing ice during these off-peak 
periods and then to use that ice to cool the building during peak consumption periods, 
thus shifting the electricity load. 
As the scope and objective of this research work is to introduce a DSM strategy through 
the optimisation of an ice thermal storage model with an integrated model of a 
predictive control strategy, load shifting has become the key measure to be investigated. 
The objective is to achieve this through the use of an intelligent device, Model 
fredictive Control (MPV), which will respond to predicted patterns of demand and 
work to optimise the ice charging and discharging process. 
1.2 The Aim of the Thesis 
This thesis aims to utilise a DSM strategy towards reducing the electricity consumption 
in commercial and office buildings in Kuwait. This is through the establishment of a 
MPC strategy for the optimisation of ice-storage assisted air-conditioning systems 
adopted in such buildings. MPC is the optimisation tool that will allow the testing and 
examination of different operation modes of building services in office buildings. MPC 
will be utilised to arrive at the optimum operating conditions of ice-storage assisted air- 
conditioning systems through the iterative filtering process that it uses. 
1.3 Overview o the hesis 
The MPC model introduced in this work is capable of providing prediction of the 
optimum operation strategy for the system. Yet, an addition is recommended for the 
model to evaluate the predicted status of the ice-storage, and then provide comparison 
between the amount of stored energy and the amount consumed. Then to judge the exact 
amount of energy that should be stored and limit the needed energy to be stored to that 
quantity. 
Chapter Z Demand Side )IIanagentent and its Integrated Strategies 
This chapter reviews some of the literature available regarding Demand Side 
Management (DSM). A general coverage of the concept and definition are included. 
The aim is to provide a link between DSM and air-conditioning systems in office 
buildings. A revision of DSM objectives is also covered. The relationship between 
DSM and load management is considered. Exploration of the influence of DSM 
programmes on the shape of demand curves is also highlighted. Finally, the potential 
benefits of DSM are also explored. 
Cliapter 3. The Electricity Sqpply Inilustry in Kitivait 
In order to fully comprehend the aims and objectives of this research work, it is 
necessary describe the characteristics of the electricity supply industry in Kuwait. This 
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chapter rcflccts upon the reasons that originated the objectives of this research work by 
focussing on the problem that arise regarding energy consumption and power generation 
in Kuwait due to the use of air-conditioning systems. 
An overview of the electricity supply industry in Kuwait is given. An examination of 
the climate characteristics in Kuwait is presented. In addition, economic growth patterns 
and the change in the composition of the built environment are investigated. Initial 
application of DSM through energy conservation measures, energy auditing towards 
reducing the consumption of electricity and other energy efficiency measure are listed 
through some examples related to the Kuwaiti context. 
Chapter 4. Ice Thermal Storage as a Demand Side Management Strategy 
This chapter aims to introduce an overall presentation of ice thermal storage, its basic 
concepts in brief and the strategies that can be associated with it. A review on thermal 
storage systems, their types and the relative merits of the different storage media is 
included. Furthermore, a review of ice-storage systems operation strategies and 
operation strategies are incorporated. 
Chapter S. Examination of Demand Side Management through Zoning and 
Plant Modularisation - The Building and HVA C Models 
This chapter aimed at examining the effect of zoning on a building cooling demand. A 
review of buildings and their stereotypes was undertaken. This provided the base for the 
development of the stereotypes for modelling, as the main two types of buildings 
stereotypes most commonly found in Kuwait. This chapter demonstrated that the most 
common forms of modem office buildings found in Kuwait represent either the "deep 
plan" or "long thin" stereotypes. Consequently, to satisfy the objective of this work, 
these two forms of building plan have been chosen for investigation. The selected two 
types of layout were used to ascertain the load profiles in relation to orientation and to 
consider how these might affect the development of building environmental services 
control zoning and the development of strategies for integrated ice storage systems in 
office buildings in Kuwait. 
Thermal Analysis Software (TAS) was the tool used to build the dynamic thermal 
models of the two forms of office building stereotypes. The models represent modem 
types of office building with then-nally lightweight structures. Kuwaiti weather data was 
set up in the modelling process and this allowed the dynamic thermal behaviour of the 
building models in relation to the Kuwaiti environment to be investigated. The main 
purpose for using TAS was to study the dynamic behaviour of the stereotypical office 
building models developed. TAS allowed a preliminary in-depth study of the likely load 
profiles for typical office buildings. In addition, examination of the effect of orientation 
on the building load was examined. 
However, for the purpose of the main elements of the research work, the decision was 
made to use Matlab software with its capabilities so as to provide a good basis to 
examine the feasibility of the proposed system. Consequently, Matlab was considered to 
provide the ability to develop models to predict the then-nal behaviours of building 
zones that are in turn linked to models of the components of building services systems 
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and their associated controls. This gives a broader base for studying all the subsystems 
under the umbrella of a one complete model. 
Chapter 6. The Ice-Storage Model with Model Predictive Control 
The task in this chapter was to report on the modelling of the ice-storage system type 
selected for this research work. An indirect, ice-on-coil, system is the type of system 
chosen to be modelled and studied through the core of this chapter. The literature 
review presented in the previous chapter had highlighted this as the most appropriate 
system. As the aim is to incorporate a model predictive control (MPC) strategy to 
assure optimum operation of the system as whole, the subjects of both system 
identification and MPC are first introduced. Also, some of the different approaches 
applied by others have been considered in this chapter. This is to reflect the difference 
between the theoretical development of ice-storage models and the black box approach 
utilised as the methodology of modelling for this research work. Finally, the chapter 
covers the modelling methodology adopted to build the system with the chiller, ice- 
storage and cooling coil components. A flow diagram of the model predictive control 
strategy is presented. 
Chapter 7. A Model Predictive Control Strategy for an Ice-Storage Assisted 
HVACSystent 
Examining the model predictive control strategy (MPC) of the chosen configuration that 
is thought to be most suitable for application in a country like Kuwait is conducted in 
this chapter. For the purpose of the new strategy, the simulink building model with 
AHU, Chapter 5, is linked to a matlab algorithm that represents the same system with 
the addition of the chiller and ice-storage unit. The role of the MPC is to update the 
system on an hourly basis and ascertain how best it will behave related to the newly 
measured values of the- introduced variables. The initial simulink model did not have a 
chiller component included. In this chapter, the effect of the different zones was also 
emphasized. The initial simulink building zone model was used to provide the load 
variations that acted as a base for the model predictive control strategy implemented. 
This base model is capable of showing the dependence of the cooling load on the 
different variables such as weather conditions, machines, lighting, occupancy and non- 
occupancy periods. 
Two different operation strategies that utilise different indoor temperatures are tested. 
Results were demonstrated to show that the developed model is capable of dealing with 
the dynamic variation in the parameters involved. Following, a deeper examination of 
the results was undertaken. The bchaviours of the different zones for both the constant 
set zone temperature and the variable set zone temperature strategies were investigated. 
The model was also tested against its effect on the load curve and the load factor. 
Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Work 
This chapter considers what this research work has demonstrated and summarises the 
key stages of the work. As mentioned in Chapter 7, the model was able to modify its 
behaviour with the change in the nature of the demand. The model was able to shift 
between a cooling and charging strategy, and a cooling and discharging strategy. 
Although the model was able to predict the next day load; yet, proper constraints need 
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to be added to the model to better control the charging process so that it becomes 
limited to only the provide the ice-storage needs required for the future predicted time 
horizon. 
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"Energy and environment are essential for sustainable development. 
Tailored strategies for sustainable development are country-based and 
country-owned systems providing a coordinated set ofparticipatory and 
continually improving component processes, at national and local levels. 
A strategy must evolve into an iterative learning system to develop a 
shared vision and make progress towards sustainable development" ... United Nations Development Programme, UNDP 
/-YL unapter 
Alc=d 
Demand-Side Management & 
its Integrated Strategies 
2.1 Introduction 
This thesis aims to utilise a Demand Side Management (DSAI) strategy towards 
reducing the electricity consumption in commercial and office buildings in Kuwait. This 
can be achieved through identifying demand control methods of the electricity supplied 
,p 
ly L. to those buildings. &p Vide Llanagement (SSM) was and still is the elected option 
for the provision of electricity demand in Kuwait. As will be highlighted in chapter 3, 
Kuwait has and continues to experience a growing demand for electricity. The Ministry 
of Electricity and Water (MEW), the only power supplier in Kuwait, relies upon the 
construction of new power plants to cope with this ever increasing demand. In the past 
it was perceived that few threats to natural resource of oil in Kuwait existed and so 
supply side management was considered to be an acceptable option. In addition, SSM 
was convenient at a time when concerns related to the potential of fossil fuel 
combustion to change the earth's climate were minimal and the notion of sustainable 
development was just appearing. 
Energy shortage, environmental degradation and the rapid growth in the cost of 
electrical power production and the energy industries in Kuwait have forced a major 
shift from SSM towards the development of DSM. This not only provided possibilities 
to meet the growth in the demand of power and energy by reducing consumption rates, 
yet it provided the opportunities for optimising energy efficiency through improved 
operation and control strategies in buildings and integrated building services systems. 
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High levels of energy efficiency can not be achieved only through the design and 
construction of energy-efficient buildings and modem building services. Energy 
savings, in addition to reduction in cost, can only be achieved if a building and its 
systems are used for the purpose for which they are designed. Equally important, is the 
introduction and development of DSM operation strategies that target energy efficiency 
and cost performance. This ensures that initial savings in capital cost are reflected in 
ongoing savings in energy consumption and consequently the running costs of a 
building with its systems. 
The term 'demand-side management' (DSM) was first used in the United States in the 
early 1980s. The term was used to describe the planning and implementation of 
electricity utilisation strategies that were designed to influence the time, pattern and/or 
amount of electricity demand by customers to produce desired changes in the shape of 
the utility's demand load and to increase customer satisfaction. DSM was considered to 
provide an alternative to growth in the capacity of the electricity generation system as 
well as a tangible means of providing customers with a valuable service. The United 
Kingdom, Europe, and Australia quickly followed in the adoption of DSM and currently 
DSM-associated initiatives are practised worldwide. The DSM strategies promoted by 
energy companies aimed to reduce both energy consumption rates and peak loads that 
the energy supplier had to provide for. The key objective of DSM for the energy 
companies was to try to minimise the cost of electricity production by determining 
which electricity capacity solution was the more cost effective: adding generation 
capacity or reducing electricity use. If a future shortage of electricity generation 
capacity was foreseen, a choice existed either to build new power plant or in to invest in 
energy efficiency on the part of major energy users. Electricity demand growth 
problems can be solved either through the more efficient use of electrical energy, e. g. in 
industrial plant or by utilising more energy efficient air conditioning for homes and 
offices, or by building new power plants and other infrastructure. The adoption of a 
strategy to make more efficient use of the energy utility has the advantage in that it also 
contributes to a reduction in C02 generation and saves costs for society as a whole and 
as individual customers. 
Energy efficiency measures as part of a DSM strategy can lead to savings of up to 20% 
in energy costs. This may be through the utilisation of energy efficient lighting, energy 
efficient glazing for windows, proper computation methods that allow the calculation of 
a building load more accurately, in addition to many other measures. A key aspect of 
DSM is the utilisation of proper control of building services system, such as HVAC 
systems. Technologies exist in the form of programmable thermostats that allow the 
programming of several schedules for running an HVAC system at different modes. 
Energy recovery units are another form that helps achieve reduction in energy 
consumption. Advancement in science and technology does not stop at that level. At 
present, the introduction of advanced computing and control methods may improve 
efficiency and allow much higher savings in the capital cost and running cost of such 
systems. Techniques range from Building L,,: nergy LlanagementSystems (BEMS), some 
times known as Building Automation LSystems (BAS), that allow the monitoring and 
control of systems more closely, to intelligent controllers that adopt algorithms such as 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), fuzzy Logic (FL), in addition to systems such as 
Model PrediCtive Control (MPC) that usually aims at predicting the optimum operation 
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conditions for future demand patterns of a real plant. Such intelligent techniques allow 
the introduction of DSM in an improved form through the control of power demand 
through demand based response techniques. 
At an early stage of this research project, the broad aim was to study the development of 
energy efficient operation strategies for air-conditioning systems in office buildings. 
However, the key objective was the development of a model based predictive control 
strategy for an integrated and modular approach to the provision of ice thermal storage. 
A demand-response based approach was to be examined through the utilisation of 
predictive control of an ice storage system. 
This chapter aims to provide an introduction of the concepts involved in demand-side 
management and some of its integrated strategies. 
2.2 Demand Side Management 
With a world of growing demand for energy and power, a balance between electricity 
supply and demand has become a vital requirement in order to conserve the capabilities 
to provide for the high levels of standards of living that nations expect. In addition to 
being able to reach a nation's environmental protection goals, such balance must be 
given the highest priority in order to preserve the natural resources of the earth and to 
ensure protection to the environment. 
It is important to highlight that no standard definition for DSM exists. Many references 
define DSM from the perspective of their own interest or point of view. This can be 
acceptable to some degree. The basics notions of the DSM concept might apply to a 
global level; however, going into a more specific environment then the specific 
framework of a DSM strategy should be tailored to suit that specific environment. The 
Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI 1984) defines DSM as: "The planning, 
implementation and monitoring ofutility activities designed to influence customer use of 
electricity in ways that will produce desired changes in load shape - i. e., in the time 
pattern and magnitude ofa utility's load. Utility programsfalling under the umbrella of 
demand-side management include load management, new uses, strategic conservation, 
electrification, customer generation, and adjustment in market share". In his review of 
the different definitions of DSM, Williamson (1996) states that, there seemed to be a 
degree of confusion as to what the term demand-side management meant. In a review of 
more than 70 integrated resources planning projects Chamberlin reported that not a 
single one agreed with the above EPRI definition, (in EPRI (1993)). Instead, DSM has 
been used to loosely define measures involving improved efficiency, load management 
and conservation, emphasising the reduction in electrical energy use and/or generation 
capacity. Other terms include Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) and Least-Cost 
Planning (LCP). 
Williamson (1996) refers to definitions from the UK; the energy saving trust used the 
following definition 'DSM is the application of energy ejficiency measures where the 
electricity network is under stress in order to deferlprevent expenditure on network 
reinforcement". In a report prepared for the Office of Electricity Regulation (OFFER), 
by LE Energy Ltd and SRC International Aps, 1992; DSM is defined as "Measures 
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taken by an electricity supplier or other party, apart from the electricity consumer, to 
reduce a consumer's demand for electricity through improving in the efficiency with 
which electricity is used", "The implementation of DSM will usually involve the 
expenditure of capital in the customer's premises to improve ej iciency of use, with .T recovery of the expenditure through savings in the cost of supplying electricity and 
through increased electricity prices ... DSM also includes measures to reduce 
electricity costs by transferring demand from periods of higher electricity pricesto 
periods when prices are lower, or to times of lower demand, these latter measures may 
or may not involve an overall change in overall consumption". 
Another UK author, Deobie (1993) states: "Demand-Side Management (DSM) is 
defined as the planning, implementation and monitoring of utility activities, aimed at 
modifying customer end-use energy utilisation to give least cost combination of 
investment in energy supply infrastructure and energy effIciency programmes to provide 
customers with a better service at lower cost", from Williamson (1996). 
Gelfings (1993), asserts that "DSM is a set of activities which involves action on the 
demand (customer) side of the power meter and which is initiated by the utility. Such 
activities include load management, conservation, electrification and strategic growth 
ofmarket share". 
Many of the definitions and statements tend to consider demand-side management as a 
tool that can be utilised mainly by energy generators and suppliers, with more interest 
from the suppliers. However, that probably is not totally true. A view more dominant in 
European practice and one that is accepted by the International Energy Agency 
Demand-Side Management Programme (IEA-DSM) Implementing Agreement is that 
the term "Demand Side" applies equally to all types of energy sources and activities on 
the demand side and can be undertaken by many actors, not only the suppliers. DSM 
can be looked upon either- as a tool to be used to change the demand for energy or, 
more generally, as a tool for society to better use and distribute scarce resources. In both 
cases, at least as far as this agreement is concerned, the main thrust and reasons for 
DSM activities are due to the necessity to increase energy efficiency and receive better 
value for the capital invested in the energy system, IEA-DSM (DSMspotlight March 
2001). 
It is most likely that such implementation would be more acceptable on international 
basis. A demand-side management plan or strategy initiated in one specific environment 
would carry the possibility that it can be adopted in another different environment. 
Beggs (2002), argues this issue by referring to the case of UK. Ile states, that because of 
the complex nature of the UK's horizontally integrated electricity supply industry, the 
role of DSM in the UK is somewhat ambiguous. Ile suggests that in theory all parties in 
the UK electricity supply industry benefit from the introduction of DSM. However, 
because of the fragmentations of the industry due to horizontal integration he considers 
that it is difficult to initiate and coordinate an effective DSM policy. For example, he 
asks who will pay for a DSM policy? Are the regional distribution companies going to 
pay for a policy which arguably gives greatest benefits to the generators and the 
National Grid Company (NGC)? It is also difficult for the competing generators to 
initiate DSM, since they have no 'captive' market and they have little direct influence 
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over the end users. The structure of the electricity market in the UK is such that 
individual generators are always seeking to generate as much electricity as possible. The 
benefit to the generators through the implementation of a DSM policy is dubious - since 
there is over capacity in the system and every generator benefits from higher electricity 
prices when demand is high. Therefore, for DSM to succeed in the UK it must benefit 
both the regional distribution companies and their customers. This proves that every 
case is a different case; the US based experience can not be mimicked in the UK 
because the structure and conditions in the electricity supply industry differs from that 
of the USA. The more general approaches of DSM policies may probably be globalised. 
For different countries DSM policies must be tailored for the specific conditions that 
apply to them. For example in Kuwait the government represented by the Ministry of 
Electricity and Water (MEW) is the only body that is in charge of the generation, 
distribution and supply of electricity. In addition, electricity is supplied to the end users 
at a highly subsidised price; where MEW carries around 80% of the total cost and the 
end users are only charged the remaining 20%. In addition Kuwait does not utilise 
different pricing schemes that would encourage end users to make use of cheap rate 
periods. In the context of the system in Kuwait, the utilisation of DSM policies would 
benefit the country on the national basis and not on individual basis. On the other hand, 
it is possible that at some stage, such subsidy will no longer be feasible and an increase 
in the charge rate would possibly be introduced. In the mean time, with MEW as the 
generator, distributor and supplier of electricity in Kuwait, DSM policies would have to 
be tailored for such specific conditions for such specific time period. 
In Nilsson's (2000) review of the definitions of DSM from the International Energy 
Agency Demand-Side Management Programme (IEA DSM) web site, it becomes clear 
that DSM is a tool that is owned by several parties and not by only a single body. 
"Demand-Side Management (DSM) can be looked upon either traditionally, as a tool to 
be used to change the demandfor energy or more generally, as a toolfor society to 
better use and distribute scarce resources. When implemented by energy utilities, this 
change might be in the amount of energy used or the pattern of its use. For example, an 
electric utility may increase the power supply and provide customers with the k TVh they 
askfor or provide better equipment that uses less k TVh while providing more service. Or 
the utility company may seek to change the pattern of energy use by applying 
straightforward and operationally simple lime-of-use pricing to shift the load In either 
case, the objective is to choose the best option to provide energy services at the lowest 
cost. 
DSM as a more general tool opens up a broader range of long-term activities which are 
triggered by society's concern for the environment and desire for sustainable 
development. This option can be more complex, and it is often supported by other goals 
and activities, for example, market transformation and the opportunities for the 
emergence of new type of industry 
In both cases, at least asfar as this Implementation Agreement is concerned, the main 
thrust and reason for DSM activities are due to the necessity to increase energy 
efficiency and receive better valuefor the capital invested in the energy system ". 
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When the targets are to increase energy efficiency and receive better value for capital 
invested in energy system; in addition to conserving the natural resources with 
providing protection to the environment, then DSM policies must be the interest and 
responsibility of all parties of concern of any of the issues above. 
2.3 DSM applied to air-conditioning systems in offices 
The majority of the literature available on the subject of DSM has many issues in 
common. Gellings (1989), Saini (2004), Beggs (1995) and many others express the 
meaning of DSM in great detail: what DSM means,; the benefits of DSM, the different 
strategies of DSM. As the aim of this research work is to introduce a DSM operation 
strategy for air-conditioned office buildings a brief introduction to this application 
follows. 
Although the broad definition of DSM of the EPRI (1984) has many meritsit does not 
cover the whole target or all the relevant aspects of DSM to specific applications. The 
notion of DSM that was initiated in the United States was customized to fit the scenario 
for the specific circumstances that existed for that nation. In contrast, many of the 
western and European countries worked hard to utilise such concept and so an 
international frame of DSM developed. It appears that DSM has become an umbrella for 
many issues that can be covered within the basic concept, for example designing energy 
efficient buildings, applying energy conservation, energy auditing of existing buildings 
and the efficient operation and control of building services within a building or a 
building complex. Increased efficiency, load management and energy conservation, all 
with the emphasis on reducing the need for electrical energy and/or generation capacity, 
are what DSM aims for. 
Z3.1 Dentand Side Management Objectives 
The uncertainty in future demand, fuel prices and availability and increase in the cost of 
power generation and distribution in addition to crucial environmental issues are driving 
governments and utilities towards the incorporation of DSM strategies. As suggested 
from the different definitions and explanations discussed previously, DSM encompasses 
load reduction strategies as well as load growth strategies and flexible energy services 
options. At the national level in the United States, DSM is expected to make a 
significant contribution to meeting future demand, figure 2.1, Gellings (1989). 
Estimates of viable DSM greatly exceed its current levels of application, indicating 
considerable future potential. 
From figure 2.1, it can be predicted that DSM may be rewarding. Without DSM 
strategies that utilise utility projections of future demand the party in charge of power 
generation might end up having to construct or expand the power generation facility to 
be able to supply the demand. However, as the figure shows, with DSM strategies 
utilisation of the existing capacity and postponing the need for purchasing and installing 
new plants would help achieve conservation of energy, the environment and most 
important, would assure financial stability because of the budget saved rather than spent 
on new constructions. 
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Figure 2.1 DSM's contribution towards meeting future demands, USA 
A key objective in deciding for a DSM strategy is defining the overall targets that are to 
be met by DSM. For such purpose, an action plan that will put such a process in a clear 
framework is important. Whether DSM strategy is to be targeted by a government at the 
national level or even by a private institution on much smaller scale, the need for 
identifying prornising opportunities must first be satisfied. This would provide an 
understanding of the situation and would clearly distinguish whether a dcmand-side 
management plan or a supply-side management plan provides the best option. If DSM 
was considered to be the most appropriate option then the dcvelopinent of a most 
appropriate DSM strategy would be created. This process may be broken into several 
stages, starting with simple applications that might be implemented with little or no 
extra cost, and continuing with the implementation of higher costs options. For 
example, applying such a process in a commercial building might include managing the 
existing lighting system with relevance to occupancy and non-occupancy periods or 
even by associating this service with the utilisation of the daylight available from the 
exterior. In such a process, a zero cost solution would be expected from the change of 
behaviour of the occupants only and no purchase or installation of new hardware would 
be required. A following step could be the replacement of the existing lighting systern 
and the utilisation of energy efficient lighting systerns, such as compact fluorescent light 
bulbs. Further investment might be considered in the application electronic lighting 
control that responded to occupancy patterns and levels of daylight. Additionally, many 
other retrofitting processes could be introduced in the form of investment in energy 
efficient glazing system for windows or the energy efficient control of HVAC system 
by utilising prograrnmable thermostats. Also, the integration of more advanced systerns 
within a building services system in a building. Energy recovery units or then-nal energy 
storage systerns can help shift the load of a building frorn peak time to a non-pcak times 
of the day. 
The first step would be to identify opportunities for improving energy efficiency by 
conducting energy auditing in the target buildings. Subsequently, the most suitable 
strategies identified from the audit would be implemented. This is a very important 
stage within the process, as major saving may bc identified. As a consequcnce the need 
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for new expansion or construction through the utilisation of a DSM strategy would be 
postponed and this would lead to a saving in expenditure that would help an 
organisation maintain some financial stability. The performance of such a plan could be 
monitored and evaluated through the utilisation of Building Energy Management 
System (BEMS). The different stages of the process are demonstrated in figure 2.2. 
Derining overall targets to be met by I 
DSM 
I 
I Identifying promising opportunities I 
Implementation of most appropriate I 
DSM strategy 
I 
Overcome need for new installation and 
if possible utilisation of energy saving 
I 
opportunities 
I 
I Monitor & Review through BEMS I 
Figure 2.2 Action plan towards a DSM strategy 
23.2 Demand Side Management &Load Management 
Priority scaling: 
No or low cost 
I 
[--High 
cost 
Load management is one major form of DSM encompassing only the actions initiated 
by the utility or its customers as a result of incentives to accomplish peak clipping, 
valley filling or load shifting. Load management actions are taken to control load 
growth, altering the load distribution with time or increasing the supply through non- 
utility or non-traditional sources. The actions may be initiated to reduce capital 
expenditure, reduce cost of the service, improve load factors, improve system 
efficiency, or improve system reliability, Gellings (1986). 
Load management planning techniques aim to match customer preferences and 
behaviour to the available electricity supply and to achieve this for the mutual benefit of 
customer and utility. Planning a load management program has four steps: 
1. Choose the daily load distribution changes that the program is to achieve, (figure 
2.3) 
11. Determine how to achieve the desired load distribution 
III. Evaluate costs and impacts 
IV. Plan ways to implement the programme 
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There are six modes by which of load-distribution changes can be achieved: Peak 
Clipping, Strategic Conservation, Valley filling, Strategic Load Growth, Load Shifting, 
and Flexible Load Shape, figure 2.3. 
Peak 
Clipping 
ot" 
Valley 
T Fýilling 
Load 
Shifting 
,1 
Flexible 
Load! 
Figure 2.3 Influence of DSM programmes on the shape of demand curve, EPRI 1985 
Peak clipping, or reduction of load during peak periods, is generally achieved by 
directly controlling customer's appliances. This direct control can be used to reduce 
capacity requirements, operating costs, and dependence on critical fuels. 
Valley filling, or building load during off-peak periods, is particularly desirable 
when the long-run incremental cost is less than the average price of electricity. 
Adding properly priced off-peak load under those circumstances can decrease the 
average price. 
Load shifting, which accomplishes many of the goals of both peak clipping and 
valley filling, involves shifting load from on-peak to off-peak periods, allowing the 
most efficient use of capacity. 
Strategic conservation involves a reduction in sales, often including a change in 
the pattern of use. The utility planner must consider what conservation actions 
would occur normally and then evaluate the cost-effectiveness of utility programmes 
intended to accelerate or stimulate conservation actions. 
Strategic load growth, a targeted increase in sales, may involve increased market 
share of loads that are or can be served by competing fuels, as well as development 
of new markets. In the future, load growth may include greater electrification - 
electric vehicles, automation, and industrial process heating. 
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Flexible load shape involves allowing customers to purchase some power at lower 
than normal reliability. The customer's load-shape will be flexible, depending on the 
real time reliability conditions. 
It appears from the profiles above that both strategic load growth and strategic 
conservation maintain similar load profiles, however, their effect is to change the 
quantity of energy consumed over specific period. In the case of buildings strategic 
conservation mainly can be achieved by installing more thermal insulation in the 
building structure, employing more energy efficient equipment, or by reducing the 
hours of use. 
Talukdar and Gellings (1986) classified load management activities as: Energy Storage, 
Interruptible Loads, Conservation, Customer Loads Control and Dispersed Generation 
(DG). Conservation involves, improving appliances, new energy-efficient building 
designs, draught proofing buildings, life-style changes and water heating using passive 
solar systems. Dispersed Generation includes four main activities, solar PV, wind power 
generation, cogeneration and small hydro generation. 
Thermal Energy LVtorage (TES), in the form of ice storage system, is the basis of this 
investigation. Thermal (cooling) energy storage is accounted as a load shifting strategy 
because it involves shifting the load from on-peak to off-peak periods. In the case of ice 
storage systems, the storage system is charged by producing ice during off-peak periods 
and then to use that ice to cool the building during peak consumption periods, thus 
shifting the electricity load. TES will be discussed in the Chapter 4 in greater detail. 
According to Rabl (1988), future electricity load distribution patterns will be the result 
of programmes implemented by the utility companies which are tailored to meet their 
objectives. DSM can be used not only in terms of load distribution objectives but also to 
improve the poor load factor caused by reactive loads. The demand for electricity varies 
throughout the year/day/hour, so that the average utilisation of the available power 
generating capacity is less than 100%. This is described as the load factor (LF). 
The load factor for any given period represents the percentage of time for which plant 
and equipment operates during that period. It can be calculated as follows, Beggs 
(2002): 
Loadfactor in a given petiod =A 
verage load on system [k W Equation 2.1 Peak load on system [k W) 
Table 2.1 shows some typical load factors which might be expected for a variety of 
types of organisation, Forrester 1993. Buildings such as air-conditioned commercial 
offices, with a high daytime peak and low night time demand, will exhibit a low (i. e. 
poor) load factor. At the other extreme factories which operate a 24 hour shift system 
will exhibit a high (i. e. good) load factor. From the utility companies' point of view 
organisations which possess a high load factor are potentially more desirable customers, 
since they will be buying more electrical energy for a give amount of investment in 
generation and distribution equipment. Customers who possess high load factor should 
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therefore expect to negotiate better supply contracts than those with low load factors. 
This provides great potential benefit to contract customers who possess the ability to 
load shift from day to night by using technologies such as ice thermal storage. This 
should be particularly true for office buildings which would otherwise exhibit a very 
poor load factor, Beggs (2002). 
Table 2.1Typical load factors for a veriety of applications, Forrester 1993 
Type of organisation Load factor 
24 hour operation 0.7-0.85 
2 shift system 0.45-0.6 
Single shift system 0.25-0.4 
Modem hotel complex 0.5-0.6 
Hospital 0.6-0.75 
Retailing 0.3-0.4 
Catering business 0.3-0.5 
This research work is concerned with reductions in peak demand levels. Peak clipping, 
valley filling and load shifting can all be accounted for as peak load reduction measures. 
However, as the scope and objective of this research work is to introduce a DSM 
strategy through the optimisation of an ice thermal storage model with an integrated 
model of a predictive control strategy, load shifting has become the candidate to be the 
measure investigated. The objective is to achieve this through the use of an intelligent 
device, Model Predictive Control (MPV), which will respond to predicted patterns of 
demand and wý-rk to optim-ise the ice charging and discharging process. 
Z3.3 BenefitsofDSM 
The many literature sources that have been studied list numerous benefits of DSM 
programmes. These benefits can provide a return to customer, society and the utility 
companies. The most common of those benefits are listed below: 
1. Customer 
a. Lower bills 
b. Improved services 
c. Non-energy business benefits 
2. Society 
a. Capital freed for other projects 
b. Reduced foreign debt 
c. Lower business costs 
d. Reduced pollution 
e. Conservation of indigenous energy resources 
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3. Utility 
a. Lower cost of services 
b. Less generation and transmission capacity required 
c. Improved operating efficiency 
d. Improved customer service 
2.4 Conclusions 
Electrical power generation and consumption can logically be divided into two key 
groups. The supply-side group comprise the electricity utility companies that generate 
and distribute the electricity are concerned with supplying the demand. The customers 
that create the demand for electrical power comprise the demand-side group. Electricity 
supply is created in sufficient quantity to be able to provide for the demand that exists 
or is expected. The supplya-side approach is to be able to provide the demand through 
the construction and installation of power generation plants that have the sufficient 
capacity to provide the instantaneous electricity demand required by the customers. 
However, such an approach is always accompanied by major spending on the expansion 
of power generation plants, increased cost of services and often a decline in operating 
efficiency. In addition, such an approach would negatively affect supply-side companies 
who would have to carry the cost to provide sufficient available capacity. One possible 
consequence would be an increase in the cost of energy purchased by the customer 
leading to increased bills. Finally, such an approach has a potentially negative effect on 
the environment. Consequently, DSM was developed in the form of strategies and 
policies that aimed to cope with the current and future demand by optimising the use of 
the currently available generation capacities and postpone as much as possible the need 
for constructing new power plants. 
Demand-side management offers utilities the opportunity to address several operational 
and management issues - improvement of power quality and reliability, reduction of 
system losses, easing transmission network constraints etc. DSM is feasible in 
situations where the cost of DSM is lower than the cost of supply. It is often used as a 
part of capacity expansion management strategies and in situations of supply capacity 
shortfall. It is important to highlight that DSM is not partial and its benefits are 
extended to the supply-side, customers and the environment. 
In Kuwait, DSM is in its infancy. Initial steps towards dealing with the rapidly growing 
demand for electrical power are being considered and some basic applications have 
already taken place. In the following chapter, an overview of the electricity supply 
industry in Kuwait is given. Initial application of DSM through energy conservation 
measures, energy auditing towards reducing the consumption of electricity and other 
energy efficiency measure are listed through some examples related to the Kuwaiti 
context. 
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"Yhe great investments which the country spends in thefield of electrical 
power generation and water desalination should make the consumers 
aware of their responsibility in following a rationalisation consumptive 
attitude and not to take the opportunity prompted and encouraged by the 
very cheap price ofelectricity (supported by the government) to waste this 
valuable wealth. Yhis action wastes the wealth and capacities of the 
country and increases the rates of demand on electricity and water in 
unreasonable and exaggerated rates. So everyone should know thefact 
that the government will not be able to continue support theprices of this 
service forever while there is no consumptive awareness by the 
consumers"... Minister ofElectricity & Water - Kuwait 
Chapter 
The Electricity Supply Industry in Kuwait 
3.1 Introduction 
Global developments and technological progress during the twentieth century has been 
associated with massive urban expansion. Large buildings, shopping areas, hospitals, 
and schools necessitated the adoption of indoor air conditioning systems. Urban 
developments in Kuwait and the Gulf States were also associated with extensive use of 
indoor air conditioning. This is because of the long duration of the hot summer season, 
which extends for more than 7 months during which long spells of high temperature and 
high humidity conditions are encountered. Considering the above, a major part of the 
energy consumed in Kuwait and the Gulf States is due to indoor air conditioning. In its 
energy conservation programme code of practice guide, MEW (I 999-B) states that "Air 
conditioning installations absorb 60 to 70 percent of the consumed energy. As a result, 
the need for the construction of new power plants is permanent to satisfy this 
continually growing need. 
Kuwait holds proved crude oil reserves of about 98 billion barrels that represents about 
10% of world reserves, CIA. The state has five power stations and a total generation 
capacity of about 9.3 GW. A 2,400 MW thermal plant with a construction cost of $2.2 
billion was the last that came online in the year 2000, which relieved pressure on the 
grid connected system in the short term. Over the next 10 years, Kuwait reportedly will 
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need to invest $4 billion in its power supply sector in order to increase generation 
capacity by another 3,400 MW, EIA. In September 2001, the government represented 
by the Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) approved the construction of two 
power plants under this program. A 2,400-MW station is to be installed at one location 
(AI-Zour North); and the 1,000-MW will be installed at another location (AI-Zour South 
II). Both installations are expansions to the national power grid system in Kuwait. 
Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems have become a necessity 
for the modem life style. Air conditioning can play several roles to reduce the 
environmental impact of buildings. A building has to be suitable for its purpose and the 
indoor climate must be comfortable and healthy, and there should be minimum 
disturbance when the building is in operation, CADDET 19 (1996). Many countries that 
suffer from hot and climates cannot escape the need for using air conditioning systems. 
Kuwait is one of many countries in the world that rely heavily on air-conditioning 
systems for the cooling of buildings. In such circumstances, the utilisation of HVAC 
systems can lead to the introduction of two important issues that should be of concern to 
governments, private and public power generation companies as well as building 
owners. First, would be that the use of indoor climate conditioning systems affect the 
different aspects of energy production and consumption on national level? The second 
issue is, what effect the operation of such systems has on the running cost of buildings 
and the cost of power generation at the national level. Both issues are linked together 
and cannot be separated from each other. HVAC systems are recognised as a major 
contributor to the power consumption and demand on national level and so the 
development and utilisation of energy efficient control strategies has become of national 
interest. Motivated by the rising electricity generation cost, which is represented by the 
growing consumption and the need for constructing new power plants; the need for 
devising and enforcing L! emand Side Management (DSM) plans in the form of energy 
efficient operation strategies to curtail the excessive consumption of energy in air- 
conditioned buildings has been established. Adopting such strategies would not only 
lead to optimising the use of air-conditioning systems, it would also lead to large 
savings in the operation and running cost of such systems. Additionally, it would slow 
down the rate of construction of new power plants that arises mainly from the growth in 
power demand for air-conditioning. 
Examining methods for controlling the electricity demand in Kuwait is the main 
objective of this research work. This is by means of employing state of the art DSM 
techniques. In order to fully comprehend the aims and objectives of this research work, 
it is necessary describe the characteristics of the electricity supply industry in Kuwait. 
Focussing on the problem of power and energy in Kuwait due to the usage of air- 
conditioning systems, this chapter reflects upon the reasons that originated the 
objectives of this research work. 
3.2 Patterns of Electricity Consumption in Kuwait 
Kuwait has experienced an economic boom ever since the commencement of oil 
production in early 1950s. This boom reached disproportionate levels in the late 1970s, 
following the rise in oil prices and the attendant increase in national revenue. 
Consequently, a rapid expansion in construction and development was manifest in 
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addition to increasing demand for electrical energy. Kuwait is accounted as one of the 
energy exporting nations and is endowed with large reserves of oil and natural gas. Over 
the past few decades, electrical power generation and water desalination facilities have 
grown to be the biggest energy consumer, Kellow (1989). 
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Figure 3.1 Peak daily power consumption rate and ambient temperature for Kuwait for 4th 
September 1999 
Kuwait has a long, dry and hostile surrimer that extends over seven montlis from April 
to October. It suffers from severe chinatic conditions with peak daytime temperatures 
varying between 43T - 53T. Consequently, extensive use of air-conditioning systerns 
occurs in buildings during that period for cooling purposes. Figure 2.1 shows tile 
variation of power consumption rate for Kuwait and the ambient temperature 
distribution for a September day in 1999. These patterns are typical for all days during 
the summer period. 
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Figure 3.2 Monthly generated electrical energy and the monthly mean anibient temperahire for 
Kinvait 1996 
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Similarly, the total quantity of electrical energy generated for consumption each month 
for Kuwait is influenced directly by the monthly mean ambient temperature, figure 3.2. 
The peak power demand in Kuwait occurs between 1400 and 1600 hours during the 
peak of the summer season. Quantitatively, peak power demand for air conditioning is 
indicated by the difference in the average maximum demand during the summer months 
and the average minimum demand for the year, which mostly occurs in the month of 
March when buildings require neither cooling nor heating, Al-Marafie (1989). This is 
demonstrated by figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Peak power demand related to air conditioning for Kuwait, 1996 
Measures for energy conservation in buildings have been implemented in Kuwait since 
1983. The Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) have published a well-defined code 
of practice regarding energy conservation matters, Malieshwari (1998-A). However, 
much has changed since that time but the code has not been updated to include current 
issues or requirements. At present, buildings in Kuwait consurne excessive arnounts of 
energy due to the absence of up to date energy conservation measures and of a clear 
framework for an energy efficiency programme for air-conditioning systems in 
buildings. Consequently, energy consumption rates have becorne an important issue that 
must be investigated. Air-conditioning in Kuwait utilises a high proportion of tile 
country's generated electrical power. Al-Marafie (1989) states that air-conditioning 
accounts for approximately 70% of the country's annual peak load and 45% of tile 
yearly electricity consumption. With reference to power consumption data for tile year 
1999, it was found that nearly 75% of the annual load and 59% of the yearly electricity 
consumption is due to the use of air-conditioning systems in buildings. 
In 1997, Kuwait had an installed electrical generation capacity of6,900 MW. In 1998 
the Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) proýlcctcd that both peak power and 
electricity demands were growing at an annual rate of 6.8 and 7.3% respectively, (MEW 
1999-A). In order to meet this increase, Kuwait was committed to two major electrical 
power plant projects. In the first a 2,400 MW thermal plant was commissioned to begin 
operation between 1998 and 2000. The second project relates to a new thermal power 
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plant, which includes a seawater desalination plant to produce 48 million gallons of 
fresh water per day. At present, new and former power stations in Kuwait add up to a 
total capacity of 9,273 MW in the form of installed capacity. Electricity peak demand 
has been increasing steadily. The rate of increase during the 20th century ranged from 
around 32% per annum in the fifties, to 26% in the sixties, 15% in the seventies and 8% 
in the eighties and nineties. Even though lower rates of increase have been noticed 
during the past few years, yet, by world standards a range of 8- 10% is still considered 
high when compared to 2-3% for most industrial countries, MEW (2002). 
The increase in the power demand is a direct result of two major factors. First, harsh 
climatic conditions have played a key role since the time when both power generation 
plants and HVAC systems in buildings have been introduced in Kuwait. Second is the 
rapid growth in the local economy which has led to a growth in the construction of both 
private and public sector buildings. As both these factors seem to be dependent, they 
can be linked to each other. The extremes in temperatures that occur during the peak 
months of June to September have led to an extensive growth in the use of air- 
conditioning systems in both the urban building services and the industrial sectors 
leading to continued increase in the electrical demand. The development of energy 
efficient control strategies for air-conditioning systems in buildings is one action that 
can be adopted to cfficiently use generated electricity to overcome the need of 
constructing new power plants. 
In addition, the rise in per capita average rates of electricity consumption indicates 
aspects of waste and extravagance prompted and encouraged by the very cheap 
electricity price charged to customers, which is set at about 11% of the cost of 
generation. This considerable subsidising of the price of electricity has its historical 
origins in a policy decision by the Kuwaiti government to help the residents of Kuwait 
to pay for this essential commodity, Debs (1984). However, this extremely low cost to 
the consumer has encouraged them to use this utility in an undisciplined and profligate 
manner. 
In some parts of the world, private companies take care of electricity generation and 
distribution. In Kuwait the government, represented by the Ministry of Electricity and 
Water (MEW), takes responsibility for generating and supplying electricity to 
customers. Because MEW heavily subsidises the price of electricity and does not make 
use of daily price tariffs schemes there is no incentive for customers to manage demand 
for the benefit of the electricity generating system. The lack of policy regarding the 
management of the patterns of the rates of electrical consumption has inevitably led to 
an increase in the annual and daily peak demands. Current rates of demand growth at 
the summer peak indicate that the annual maximum-load will tend to exceed the 
installed electricity generating capacity every few years, figure 3.4. Consequently, an 
almost continual need for the construction and installation of new electricity generating 
plant has arisen. It is likely that at some stage a new pricing scheme will have to be 
introduced. 
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Figure 3.4 Maximum and mininium loads and total installed capacity of electricity generation in 
Kuwait, 1975 - 2001 
3.2.1 Climate Characteristics in Kuwait 
High ambient temperature is an important characteristic of summer weather conditions 
in Kuwait. During the period of May to September, the minimurn temperature rarely 
drops below 250C, whereas the maximum temperature can exceed 50T. Such weather 
conditions require intensive use of air-conditioning in occupied spaces, Ayyash. 
Figure 3.5, shows the monthly averaged daily maxii-nurn and minimum ternperatures for 
the period 1961 - 1990, WMO. 
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The tcrriperature difference between an iiltcrnal building temperature and outside 
arribient temperature is the driving force that determincs heat gain or hcat loss for the 
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structure. The relationship between the ambient temperature and a heat gain effect on 
buildings can be represented by the concept of degree-days. In the case of hot and 
counties, where this notion links to heat gain forrn the ambient environment, then the 
degree days concept is extended to cooling degree-days (CDD). By examining the 
cooling degree-days, the effect of the ambient temperature on energy consumption for 
air-conditioning can be assessed. Omar (2002), whilst trying to analyse the thermal 
performance of glazing systems for buildings in Kuwait used the cooling degree-day 
method. The results in the paper are based on a heating base temperature of I8'C and a 
cooling base temperature of 21 OC. 
Figure 3.6 shows the hostility of the climate in Kuwait in tertris of cooling degree-days. 
Weather data for the years 1999 - 2002 were used. It clearly shows that the cooling 
season is predominant for almost eight months of the year and that cooling is 
responsible for the highest annual peak consumption rate. Cooling degree-days can be 
utilised to estimate the amount of air conditioning usage during the cooling season. This 
means that the higher the value of the energy consumption per cooling degree-day the 
bigger the demand for cooling. Consequently, the consumption of electricity increases 
resulting in a bigger demand on the national electrical power generating capacity. 
Figure 3.7 illustrates the growing demand for electricity during a penod of four years, 
1996 - 1999. For each year cooling degree-days are at their peak during the summer 
months, July and August, whilst they are at their lowest during the months of March and 
November. It is essential to make sure that tile data used in the investigation have the 
same characteristics and represents a similar environment. 
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Figure 3.7 Monthly electricity consumption with cooling degree days between 1996 - 1999 
A noticeable dissimilarity in the monthly total cooling degree-days for each year can be 
seen within the same figure. The number of cooling degree-days per month are higher 
during 96 and 97 whereas the second period of 98 and 99 shows a slightly lower profile. 
Weather data for 96 and 97 were collected from an internal regional weather station. 
While, for the years 98 and 99 data where collected from a weather station located in a 
coastal region. A difference of about 30 cooling degree-days per month is observed 
because of the milder nature of coastal front area climate. 
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Figure 3.9 Effect of cooling degree days on electricity consuniption, 1999 
It is rational to link the power demand with the cooling degree-days. The number of 
cooling degree-days experienced per month is proportional to the energy use of a 
building for cooling. Examining the graphs of figure 3.8 and figure 3.9, it can be 
understood why power demand in a country like Kuwait is largest during the months of 
summer, figure 3.8. During the month of'March, the electrical load is at its minimurn. 
From figure 3.9 it can be assumed that during the stated month, no cooling or heating is 
required and the minimum load that can be attributed to non-clirnate related loads in a 
building, such as lighting and office equipment. 
The large differences that occur between the dry and wet bulb terripcratures through out 
the year, as shown in , reflect the 
dry nature ot'Kuwaiti weather. Alsayegh (2003) splits 
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up the year into four seasonal zones as demonstrated in Figure 3.11. It is noticeable that 
the highest consumption of electrical power in Kuwait occurs during the period of June 
to mid of September. This is the period when all types of buildings totally rely on air- 
conditioning for the provision of cooling to provide comfort. 
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Figure 3.11 Half hourly daily load over the period 1996 - 1999 
The difference between summer and winter half-hour profiles i's demonstrated in figure 
3.12. During the surnmer season, the maximum peak takes place between the hours 
1500 and 1530. This is the time when the peaks of the ambient temperature occur and 
air-conditioning systems are working at high capacity to provide the cooling required. 
In Kuwait, people usually return home frorn work between the hours 1400 and 1500. 
This is the time when people have their rnid day main meal followed by a nap. A 
second, although smaller, peak occurs at around 1900 hours. This can be related to 
electrical lighting being switched on. Placing a comparison between tile sLimnier an(] tile 
winter profiles, it can be seen that both of these peaks also occur on the winter profile. 
The peak related to lighting occurs at an earlier hour, 1700 to 1730. The size of the inid- 
afternoon peak on the winter profile that occurs when people return frorn work is much 
less than the one in surnmer. This is mainly because people do not use the air- 
conditioners during winter. The evening peak consumption rate is also lower suggesting 
a marked effect due to air-conditioning during the surnmer. 
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Figure 3.12 Half hourly profiles for summer and winter 
3.22 Economic Growth and the Change in Built Environment in Kuwait 
The effects of the discovery of oil in Kuwait began to become noticeable during the 
early 1960s with a consequent growth of the oil industry. Revenues increased with the 
commencement of oil exports to other parts of the world. In turn this allowed increasing 
public services sector expenditure. Additionally, a noticeable revival in the commercial 
and contracting sectors occurred. Eventually, Kuwait witnessed a continual annual 
expansion in construction and urban development. This was accompanied by noticeable 
growth in demand for electrical energy to the extent that construction of new big power 
plants has existed and still constantly exists. Growth in the installed capacity and 
generated energy can be seen in both figure 3.13 and figure 3.14 below. 
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Moving from a local towards global economy was one of the major economic effects 
resulting frorn the discovery of oil and consequently the initiation of the commercial 
channels with the international world in the form of oil exports. This turning outwards 
meant that modernist and international style architecture influenced the design of many 
buildings in Kuwait during the 1970s and 1980s, Khattab (2001). From traditional 
heavy thermal mass buildings, both the Kuwaiti public and tile private sector companies 
moved towards a modernist light-weight fashion of buildings. 
In his paper, Khattab tnes to compare some examples of conternporary architecture in 
Kuwait with earlier forms; He tries to examine tile influence of western architecture oil 
their design. While trying to highlight the effect of globalisation on tile local 
architecture of Kuwait, he states that -The ffi 'internalim al arch iteclural stvles . 
Tect o/ 
has become more apparent after Kuwait has been opened to the Vvest. The influx of 
. 
16reiýqn architects practicing in Kuwait continues adding yet another dimension to the 
. 
fect qf'globalisation on Kuwaiti architecture. High tech materials and modern, non- qf 
indikenous construclion techniques are gradualýv replacing traditional bilildinýq 
practices and materials, such as concrete and stone cladding". In the past, buildings 
forrils used to adopt characteristics that made it possible to accommodate to the terrain 
and climate of the local environment. Buildings and the urban environment were 
custormsed to attenuate tile extreme effects of natural forces and tile arid terrain by 
offsetting the severe adverse impacts of the ambient conditions [Askar (2001), from 
Fletcher (1996)]. Lifestyles arid clothing were adapted as part of the survival and 
cultural responses to the local environment. Askar comes across many of the 
characteristics arid advantages of previously practiced style of construction. Sorne of tile 
rewards of the more traditional urban construction styles are highlighted below: 
Traditionally Kuwaiti local buildings, which include public, private and 
commercial types, used to be designed incorporating high thcrrnal-rnass whieh 
reduccd the interrial temperature fluctuations arising from diurnal-nocturnal 
ambient tcnipcrature-variations. 
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Sizes and locations of the openings through the outer walls and roof were 
optimised with respect to the heat and light transfers through them, and for 
defensive reasons. 
Narrow streets can behave as cooling ducts by venting away hot dusty air. 
increasing the wind-exposed surface areas of the external walls and other 
building elements enhanced the rate of heat loss via winds to the ambient 
environment; this can be seen in figure 3.15. 
The rates of heat transfer through the facades of buildings were reduced by 
employing low-then-nal-conductivity building materials as well as designs that 
incorporated walls with cavities that acted as air ducts for heat-exchange 
purposes. 
Mahgoub (2004), while trying to reflect the impact of globalisation on the built 
environment in Kuwait, states that the impact of globalisation on the built environment 
can be understood in relation to the aspects of globalisation. From the many aspects he 
highlights two of the major effects are mentioned here. The first states that building 
technology suggested new methods of construction and materials that require new 
methods of expression. The global marketplace liberated professional services and 
labour, building materials and construction methods, trade and investment frorn the 
limitations of national boundaries, this as the second aspect. 
Below is an illustration of several pictures that reflects some of the highlighted points 
above. Looking at figure 3.15 below, it is obvious how close buildings used to be to one 
another (left); narrow passages between houses which make shadow from buildings fall 
on each other, reducing the effect of solar radiation on buildings figure 3.15 (right). 
Doors and window were not exposed directly to the sun light through the existence of 
shaded passages and overhangs, figure 3.16. 
The replacement of the environmentally friendly old strategies with tile new fashion in 
construction and building styles introduced the need for a more demanding building 
systems to provide comfort conditions for inhabitants to be accommodated. By arriving 
at such a turning point, the need for a large and growing electrical power supply 
industry was bom. 
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Figure 3.15 Picture from old Kuwait, layout of the city in the past (left) &a narrow street between 
houses 
Figure 3.16 An old Kuwaiti house showing different strategies such as shading from trees, doors & 
windows are shaded so only daylight is allmved without the sun ray allowed inside 
3.3 Energy and Power Management Measures 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Kuwait introduced its first energy conservation 
code of practice in the early eighties (1983). This was an early attempt to reduce tile 
arnount of energy consurned in air-conditioned buildings. The Impact of energy 
conservation measure would be in the forin of introducing energy efficient buildings, 
energy efficient air-conditioning systerns and the introduction of initial energy efficient 
operation strategies. Al-Marafie (1989), classifies the energy and power management 
techniques into three main categories: 
1. Energy saving techniques 
2. Power saving techniques 
3. Combined energy and power saving techniques 
Figure 3.17 demonstrates those impacts with the mutual Iniks between all three. 
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Figure 3.17 Impact of energy conservation measure on buildings level and national level 
3.3.1 DentandSide Management on Kuwaiti National Level 
The realizable potential of'thc energy conservation code of' practice through adherence 
to the code was estimated to amount to in approximately 25% reduction ill the 11111Ull 
rate ol'growth of the peak electrical load and 12% reduction ill the rate ot'growth oftlic 
annual electrical energy production by the utility. The rc(luction in the rate of growth of' 
the peak load would translate into a reduction of' around 1,600 MW ill installed 
generation capacity and a KID 800 million ($2,640 million) savings in capital costs by 
the turn of the century, KcIlow 1989. 
On the other hand, with the cxistciicc of' the ciicrgy conservation code of- practice in 
Kuwait, there wci-c still many gaps Ictt wlicrc impropcr practice in the built cnvirotimcnt 
f'rom an cncrgy efflicicncy point of' vICW CXIStCd. DI IICI-CIIt CýISC Studies WIIICII highlight 
the existence of such gaps. lustily the urgent need for DSM tCCIIIII(ILICS to help make sure 
that the use of energy in large buildings is optimiscd With I-cgard to national daily Cycles 
of'clcctrical powcr consumption. Two examples ol'applying energy saving techniques 
in Kuwait are (Icscribcd in the 1`61lowing scctl(),,. 
3.3.1.1 Energy Conservation Measures ýpplie(l ()II a New Constructioll 
A two-storcy speech and audio therapy clinic of' 3000 ill 2 was to be constructed III il 
hospital oriented area, Maheshwarl, (1998-A). The original cooling load estimated by 
the consultant was 161.3 RT. a breakdown Ol'thC COIItI-IbLI1OI-S to OIC loild iS l)I-CSCIItCd ill 
figure 3.18.111 the Initial design, the central all- conditioning System was to havc two aII, - 
cooled chillers of' 90 RT capacItICS CZICII, 111d 111 IdditiO11,11 SWIldby LIIIIt of' the same 
capacity to meet the peak cooling demand. 
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However, the building cooling load was re-estimated using computer simulation 
software and appropriate design specifications. Further, the building was modified with 
double glazed window and energy efficient lighting. Also, cooling recovery units were 
used to reduce the fresh air cooling load by 50%. Finally, an ice cool storage unit was 
incorporated in the air-conditioning system to supplement up to nearly 50% of the peak- 
cooling load. 
Transmission 
through Walls & 
Roof Misc. 
7% 5% 
People 
11% Fresh Air 
44% 
Lights 
15% 
Solar Gain 
18% 
Figure 3.18 Cooling load distribution 
The essential achievernents for this project were through the following steps: 
Re-estimation of the cooling load using appropriate design specifications and 
a computer simulation prograrn lowered the cooling load by 33.7%. 
Use of double glazed windows, energy efficient lighting hardwarc, such as 
electronic control, and energy recovery units reduced the building cooling 
load by 41.5%. 
Use of cool storage reduced the required cooling plant capacity by 50%. 
Such systems are recommended for buildings with part of day occupancy. 
3.3.1.2 Energy Auditing in an Office Building 
Kuwait Ports Authority (KPA) is an energy efficient structure that was built in 1990. 
Some of the important energy efficient features of this building are its well insulated 
walls and roof and coated glass airtight windows. A building automation system (BAS) 
was also installed to centrally control and monitor the operation of various components 
of the air-conditioning system. The annual electricity bill for KPA is approximately KID 
12,000 ýý $37,200. For a typical summer day, the total power demand of the KPA 
building was found to be 1500 M see Figure 3.19, irrespective of its occupancy and 
the diurnal fluctuations in the weather conditions. 
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Figure 3.19 Power demand profile during summer 
Based on an earlier analysis conducted during the winter season, which estimated the 
buildings base load at 400 M, the power demand for the air conditioning system is 
I 100 M Important energy conservation measures were identified and implemented: 
" Reduction in the number of lights in accordance with the lux level 
recommended by the MEW regulations 
" Use of energy efficient compact fluorescent lamps in place of incandescent 
lamps 
" Use of only one chilled water primary purnp for one chiller in operation, 
mainly in lean periods of the summer season, and 
" Reduction in energy consumption by the air distribution systein by partially 
sWitching off the Air Handling Units (AHU) fans during non-occupancy 
periods of the building. 
Yearly savings on the electricity bill of KPA are expected to be reduced by over KID 
7000 ýý $21,700. 
3.3.1.3 A Simple Control Strategy 
Air-conditioning systems in Kuwait are non-nally operated on a 24 hours basis. 
However, irrespective of the type of building or time of day, controls call be used to 
provide comfortable conditions during the occupancy periods only. A test building was 
considered as a case study. It was occupied for five periods during the day, these were: 
(i) 03.30-04.00, (ii) 12.00-13.00, (iii) 15.15-16.00, (iv) 18.00-18.30, and (v) 20.00-2 1.00 
hours of the day. To achieve acceptable comfort conditions during these periods, 
operation of tile air-conditioning system was extended to provide for pre-cooling. Three 
sets of chiller operation schedules were chosen, along with the usual continuous 
operation for experimental simulation, table 3.1. The simulation experiment was 
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designed and selected to provide the cooling needs of a space having a peak cooling 
load of 14 kWc. The system consists of an air cooled chiller, having a 15 M, peak 
cooling capacity, and a circulating chilled water system operating between the cooling 
plant and the air handler. The system was operated according to the schedules of table 
3.1. The electricity consumption for the conventional continuous operation and for the 
schedules 1-3 were 129,56,68 and 101 kW, h, respectively. Results indicated that 
schedule 3 provided the necessary pre-cooling to meet the required comfort conditions 
during the five periods, figure 3.20. The savings in electrical energy are substantial and 
justify the use of the timer control device in similar buildings. 
Table 3.1 Operation schedules of A/C system for the hall cooling need, Al-Marafie (1989) 
Period of cooling system Schedule 
operation 123 
1 0200-0400 0100-0400 0100-0400 Continuous 
11 1000-1300 0900-1300 0730-1300 
operation of the 111 1430-1600 1430-1600 1400-1600 
IV 1730-2100 1730-2100 1730-2100 system 
Total hours of daily operation 10 12 14 24 
30 
24 
a Occupancy P,,,. d 10-h Operation 
12-h Operation 
I 14-h Operation 
-- 
N4 
h Operation 
Comforl 
12 15 i 21 24 
T-, f d. y 
Figure 3.20 Indoor temperature variations for different schedules, Al-Maralie (1989) 
The case studies introduced above, demonstrate the value of embracing DSM policies 
and that the need for energy efficient operation strategies is vital. Energy efficiency and 
large reductions in the energy dernand were dernonstrated through employing energy 
conservation measures in a new construction and in utifising different forins of energy 
management techniques in the other two existing facilities. 
With the advancernent of buildings technology and the improved integration of building 
environmental services for tile application of more advanced and up to date techniques 
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became due. Large potentials for energy efficiency improvements now exist as a result 
of the advancement in buildings services technology and DSM innovation. 
3.4 Conclusions 
Energy plays a critical role in modem societies. Many analysts believe that the costs of 
supplying and consuming energy have been increasing since the 1970s and that the 
world is embarked on a transition to costlier energy, as is pointed by Holdren (1992). 
Civilization is not running out of energy resources in any absolute sense, nor running 
out of technological options for transforming energy resources into forms our patterns 
of energy use require. What is running out, rather, is the capacity to expand energy 
supply at low cost -a capacity which was fundamental to the growth of material wealth 
in today's industrial nations and which had been the basis of expectations that today's 
less developed countries would be able to follow a similar path to prosperity, Xiannuan 
(1996). One way to cope with higher energy cost is energy efficiency. This can be 
achieved in part by introducing DSM strategies represented in the form of improved 
energy efficiency and reduction in the amount of energy consumed used for services 
provided. 
Kuwait has and is witnessing growth of expansion in the economic, industrial and social 
aspects of modem life. A great and continual expansion in building construction and 
urban development is a major aspect of this growth. This has been accompanied by 
growing demands on the power generation industry. A need for constructing new power 
generation plants almost every few years is one of the big challenges that Kuwait has to 
confront. Such need is proportional to the escalation and growth in both the buildings 
construction industry and the consequent increase in power demand at the national 
level. Modem office buildings and large commercial buildings have to be equipped with 
large HVAC plants for the purpose of providing indoor space cooling to help bring the 
inside environment to the required comfort level. HVAC systems are one of the major 
consumers of energy. Most of the buildings in Kuwait use HVAC systems to provide 
instantaneous cooling to the occupied space. This may be recognized as a poor strategy 
to provide comfort cooling. Such systems run less efficiently and lead to a greater 
consumption of energy. The consumption of energy through the use of HVAC systems 
in buildings is a controllable factor. Thus a need for DSM policies for efficiently 
running those systems is of foremost importance. 
This chapter reviewed the national energy production and consumption patterns for 
Kuwait. A rapid growth in the demand of energy over the past decades exists to the 
extent that it has been and remains an obvious significant burden on the nation's natural 
and economic resources. The situation indicates a clear and urgent need for the 
development of DSM strategies for the major consumers of energy, mainly air- 
conditioning systems in offices and large commercial buildings. Although energy 
conservation measures have been in action since 1983, yet, such measures need to be 
put into a proper DSM framework. In addition, efficiency measures must always be kept 
up to date as new building technologies are introduced. On the other hand, with the 
advancement in building services technologies in buildings, the need for developing 
effective and efficient energy strategies from a control point of view, turn out to be 
essential towards an improved and optimised DSM on national and local levels. 
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"Today the global energy industryfinds itselfin a bind. The International 
EnergyAgency predicts that demand will rise by 30% over the next 25 
years, but production is near capacity at present. Yet this Is In a world 
where some two billion people do not yet have access to electricity" 
Floyd, Energy Resource Environmental & Sustainable Management 
te-r 
Ice Thermal Storage as a DSM Strategy 
4.1 Intro uction 
The objective of this thesis is to optimisc the use of ice thermal storage as a DSM 
strategy in commercial and office buildings in hot and countries such as Kuwait. This 
chapter aims to introduce an overall presentation of ice thermal storage, its basic 
concepts in brief and strategies that can be associatcd with it. 
The common trend when designing a building is to assign an IIVAC system that will be 
able to provide the rate of cooling rcquircd at peak pcriods and install controls to deal 
with lower cooling rates. This appears to be a logical approach and is adopted by many 
systcms designers. However, designing for the worst condition can lead to incfflcicnt 
systems unless care is taken whcn considcring the rcquircmcnts for smaller loads. The 
tendency for engineers to add-in a "margin of safety" whcri dcsigning systems often 
leads to an oversized system with much highcr capacity than that actually required, 
which can lead to even lowcr ciTicicncics for part load operations. 
While a strategy to provide sufficient plant cooling capacity to deal with instantancous 
demand is valid, in the context of Kuwait, and probably many other countries, this will 
lead to the need to building new power plants in ordcr to have sufficicnt installed 
capacity to cover the instantaneous demand. 
Demand side management utilises cncrgy storage dcviccs or alternative cncrgy sources 
to change the electrical energy usage profile by shifting loads to other pcriods of the 
day, Francis (1999). This helps power utilities to maximisc the use of gcnerating plant 
and the efficiency of electricity generation by managing dcmand away from existing 
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times of peak demand to other periods when spare electricity generation capacity is 
available. To promote and encourage customers to adopt load management strategies 
that reduce utility demand peaks, utility companies in countries such as the United 
States and the United Kingdom, and public utilities as in France, utilise tariff schemes 
that represent different charging regimes for on-peak and off-peak periods. End users 
are encouraged to transfer electrical load to periods when the lower priced off-peak 
tariff rates operate and to store energy, for use during periods when the tariff prices are 
higher. In this way, the end user is able to achieve savings by utilising the off-peak 
tariffs. Because of the incentives provided by the varying rate structure, cool storage 
technology has re-emerged in the USA as a cost effective load management measure for 
space cooling, Hasnain (1998). Cool storage is considered as a useful electricity 
demand-side management technique for application in buildings. 
Thermal Energy tVtorage (TES) now is a common practice in many countries. TES used Tor both heating and cooling purposes is considered as an economic strategy that can be 
associated with HVAC systems in buildings. For countries such as Kuwait where the 
cooling load comprises a big share of both the annual peak load and the total yearly 
electricity consumption it is a valuable technique. However, the use of cool storage is 
not yet a common practice in Kuwait. 
In Kuwait the Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) does not employ a commercial 
charging scheme but charges the end user a price that is equivalent to only I I% of the 
generation and supply cost. Consequently, the end users display little interest in 
managing their demand. However, from a national viewpoint this situation is of little 
benefit. The development of electricity power demand management strategies will 
become increasingly important as the summer peak continues to expand beyond current 
generating capacity. Additionally, if at some stage in the future the Kuwait power sector 
is to be privatised then new and more commercially viable charging schemes are likely 
to be introduced. 
4.2 Thermal Storage Systems 
One strategy to allow reduced plant capacity and consequently more efficient operation 
is to utilise ice storage during periods of peak demand. When air conditioning 
constitutes a major proportion of summer peak loads, the potential technical and 
economical benefits for the exploitation of cool thermal storage can be considered. Cool 
thermal storage technology has advanced in the past few years to provide energy and 
environmental conservation and electrical load shifting benefits. 
Generally speaking, cooling systems incorporating cool storage have distinct size and 
capacity advantage over conventional air conditioning systems in office and large 
buildings. When a new system is to be invested in a new building, utilising cool storage 
allows the installation of cooling plant with much reduced capacity. A balance can be 
achieved between the reduced cost of the cooling plant and the additional cost of the ice 
store and the prospect of reduced running costs through improved efficiency. In the 
case of an existing building, where the load has increased due to a change of use, 
instead of installing new chillers that will cope with the load during periods of peak 
consumption, it is probably more energy efficient and cost effective to install a cool 
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storage system to assist the existing cooling plant. Figure 2.1 shows a complete circuit 
of an HVAC plant incorporating an ice thermal storage within the system. 
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Figure 4.1 An HVAC plant circuit with an ice thernial storage incorporqated within 
In Kuwait the cooling of buildings comprises 61% of the summer electrical dernand. 
Referring back to figure 3.3 in the preceding chapter, it can be seen that building 
cooling and air conditioning incur a peak clectric dernand during suniincr period. On a 
daily load cycle basis, the peak load occurs only for few hours, which makes cool 
thermal storage a favourable candidate flor altering the electrical usage pattern. It 
pen-nits such a shift by decoupling chiller operation froin instantaneous loads. A cool 
storage system meets the same total cooling load in a given period as a nori-storage 
system but with a smaller instantaneous cooling capacity. 
As regards electricity generation, thermal energy storage is known to conserve energy at 
the source of generation. McCannon (1995) defines a new aspect of thermal energy 
storage known as "source energy conservation". It is well documented that electricity 
transmission and distribution losses are significantly lessened at night because of lower 
ambient temperatures and reduced electricity demands, McCannon. The source energy 
and transmission and distribution savings are realised only by technologies such as 
thernial storage that use electricity generated and distributed at night. When added to 
site energy savings of storage, the net total reduction in fucl use and emission froin use 
of thernial energy storage can be considerable. 
The electricity generation sources that meet a peak load supply are generally less 
efficient than those that rneet the base load. In sorne cases the relative generation 
efficiency of the top-up sources is as low as 65)/0 of cfficiency ofthe base load source. 
The efficiency ofice storage is around 85% to 90% greater relative to producing chilled 
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water at 5'C. Under these circumstances ice storage conserves energy, McCannon 
(1995). 
4. Z1 Cool Thermal Storage Types 
The possible approaches to cool thermal storage for cooling buildings can be 
characterised according to the storage medium utilised, primary energy source, and 
storage technology, Dorgan (1994). Storage media include chilled water, ice, and 
eutectic salt phase change materials. The primary energy source for generating cooling 
can be electricity, natural gas, steam, or recovered heat. Storage technologies include 
chilled water tanks, ice harvesting, ice-on-coil, encapsulated media, and slurry systems. 
The heat transfer characteristics of the systems depend on whether sensible and/or latent 
heat transfers dominate. In the case of cool storage utilising a sensible heat store, the 
storage medium experiences a rise in its temperature because of the heat exchange 
between the hot and the cold fluid streams, for example in a chilled water storage 
system. On the other hand, with latent heat stores energy is absorbed during a phase 
transition from solid to liquid, liquid to gas, or vice versa, and so heat transfer occurs at 
or close to a constant temperature, CIBSE (1994). 
For chilled water systems, chilled water is stored in tanks using natural stratification or 
other techniques to separate the stored cold water from warm return water. Chilled 
water uses the sensible heat capacity of water to store cooling. Those systems are 
typically charged at temperatures between 4 and 7 'C. This temperature range is 
compatible with most non-storage cooling systems and allows the use of conventional 
chillers. The storage volume depends on the temperature difference between the water 
supplied from storage and the return water and the degree of separation between warm 
and cold water in the storage tank. A temperature difference of II 'C is the practical 
maximum for many building cooling applications. The practical minimum storage 
volume for chilled water is approximately 0.086 in 3 /kWh of load at an I VC temperature 
difference, Dorgan (1994). 
A latent heat storage system uses the latent heat of fusion of water or other phase 
change materials. The storage volume depends on the final proportion of ice to water in 
a fully charged tank and is generally in the range of 0.02 to 0.03 in 3 /kWh of load, 
depending on the specific ice storage technology. To store at the temperature of ice 
requires refrigeration equipment that provides charging fluids at temperatures below the 
normal operating range of conventional air conditioning equipment. Refrigeration 
equipment must provide charging at temperatures of -9 to -3 OC. Special ice making 
equipment or standard chillers modified for low temperature application are used. The 
heat transfer fluid for ice making may be a reffigerant or a secondary coolant, such as 
glycol, brine or some other antifreeze solution. 
Several cool storage technologies use ice as the storage medium. Ice-on-coil systems 
can be classified into two main classes. The first class is known as direct refrigeration 
ice storage system, while the second class is described as indirect refrigeration ice 
storage system. Direct ice storage is characterised by production of ice directly on the 
evaporator and includes the ice harvester. It consists of serpentine coil submerged in an 
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insulated open tank of water. The inside of the serpentine coil is essentially the 
evaporator coil of the refrigeration circuit. Ice is built up on the outside of the coil. In 
this system, the evaporator of the chiller and the ice storage tank are a single unit. 
Indirect ice storage is characterised by the production of ice at a remote location and 
includes ice container systems and ice-on-coil internal melt system, Strand (1994). In 
such systems, a brine solution is circulated between a chiller and the ice storage unit. 
The chiller and the storage unit are considered to be independent from each other and 
are handled separately. 
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Figure 4.3 External inelt ice-oil-coil 
The external melt ice-on-coil is also known as ice builder. Ice is flon-ned oil submerged 
pipes or tubes, which act as a simple heat exchanger. Refrigerant or a secondary fluid is 
circulated through the submerged pipes at a temperature below OT. Ice is built and 
stored on the exterior surface of the heat exchanger coil submerged ill a noll-pressurised 
water tank, figure 4.2. The storage is discharged by melting the ice frorn the outside. 
This is achieved by circulating the return water ofthe air conditioning system through 
the tank. The stored ice melts and the water becomes chilled. Figure 4.3 shows the 
charging/discharging process. For this type of system, the tank is considered fully 
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charged when the ice built around the pipes reaches a determined thickness. Ice is 
normally built to a thickness of 40 to 60 mm on the pipes, depending on the application. 
Care must be taken to avoid overcharging the system as this might result in bridging 
between adjacent tubes. This will make it difficult to discharge as the ice bridges 
obstruct water flow and ice melting, resulting in higher discharge temperatures. 
With both the internal melt ice-on-coil and the external melt system, ice is formed on 
submerged pipes or tubes. The heat transfer fluid is circulated through the pipes at a 
temperature below OOC during the ice-building phase of operation. However, in the 
internal melt system cooling is discharged by circulating either water or secondary 
coolant through the pipes, melting the ice from the inside, see Figure 4.4. This has an 
advantage that during partial refreezing the heat transfer does not occur across a width 
of partially melted ice. The cold secondary coolant is pumped through the building 
cooling system. Chillers are usually used to chill water that is supplied to the building 
air handling unit by the chilled water pump. On the other hand, when arrangement is 
made to incorporate an ice thermal storage system, a secondary coolant circuit is added 
to the system. The secondary coolant is used during the charging cycle to freeze the 
water in the tank as it is able to achieve temperatures lower than OOC. During the 
discharging cycle, water can be chilled either by passing it through the ice store or 
alternatively the secondary coolant can be circulated through the tank and cooled to the 
required temperature. This all depends on the HVAC arrangement in a building. Figure 
2.1, shown earlier, displays the HVAC refrigeration and cooling plant with an ice store 
integrated with the system. In stage B, which represents the main refrigeration plant, a 
refrigerant is used as in a conventional HVAC system, chilling the water that goes to the 
air handler. In stage C, when a conventional system with no ice storage is used, then 
chilled water coming from the chiller goes directly to the load. Alternatively, when ice 
storage is incorporated with the system both the refrigeration plant and additionally 
water can be circulated through the storage tank or the secondary coolant is circulated. 
In the ice harvesting system, ice is formed on the vertical surface of the evaporator, 
which is generally in the form of a flat plate. Water is pumped over the outer surface of 
the evaporator's plates or tubes where it is chilled or frozen, figure 4.5. The refrigerant 
passes through the internal surface of the evaporator plates/tubes. In the ice making 
mode, a portion of the water flowing over the evaporator plates solidifies, forming a 
layer of ice that is periodically harvested into the storage tank below by interrupting the 
liquid refrigerant and passing hot gas through the internal surface of the plate or tube. 
This causes the accumulated ice to drop off the evaporator into a containment tank. 
Return water from the cooling coil of the air-conditioning system is circulated through 
the ice tank then pumped from the tank to the cooling coil to meet the air-conditioning 
cooling load. 
Encapsulated ice storage consists of water or water-based solutions contained inside 
submerged plastic spheres. During the charging cycle subfreezing temperature coolant 
from a chiller is circulated through the storage tank and past the plastic containers, 
freezing the water or solution within them. Thawing occurs as cold or warm coolant is 
circulated through the tank holding the containers. Both processes are shown in figure 
4.6. 
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In the ice slurry system, figure 4.7, water in a water/glycol solution is frozen into slurry 
and pumped to a storage tank. Small particles of ice arc produced within tile solution 
resulting in a slushy mixture. Slurries can be pumped from the tank to licat exchangers 
or directly to cooling coils, resulting in high rates ofcncrgy transport, PNL (2000). Ice 
particles are generated by passing a weak glycol/watcr solution through tile tubing that 
is surrounded by an evaporating refrigerant contained within a shell. As the glycol/watcr 
solution is cooled by the evaporating refrigerant, ice particles lorm. Dcpcnd1ng on the 
system configuration, the resulting slush can either drop directly into a storage tank or 
be pumped into a storage tank. 
Eutectic salt phase change materials have been used lor various lleat storage 
applications since the 1800s, but only recently have they been used as I cool storage 
Illedluill. The most common formulation 66r cool storage application is a mixture of' 
inorganic salts, water, and nucleating and stabillsing agents. SLICII Systems generally 
incit and freeze at temperatures above tile fi-cczIng pollit of' water. The phase Change 
materials are encapsulatcd in rectangular plastic containers, which are stacked within I 
storage tank, Dorgan (1994). The relatively high charge ll-cczilllg tell I perat Lire 01' 
approximately 8T allows the use of starldard C111111FIg C(II-1111111CIlt to Charge tile Store, but 
also Icads to higher discharge tcn1pcratLIrCS. Tl1CSC tC1IIl)Cra1LIrCS, Ill tUl-11, liIIIII tile 
operating strategies to applications with low dClIUI11IdIfICýltIOlI rC(jUII-CI1IClltS. Figure 4.8 
shows a stack of containers. Water serves as tile heat tl-, Il)SICl- fluid; It Circulates through 
the storage tank among the eutcctic salt containers, carrying licat to or froill tile storage 
MC(lil-1111. 
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Steel and concrete are the most commonly used types of tanks for chilled water storage. 
Most ice harvesting systems and encapsulated ice systems use site-built concrete, while 
external melt systems usually use concrete or steel tanks, internal melt systems usually 
use plastic or steel, and concrete tanks with polyurethane liners are common for eutectic 
salt systems, FPL. 
Internal melt ice-on-coil systems are the most commonly used type of ice storage 
technology in commercial applications. External melt systems are more common in 
industrial applications, although they can also be applied in commercial buildings and 
district cooling systems. Encapsulated ice systems are also suitable for many 
commercial applications. Ice slurry systems have not been widely used in commercial 
applications, Perekhodtsev (2002). 
4.2.1.1 Relative merits of different storage media 
Three types of storage medium have been identified; chilled water, ice and eutectic 
salts. Chilled water and ice are more common as storage media because eutectic salt 
mixtures have some limitations. 
Chilled water systems use conventional water chillers, operating under the same general 
conditions for storage as for the conventional air conditioning system that they support. 
This provides the opportunity to maintain the original refrigeration design without the 
need to modify the piping or air handling equipment that is already in use. In places 
where chilled water storage systems are used, the same storage tanks can be utilised to 
serve as reservoirs for fire protection. 
Hasnain (1998), made a brief comparison between chilled water and ice storage 
systems. Although chilled water systems appear to be relatively simple in terms of both 
design and operation, they have proved much more difficulty in practice than in theory. 
The first problem is storage volume. Each cubic meter of chilled water can provide only 
1.16 kVvlh of cooling for each degree of temperature rise that the chilled water in the 
store experiences. Therefore, the volume requirements for chilled water storage are very 
large and this tends to discourage its use. The second design consideration in chilled 
water systems is the need to separate the cold water from the warm return water. 
Various methods have been employed to maintain separation between the stored supply 
and the warmer return water. The most common method is to use stratification in the 
storage tanks to achieve the necessary separation between the cold and warm water by 
creating and maintaining a thermocline layer between the warm upper zone and the cool 
lower zone. However, the cost of a chilled water system per gallon of capacity declines 
as the size of the tank increases. Chilled water systems are most economical for 
applications with cooling loads requiring storage of more than 7000 kWh or 
approximately 6000 m3. Chilled water systems have an economic advantage in large 
systems, where space can be made available for large capacity tanks. 
Ice storage systems are now used more frequently than chilled water systems. In ice 
storage system, water is used as a phase change medium to utilise the advantage of its 
high latent heat of fusion, which provides a high density storage capacity and so reduces 
the volume of the storage vessel. The latent heat of fusion energy storage concept, 
which involves storing and recovering heat through the solid-liquid phase change 
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process, has two distinct advantages, Dincer (2002). First, the latent heat of most 
materials is much higher than their sensible heat, thus requiring a smaller mass of 
storage medium for storing/recovering a given quantity of thermal energy. Second, the 
thermal storage process occurs at a nearly constant temperature, which is desirable for 
the efficient operation of most thermal systems. Hasnain (1998) lists the advantages of 
ice thermal storage systems over chilled water storage systems as follows: 
" Larger cooling capacity for a given storage volume 
" Less space requirement, for both retrofits and for new constructions 
" Less thermal losses to the surrounding environment, owning to smaller surface 
area. 
" Fewer design restrictions, for example, elimination of stratification requirement 
within the storage tank. 
" Lower cost of maintenance and water treatment. 
" Lower storage temperature, reducing the cost of pumping and air distribution. 
When an air conditioning system has ice storage integrated with it, a two-stage 
operation cycle exists. First the charging cycle, figure 4.9-A, takes place, where one 
chiller or more starts to operate for ice freezing. At this stage, the chiller is considered to 
be in direct communication with the ice storage. During non-nal pcriods the chiller 
would work as non-nal and provide the cooling required directly to the air-liandling unit. 
The discharging cycle, figure 4.9-13, which is the second phase, takes place at a tirne 
where the load demand starts increasing. This usually happens at about midday, when 
the need for a larger system cooling output occurs. With a conventional air conditioning 
systern, a second chiller might begin operating at this time to help provide sufficient 
cooling capacity for the increased demand. This would lead to a higher consumption of 
the energy utility at that time. However, with the existence of the ice storage, circulatioii 
of the cooling medium inside the storage begins while the chiller continues to work at 
full load, allowing the plant to be operating at Its Optimum CffICICIICY. 
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Figure 4.9 Charging and discharging cycles for ice storage system 
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Regarding the conditions that must exist in order to make ice storage an economically 
attractive approach, it is important to mention the merits that would accrue from such a 
system as: 
" Reduction in the reftigeration plant capacity. 
" Chiller plant will work mostly at 100% capacity and as a result it will work close 
to optimum efficiency. 
" Peak demand shaving. 
" Environmental benefits. 
" More economic operation 
Ice storage systems have very low standby losses. Thermal losses in CALMAC ice 
tanks are less than 1% per day at 270C ambient temperature. If the entire surface of the 
tank were to rise to 550C, standby losses still would be less than 2%, (Calmac). 
For the purpose of this research work, internal melt ice-on-coil storage system was 
chosen as the technology to be utilised for the investigation to be conducted throughout 
the project. The reasons for this relate to the modularity and predictive control strategies 
of the system it is intended to apply to office buildings. As such buildings have limited 
space; an ice storage system becomes a better candidate than a chilled water system that 
requires a larger storage volume. Ice storage technology is a better nominee for the 
investigation and examination of the implemented modularisation of the storage system. 
Additionally, internal melt ice-on-coil ice storage systems are most commonly used in 
office buildings and commercial sector. 
4.22 Ice Storage Systents Operation Strategies 
Operation strategies for ice storage systems can be placed into two main categories, full 
and partial storage systems. This refers to the proportion of cooling load that is 
transferred from on-peak periods to the off-peak charging period used to replenish the 
ice store. The on-peak period is the period during which high demand occurs and might 
attract high electricity price tariffs, while the off-peak is the period that has low demand 
and a lower price tariff. 
4.2.2.1 Full Storage 
Full storage is designed to shift the entire on-peak cooling demand to the off-peak 
hours. The system utilising this strategy is designed to meet the entire peak-cooling 
load from the ice storage unit. The chiller operates during the off-peak hours to charge 
the ice storage and to meet cooling loads occurring during the off-peak times. The 
storage will reserve the entire daily cooling requirement at night, providing the shifting 
of the entire demand from the on-peak to the off-peak time. 
Such a system requires relatively large reftigeration and storage capacities. Full Storage 
operation is most attractive where a high on-peak demand charge applies and the on- 
peak period is relatively short. With use of the full storage strategy, the peak cooling 
electric demand could be reduced by 80 - 90 % compared with a conventional cooling 
system. Figure 4.10 shows the full storage strategy, Hasnain (1998). 
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4.2.2.2 Partial Storage 
The partial storage supply strategy shifts a proportion of the cooling demand from the 
peak demand period by utilising ice storage. Partial storage systems are usually the 
most practical and cost-effective strategy in new constructions or in on-site space 
extensions, mainly due to the low capital cost, and is especially attractive when 
electricity rates provide moderate incentives for load shifting. In partial storage, the 
storage requirement is smaller than the other strategies because of the continuous 
operation of the chiller. Two strategies exist within this category and are known as 
"load levelling" and "demand limiting". Figure 4.11 A and B illustrates the load 
levelling and the demand limiting strategies respectively. 
STORAGE - LOAD LEVELING STORAGE - DEMAND LIMITING 
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Figure 4.11 Partial storage as an operating strategy for ice thermal storage 
Load levelling systerns are designed so that the chiller operates at full capacity 24 hours 
a day. When the cooling load is less than the chiller output, tile excess cooling is used to 
charge the storage tank. When tile cooling load exceeds the chillcr capacity, tile 
additional requirement is discharged frorn the ice storage. The chiller is sized at a 
si-nallcr capacity than tile design load and runs at a steady rate over 24 hours. Although 
the system operates continuously all day, the storage does not meet the peak demand, 
but supplements tile full output of the chiller. This strategy savcs about 40 - 60 % ofthe 
peak cooling electric dernand. 
A demand limiting strategy represents a variation of partial storage where tile 
refrigeration equipment operates at a reduced capacity or dernand level during the on- 
peak period. This strategy is most applicable to buildings with significant demand 
charges and short occupancy periods that allow a greater storage charging time. Tile 
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demand limiting approach represents a middle ground between complete load shifting 
of the full storage strategy and load levelling. The demand savings as well as equipment 
costs are higher than those for a load levelling system and lower than those for a load 
shifting system. 
4. Z3 Ice Storage Control Strategies 
Cutting the cost of electricity consumed by an HVAC plant in an office building is the 
main philosophy behind the utilisation of ice thermal storage. This is achieved through 
shifting part or the entire cooling load from on-peak hours into off-peak hours. In many 
countries that utilise different tariffs schemes, optimised control strategies are 
implemented to minimise the cost of purchased energy. On the other hand, it is 
important to highlight that any implemented strategy that assure the continuous full load 
operation of a chiller is more efficient than running it on part load operation. The 
purpose of thermal energy storage by definition is to increase the load factor of the 
power grid, i. e. the ratio of average to maximum power demand, so that the installed 
electricity generation plants are used more efficiently and the construction of future 
plants can be postponed, Henze (1995). 
Chiller-priority, storage-priority and constant-proportion are all optimisation control 
strategies that fall under the partial storage operation strategy. 
4.2.3.1 Chiller-Priority 
The philosophy behind chiller-priority control, is to keep the chiller in continuous 
operation making sure that it directly meets as much of the load as possible during the 
on-peak hours and performs ice charging of the storage tank during other periods. 
During periods where a demand for cooling exists, the chiller duty is to supply the base 
load that matches the chiller capacity. Storage duty starts when the cooling demand is 
higher than chiller capacity and storage must supplement chiller operation. Chiller- 
priority is the simplest to implement among the existing control strategies where the 
chiller is usually piped upstream and given the priority to supply for the demand. 
Nevertheless, supplementing only the shortfall by the ice storage is considered in some 
cases as a disadvantage, but this can not be generalised. 
4.2.3.2 Storage-Priority 
The philosophy behind storage-priority control is to give priority to the ice s' torage to 
provide the cooling through the release of the stored energy. This is by melting the ice 
in the storage tank during the day time. Storage-priority meets as much of the load as 
possible from stored cooling, using the chiller only when daily load exceeds total stored 
cooling capacity. Such control strategy is recommended in situation where the cost of 
stored cooling energy is lower than the cost of instantaneous cooling. In addition, the 
possibility of achieving a maximum load reduction through utilising this strategy is 
valid. This is due to allowing the full depletion of the storage tank. Yet, the risk still 
exist of having the stored ice depleted at an earlier time than it is suppose to be covering 
for the demand. 
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While the objective is to maximise the use of stored cooling, it is important to have 
enough stored cooling capacity remaining to supplement the chiller in meeting high 
late-afternoon loads. In general, storage-priority operation requires calculating the 
minimum chiller contribution that will ensure sufficient storage capacity later in the 
day. Typically performed hourly, this calculation uses a measurement of the amount of 
cooling remaining in storage and some information about the daily cooling load profile. 
Storage-priority operation generally requires more complex control sequences than 
chiller-priority, Dorgan (1994). 
4.2.3.3 Constant-Proportion Control 
The philosophy behind constant-proportion control is that the cooling demand is 
supplied by both the chiller and the ice storage through splitting the load equally 
between both of them. In other words, each cover's up for 50% of the total cooling 
demand that exist on a day. This strategy is accounted as a compromise between both 
the chiller-priority and the storage-priority. So, it would offer a greater demand 
reduction than chiller-priority, but would not satisfy the advantage of using the storage 
tank to its full extent. 
The optimisation of an ice storage integrated HVAC system would clearly rely on a 
successful intelligent prediction method that would be the base of an implemented 
intelligent control scheme of the system. Alteration between chiller-priority and storage- 
priority in most cases is with regards to reducing the cost of energy purchased from the 
utility supplying the service. At times where the cost of energy is low, the tendency is to 
operate on chiller-priority control. On the other hand, at times where the cost of energy 
is high and the cost of cooling supplied by the stored cooling is less, the priority is to go 
for a storage priority. This argument is valid in the case of countries that apply the time 
of use tariffs and other similar charging schemes. However, in countries that do not 
utilise such schemes, such as Kuwait, where the government is the supplier of the 
service with the biggest part of the cost lying with the government, then a chiller 
priority would be the recommended control strategy as this would assure the full load 
operation of the chiller assuring it is running closer to its optimum efficiency. T'his also 
would assure narrowing the gap between the average power demand over the maximum 
power demand, making sure to satisfy the condition of increasing the power factor for 
the electricity supply system. 
4.3 Ice Thermal Storage Researched 
The economical aspects of TES generally and ice thermal storage in particular have 
made many designers pay serious attention to this line of HVAC technology. Although, 
the literature base that HVAC research has available is considered to be very wide, 
nevertheless, ice thermal storage represents just a very small percentage of that field. 
The majority of the research work conducted regarding this topic attempt to benefit and 
make good use of the different charging tariff schemes that private and/or national 
power distribution companies or organisations make available for their costumers. As 
an identified DSM strategy, rebates are often offered to customers to provide incentives 
to adopt ice thermal storage systems. Tariff schemes that offer financial incentives are 
some times know as, Time of Use tariffs (TOU). Charging rates are usually associated 
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with time of the day. On-peak periods are usually known as the high cost periods that 
are characterised with high demand concurrent with limited electricity generating 
capacity, and a consequent high cost of the unit of energy purchased. On the contrary, 
off-peak periods are those identified with low demand and an excess of electricity 
capacity available leading to lower charges on the unit of energy. 
While trying to demonstrate how TES is well-positioned to help the move towards more 
energy-efficient and environmental friendly air-conditioning systems; MacCracken 
(2003) attempts to set the record straight on the myths and reality of this technology. 
Several TES research projects, (Beggs-1995, Henze-1995, Francis-1999), report details 
of the cost-savings aspects of this strategy. However, less emphasis has been given to 
the potential reductions of equipment size and infrastructure that normally occur. The 
question often posed is, why install a chiller system that safely meets a load that occurs 
for only 2 hours a day per year? A simple partial storage system reduces the chiller size 
to something safely above the average peak daily load, which normally reduces the 
chiller plant size by about 40% to 50%. MacCracken concludes by stressing off-peak 
cooling, and stating that off-peak cooling uses low-cost electricity that is efficient to 
generate and cleaner to make, clearly qualifying it as a green technology. 
Silvetti (2002) presents a component sizing approach in simplified terms. For an ice 
system, chiller capacity is described in two modes -a conventional cooling capacity 
and an ice-making capacity, which is typically 65% to 70% of the conventional cooling 
value. A conventional cooling capacity would include the conventional cooling 
performance required from the chiller to provide cooling to the building. In addition, 
this might include conventional cooling in addition to cooling discharge from the ice 
storage at periods where the chiller is unable to meet the demand. For each of the 
approaches, there is a minimum chiller capacity that can supply all of the required 
cooling. Applying Silvetti's approach on the ice storage operation strategies mentioned 
earlier in this chapter would help present a clear illustration of the basic concept. 
Full storage is the simplest approach for the selection of a chiller with a minimum 
capacity and an ice storage that will be able to supply the full demand during the 
cooling period to the building. Given the approach presented above, assume an office 
building with a peak load of 50 Tons (176 kW) with a total cooling requirement of 475 
Ton-hour (1670 kWh) in 12 hours cooling period. 
CR, 
tot -ý 
CDC + CIMC Equation 4.1 
where 
CR,,,,, is the total cooling requirement usually given in ton-hours 
CDc is the chiller day capacity usually given in ton-hours 
C,, mc is the chiller ice making capacity usually given in ton-hours 
CDC Cmin X 
where 
Equation 4.2 
C.;,, is the chiller tons, minimum chiller capacity that can supply all of the 
required cooling usually given in ton 
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h is the day hours that represents the cooling period usually given in hours 
CIMC = C. In xDxh,, Equation 4.3 
where 
D is the chiller de-rating when working in ice making mode, given in 
hIm is the ice-making hours given in hours 
Cmin = 
CR. 
tot 
_ Equation 4.4 
[h + (D + h., m)] 
(C,,,,, x h) Equation 4.5 
where 
C, is the required storage capacity given in ton-hours 
C. = 
475 ton -hours 60tons " [0 hours+ (0.65derating x 12 ice making hours)]= 
Total cooling requirements in equation 4.1 can be obtained from building simulation 
software. Chiller day capacity represents the conventional cooling process during the 
cooling demand period, usually during day time. Chiller ice making capacity is the 
mode that corresponds to the situation when the chiller is in storage charging mode. The 
storage duty is the supply of demand which is beyond the capacity of the chiller to 
provide. In this case the storage requirement is the entire 475 ton-hours (1670 kWh) of 
the design day cooling load. It can be seen that the required chiller capacity is actually 
larger than the 50 ton (176 kW) that would have been needed in a non-storage 
application. Furthermore, it is commonly known that the chiller size in a full storage 
application is approximately equal to the non-storage alternative. This strategy is 
usually the most expensive option compared to other operation strategies of ice storage 
systems. Nonetheless, it is most common where extended payback periods are 
acceptable or where incentives or rebates are offered, such as an off-peak tariff. 
A partial storage strategy is often designated by designers as it reduces or minimises the 
installed chiller capacity. For such an option, a fully loaded chiller operates 
continuously throughout a cooling design day. Application of the formulae, equations 
4.1 - 4.5 as above, is identical to the case of a full storage strategy. Yet, the day hours 
that represents the cooling period must be accounted for. Assuming a 12 hour period 
operating in ice-making hours mode and 12 operating day hours operating in 
conventional cooling mode. 
c1nin == 
475ton -hours 
= 24 tons [12 hours +(0.65derating x12 ice making hours)] 
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C, = (475ton - houiT) - (24tons x 12h, -. s, ) =I 87ton - hours 
Table 4.1 Comparison of a different system design conditions 
System Chiller Storage Ton- On-Peak Percent ofTotal Load Type Tons Hours Chiller 
Conventional 50 0 50 100 
Full Storage 60 475 0 120 
Partial Storage 24 187 24 50 
Chiller tonnage is reduced to approximately 24 tons (84 kW) and the storage 
requirement drops to 187 ton-hours (kWh). The effect of each strategy on a single office 
building becomes clear, see table 4.1. Depending on the existence of on-peak and off- 
peak charging schemes, the advantage of prioritising one over the other can be decided 
up on. Indeed, in the case of a country like Kuwait, where electricity charges are highly 
subsidised in addition to the existence of a single tarifT scheme, the utilisation of' a 
partial load strategy would be more promising on national level and for tile consunicr. 
From table 4.1, it can be observed that a full storage option eliminates any chillcr 
contribution to the on-peak demand and shifts most of all of the chillcr energy to off- 
peak periods. Partial storage avoids half of the on-peak chiller demand but both chiller 
and storage capacities are well below half that requircd for full storage, ininninsing 
initial investment costs. 
Generally, the energy efficiency of a cooling systern is charactcriscd by its Coefficient 
of Performance (COP). The COP is defined as the ratio of the rate of' licat extraction 
(Qc,, ), In M, divided by the rate of energy inpUt rcquircd (Wij, in M Krarti (2000). 
Levcn-nore (2000), 1, or a perfect cycle calculates the ('01) to be C(ILIal to 7.83. Howcver, 
Levermorc states that this is for a perfect Cycle and ill I-callty the practical ('01, is 
approximately half this, COP ýý 4.111 the case of an electrically driven cooling system, 
the COP can be expressed as: 
COP -- Equation 4.6 
Dorgan (19941 provided a comparison of primary bakwes of cool shnage systens. III 
his comparison, it is stated that the COP of a cooling plant with ice storage range,,,, 
between 2.5 to 11. The variation depends on several Achws. For exmnMc, ail 
examination of manulcturer's chiller daLa shows that cooling capacities vary with the 
variation iri the arribient temperature (Th). in "C. Likewise, cooling, capacities arc 
Mom! by be variation of the chillm- outlet temperature (T, NJ, in W Tahle 4,2 
demonstrates the dd%mt cmdbg capcities ofa chiller that Call be USCd in aSSOciation 
with ice sUwagc wilin the cooling plant. VaWes for the COP for the hitdilightcd systeill 
in 'Fable 4.2 arc rcprcscntcd ill 'Fable 4.3 
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'Fable 4.2 Variation of chiller energy input rate and cooling capacities with the chiller ontlet 
temperature 'rch,, and ambient temperature Th: 30% Ethylene glycol, (YORK) 
24 
Q", 195 212 230 247 265 245 305 
30 
Wi. 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 
Qext 183 200 217 234 252 270 290 35 
Will 74 77 81 84 87 90 95 
Qcxl 205 220 239 256 275 40 
Will 83 87 90 94 98 
Qext 207 224 241 260 45 
Will 90 94 98 102 
Q l 
209 226 245 
50 cx Will 97 101 106 
Table 4.3 Variation of chiller COP with the chiller outlet temperature and ambient 
temperature'Fl, (YORK) 
Tcho 
T 
30 2.71 2.83 2.94 3.05 3.15 2.81 3.39 
35 2.47 2.60 2.68 2.78 2.89 3.00 3.05 
40 2.47 2.53 2.65 2.72 2.81 
45 2.30 2.38 2.46 2.55 
50 2.15 2.24 2.31 
Thc data shown in tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicate that as, the chiller OUtpUt tcnipci-aturc 
decreases and the ambient temperature increases both the output capacity and the MP 
of the chiller decreases. whilc the required energy input increases. This ellectively 
incans that the system runs less cfficicritly during the ice making mode and during the 
hottest parts of the year. 
III a project consisting Of installing an ice storage chilled water cooling plant. I lauglicy 
(2003), states that the chiller system uses about 4Wýo less electrical demand than a 
chilled Water System without thel-111,11 Storage bCCaLISC O1'thC S111,1110- Chiller. It I-CpI'CSCIItS 
a demand limiting partial storage system that allows the system to LISC ice to reduce 
demand during peak times by modulating back the chiller while automatically 
Increasing cooling provided from ice storage. FLI1-tIICI- Cost arld CrIVII-01111101tal hCIICIjtS 
were rcaliscd because the lower chilled water MIII)CI-atUrC aI1O\VCd I-C(ILICC(I dIStI-IbUt1OI1 
piping sizing. 
I lauglicy '111-11-111ed that with accounting 
1'01- improved deriland savings from Lifility bills, 
the data show a total savings of SI 8,284 per year lor I payback period ol'4.1 years. In 
comparison with I typical chiller system, Operating C1,11ciency Is improved by freezing 
ice during cooler nights and by running the chiller solo during the morning when it is 
still cool outside. 
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A mechanistic model was developed to simulate the time dependant performance of the 
static ice-on-coil storage tank, Jekel (1991). The model was based on analysing the 
water melting and freezing around the coils. An energy balance was applied on the 
contents of the tank to derive the governing equations for heat transfer rate related to the 
tank. Subsequently, the heat transfer rate from the brine to the ice; the heat transfer rate 
from the ambient to the ice; and the rate of change in the internal energy of the storage 
medium were derived. The latter was broken down into the sum of latent and sensible 
changes in the ice and the sensible change in the water. The tank model was base on the 
log mean temperature difference (LMTD) heat exchanger analysis. Both the charging 
and discharging periods of the tank operation were modelled and compared with 
manufacturer's performance data. The model was then run at different flow rates, 
different brine outlet temperatures, and with varying numbers of finite lengths. The 
convergence of the outlet temperature with increasing discretisation of the space 
parameter related was studied. The resulting data was plotted against the performance 
data of the ice storage manufacturer, Calmac, to determine minimum discrete volume of 
the coils needed to obtain agreement between model and experiment. Then, a 
comparison was provided to show the trends in design for conventional and variable 
flow systems with and without ice-storage. The conclusions were that, systems with ice- 
storage required smaller chillers than for the corresponding systems without storage and 
the variable flow systems required less total energy and smaller chillers in relation to 
the corresponding conventional systems. Also, another achievement was the 
minimisation of air-conditioning load, which was accomplished by reducing the 
sensible reheat required by the same system. A fraction of the relatively warm return air 
flow rate was mixed with the air-conditioner coil outlet in order to reduce the reheat. 
Strand (1994), described the development of models for both direct and indirect ice- 
storage systems and discussed their salient features as applied to energy analysis 
calculations. The goal was the development of such models for implementation into the 
BLAST (Building Loads Analysis and System Thermodynamics) energy analysis 
program, BSL. The author described the derivation, development, and implementation 
of an ice storage system model in BLAST. For an indirect ice-storage system, 
generalised heat exchanger equations that could be used to define the performance of 
any indirect ice-storage system were used, along with manufacturers' data and a least 
square fitting program, to construct the indirect ice-storage system models. The models 
could be adjusted to other available ice-storage systems. This was the initial step in a 
process of the development of accurate storage models for use in HVAC engineering 
modelling research. 
Henze (1995) identified control strategies for ice storage systems that reduced operating 
costs in commercial buildings. He developed an optimal control strategy that minimised 
the total electricity cost combining energy and demand charges. The objective was 
achieved through computer simulation of a variety of representative commercial 
building energy systems. For each representative building energy system, an optimal 
storage control strategy was developed to minimise system operating cost. 
The optimal control strategy was compared to conventional controls including chiller 
priority, constant-proportion, and storage priority control. The finding was that, optimal 
control was shown to succeed in saving money. Among the conventional control 
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strategies, storage-priority performs the best. Under real world conditions, the future 
loads even a few hours into the future cannot be perfectly predicted. Henze also 
concludes; not only the charging and discharging strategy have to be optimised in real 
time, but operation of the cooling plant in general was of concern. Part of the merit of 
selecting a good strategy may be lost if the cooling plant itself operates inefficiently. 
Consequently, developing an intelligent control strategy only might be a good choice. 
However for a satisfactory optimised HVAC plant with integrated ice storage plant, the 
a model based predictive controller would help to achieve better results for optimum 
operation of the cooling plant as a whole and not only as part of the plant. Hence, this 
research work aimed to utilise model predictive control to optimise the cooling process 
as a whole through the integration of an ice storage model associated with the plant. 
The work presented by Francis (1999) was undertaken with the intention of exploring 
the role of 'Soft Computing' techniques in supervisory control. Representation of the 
dynamic behaviour of a single zone building with a central reffigeration plant and an 
internal-melt-ice storage system was undertaken. The chiller upstream ice storage 
system aims to present the state changes that occur within a system rather than an 
excessive level of detailed dynamics. Utilising a genetic algorithm for scheduling and 
fuzzy logic and neural networks for system identification was the methodology used for 
this demand management approach. This work demonstrated the possibility to adopt a 
flexible approach to load management using ice storage. The work was also aimed at 
optimising the running cost to achieve the lower cost associated with ice priority. 
Beggs (1995) introduced a time block model that could be used with an ice storage 
model to design and optimise ice storage installation in the context of electricity 
contract market in the UK. The time block model was to be used with pool priced 
electricity contracts. However, the time block model appeared to have a weakness in 
which it could not fragment in order to gain maximum potential from avoiding short 
peaks, or by utilising short troughs in the electricity price. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Through the research literature review introduced in the preceding section, it can be 
seen that most of the research work and investigation conducted to date aims to 
optimise the use of ice thermal storage systems through the identification and selection 
of the optimal price that can be reflected in reduction or savings in the running cost. 
This is very useful for nations that have a power industry, where real time pricing is 
functional and the power generation, distribution and selling are dealt with on a basis 
where profit is the first priority. In such a situation, an operation strategy can be 
introduced that would consider cost effectiveness to be more important than energy 
efficiency as the target is to make good use of the low price of electricity at some 
particular time. 
On the other hand, for nations that do not implement real time pricing and the power 
production is part of the public sector such as Kuwait, and where the cost of unit of 
energy (kWh) is much higher than the price charged to the costumer, the priority is for 
utilising operation strategies that would help achieve reduction in the peak demand that 
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is caused by instantaneous cooling that leads to the requirement for the instantaneous 
electricity generation sufficient to meet that load. The main benefit utilising such 
strategies would be to make efficient use of the available power generation capacity on 
national level. In addition this would limit the need for new power plant by extending 
the number of years required for new construction to a longer period. 
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"Reducing the energy consumption of buildings requires that the energy 
problems be known. There cannot be an elegant solution to a misstated 
problem" ... 
[Rittelmann, Energy Conservation & Management 
Strategies], from Hunn (1995) 
-Y 7 
tap t e. r 
Examination of Demand Side Management 
through Zoning & Plant Modularisation - 
The Building & HVAC Models 
5.1 Introduction 
The use of building simulation software enables users to calculated dynamic cooling 
and heating loads for zones in buildings or even a building as a whole. A description of 
thermal properties and dimensions of building components such as walls, floors, 
ceilings, and windows is required. In addition, weather data for the building location 
must be employed. Furthermore, a schedule of energy gains from equipment, lights, and 
people must be known. Building simulation software are used to size heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment by estimating peak cooling or 
heating loads for buildings. Over-sizing HVAC equipment results in excessive capital 
cost for equipment and extra energy costs due to inefficient part-load operation of 
equipment. Under-sizing HVAC equipment results in unacceptable comfort conditions 
for building occupants. 
This research work aims at the adoption of Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategies 
for the optimisation of the use of integrated ice storage systems utilised within office 
buildings. As part of the work, investigation on the effect of specific zones on a building 
cooling load is investigated. 
In order to be able to examine the aims and objectives of this research work, a single 
zone dynamic building model was simulated. and representation of an office building in 
the form of a single cell was simulated using both the Then-nal Analysis Software 
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(TAS), and Matlab modelling tools. TAS was used as a base for studying and analyzing 
the different type of occupancy patterns carried on in Kuwaiti office buildings. TAS was 
also used to examine the effect of orientation on the cooling load. With the tools it is 
equipped with, Matlab was chosen to be the ground base for building the building 
representation with the Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) system. A 
comparison of performance between the TAS model and the Matlab model was 
conducted which validated the use of Matlab as an academic tool for the modelling and 
implementing of the control strategies under investigation. 
5.2 Buildings and their Stereotypes 
Part of the objective of this work is to examine the load profiles of typical office 
buildings in relation to orientation to ascertain how control zoning and energy storage 
might be used to flatten electrical load demand. To examine how a real building will 
behave dynamically, a model or prototype of it is required to be simulated. 
The design process requires the examination of design objectives to achieve a 
satisfactory basis for a solution. Architects often begin this process by considering 
stereotypes for given building types. Several stereotypes exist for office buildings. In 
order to assess how building form might affect the achievement of the objective, 
simulated models of office buildings should represent stereotypical forms of modem 
office buildings. 
The modelling process usually starts with an examination of existing stereotypes and 
these should be subjected to a process analysis in which the output can be evaluated and 
compared against the stated objectives. In order to satisfy this, an examination of typical 
modem office building forms is required to develop standard plans for thermal 
modelling. 
cep, Long & 
Compact 
-form 
thin form 
Atrium form 
form (courlyard) 
Figure 5.1 Different layout of the stereotype and forms of office buildings 
The form and function of office buildings has evolved considerably during the 20t" 
century. Building services present in the form of complex mechanical systems are now 
a major part of modem office buildings. A number of different kinds of stereotypes 
exist at present. Yarnakawa (1997) addressed four types or forms of stereotypes that 
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exist currently and these are reproduced in figure 5.1. These have been drawn from the 
work of Hawkes (1976) and represent common forms that may act as starting points for 
current design. The key features and attributes of each stereotype are listed. Each 
stereotype has been considered in the context of the current office building stock in 
Kuwait. 
S. Zl Deep and Compact, low aspect ratio 
The internal spaces adjacent to the external walls can be daylit, but the central 
area, which has no external walls, requires the use of artificial lighting. 
It may be intended to control the indoor environment within narrow limits: 
interior spaces require careful servicing and may need comfort cooling as well 
as mechanical ventilation. Required illumination levels are achieved by the use 
of artificial lighting in interior spaces 
This form presents a low surface area to contained volume ratio and is often 
considered to provide lower energy consumption rates than other stereotypes. 
S. Z2 Longandthinform 
" This form can have a shallow plan. 
" It allows the use of daylight and natural cross-ventilation. 
" The office floor is fully daylit up to a depth of 6 meters. The room depth could 
be up to 12 meters if it has windows on the 2 opposite walls. 
" The window areas on south, east and west facing walls may require solar 
shading devices. 
" Artificial lighting can be used to supplement the daylight during the daytime 
and at night. 
" This form could have an atrium on one long side. 
S. Z3 Atriumform 
0 Atria can act as light wells that allow daylight to penetrate into the bulk of a 
building. 
0 15 meters floor depth or narrow plan (12 meter wide floor plates) can be fully 
daylit. 
0 Solar control devices such as blinds and sunscreen may need to be fitted to 
maintain thermal and visual comfort. 
40 Artificial lighting with control may be essential. 
S. Z4 Doughnutforin 
Courtyards can provide the access to daylight and view to more parts of the 
building. 
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" For taller the buildings the courtyard becomes less effective in providing 
daylight at lower levels. 
" Courtyard can also provide access for cross ventilation. 
" The courtyard can also be covered with glass to provide an atrium space. 
5.3 The development of stereotypes for modelling 
Since late 1970s and early 1980s, office buildings in Kuwait have been designed based 
on the modem international styles or stereotypes of office buildings. High-rise office 
buildings of between three and fourteen storeys have become common. Such buildings 
are constructed using concrete and heavy masonry materials. A range of glazing types is 
used in such buildings. Earlier buildings used moderately large areas of single glazed 
windows and this continued until the late 1980s. However, the current trend is to use 
multiple glazing such as double-glazed windows with some forin of solar control glass 
within the glazing system. The figures below clearly show the general form and style of 
current office buildings in Kuwait. 
Figure 5.3 Kimait Alinistj. N ol Inl0l 111: 11ioll, I\ and Radio Broadcast Building 
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Figure 5.4 (Top) & (bottom) show aerial views of oNo (Iifi'el-ejl( locations in Kuwait 
As can be seen from figure 5.2 to figure 5.4 that the most common forins of modern 
office buildings found in Kuwait represent either the "deep plan" or "long thin" 
stereotypes. Consequently, to satisfy the objective of this work, these two forms of 
building plan have been chosen. These, in effect allow the implications of two extremes 
of design stereotype to be examined and compared. 
-79 
Figure 5.5 Two fornis of layouts chosen for consideration: (top) (Icep pl, 111 , Ill(l (bottoill) lolig tilill 
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Examination of the effect of external conditions on offices placed in different 
orientations will be conducted. The selected two types of layout will be used to 
ascertain the load profiles in relation to orientation and consider how these might affect 
the development of building environmental services control zoning and the 
development of strategies for energy storage. Utillsing the design stereotypes 
considered earlier two representative floor plans were developed as shown in figure 5.5. 
5.4 Electricity demand management for office buildings in Kuwait 
The main goal of this research work is to examine the use of energy for environmental 
services in office buildings with a view to reduce the overall and the peak consumption 
rates. This can be achieved first through the careful design of buildings and their 
systems but can be further enhanced through the examination of potential strategies to 
control air conditioning systems efficiently. 
To achieve this it is important to understand the nature and characteristics of modem 
office buildings and the relationship between the current stereotypes and the local 
climate. 
5.4.1 Models Developed 
The development of the two model buildings that represents the two most common 
forms of stereotypes in Kuwait provided a base frorn which to reflect the dynamic 
then-nal behaviour of a specific building type. The main aim is to investigate and 
examine the different patterns of the electrical load with reference to the thermal 
behaviours of specific zones at different orientations and how this might affect the 
development of a building*s environmental services control zoning. With this the 
development of strategies utilising energy storage could be investigated in relation to 
controlling the electrical dernand patterns within office buildings in Kuwait. 
Thermal Analysis Software (TAS) was the tool used to build the dynamic thermal 
models of the two forrils of office building stereotypes. The models represent modern 
types of office building with then-nally lightweight structures. Kuwaiti weather data was 
set up in the modelling process and this allowed the dynamic thermal behaviour of tile 
building models in relation to the Kuwaiti environment to be investigated. Tile 
assignment of building elements such as walls, ceiling, floors, insulation and double- 
glazing was part of the modelling process. 
An important part of the process was to define the appropriate internal conditions, i. e. 
patterns of occupancy and utilization of energy using equipment that are related to a 
Kuwaiti office building. Different occupancy patterns were assigned that represent both 
office hours attendance in public office buildings and in office buildings related to thc 
private sector. Because Kuwaiti office buildings can be difIci-critiated into two main 
I -s, public of 1cc bui igs occupancy patterns represent ng the only two sectoi 'fi ildil and 
private office buildings, two different office hours of attendance schemes were used for 
the simulation of each stereotype. This allowed the dcvelopi-nent of options for 
implerricriting demand side management operation strategies utilizing cool storage in 
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such buildings. In addition, this would allow the evaluation of the effects of each 
strategy and help to ascertain which of them provided the best option for adoption. 
The occupancy scheme used to represent the public buildings sector office daily hours 
of attendance was for occupation was assumed to occur between 07.00 am and 15.00 
pm. For the private sector, the daily office hour's of attendance was taken to be between 
9.00 am to 13.00 pm and 16.00 prn to 20.00 pm. 
In most office buildings in Kuwait, the common practice during the summer season is to 
leave the air conditioning system running at a fixed temperature for all 24 hours per day, 
regardless of the occupancy periods and whether they were occupied or not. Referring 
to A]-Mumin (2002), occupants tend to leave all lights on even when the rooms are 
vacant, and they prefer to keep the room cooler with the A/C then-nostat set at 22 OC. 
These behaviours related to similar occupant behaviours in Kuwaiti residences. 
5.4.2 The office cell, the different scenarios and internal conditions 
Figure 5.6 below presents the layouts of the office buildings modelled. Internal heat 
gains are accounted for in the model and chosen on the bases described below. 
North 
North ...... ---- 4 E O-EEL1.1 L-LLLI Ll -. -t_- -- 
11 
Lt" 
I F-Rd H-4 East 
West 
East L-L 
Sout West 
F- Cj AB 
Sout 
Figure 5.6 Layout of both stereotypes with different orientationsand zoning 
5.4.2.1 Occupancy 
The modelled office space was set up with a length of 6 ineters, width of 6 meters and 
height of 3 meters. Occupants were assurried to be seated with ail activity level relating 
to very light work. Each office cell was assurned to accommodate 6 individuals. 
Referring to the ASHRAE Handbook, Fundamentals 2001, chapter. 29, table 1, tile total 
heat gain frorn occupants was set to be 115 W with the sensible and the latent heat gains 
having the values of 70 W and 45 W respectively for each individual. 
5.4.2.2 Lighting 
Lighting in the offices was assumed to utilise fluorescent fixtures, 1200 irim long, T12 
"Energy Saver" lamps with 2 tubes per luminaire. Each office was provided with 10 
fixtures per office with 68 W for each larnp. From the ASHRAE Handbook, 
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Fundamentals 2001, chapter 29, table 2, this translated to an electrical power input of 20 
WM-2 for lighting. 
5.4.2.3 Equipment 
Deciding on the electrical power input for electrical equipment presents difficulties. 
Assuming this to be identical to the surn of the power ratings shown on equipment 
nameplates has led to the overestimation of this input. ]'he ASHRAE Handbook, 
Fundamentals 2001, chapter 29, figure 4 explains thi's issue in terms ofdivcrsity testing 
showing that the actual heat gains per unit area, or load factor, ranged Eroin 4.7 to 11.6 
WM-2 
. 
The relationship between nameplate power rating and actual consumption rate is 
illustrated in figure 5.7. Utilising this model and referring to the assumed narneplate 
load factor for office equipment a value of 10 WM-2 was decided for licat gain froin 
equipment. 
4C 
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Figure 5.7 Office E (I ui I) tile of Loa (I Fac to r Compari so its, (AS II RAE 2001 ) 
5.4.2.4 Scenarios of Operation 
5.4.2.4.1 Scenariosfiw the deepplan huilding - Fýgtire 5.6 (A) 
A. III sclicnic (A) a single office cell oil each orientation and one cell representing 
an Internal office were Zoned and Simulated. The four external OFficc cell's were 
oricntatcd north, cast, south and West I'CSI)CCtIVCIY. OflICC OCCUINHICY l1OLII-S WCI-C 
set as for the public sector with occupancy between 7.00 am and 15.00 pm and 
AX systems. lighting and othcr electrical equipment were set lo work between 
tllc hours 6.00 am and 15.00 am. The A/C plant and the equipment were 
assumed to be Switched Otfdurill_Lý I10I1-OCCLIl-)aI1CY 11CIAMIS '111(1 dLII-IIIg \ýcckcnds 
for the base model. 
13. 'I'lic second Illodc, I-etlilicd thC SIIIIC Z011111g 111d IIOLII-S Ol'OCCUIM110' ýIS SCIIC[Ilc 
"A" but the internal conditions \vci, c illoditicd so Iliat the A/C. lighting and 
office cquipmcm werc left running fior 24 IIOLII^S Including wcAcilds. 
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C. Scheme (C) retained the same zoning as the previous scherncs but the ollicc 
occupancy hours were changed to be between 9.00 arn to 13.00 pin and 16.00 
pm to 20.00 pm, as for private sector offices. A/C systern, lighting and other 
electrical equipment were set to work between the hours 7.00 arn and 13.00pm, 
and 15.00 am and 20.00 pm. A/C system, lighting and other electrical equipment 
were switched off during non-occupancy periods and during weekends. 
D. Scheme (D) retained the same zoning but office occupancy hours were set 
between 9.00 am to 13.00 pin and 16.00 pin to 20.00 pin. The AX system was 
set to work between the hours 7.00 arn and 20.00prn, while the lighting and 
electrical equipment were switched off between the hours 20.00 pin and 7.00 
am, and during weekends. 
. 5.4.2.4.2 Scenarios. 1i)r the deep plan building - Figure -5.6 (B & C) 
The same schernes were applied to the long thin type ofbuilding model, except that I, or 
the orientation, the long thin model was manipulated to cover all four orientations, see 
figure 5.6 (B) and (C). In addition one more scheme was added where A/C plant, 
lighting and electrical equipment was set as continuously working regardless of' the 
office occupancy hours. 
5.4.3 Evploring the results 
To ensure that similar assurned conditJons applied for all zones dic ImHding niodel was 
not surrounded by other buildings. This clirninated die potenthd cillucts of shading 
occurring at different thmes of the day for diff'crent orientations. A full year simulation 
was conduded Ar each zone. Several days were chosen for close cmunination so as to 
rcprcscnt the range of behaviour relating to the summer season. A clear vicw emerged 
of' how the daily air-conditioning load varied during speciHc days An-ing the suninicr 
season. The designations in Hgure IN relate to sclicnics A and 13 as previously 
described. 
Figure 5.8 displays the results for I dccp plan building representing a public offilce 
building. The indiVidUal Zones Showed distinct differences ofbellaviour In relation to 
orientation. For example, figure 5.8, Al, A2,131, and 132, display how orientation 
, if'f'ccts the daily load variation. with different orientations cxpcriencing peak loads at 
specific and diffcrent turies during the (lay. During the first hall'oftlic (lay the cooling 
load of' the cast zone displayed the highest peak. This behaviour is related to the sun 
path position. The east-facing zone of the bUildIM4 is the first to f', ICC file Sun during 
early part of the (lay. The sun anglC IS IOW and SO the rate Of' SO1,11' UIIII through the 
window of' the zone will be high. 
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Figure 5.8 Load profiles for the deep plan building representing a public building, where A an(] B 
relate to the designated occupancy schemes 
By mid-day, the load is increasing in the other zones but especially in the south zone, as 
the sun is now located to the south of the building. However, although at solar mid-day 
the solar irradiation is at its highest value the south facing zone does not necessarily 
experience the highest peak load. This is because the sun angle is now very high and 
the window glass is highly reflective to the incident radiation. During the afternoon the 
sun angle is becoming lower and approaching the west. Consequently, the load 
increases in the west zone of the building and it becomes the main source for the 
cooling load. This can be seen in figure 5.8, A and B, above. 
Figure 5.9 represents the results for the deep plan building model, but represcriting a 
private sector office building and the designations C and D relate to the schernes 
previously describe. These display the sarne kind of behaviour as for figure 5.8 for 
schemes A and B. However, because of the nature of the hours of occupancy, the rnid- 
day peak profile for the south zone does not appear to be one of the major contributors 
to the cooling load for the model. 
Figure 5.9, CI, C2, DI and D2, represent the private office scenarios where the HVAC 
and electrical equipment are only running between 7.00ani to 13.00 prn and 15.00 pin to 
20.00 pm. For figure 5.9, DI and D2, only the A/C is kept running without being turned 
off during the mid day break between 13.00 prn and 16.00 prn. Again there is a clear 
differentiation between the times of the day when peak load occurs for different 
orientations. 
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Figure 5.9 Cooling load profiles for a deep plan building representing a private sector office 
building, where C and D relate to the designated occupancy schemes 
For the thin long building model, as displayed in figure 5.6, external office cells are 
oriented either north and south in one case or east and west in the second case. Figure 
5.10 shows the results for the north-south orientation. When applyi rig the public sector 
scenarios, A and B. 
Initially the profiles for the north and the south office cells are similar, however 
approaching noon and for some period afterwards the loads within the south zone 
becomes higher than those in the north zone. 
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Figure 5.10 Load profiles for the long thin building representing a public building with offices 
having north and south orien(ations 
Figure 5.11 shows the load profiles for both the east and west zones, wlicil the building 
orientation has bccri changed. Again tile load profiles fOr the cast and the west zolics 
tcrid to l'orm two peaks at different times during the day. In the case of' the thin long 
building model. representing a private sector oFficc building, cooling load profilcs tor 
both 111odcls with north and South offi1ccs, and with cast and west officcs are displaycd 
hclow. Again, the same happens lor the building with the north and south zones, where 
they Mid to act the same to some extent, figUrc 5.12 A and B. For the building with 
zones at the east and west oricritalions, both zones tend to florin two high peaks at 
(11 ITercrit time during the day. 
ýý ELI -=ýý I 
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Figure 5.12 Cooling load profiles for a deep plan building representing a private sector office 
building, where A and B relate to the designated occupancy schemes 
5.4.4 Suggested control zoning strategy 
The load profiles of different zones have been derived frorn the cornputer simulations 
and demonstrated through figures 5.8,5.9,5.10,5.11, and 5.12. The load profiles 
displayed independently in Figure 5.13 below represent cast, south and west zones in 
the model simulated. These figures show how the load profile from one zone to another 
varies with time and that the time when a specific zone, the east zone for example, 
requires a specific amount of cooling other zones located at different orientations would 
require less cooling. 
This encourages the introduction of the concept of modular cool storage associated with 
orientation-based zoning. For example during the period 09.00 a. m. to 12.00 p. m., tile 
east zone demonstrates the highest cooling demand rate, reaching tile peak at 10.30 am, 
Figure 5.13. Then the load starts to decline. During the mid-day period the same 
situation starts to occur in the south zone and then during the afternoon to the west zone. 
When assigning a modular cool storage unit, with a small capacity, less volume of 
cooling in the forrn of ice will be needed to be storcd. With such a smaller size icc 
storage unit less time is needed to generate the required ice. This is considered to be a 
merit of using modular cool storage. 
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Figure 5.13 Profiles denionstrating opportunities for modular storage strategies 
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Consequently, if the peak load for the east zone occurs during the hours 09.00 to 12.00 
then a smaller size cool storage unit would be charged during the period, say, 0 1.00 a. m. 
to 05.00 a. m. Similarly for the south zone, if the peak load occurs between the hours 
12.30 p. rn. and 15.00 p. m. then charging period of tile storage unit might be between tile 
hours 05.30 am an 09.30 arn. And so on for the other zones. Figure 5.13 above 
dernonstrate this notion. 
A key advantage of using cool thermal energy storage is to allow electrical energy 
normally drawn during the period of the peak load to be shiftcd to other times of' the 
day. However, it is important not to create a new problem by solving in cxisting one. 
Because of the existence of the tirne-based tariff structure in the IJK, many of' 
custorners, both domestic and commercial, utilisc the overnight cheap rate tariff'. Most 
of the dornestic white goods such as washing machines, clothes tumble dryers or other 
electrical appliances are controlled by time clocks. Consequently, these customers can 
postpone the starting time to begin when the off-peak taritTapplIcs. This has rCSLIltCd in 
a new peak being generating during the night time, generally soon Alter the start oftlic 
off-peak tariff period. Thus a new peak has been created at that time which might be a 
problem in itself. This is also possible in the case where single large capacity cool 
storage systems are used and charged during the night. Such systems would be expected 
to be charging from periods ranging between 7 to 12 hours and Illay produce Secondary 
peaks ofconsumption as they all switch Oil at the SaIlIC t1111C. Modular, SIllall CapaCIty, 
cool storage systems would provide the advantage of' charging Sinaller units at a variety 
of(fiffercrit times (IL11-11ig night and day tinics and during shortcr hours. This is lIkcly to 
spread the load niorc cvcnly ovcr a 24-110111' period. 
5.4.5 Modelling with Matlab 
'File main purpose fior Lising TAS was to Study the dynamic behaviour 01' tile 
stereotypical oft-Icc building models developed. TAS allowed a preliminary in-(lcptl, 
study ofthe likely load profiles f'or typical officc buildings. In addition, examination of' 
the clICct of orientation on the bUildillg load NVaS CX, 1111111C(I. I IOWCVCI-, fol- file pUrpOSC 01' 
the main elements oftlic research work, the decision was made to LIS'C Matlab Sot't\V, 11'C 
with its capabilities that will provide a good basis to examine the feasibility of' the 
proposed system. 
TAS is weil established and benchniarkc(I commercial softwarc that provides (1111cl-clit 
types ot"lli'llysis tools witil I'cspect to the moddling ofthe dynamic thermal bcIlm"101.11's 
of buildings. I lowever, this software gives lio Scope Ior tile development of' spcciallst 
control applications or the particular dcvClOpIllcllt of' ice Storage Illodcls. As it is 
C()Illll)CI*Cllil Software its Soul-cc Code IS 110t tol- Such (IC\'CIOI)IllClltS. 
C'OIISC(IL]Clltly, Madah was ummidewd U) lmovido: the ability to develop models to 
prcdict the thcrinal hCllIViOLII's ofbLlildilli4 ZOIlCS that al-c in turn linked to models ()f the 
components of buHdhg scrAc" symems and TO asso6mcd cowds. 'I'llis gAvs a 
broadcr base for swdying A Me suhymons under the unkrella tif a mic complete 
model. Matlab 11SO is a I)OI)Lllll- tOOl With a Wide haSC 01' LISCI", Ill Many aCadCIIIiC 
iIlStitLItiOIIS kV0I'ld\VjdC- It WaS ConsidCred that the matlall model Could he validated by 
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comparing its predictions for free running conditions against those provide by the 
benchmarked commercial software TAS. 
A previous Matlab model built by Lugg (1999) was utilised as the starting point for the 
development of this project. Lugg's model was initially built to examine the feasibility 
of a fuzzy logic controller to maintain acceptable conditions of thermal comfort in UK 
office buildings for minimum energy and cost expenditures. Major modifications were 
required to be able to utilise the model for the purpose of this research work. The model 
presented in this work has different dimensions than the model originally created by 
Lugg. The total solar radiation incident on a vertical surface used equation for a cloudy 
day. In the case of the new building model, the assumption for solar radiation modelling 
was made that the sky is clear and no clouds exist. This required that the radiation 
model was re-written to account for a clear sky day. Additionally the weather model 
was changed to represent a typical year for Kuwait. 
Other input variables such as properties of building materials, building orientation and 
internal gains from occupants and equipment had to be defined and input into the 
Matlab model. A major aspect of the new model was the development of the HVAC 
systems model. Considerable instabilities occurred in relation to the cooling circuit of 
this system and much time was taken in the sizing of the cooling heat exchanger and its 
interaction with the associated chillers and conventional controllers to ensure stable 
functioning of the simulation model. 
5.4.6 The buildhig nto(lel 
Buildings and building systerns modelling and simulation Is complex, especially when 
the process of modelling involves simulating the total building envelope and the 
associated building services systems such as the Heating, Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning (HVAC) system. 
For this research it was considered that the best approach would be to develop a single 
zone model as being representative of an entire office building. The single zone unit had 
the sarne dimensions as for the TAS model with a length of 6 meters, width of 6 meters 
and height of 3 meters. 
1.5 m Window 
6m 
6m 
Figure 5.14 Layout of the single zone model 
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The model comprised the building represented by the single zonal unit and the 
associated HVAC plant. The unit cell model includes the different dynamic heat transfer 
interactions between the envelope and internal construction elements and the key 
weather parameters, figure 5.15. It also deals with the internal gains inside the zone 
such as gains from occupants, lighting and machines. 
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Figure 5.15 Means of heat transfer in buildings 
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Figure 5.16 Block diagram representing the building model without the HVAC 
Figure 5.16 displays the basic arrangement for the single zone building model. In this 
part all of the external weather parameters and internal conditions are accounted for 
within the various -boxes" shown in the figure. The main output that will be 
communicated to the HVAC control is the temperature predicted for the zone. A plot of 
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the zone temperature for the Matlab model for a free running condition, i. e. no cooling 
or heating was provided by the HVAC system, was compared with the zone temperature 
of the same basic zone model that was built in TAS. The aim of this comparison was to 
test the output of the Matlab model against that of the benchmarked TAS software. 
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Figure 5.17 Zone temperatures of both the TAS and Matlab models 
Figure 5.17 dernonstrates that a good correlation exists between the two models and that 
the basic Matlab single zone model would provide a good base on which to develop the 
HVAC system and the control systern models. The month of July was chosen as tile 
extremes of tile weather conditions occur during this month. Tile difference in the zone 
temperature between the TAS and Matiab models ranged between OT to 2.6"C. 
The model shown in figure 5.16 above represents the external block framework ofthe 
building model. A number of sub-models exist within the blocks. A brief explanation 
for some of the process involved in the model together with some illustrations of the 
procedures taking place are described to show how the model evolved. 
5.4.7 Solar radiation 
The ingress of solar radiation is an important element that has a major effect on the 
dynamic thermal behaviour of a building. Solar radiation can be split into three 
categories. Direct radiation, also known as Bearn radiation, is defined as the solar 
radiation received from the sun without having been scattered by the atmosphere, Duffie 
1990. Diffuse or sky radiation, is the solar radiation received frorn the sun after its 
direction has been changed by scattering within the atmosphere. The surn of bearn and 
diffuse solar radiation components falling on a surface is identified as total radiation, 
also known as global radiation. 
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The rate of incidence of solar radiation for horizontal surfaces can usually be found in a 
weather databases in the form of global and diffuse solar radiation. In the case of the 
single zone model, an external wall with a window area was defined. Calculations were 
applied to determine values of solar radiation incident on the vertical wall and glass 
surfaces. 
To be able to calculate the direct, diff-use and total radiation on an inclined surface, the 
angle of incidence, (0), has to be calculated. Some prerequisites have to be calculated 
before proceeding with the solar radiation modelling process. A set of relationships 
exist that relate the angle of incidence and other solar angles. Latitude, (ý), is the 
angular location north or south of the equator. Kuwait has a latitude of ý= 29.33". 
Declination (6), is the angular position of the sun at solar noon with respect to the plane 
of the equator, Duffic, 1990. The equation below is used to estimate the declination 
from the day of the year, with (n) representing the day of the year. 
5= 23.45 sin 
[3 
60( 
284 +n 
Equation 5.1 365 
The external wall and window are vertical surfaces. For vertical surfaces the value of 
the surface slope P= 90', Duffle, 1990. The building in the model could be assumed to 
be orientated in any direction but for this explanation is assumed to be facing south, this 
results in a surface azimuth angle of y= 90". 
Once all the values of the solar angles are calculated, the angle of incidence can be 
calculated from 
cosO=sin8sinýcos P -sin8 cos ý sinp cosy 
" Cos 6 Cos Cos P Cos CO + cos 5 sin ý sin P cos y cos co 
" cos 5 sin sin y sin (o Equation 5.2 
To be able to proceed with the calculation, the angle between the direct radiation and 
the normal to the horizontal surface, Zenith angle (0, ), must also be calculated, equation 
5.3. 
cos 0, = cos ý cos 8 cos o) + sin ý sin 8 Equation 5.3 
The rate of incidence of solar radiation on the vertical wall be calculated from the value 
of the ratio of beam radiation on the tilted surface to that on a horizontal surface, the 
value obtainable from measured weather data. The ratio is given by 
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Rb ý 
Cos 0 
Equation 5.4 
Cos Oz 
Tben, direct solar radiation can be calculated from 
Ildirect ý lHdirect * Rb Equation 5.5 
S. 4.8 Diffuse Solar Radiation on a Vertical surface 
The diff-use component is assumed to be isotropically distributed and can be calculated 
from the following equation 
Ildiffuse ý IHdifftise COS' 
5.4.9 Ground Reflected Radiation 
Equation 5.6 
This is a function of surface tilt, the rate of diffuse solar radiation incident on a 
horizontal surface and the ground reflectance. The value of the ground reflected 
radiation incident on an inclined surface can be calculated using the following equation 
Ilgref ý Pg Ifflotal sin2 (p/2) Equation 5.7 
The ground reflectance, pg, typically has a value of 0.2 for soil. 
5.4.10 Total Radiation Incidenton an inclined surface 
For the purpose of the one zone model under development, it was assumed that the sky 
is clear and the radiation is isotropically distributed. The following equation was used 
for the calculation 
11total ý lig,,, f + Rb (lHdiffuse + lHdirect) Equation 5.8 
5.4.11 Solar Radiation Transmission through Glass 
For vertical surfaces the equivalent angle of incidence for diffuse and ground reflected 
radiation is 60*, Duffie 1990. For radiation incident at 60' the transmittance through 
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glass is equal to 50% of the total. Applying this value allows diffuse and ground 
reflected radiation to be treated as direct radiation. 
Transmission of direct radiation through glass is dependent on the angle of incidence of 
the radiation with the glass surface. The relationship between the angle of incidence of 
the beam radiation and the glass transmissivity and surface reflectivity is described by 
Snell's law 
Sin Ot = sin 
0 Equation 5.9 
n 
n is the refractive index and has a value of 1.52. 
Figure 5.18 shows a schematic of the path of direct (Beam) radiation through a sheet of 
glass and the associated nomenclature for the angles. The transmittance for each of the 
two surfaces is given by the Fresnel equations for polarisation perpendicular and 
parallel to the plane of incidence using equation 5.10 to define the ratio of the 
transmission angle to the angle of incidence, see equation 5.11 and equation 5.12, EDSL. 
Figure 5.18 Transmission through a single-layer transparent construction 
C(O) = 
COS(O') Equation 5.10 
COS(O) 
4n. c(O) Equation 5.11 
(I + n. C(O))2 
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4n. c(O) tpara ý 
(n + C(o))2 
Equation 5.12 
If the layer is absorbing, the factor by which the ray is attenuated on passing through is 
described by equation 5.13. 
x, d b(O) = exp(cos(O, )) 
Equation 5.13 
By setting 0 to zero, i. e. normal incidence, and rearranging equation 5.13 the result is 
given by equation 5.18. The "o" subscript in equation 5.14 to equation 5.17 denotes 
evaluation at 0=0. 
I 
b(O) = b'O"", ) Equation 5.14 0 
Equation 5.16 and equation 5.17 is another way to calculate b,, 
ro rOrO2 
+ 
ýr. %4 
b. = 
(-, 
Z2 t4 
Equation 5.15 
00 
80 
) 
where 
to = 
4n 
Equation 5.16 (n +1)2 
ro =I-t. Equation 5.17 
Analysis of an infinite number of internal reflections, EDSL shows that the 
transmittance of the complete layer, for the two polarisations, is given by equation 5.16 
and equation 5.17, and the use of equation 5.18 and equation 5.19. 
where 
rpeip 
bt'perp 
Equation 5.18 22 
rýrpb 
W 
Para Equation 5.19 rpara 22 (I - ;,. b 
rp,, p ýI- tperp Equation 5.20 
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rpara ý1- tpara Equation 5.21 
The transmittance of the layer for randomly polarised radiation is found by averaging 
the two polarisations, see equation 5.22. 
r(O) 
(0) + rp.. (0) 
Equation 5.22 
2 
The model assumes that the direct and diffuse solar radiation which passes through the 
glazing is distributed over the interior surfaces of the zone on an area weighted basis. It 
is also assumed that 88% of the energy is absorbed by the walls and 12% is reflected 
back out of the window, Duffie (1990). 
5.4.12 A transient one-dimensionalfinite difference heat transfer modelfor the 
external wall (The explicit inethod) 
A numerical solution is necessary to account for the time dependent transient 
conduction occurring in the walls and window. Assuming all heat transfer is into the 
element, an energy balance on the element may be expressed as 
Energy flow rate into 
+ 
Heat generated within Rate of change of 
the element, Ein the element, Eg internal energy, E, t 
A numerical solution is obtained by partitioning the building element into several 
segments. Taking as an example the case for the external wall where it was partitioned 
into four segments, figure 5.19. 
A set of several equations is created. Each equation deals with calculating the 
temperature for the node under consideration. To reflect the logic behind developing the 
nodal equations, the procedure towards developing the nodal equations at T, and T2 is 
explained. 
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Figure 5.19 External wall representation with the segments and nodes 
From figure 5.19, T, and T5 are considered as external nodes. T2, TI and T4 arc 
considered as internal nodes. T, is an external node at the external surface oftlic wall. It 
is a boundary node subýjectcd to convection, and the finite differcricc formulation at that 
node is obtained by writing an energy balance on the volurne element ofthickness Ax/2 
at that boundary by assurning licat transfer to be into the medium at all sides 
h, A(T, - 7ý + 
k-4 
(TI, - T, ") + q, A 
Ax 
- 
(11 /, +1 - 1; /, ) 
Ax 22 At 
multiplying both sidcs by 
2Ai 
pc 1, 
A Av 
2h, At 
+ 
2kAt 
(I", + 
2At 
q, 
PC 11 
AV pt -P (Ax) 22", X, 11 
AV 
tllc Blot llurnbcr B, -- 
hAv 
, 111d 
FOLII-ICI' IIL]iilbci- I, " - 
kAi aAt 
k plý' I, 
(A. v) (Ax) 
(a ) is the thcrnial diffusivity 
2h, At 
-2 
/1 AV kAt 
2 B, * I, ', 
PCPA. v k PC P 
(AV) 2 
2h, A/ 2kAt 2Ai 
(T, ++q, + 
/x, /, 
Av 1 tv P 
(Ax- )2 -2 
1- 
VP AV 
2BiF,, 7' -2BýF, T` +2F, 7"' +2 F,, ((I, 
Ax 
)+ 7"' 
11112kI 
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Tl'+] = T, '(1-2b, ]ý, -2F,, )+21ý(T2' +B, 7i +q,, 
Ax 
k 
For node 2, which is an interior node, the explicit finite difference formulation is 
obtained below 
kA kA P41 - 7"') 
Ax 
(TIP - T2P) + Ax 
("31' - T2P pc pA 
Ax _(T2 At 
2 
multiplying both sides by 
At 
- 
pc, A Ax 
kAt 
(TP - T"') + 
kAt 
(TI p-T 1p) = 7ý, PO f-v p 
(A-Y) I /Xlp (Ax) 2 
Fourier number 1ý = 
kAt 
__ 
aAf 
PC, (AX) 2 (AV )2 
a) is the thermal diffusivity 
7ý, ` + F, T, ` - F, 7 "' + 7', " 112 
Tp(j + 
The same procedures are applied f'()r nodes 3 and 4. 
The solar rad5tion imodel and Te transient conduction through the wall model have 
been shown as em-noes of conTonous or the dynamic building model contained 
within the Matlab block framework. 
5.4.13 Building in odel with Il VA C 
To simulate the performance ol'an I IVAC system, it was liccess, 11-y to undcl-stand the 
perl'Ormancc characteristics ot'tlle components Liscd in the system. An I IVAC systcm is 
requircd to providc licating, cooling, IILIIIII(IltV C01111*01 and vcntilation to the V, 11-I'OLIS 
Z011CS III I 111.111ding to satisl'y the tliCl-Illill COIIIf'()I-t 111d Ill- (11.1,111ty COIIdltlOIIS I'C(ILIII-Cd III 
111-111(fillgS. This illll)llcs COIIII)ICX 1,11tcl"Ictions bet\%, ccii the systcms and the bchavlours of' 
tIlC IILIII(Illlg LIlId ItS OCCUP, 111tS. 
The modcl repl-csClItcd ill figurc 5.20 is I conventional air conditioning system in I 
bui I (I Ing that woul (I consist of'an aIr hand III Ig LI II It (S) (Al It J), wl II ch col It aI lis dic coo I ill 9 
coil and the dallipas that providc flow Control. Chillcd Nvatcr with a fixed tcIllperaturc 
of' 5"C was assumcd to bc flowing t1,0111 the chillcr to the Cooling coil ill the AI It J. I 
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Figure 5.20 A conventional type ofair condidoning sYstenj ill, 111 office I)Ilil(lillg 
The air handling unit (AFIU) represelitc(I the I IVAC part of' the modcl. Figurc 5.21 
shows a detailed schematic ot'an Af ILI xvith its collipoliclits. 
0,1 ýF- III.. I; I, ý- Oo pj: 3 
ojý ;I IFF, Ie AIR 
ArEL' AIR 
40- ý 
Pi 1-i NAIR 
il. 
10 
A l 
Figure 5.21 Schematic ot'llic IIVAC s. ýslejn, (ASIIRAE 20111) 
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Fiýmrc 5.22 Schematic shmýijw III air Conditioned Space %lith Ific IIVAC compolient% 
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Figure 5.22 displays the AHU used in the model that contained a humidifier unit in 
addition to the cooling and heating coil within tile ductwork. The relationship between 
tile AHU and the conditioned zone is also displayed. 
Tile purpose of an HVAC systern is to deliver conditioned air to an occupied space to 
provide comfort for occupants. This is accomplished by regulating both the quantity and 
quality of the air introduced into the enclosed space. The temperature, humidity and air 
quality are the main parameters the air-conditioning process controls and regulates 
through the functioning of specific system components. 
A proportion of fresh air is allowed to enter the system to maintain an acccptabIc level 
of healthy conditions within the zone, e. g. to remove metabolic CO, and odour 
produced by the occupants. A proportion of the return air from tile zone extract is re- 
circulated and the rest of it is exhausted to the outside. The rc-circulatcd air is mixed 
with the fresh air coining froin outside to recover part of the energy coining from tile 
conditioned space. In Kuwait, it is recommended that the proportion of' fresh air to 
return air entering the conditioned space should be a minimum of 10%, and this value 
was used for the inodel. Mixing boxes are used to control the ratio oftlic zone return air 
to fresh outside air that is supplied to the zone via the AHU. 
In addition to the cooling function of' the cooling coil, the air may become further 
cooled during the dchurnidification process to condense out excessive water vapour 
contained in tile Inlet a1r. As tile process of (Ichurnidification occur the conditioned air 
temperature may become lower than required to provide comfortably the desircd zone 
temperature. At this stage the heating coil acts as a rchcat c1cincrit where it raises the air 
temperature to the required tcrnpCratUrC. Tile figUrC I)CIOW j)rCSCI1tS thC 11OW 01' tile 
process fi-orn a building services point ot'view. 
Cooling 
Figure 5.23 Cooling procms (aking place in an Aill; 
'I'lic systcIll abovc I-clatcs to the Completc C(]Llil)lllcllt sLlltc and 11111111dificatioll and 
(IcIlLiIIII(ilf-ication should not both bC I'LII)Ct]Olllllg ý11 IIIC SM11C tIllIC fol' CHICICllt OI)CI-iltl'oll. 
The psychometric chart on Ogue 504 shows dw thernudymn-nic processes that occur 
w1mi mixing the ouBAc air (B) at 351' and rOL11-11 ail- (A) at 24"(' to create a mixed air 
stream (C) at 26"C' prior to its passage through the cooling coil. along line (C-F). As 
sensible cooling is performcd, a long line the (11-Y bUlb tCIIII)CI-atHI-C of' (lie air 
stream is decreased. I'ventually. the cmQng process intersects' the saturation Curve (D), 
'it which Point dellunlidification is also pCI-1,01-Ined. Akcr 111,11, the air passes through a 
rc-licat coil, line E-F), which raises the scnsihlc temperature of the supply air. The 
SLII)I)ly ail' then enters the space. where sensible and latent heat are transferred fi-0111 the 
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space to the air-stream. Finally, the return air leaves the space (A), to be mixed with 
fresh outdoor air, re-starting the HVAC cycle. 
I i 
e 
zo 
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-i w 
ui 
4,. 
I 
\ // 
Figure 5.24 The complete IIVAC cycle demonstrated on the psychometric chart 
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S. 4.14 Cooling coil design 
A cooling coil is one type of the many types of heat exchangers that are commonly used 
in practice. Designing or selecting a heat exchanger should be referred to one of two 
cases. First case is to select a heat exchanger that will achieve a specified temperature 
change in a fluid stream of known mass flow rate. The second case is to predict the 
outlet temperature of the hot and cold fluid streams in a specified heat exchanger, 
Cengel 1998. Two methods are usually used for this kind of application. The first is 
known as the log mean temperature difference, LMTD. The LMTD is best to be applied 
in the first case where selecting a heat exchanger to achieve a specified temperature 
change is the objective. The second method is known as the effectiveness-NTU (number 
of transfer units) method matches best the second case. 
In the case of an HVAC system design and for the purpose of the Matlab modelling the 
effectiveness-NTU method was applied. A cross flow heat exchanger was used for both 
the cooling and heating transfer apparatus. The chosen method depends on a 
dimensionless parameter called the heat transfer effectiveness C, defined as 
r=L Equation 5.23 
Qmax 
where 
ý 
is the actual heat transfer rate, and is the maximum possible heat Qmax 
transfer rate. 
To deten-nine the maximum possible heat transfer rate Qrnax in a heat exchanger, the 
maximum temperature difference in a heat exchanger is to be determined. That is the 
difference between the inlet temperatures of the hot and cold fluids, that is 
'6Ttmx hol, in -T Equation 5.24 =T cold, in 
QMaX ý Cmin (Thol, in - 
Tcold, 
in 
) 
Equation 5.25 
where C. i,, is the smaller of the heat capacities of the hot and cold fluids 
Chot ý Mhot Cphot and Ccold ý Mcold Cp, cold 
The actual heat transfer rate can be calculated from 
Q='cQ==6cmin(T Equation 5.26 hot, in -T cold, in 
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The effectiveness relation for a single pass cross flow heat exchanger, with both fluids 
unmixed, used for the Matlab model is given by equation 5.27, Cengel 1998. 
exp 
jvyuO. 22 [exp(-C 
x NTU 
0,78 ) _I Equation 5.27 
c 
11 
C=(C. ýidc... ) 
ATU = 
UA 
Equation 5.28 
C. 
in 
The outlet temperatures for the hot and cold fluids were determined from the energy 
balance equation below 
q=ý cp (T., - Tj,, ) Equation 5.29 
Thm, 
out = 
Thot, 
ln 
q Equation 5.30 
h0l Cp, hot 
T =T 
q Equation 5.31 
cold. oul cold, in 6 
M cold Cp, cold 
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Figure 5.25 Schematic of the effectiveness-N'FU method calculations used in Niatlab as part of (lie 
IIVAC systems model 
In the case of the conventional design of HVAC systems the worst design day option 
generally is used to calculate a system capacity for licating and cooling that is able to 
achieve the conditions required within the building zone(s). This means having a system 
with large capacity that is able to supply the cooling or heating required for tile 
respective worst day. However, the systern will rarely operate at full load conditions. 
For the less severe periods of the season such a system will be operating on part load 
operation. In addition, the capital cost for a systern with large capacity is high. Systems 
tend to operate less efficiently at part loads and seriously oversized systems utilisc 
excessive energy at all periods except those when peak load conditions occur. 
The consequences of oversized systerns arc illustrated in figure 5.26 by output firom the 
Matlab model, which shows the ambient and roorn temperatures and the valve position 
for the chilled water flow to the cooling coil licat exchanger ofthc HVAC system fior a 
series of days in the month of July. The upper part ofthe figure shows that the system is 
able to maintain the required zone temperature. The valve position representing the 
chilled water flow rate is shown in the lower part oftlic figure. It can be seen that the 
valve opens between 0 and 70% of the fully open position. This suggests an 
overcapacity of the chiller producing the chilled water and an oversized beat exchanger 
for the cooling coil. 
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Figure 5.26 Zone temperature and cooling valve position for a large capacity HVAC 
However, utilising smaller size cooling plant increases the risk that the system will not 
be able to cope with peak cooling loads. In such a situation at a specific period during a 
day the existing cooling plant might not be able to provide the cooling rate required to 
maintain comfort conditions in the building. This is illustrated in figure 5.27, where the 
peak of the zone temperature is above the zone set temperature. In addition, the lower 
part of the figure shows that the cooling valve is fully opening (luring most of the time 
during the mentioned period. 
7- 
Figure 5.27 Zone temperature and cooling valve posifion for a small capacity IIVAC 
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5.4.15 Th eH VA C system in odel 
Figure 5.28 below correspond to the building and air conditioning system with tile 
respective control system arrangements. To make the basic process easier to visualise 
figure 5.28 has been introduced. The zone temperature is detected by the temperature 
sensor in the space. A temperature upper set firnit and lower set limit are specified to 
differentiate between the cooling and the heating seasons. A temperature of 24"C was 
set as for the summer tirne upper lirnit, while for the heating purpose, a tcrnperature of 
20T was chosen as a lower firmt. 
The deviation between the zone temperature and file upper or lower set point determines 
whether cooling or heating is comi-ncriccd. Taking the case of cooling system, the 
calculated error represents the deviation between the zone tcrnperature and the Lipper set 
point. If the zone temperature is higher than 24T then the deviation YnCaSUrcd is , sent to 
the Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller where the difference is transferred 
into a signal. The actuator receives the signal and then the Modulating valve upon 
receiving the message from the actuator opens allowing the appropriate flow rate of' 
chilled water to pass through the cooling coil. The high temperature air is cooled when 
it is passed through the heat exchanger of the cooling coil. The cooling coil has the dual 
role of providing scrisible cooling and dehumidification. Sensible cooling is the process 
whereby the air temperature is cooled down to a lower temperature than the original 
one. Dehumidification is file process conccrncd with the aniount Of' Vapour or moisture 
content within the air. The an- passing through the heat cxchangcr is cooled until it 
reaches its dew point temperature. This is the temperature where the air is not able to 
carry any more moisture. Condensation occurs and the air is dehumidified at this stage. 
Often the coil ternpcraturc requircd to (MIL11111(fify the air is lowcr than that i-cquired to 
achieve the required room tcin pcrat Lire. 
Exhaust air 
-I al 
(r 
CCHCII L-, di fie r 
I 
re. ýh air 
Supply 
Temperature 
Controller 
Humidity L_1 Zoný lone air ri, 
Controller r 
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- r,, 7,,, 7. r =7 7, 
Figure -5.28 Simplified schematic of' (lie 
building Illodel IN idl Ihe 11N. 1c and Controllers 
('OIISC(ILICIltly, the dchumidification process oficil 111cans that the III- Icaving flic Cooling 
coil Is at a lowcr tcIlIPCI-ature than rcqLIII-Cd foI- tlIC SLII)I)ly III- tCl]]I)Cl-, ItLll'C to the 
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conditioned space. Consequently the air is passed through the heating coil and reheated 
so that its temperature is raised to the required supply temperature. 
The HVAC system model comprises individual models based on the characteristics of 
all the system components such as cooling and heating coils, actuating valves and 
dampers and the PID controllers. 
5.5 Conclusions 
Reducing the energy consumption of buildings requires that the energy problems be 
known. There cannot be an elegant solution to a misstated problem. More specifically, 
the reduction of energy use through design is accomplished by 
1. Understanding the total energy needs and energy use characteristics of a 
building, building type, or building function; 
2. Understanding the manner in which individual building components interact and 
contribute to the total energy use; 
3. Knowing the various conservation strategies appropriate to the building location, 
use, and operation, and; 
4. Having the ability and tools to calculate the thermodynamics and economics of 
applying these strategies. 
This chapter aimed at examining the effect of zoning on a building cooling demand. A 
review of buildings and their stereotypes was carried. This provided the base for the 
development of the stereotypes for modelling, as the main two types of buildings 
stereotypes most common in Kuwait. As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, the most 
common forms of modem office buildings found in Kuwait represent either the "deep 
plan" or "long thin" stereotypes. Consequently, to satisfy the objective of this work, 
these two forms of building plan have been chosen. The selected two types of layout 
were used to ascertain the load profiles in relation to orientation and considered how 
these might affect the development of building environmental services control zoning 
and the development of strategies for integrated ice storage systems in office buildings 
in Kuwait. 
TAS was used to study the dynamic behaviour of the stereotypical office building 
models developed. This allowed a preliminary in-depth study of the likely load profiles 
for typical office buildings, and also, it allowed examining the effect of orientation on 
the building load. The explored results for the different forms represented showed 
distinct differences of behaviour in relation to orientation. The load profiles from TAS 
model showed how the load profile from one zone to another varies with time. The time 
when a specific zone requires a specific cooling demand other zones located at different 
orientations may require less cooling. These behaviours suggest and encouraged the 
introduction of modular ice-storage system that can be associated with zones based on 
orientation. 
The Matlab building model was presented in detail in this chapter. A good correlation 
was demonstrated when comparing the zonal temperature of both the TAS and the 
Matlab models. This Matlab model is intended to be the base for the model predictive 
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control (MPQ strategy associated with the ice-storage HVAC model that will be 
described in greater details in the following chapter. 
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"With the advent of the communications revolution and microprocessors 
falling in price and increasing in power, buildings are becoming ever more 
"intelligent'ý Combined with a need for low-energy, environmentally- 
friendly buildings and a requirement to allow occupants a measure of 
control over their environment, a greater understanding of controls, 
buildings and their system responses is required"... Levermore, 2000 
AO*Wt%l 
Chapter 
The Ice-storage model with 
Model Predictive Control 
6.1 Introduction 
As highlighted earlier in previous chapters, the objective of this research work is to 
introduce an energy efficient control strategy for air-conditioned office buildings in 
Kuwait and other countries that fall in the hot and region. This is through the utilisation 
of thermal energy storage systems (TES) in the form of ice-storage. Ice-storage systems 
are known to have the advantage of space saving over chilled water storage systems. 
However, such systems can be further improved for more optimum use of energy 
through the application of advanced control methods. To enable the control 
development aspects of this research work, an ice storage model had to be developed so 
a modem control strategy can be integrated with such system in order to optimise such 
systems through the optimum conservation of energy consumed. 
Ice-storage systems can have several configurations when working in conjunction with 
HAVC systems in office buildings. As this was explained in details in the previous 
chapter, the task in this chapter is to report on the modelling of the ice-storage system 
type selected for this research work. Examining the model predictive control strategy 
(MPQ of the chosen configuration that is thought to be most suitable for application in 
a country like Kuwait will follow the development of the storage modelling. 
There are two basic and quite different principles for constructing models (Ljung and 
Glad, 1994). if the physical laws governing the behaviour of the true system are known 
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these can be used in order to construct a model. This type of model is often referred to 
as a white-box model. Such a modelling approach has been adopted in the development 
of the simulink single zone building model. The other principle of constructing a model, 
which is to be used in the modelling of the chiller and ice-storage model, is based on 
using measurements of input and output signals from the true system. This way of 
modelling is known as system identification and the resulting model is called a black- 
box model. 
A series configuration, chiller priority strategy is thought to be most appropriate to be 
utilised for the case of Kuwait. An indirect, ice-on-coil, system is the type of system 
chosen to be modelled and studied through the core of this chapter, as it is the most 
appropriate as has been highlighted in the literature review presented in the previous 
chapter. As the aim is to incorporate a model predictive control (MPQ strategy to 
assure optimum operation of the system as whole, the subjects of both system 
identification and MPC are first introduced. 
6.2 System Identification 
System identification is a kind of "reversed engineering". This statement certainly 
needs some justification, Schon (200 1). When obtaining a model by using the theory of 
system identification, the input sequence and the response that the system gives to that 
particular sequence are used. The system identification theory functions to find the 
equations which best describe the behaviour of the system given this information. This 
is why it is referred to as reversed engineering, the answer (the input and output 
sequences) is already known and the system which produces this answer is what is 
searched for. 
If the problem of identifying a model is analysed it will be found to consist of the 
following constituents (Ljung, 1999b): 
" Experiment design 
" Data collection 
" Model structure selection 
" Model estimation 
" Model validation 
Experiment design is about designing a proper experiment, which reveals as much 
information about the system to be modelled as possible. Once the experiments are 
designed the actual input and output sequences, i. e. the data, have to be collected. When 
selecting a model structure, the container for the final model is chosen. That is, the 
number of parameters and how these appear in the model description are determined. 
The estimation of the model deals with transforming the input and output sequences into 
the chosen container, by assigning the unknown parameters to appropriate values. The 
last part of the system identification problem, model validation, deals with finding out 
how well this transformation modelled the system. That is, it aims at answering the 
difficult question of whether or not a good model was found. 
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6.3 Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
Model Predictive Control (MPC) refers to a class of algorithms that compute a sequence 
of manipulated variable adjustments in order to optimise the future behaviour of a plant. 
In other words, it relies on predictions of the future behaviour of the system to be 
controlled. These predictions are calculated from a model of this system, thus making 
the model the cornerstone of the predictive control algorithm, Schon (2001). Originally 
developed to meet the specialized control needs of power plants and petroleum 
refineries, MPC technology can now be found in a wide variety of application areas 
including chemicals, food processing, automotive, aerospace, metallurgy, and pulp and 
paper, Qin (1996). 
The intention is to apply MPC to attempt to operate the HVAC plant at optimum 
conditions. Predictive Control requires the on-line solution of a constrained 
optimisation problem. Predictive Control is distinguished from other control 
methodologies by the following three key ideas, Alswailem (2003): 
An explicit 'internal model' is used to obtain predictions of system behaviour 
over some future time interval, assuming some trajectory of control variables. 
The control variable trajectory is chosen by optimising some aspect of the 
system behaviour over this interval. 
Only an initial segment of the optimised control trajectory is implemented; the 
whole cycle of prediction and optimisation is repeated, typically over an interval 
of the same length. The necessary computations are performed on-line. These 
are controls that adapt themselves to changes in their operational domain as well 
as to changing requirements. They continue to make such adjustments 
throughout the entire lifetime of the system they are controlling. 
They are in fact different from self-tuning controls, which attempt to attain a static 
optimum in relation to initially unknown, but essentially constant value parameters. 
In order to develop such control processes the structures and stages involved should be 
clearlydefined. This process was clearly defined by Watanabe (1997) in tenris of figure 
5.1. 
This structure implies an iterative process through "TRIAL" - "EVALUATION" - 
"MODIFICATION" in response to training data or, in a longer-tenn system response 
with regard to key parameters, to attain required performance criteria. 
Adaptive control and MPC is one form of it, can basically be divided into feedforward 
and feedback systems. These are described in figure 6.2 
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Figure 6.2 Schematics of feedforward and feedback adaptive controls 
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6.3.1 Feedforward adaptive control systems (OLAQ 
In this system perturbations or disturbances of the key controlled parameters are highly 
correlated with the process parameter variations and are measured and then used to 
adjust the dynamic controller parameters, usually via a "look-up" table. The controller 
is adapted as the disturbances occur. In this system Gain scheduling is useful and easy 
to apply for conditions where plant non-linearity arises from known and measurable 
inputs. For all of the above issues the application of OLAC can lead to improved 
performance over conventional controls. A common application is in "compensation" 
controllers that have system components such as valves that exhibit non-linear 
behaviours. 
One advantage of feedforward controllers is that they react quickly to process change 
because the process behaviour is known in advance. 
6.3.2 Feedback adaptive control systems (CLAQ 
Feedback adaptive control systems are most usefiil in situations where immeasurable 
system perturbations or changes exist, such as the build up of deposits on heat 
exchanger surfaces. The actual control performance is measured explicitly or implicitly 
and then compared with the desired performance. Any variation from the desired 
performance is used to adjust the control parameters. A great diversity of feedback 
adaptive controllers exists but these can be classified into two types: Dual adaptive or 
non-dual adaptive controllers. 
6.3.2.1 Dual adaptive controllers 
Optimise performance criteria using as much information about the system as is 
possible through information gathering so that it can generate optimal performance. 
These controllers require quality information about the system and stochastic properties 
of the system need to be known in advance. Stochastic properties can be defined as 
properties that have random probability or distribution patterns that can be analysed 
statistically but not predicted precisely. This would appear to make dual adaptive 
controllers impractical, but this condition is often overcome by utilising sub-optimal 
dual controllers that try to optimise a less ambitious objective. 
6.3.2.2 Non-dual adaptive controllers 
Minimise design performance criteria by using only present and past values of 
measured control loop parameters. These systems do not need information about the 
future. They are again subdivided into two main systems: model reference adaptive 
control (MRAC) and model identification adaptive control (MIAC). 
In the MRAC system a fixed model of the plant under control is applied. This 
generally takes the form of one (or a set) of differential equations that calculate the 
desired plant responses from measurements of the current and past status of control 
parameters. The error between the predicted and actual measurement is used as a basis 
for adjusting the control parameters. However, this method implies that the system 
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approaches the behaviour of the system reference model, but not necessarily optimal 
performance. 
The MIAC system performs three basic tasks: 
information gathering about present process behaviour 
control performance criterion optimisation, and 
adjustment of the controller 
These operations are carried out during each measurement interval. This method needs 
to identify the system for each sample of time to obtain a refreshed model of that system 
on a regular basis. This can be achieved either by a recursive least squares method or 
by utilising neural network modelling. 
The primary objective of adaptive controllers is to produce a good controller and so the 
emphasis shifts from control gains, rules and membership functions common to expert 
systems to defining the objectives of the controller and deciding which measurements 
best indicate and ensure that these objectives are achieved. Neural network models are 
compatible with such objectives. 
6.4 Approaches towards modelling 
To model and properly control a system, an understanding of the logic behind its 
operation is crucial as a first step towards the development of the system model. 
Knowledge of the main control variables is essential in order to know what to control 
and monitor; in order to assure best optimisation of not only the ice-storage system but 
also the HVAC plant as a whole. 
In the case of ice-storage, the system is composed of a tank that is filled with water. The 
water is in a static state and does not vary in mass or volume when no charging or 
discharging is taking place. A spiral coil is submerged in the tank. The chilled water that 
is normally used in a conventional HVAC system is replaced with a coolant liquid that 
is capable of staying in its liquid phase at temperatures lower than 0 'C. In this case the 
coolant is a solution is composed of 70% to 75% water and 25% to 30% ethylene glycol 
solution. The coolant is circulated through the coil during charging "ice making", and 
discharging "ice melting", processes. For such processes, the system can be considered 
as a heat exchanger and the modelling of such ice systems in a mechanistic (theoretical) 
approach requires that heat transfer and heat exchanger design equation be used. 
The modelling of the solid-liquid phase change process is a significant part of the 
design and modelling of an ice storage system. Different modes of heat transfer 
processes are involved and play an important rule in accurately predicting the thermal 
performance of the system. In addition, when the thermal performance can be accurately 
determined, it will overcome the chance of designing and/or selecting an oversized 
system that will lead to the wasting energy by producing a larger volume of ice than 
needed. The modelling process of such latent heat type of storage is accompanied by a 
high level of complexity. The transient heat and mass transfer problems associated with 
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this type of solidification and melting are known as moving boundary problems [Strand 
(1994) & Jekel (1993)]. 
Ice-storage systems are related to this sort of class because the process does involve a 
change in the state of the material contained in the storage tank, which in this case is 
water. The change of state involved is usually referred to as charging and discharging 
of the ice storage. The process of ice building by freezing the water is defined as 
charging. Where as, discharging is the process of melting the ice. Charging takes place 
during the periods when cooling demand is low, i. e. off-peak. Here, heat will be 
removed from the water that is stored in the tank causing the change in its phase. When 
the on-peak time is due the stored energy is utilised. 
The strategy and control of the system will depend on whether it is considered as a full 
storage or partial storage system. As mentioned earlier in chapter 4, if the option is to go 
for a full storage system, figure 4.10, then the refrigeration plant is used during off-peak 
to fully charge the storage tank. During on-peak hours, the refrigeration plant is not 
used at all and the cooling demand is totally met by the ice storage system. In the case 
of partial storage, whether it is a load levelling or demand limiting strategy, figure 
4.11 A and 4.11 B, the storage is suppose to provide for only a proportion of the demand 
and the rest will be met by the HVAC system. In the case of this research work the 
option is to go for a partial storage with a load levelling control strategy. 
While the demand for thermal energy storage has grown steadily during the past decade, 
work on the analysis and modelling of the phase change process of these systems has 
been limited. The majority of those resources concentrate on the melting and 
solidification analysis in spherical geometry and only very little work has been done on 
analysing storage systems with cylindrical geometries. 
An ice storage system can be modelled based on heat exchanger analysis. Heat 
exchangers transfer heat from one fluid to another. The fluids are not in direct contact 
and are separated by a solid surface as they pass through the heat exchanger. Heat 
transfer occurs between the fluids because of the temperature difference that exists 
between them. Heat transfer can be either in the form of sensible heat or latent heat. If 
the heat transfer process occurs directly between the two fluids, which remain in a 
particular state, then it is defined as sensible heat transfer. On the other hand, when the 
heat transfer process involves the change in the phase of one of the fluids, then it is 
defined as latent heat transfer. In the case of ice-storage systems, the process of 
charging and discharging takes the sequence of sensible heat when cooling down the 
water at the beginning of the freezing process and then latent heat at the stage when 
water is changing from its liquid state into ice, its solid state. Finally, sensible heat 
when the temperature of the ice in the tank is going below 0 T. 
For the heat exchanged between two fluids flowing through a heat exchanger, the rate of 
heat transferred can be calculated using 
Q=UAAt Equation 6.1 
where 
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U= overall heat transfer coefficient from fluid to fluid 
A= heat transfer area of the heat exchanger associated with U 
Atm = Log mean temperature difference (LMTD) 
For a heat exchanger with a constant U, At. is calculated as 
Atm =cf 
(TI-t2)-(T2-tl) 
Equation 6.2 ln(TI-t2)1(T2-tl) 
The temperature distribution is shown in figure 6.3 below. 
Ta 
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Figure 6.3 Temperature distributions in a counter flow heat exchanger 
If the heat exchanger is assumed to be acting as a counter flow heat exchanger then the 
correction factor, Cf , is assumed to be 1. The load for each fluid can be calculated from 
energy balance on each fluid 
m cp (tin Equation 6.3 
The value of Atm is an important factor in heat exchanger selection. If the value of At,,, is 
high, a relatively small heat exchange surface area is required for a given load. When 
the approach temperature (The difference between T2 and tj) is small, At,,, is also 
small and a relatively large heat transfer area A is required. 
It is assumed that the intended ice storage tank will be acting effectively as a counter 
flow heat exchanger. The two fluids involved in the heat exchange process are the 
coolant solution from the chiller, which cools the store, and the water (ice) being stored. 
In this case, water is not flowing through the heat exchanger and thus does not have a 
flow rate associated with it. Instead, the water is undergoing a phase change and is 
assumed to remain at a constant temperature. This means that the temperature remains 
constant at the freezing point of water. When the charged tank is discharged, the stored 
ice is considered to be the cold fluid. In this case, T,,, Id, in -` Tcold, out ý0 OC. When the 
storage unit is being charged, the "hot" fluid remains at 0 'C. Hence, the equation for 
heat transfer rate is represented by the energy balance equations below 
M hw Cp, hol 
(TI10t. 
in - 
Thol. 
olli 
) Equation 6.4 
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M I-ld Cp, cold 
(Tcold, 
oid - 
Told, 
in 
) Equation 6.5 
q= p(AV,, )hfusion Equation 6.6 
where 
p= density of ice, (kg/m3) 
AV,, change in volume of ice stored, (M 3) 
hfi,, jon latent heat of fusion of water, (W/kg) 
To relate this to the LMTD method of analysing heat exchangers, the temperatures in 
figure 6.2 are defined with relation to the temperatures of the coolant and the ice in the 
tank: 
AT,. = 
(T&W, 
in - 
Tfteeze )- (Tbrinemsel 7, Tfteeze ) 
Equation 6.7 
ln[(T, 5ri,, e, in -Tfrez, 
)1(Tj,,, 
hie. out -Tfteeze)] 
and so: 
UAATI,. Equation 6.8 
Strand (1994), derived a specific relation between the product of the overall heat 
transfer coefficient and the total heat exchanger surface area, UA, for an internal melt 
ice-on-coil system. For charging, the following relationship for UA can be expressed by 
noting the cylindrical nature of the heat exchanger tubing in the ice-on-coil system: 
UA =I_2; 
rk,, L 
[r. -J 
Equation 6.9 
+ In 
rod 
+n f'. ' 
2; rhridL 2Rk,,, L 
1 
rid 
where 
L= total length of the tubing, (m) 
Kt,, = thermal conductivity of the tube walls, (W/m. 'C) 
In the discharge cycle, the equation takes on a similar form with one added 
complication. The conduction between the outside surface of the heat exchanger tubing 
and the solid-liquid interface is replaced by a natural convection term. The equation for 
discharging is 
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where 
UA =I Equation 6.10 
In rod +I In 
rit 
2; rhridL 2 ,, 
L rid 
_ 
2; zkff L r,, d 
k, ff accounts for natural convection and can be expressed for the space between 
concentric cylinders as 
k, ff = 0.386k., 
Pr Ra* 
0.25 
Equation 6.11 
(0.861 
+ Pr ,) 
where 
Pr = Prandtl number of water at some average temperature; 
ln(. 
ýillt 
))4 
rod 
Ra,, - Aý [(2ri,,, )-315 + 
(2rod )-315 f 
Ra.,; 
Aý rint - rod; 
Ra,, = 
gj6 
(T., 
- Tj., 
)Z' 
va 
g gravitational constant, (m 2/S); 
0 volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, ('C-1); 
T, d temperature at the outer surface of the tubing, ('C); 
v kinematic viscosity, (m2/s) 
a thermal diffusivity, (m 2/S) 
The above equation is valid for 102 -< 
Ra: :5 10'. 
The use of heat exchanger analysis for the indirect ice storage system adopted provides 
the basis of the approach being taken regarding the development of the of the ice 
storage component of the system model. The key to the success of this analysis is to be 
able to define the parameter UA, which will change with the geometry of the system, as 
described by equation 6.9 and equation 6.10. The key variables that will vary with 
geometry are the convection coefficient for heat transfer and the interface radius, rj'j, 
between the solid ice and the water. In many cases it is even possible to consider that 
the convective heat transfer coefficient will remain essentially constant. 
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Utilising these assumptions and applying them to equation 6.10 allows it to be 
expressed in the form: 
UA= G, +G2 Equation 6.12 
rint 
It can be shown that the interface radius has a relationship with the fraction to which the 
system is charged, P,, in relation to the fully charged ice radius, and so 
UA = 
[GI + G3f(Pc)]-' Equation 6.13 
Based on a mechanistic analysis of the melting and freezing of water around the coils, 
Jekel (1993), presents the heat transfer process during the charging and discharging 
periods. The charging process is split into three periods: sensible charging, 
unconstrained latent charging, and constrained latent charging. With a tank that is 
completely filled with water and assuming an initial state of a unified initial 
temperature, and no ice fon-nation taking place in this period, the energy balance 
equation is 
dT,, Qb* + Qgain =m'c* dt Equation 6.14 
The sensible energy heat transfer process ends when the average water temperature in 
the tank becomes zero. At this condition the unconstrained latent charging starts and ice 
formation is initiated on the coil surface. Because the ice diameters on the adjacent coils 
do not intersect, the name unconstrained latent charging is given to this process. 
Neglecting the sensible term allows the energy balance to be written as 
Q-. +Q 
.= 
-hif 
dm "' Equation 6.15 
b g"il dt 
Jekel states, the constrained latent charging starts when the ice cylinders formed during 
the freezing process touch. During this period, the heat transfer is no longer one- 
dimensional and the boundary conditions preclude an analytical solution. Jekel, refers to 
a numerical analysis to deten-nine the thermal resistance for specific geometries. In 
addition he uses a finite element heat transfer program, FEHT, to numerically determine 
the thermal conductance for a range of ratios of tube diameter to tube spacing. Then 
from the results, a correction factor is developed to correct the analytical expression for 
one-dimensional heat transfer through the ice cylinder when the ice cylinders just touch. 
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The analysis for the discharge period will be split into two periods. First, is the 
unconstrained latent discharging; and second is the constrained and sensible 
discharging. The unconstrained latent discharging period is characterised by a 
cylindrical melting of ice around the outside of the tubes. The sensible internal energy 
change in the ice is small since the ice is assumed to melt at constant temperature. 
However, the sensible internal energy change in the water can be significant. 
dmlce dT Qb + 
gi. 
- -h 'f dt . 
+m *c dt 
W- Equation 6.16 
After the water formations intersect, the heat transfer occurs from the coolant to the 
water and then from the water to the ice. Heat transfer coefficients between the tube and 
the water and between the water and the ice for this geometry are not known, Jekel 
states. It is assumed that the overall conductance-area product between the tube and the 
water when the water formations intersect remains constant during the rest of the 
discharging period. 
6.5 Modelling Methodology 
The purpose of introducing the two examples above is to illustrate the complexity of the 
process of modelling ice-storage systems. Very detailed design and geometrical data 
would be required from manufacturers who may not wish to supply such details. 
This high level of complexity suggests the need for a much simpler modelling strategy 
for such systems. In practical applications, a modelling approach that does not involve 
the need for detailed design data generally is most suitable. Such an approach towards 
the modelling of a system without the need for using detailed design information and 
data and concentrating only on the modelling of the system behaviour as a whole is 
known sometimes as black box modelling. 
The discussion and representation of detailed design methodology of ice storage 
systems was not the main objective of this research work, which is focused on the 
development of a model predictive control (MPC) strategy that is able to optimise the 
energy performance of integrated ice thermal energy storage HVAC system to be used 
in office buildings in Kuwait. The function of the MPC is to search for the best 
operating conditions of the system as whole and to optimise the operation of the system. 
Consequently, simple but robust representative models of both the chiller and ice 
storage unit were developed for use in conjunction with the Building and Air Handling 
Unit (AHU) simulink models. 
The chiller model has been represented by an air cooled YORK chiller. Cooling 
capacities data for a chiller that has the capability of operating at low temperatures is 
utilised with ethylene glycol as the secondary coolant, instead of water that is non-nally 
used in conventional air-conditioning systems. Different cooling capacities of the 
chosen chiller at a range of coolant temperatures and ambient temperatures were used. 
Coolant temperatures representing the chiller outlet temperature T, h. ranged between -8 
'C to 8 T. Ambient temperatures were considered to range between 30 'C and 50 'C. 
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The relevant chiller performance data was re-created in a Matlab library so that the 
systern can access the data simultaneously at the tirne the modelled system is running. 
The charging and discharging performance profiles for a Calrnac, model 1320, ice 
storage unit, Calmac Manufacturing Corporation, (Calmac), were used to develop tile 
model of the ice storage unit. This obviated the need for access to detailed design and 
geometrical data for manufactured systems. Tile charging and discharging model 
profiles were digitised and converted into look up data tables that represented tile ice 
storage reference library. The software package called "ENGUAGA"', (FNGLJAGE), 
was used for performing this part of the work by digitising tile graphs and developing 
mathematical algorithms of tile perforniaricc lines. The digitiscd look up tables derived 
frorn these data are presented in Appendix B. Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 represent a 
sample of the manufacturer's data used. 
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Figure 6.4 Ice-storage discharge sample graph for Calinac model 1320 
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To incorporate an ice-storage system into a simulation process, knowledge of what 
infonnation is available and what information must be determined is essential. The 
simulation of the systems comprises three parts. First, the building structure is analysed 
to determine the heating and cooling loads based on weather conditions, internal loads, 
and the occupancy schedule of zones within the building. Then, the air-handling system 
is simulated to provide a system performance to meet the necessary heating and cooling 
loads. Finally, the central plants, including the ice storage system, are simulated to 
deterrnine the duty of each component, chiller and ice-storage, to supply the demand of 
the building. The achievement of models for the first two requirements has been 
covered in the previous chapters. 
Once models of both the building structure and the air-handling system were developed, 
then much of the information needed to simulate the ice-storage unit was already 
obtainable. Although the aim was to develop a model that represented both the ice 
storage and the chiller without the need to use numerical equations that represent each 
of them one consequence is that the modelling process is time consuming. This arises 
because various models within the total system have to deal with non-lincarities and 
because the modelled system is dynamic and deals with many parameters and variables 
that change with time. The iteration process has been chosen to occur at each hour to 
allow well-chosen conditions to be correctly determined for the chiller and ice-storage 
respectively. 
The schematic below represents the three parts that compose the integrated icc-storagc 
HVAC systern. 
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The MPC algorithm introduced in this research work attempts to optimise the dynamic 
behaviour of the ice storage system through the optimisation of the HVAC plant as a 
whole represented in the chiller and AHU components. This is to be achieved by 
allowing the adjustment of the dynamically manipulated variables to optimise the future 
behaviour of the system. The model simulation is to be provided with some initial 
conditions that are specified at the start of the simulation process. Initial simulation runs 
with simulink are then conducted. Different mixing temperatures (T,, ) that allow 
variation in the values of other operating conditions that are used as input parameters 
within the chiller and ice storage parts of the model are generated. Operating conditions 
such as the zone cooling-load (q, ), the Air Handling Lnit (AHU) outlet temperature 
(T,,,, ), AHU cooling valve opening are then generated. This is to be carried out for every 
hour for any chosen period, a one-day, 24-hour period a shorter duration or for a longer 
duration than one-day day. Mixing temperature (T,, ) is assumed to be equal to the 
cooling coil inlet temperature (T,, i) going into the AHU in the first step only. In addition, 
a preliminary value for the mixing temperature (T,, ) is first assumed as an initial guess 
to start the iteration process with. 
The model uses input variables and different operating conditions derived from the 
previous day, or even the current day, operation to simulate the system and predict the 
optimum operating conditions. In the case of the simulated systern, after the zone 
cooling load (q, ) has been determined and the ambient temperature (T, .... b) for the 
current hour is identified, then the model will search througli the chiller library for 
optimum chiller operating capacity (qcl, ) that would best serve to meet its duty. 
The search through the data aims at finding the value of chiller load (q,,, ) closest to the 
zone cooling-load (q, ). The logic is to decide on what should be the operating mode of 
the system. The decision required is which cycle the systern should be operated on. 
Figure 6.7 shows the four different operation cycles that may be utilised. When dealing 
with an HVAC system with ice storage incorporated with it, one of' four cycles is 
expected to be under operation; cooling only cycle, charging only cycle, cooling and 
charging cycle and cooling and discharging cycle. In the case of full storage control 
strategy a discharging only cycle can also be considered. For the highlighted cycles 
above, when incorporated with an ice-storage assisted HVAC systern with conventional 
control, this would involve high complexity, nevertheless, with a model predictive 
control (MPC) strategy, the continuous updating of the variables would allow the 
system to behave dynamically and it is much simpler to model and the optimum 
conditions are clearly defined where the controller keeps ainling at satisfying the 
conditions. 
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Cooling Only Cycle 
Figure 6.7 The different cycles of IIVAC systems with ice s(orage with convenfional control 
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If the chiller capacity (qcl, ) is capable of covering tile demand frorn the zone (q, ) and the 
selected capacity is able to operate at low chiller outlet temperature (Tch()) then tile 
choice is to go for this option, this means that the operating cycle would be cooling and 
charging or any of the two as the chiller outlet temperature allows for either options. 
Otherwise, the chiller capacity will be chosen within the positive temperature range of' 
(Tcl, ()) and this will allow the chiller to operate with cooling, or cooling and discharging 
cycles. Table 2.1 below illustrates the different chiller capacities related to different 
ambient temperatures and a range of chiller outlet temperatures. 
Table 6.1 Chiller cooling capacities 
Chiller power ou(put (kW) 
(IC) 
Chiller ou(put temperafure, 'F, ý,, ("C) 
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 6 +7 +8 
30 195 203 212 221 230 239 247 256 265 275 285 295 30S 306 307 308 109 
35 183 191 200 208 217 226 234 243 252 261 270 280 290 291 292 293 294 
40 205 212 220 228 239 248 256 265 275 276 277 278 279 
45 0 207 215 224 233 241 250 260 261 262 2(, 3 264 
() 0 () 209 217 226 235 245 246 247 24ý 241) 
Thc model operates on the basis of'conscrvation of'cilci-gy. MC, 111111g the SLIM Ot'thC load 
from the zone (q, ), the load on the chiller (cicij, and the load oil the ice storage (qs), will 
be equal to zero. The load from the zone is assumed to be positive and tlic load on the 
chiller is asSLII11Cd to be negative. III addition, the sign of' the Ice storage will depend Oil 
whether it is In charging mode, then sign is negative, or else the sign should lie positive. 
q, ), , q, z.  
Fquation 6.17 
The logic diagram 1,01- the M11C strategy is shown in figure 6.8 and the 161lowing text 
shoWd he read in rcJ'crcncc to it. Once the Chillcr OutIct temperature is f6und then 
it is assurned to c(l=I the skwage inict temperature ('I', j). For the load rclatcd to tile ice- 
stomg, is estahlished ham the differcrice hctwccii the zone cooling load and the load 
oil tile chiller. If the zonal load is greater than the load oil the chiller, (q, - (1,1, ), then 
this means that load on the ice-skwagc is imsdive, (1, is i vc, then this means that tile 
chiller is not able to meet the demand froin tile building and the the icc-stoi-c would be 
cXpcctcd to Supply the extra (Icillarld. This means that the system is ill -cooling and 
discharging nlodc`ý If the chiller aloric is able to supply the denland and tile dificl-cricc 
between the load froill tile zone and tile load oil the chiller is iicglli\'C, this nicaws that 
the system is in cooling and charging mode and (qj is ncgMivc. 
When the stol-age hmd q, . 
die Momgc hid temperature T, i and tile IIO\V rate ill tile 
system are known. then these knowil parameters will be I-cfel-red to in tile icc-'stol-age 
data library and the \Alue of the skwage Mid tell) pcl-at Ll re is determined From 
this step, the Illixing temperature (, F ) is Calculated. The mixing temperature is 
compared with the initial assumed Value and if(liffel-clit thell Other values 11CC&S to be 
l'C-ad. jLIS'tCd LIJ) On tile lICW VaIUC Of' tile MiXing tC]111)Cl', ItLil-C ('011, SCCILIclltly, tile 
cycle is repeated again Until corlvelyng to the VdILICS' f6l' tile CUITC11t 
DSAI ill Office Buildil, 91, ill KII-lit throligh . 111 Ice-slorage As. siý%(C(j S. V%tem 1011 
NWC 
I ()() 
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simulation hour. The sum of the three loads, Equation 6.17, is the converging criteria. 
When the sum of the three loads is equal to zero with an allowable error of +/- 5'VO then 
the iteration has experienced convergence. Then the sarne process is repeated tor tile 
total period specified, whether the required period is just few hours one day or longer. 
Begin 
Initial guess 
T ... 
I 
Inputs from Simulink model 
Time, zone orientation, (1, TI .... b, 
Taoi 
AHU(, 
ý, 1,, (, p,,, i,, g),, siiiiLil, itioii pcriod 
Iterate & scarch fOr 
q,,,, Tj... 
Chillcr datil 
Cooling & 
Cý s 
(Ich ý, (I/ 
No Discharging modc 
(is (J/ 1 (1(11 
Y Ycs 
Cooling & 
Charging modc Dischalge 
Chaige Tables find q. s (1/ , (1cl, hild 
T- 
T- 
Find new T 
Rcl)l. ice'l',,,, With N (o) 
11CWT, CK: I-el)ct 
ýi- 
(1z, (Ich, (is 
Simulation 
Ycs 
'F, ý ColltilILIC Willi flic saille operalltig 
conditions l'or next siniLikition hom, 
I'lld 
Figure 6.8 Logic diagram for the NWC sfra(cgý 
In Order to I'litroducc the compIctc picture Ili a clear framework. the Smiulink I)Llll(llllg 
modd With the air handling Lililt (AHU), cxplamcd Ili (Ictall Ili the prcý mis cji. lptcl-, jill(I 
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the HVAC plant with the ice-storage, explained in detail in this chapter, are introduced 
in the figure below to help demonstrate how the modelled systems link together. 
--------- ------- 
Building structure 
--------- 
characteristics 
[properties of 
materials, glazing, 
orientation] 
Internal conditions External 
[occupants, occupancy Building conditions 
schedules, equipment Model Kuwait weather 
... etc] 
data 
E Building heat gains 
Heating 
AIIU 
Coolin" 
process process 
* fto a 
Humidification NO Dehumidification 
process process 
SyMem 
Cooling ------- 
load 
load from 
Simulink model 
---------- ........ .... IIU 
I nptit from Input from 
chiller is ,es 
Io 
1()'Ik) 
is p look up tables les Lý 
10p 
(ah, 
j 
L 00., 1 
------------------------ 
Fignre 6.9 FlmN diagram describing how the modelled systems link together 
Block B corresponds to Figure 6.8, Block A corresponds to Figure C. 1 in Appendix C 
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Figure 6.9 represent the modelling process in two rmtjor blocks. Block A describcs tile 
building and air handling unit Sirnulink models that were explained in detall in Chaptcr 
5. Block B describes the chiller and ice-storage with MPC, prograrnincd in Matlab, 
within this chapter. A schematic of the systcrn in Block B with morc details is prcscntcd 
in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.8 describes the logic and how it applics to opcration of' tllc 
Matlab code found in Appendix C. 
The building model in Block A is illustrated with tile Sunulink block diagraill in 
Chapter 5, Figure 5.16. Its function is to examine the thermal behaviour ofthc building 
with respect to the effect of the weather pararricters, such as solar radiation for example, 
and internal building conditions, such as occupancy scheduling and the cf't'ect of the 
structure of the building itself present in the florm ofthe different building materials. An 
illustration of the external and internal gains of a building is providcd in Chapter 5, 
Figure 5.15. 
The output ofthe building model relating to the building thermal behaviour is accounted 
for as the building heat gam. When cooling needs to be provided to the building the licat 
gain is then converted to a cooling load. C001111g IS tlICII j)I-OVIdCd to the 11LI11(fing 
through the AHLJ, the lower section of Block A III Figure 6.9. 
III Block B, the chiller is required to (lea] With the COO1IIIg 10ad, l)I-0VIdCd aS 111 OLItl)LI1 
fi-om the models III Block A. The MPC (controller) is rcquircd to make decisions. lf'the 
building cooling load ((I, ) < (qcl, ) then tile System Shall rull oil cooling and Charging 
operation. When the (q, ) > (qcll) then the chiller must work on FLIII Cal), ICIty 111d 1111C 
Shortage III the cooling demand is supplied by the ice-storagc. Thc nioddled systcm is 
targeting to achieve the satist, iction of' the law of' conservation of' energy highlighted 
earlier and listed bc1mv 
(I/4 qch 4 (1% Zero F(platioll 0.18 
6.6 Notes on Computing 
All tlll'CC 'SYMCIII. S. t1IC SlIMIlInk bl, 11](111114 IllOdCl, tllC CllIllCI' MId 111C ICC-S1OI'dgc II'C 11WIlly 
lioll-filicar svstcIl1s. The 111tcl"lCtIOll bCtWCCIl tllC tlll'CC WOUld llIILII-, IlIV I-CSLIJ1 Ill ý1 
similarly 11011-1111car pCI-1,01-Illancc. A IILIIIIbCl- Of' 1)1-01)]CIIIS hild to bC SOlVCd to gCt OVCI- 
this problcm. For cminiple. the chillcl. and icc-storagc pCI-1,01*111MIce's Were Illodellcd at 
the Start Lising Sillooth polynomial functions to dcal with filicr \al-lations Ill the 
charactcristics and smootlicr responsc Ill the systclil. VCry ol'tell, this stratcgy I-C'Sulted ill 
the largc swings ill predicted pci-l'ormancc and Ilic polynomial model stoppcd opci-atilil'. 
"111C l)I-Ofl1CS Ol'tllC l)I-OdLICCd l)OlyIIOlIliýIlS fi'0111 111C IllMILlf, 'lC1LII'CI"S &111ý1 ; II'C I)I'CSClItC(I Ill 
hi4l. ll-C 6.10. WllCIl I-LIIlIlIIlg thC Model, Nvc 1"Iccd the problem of' 11011-filicarity as the 
main tlircc system componcnis (Al-11j, chillcr and icc-storalýc) 'Start IlItcracting. This is 
wlicl-C the point of' Conflict was Created. As cach component was trvim,, to niect ilic 
I'C(lLIII'Cd COIIdItIOIIS till'01.11., 111 processing the pol viloill Ill s describing 111C pel-1,01-111allce dala 
it cl-catcd higlicr Complexity to the system rather than making the problcm anicnable to 
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solution. Consequently, the decision was made to make use of look up tables derived for 
the chiller (Table 2.1 ) and ice-storage system, Appendices A and B. 
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AF 
// 
H 
/ H 
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........... . .... - --------------------- ---------------- - 
--------------------- --------------------- ------------- - 
--------------------- ..................... ..................... ................ . 
)UU - -- ------- ------ 
150 - ------ - ------ 1; -1 
too ------------- 
0 XF 
A 02468 10 12 
Hours or Discharge 
Figure 6.10 Ice-storage discharge sample graph for Calmac model 1320 
300- - ...... ..................... .... ----- - ..... ........ ....... 
Z50 . ........... ....... .... . r ginal discharge pronle 
--- Fitted discharge pronle 
! 04- ................ 
2469 1(1 11 
Hours or Discharge 
Figure 6.11 Graph showing comparison between plots of fitted and ca(alogue values Istorage 
dischargel 
The figures above and the two chiller performance figures below demonstrate how each 
component behaves. Initially it was assumed that fitting polynomials to this data would 
make the provision of input data simpler and more accurate, yet, it was discovered that 
in fact it inade it more complicated by causing the models to oscillate. 
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Figure 6.12 Chiller cooling power vs. the ambient temperature 
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Figure 6.13 Chiller cooling power vs. the chiller outlet temperature 
Consequently, the models were reconfigured to utillse tabulated data and I table look-up 
inethod was used. This had the advantage of restricting the results to those in tile tables. 
Another complication related to tile output of the simulink simulation, which, because 
of the various constraints Imposed, showed serious repetitive and sudden Jumps in the 
output to meet the imposed restriction in the variables. This behaviour is not uncommon 
in simulink models. However, this was deerned to be completely unsatisfactory when I 
sinooth optirnisation is required from the combined buil(iiiig_ciiillci-_icc-stoi-agc model. 
This problern was solved by judiciously smoothing the building simulink output. 
Another interesting case to mention is tile choice of the control variablcs. As tile 
problem is non-linear, tile problern sensitivity to different control Inputs IS not the same. 
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The percentage of coolant passing through the ice-storage unit, e. g. through the setting 
of the ice-storage three way valve (as) and the setting of the three way valve (aa) at the 
AHU, the AHU coil temperature, the chiller inlet temperature are all probable 
candidates for creating instabilities and many gave very unstable and no convergence 
situations when used. Some formulae also were found to be sensitive in one direction 
and not the other. For example, to calculate the heat transfer rate from the Log-Mean 
Temperature (LMT) of a coil was satisfactory, but trying to reverse it and obtain the coil 
temperature from the knowledge of the heat transfer rate produced instability and swung 
the solution far from realistic values. 
6.7 Conclusions 
To enable the application and implementation of MPC strategy, a data-driven 
modelling approach based on general function approximations (black-box structures) 
was adopted. The identification procedure, which consisted of estimating the parameters 
of the model, is quite straightforward if appropriate data is available. Essentially, system 
identification means adjusting parameters within a given model until its output 
coincides as well as possible with the measured output. 
The introduction and development of the black box ice-storage modelling approach 
described in this chapter completes one of the essential objectives of the research work. 
Eventually, the issue is not the development of an ice-storage based on detailed design 
procedures, rather, the development of an ice-storage model following a more practical 
approach. The priority here is given to the introduction of a model predictive control 
(MPC) strategy that will allow the enhancement of the behaviour of the HVAC plant as 
a whole through the optimisation of operating conditions. MPC is used for solving 
control problems in the time domain. In the case of this research work, MPC is used to 
optimise the operation of the cooling production plant and try to decide on the operation 
strategy that will try to make the best use of ice-storage system on whether to assign its 
duty as being in charging or discharging mode. Prediction of the future plant behaviour 
is used to compute the appropriate control action and, therefore, the controller requires a 
dynamic model of the process. A copy of the model is created and its duty is to work in 
parallel with the process to subtract the effect of the control action from the process 
output. If the predicted and measured outputs are equal, the error is zero. The controller 
operates as a feedforward controller. This is done through the evaluation of the previous 
conditions and selection of the optimum operating conditions for the following period. 
Upon that, the predictive control strategy would decide on which cycle of the cycles 
highlighted earlier to operate the system on. 
MPC in the case of this research work is aiming at the optimisation of the cooling 
production process, hence, driving to the optimum operation of the cooling plant as a 
whole. The model does not involve neural networks for the prediction of the future 
demands. Rather, given data from the previous day or any other horizon that could be 
longer or shorter in duration, the MPC is able to predict on which best conditions to 
operate upon is and the amount of cooling to be produced and stored for next day. In 
other words, a neural network could have been utilised and the future demand could be 
predicted and upon that energy could be stored in the form of ice. However, it is 
believed that the advantage of utilising MPC is that it optimises the operation of the 
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system in addition of making good use of the surplus cooling from the chiller during 
milder days to charge the storage a few hours before the need of more cooling during 
later hours on the same day. 
Although the path for developing the integrated ice-storage HVAC plant with an MPC 
was thought to make the modelling approach simpler; yet, as the behaviour of such 
system with the several HVAC plant component is highly non-linear process, the 
development and testing evaluation of the modelling process took a considerable time. 
However, the advantage is that once the model has been developed, it can serve as a 
generalised model to represent other types of ice-storage models. 
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"A number of definitions existfor exactly what a sustainable design means 
for buildings. In essence, it involves a complete integrated building design 
that minimises the impact on the environment and use of non-renewable 
natural resources"... Lawrence, 2004 
/'Y 7- 
unapter . 416 7 
A Model Predictive Control Strategy for 
an Ice-Storage Assisted HVAC Plant 
7.1 Introduction 
The main objective of this research work is to arrive at the optimum operation of an ice- 
storage assisted HVAC system. Optimisation is conducted through the utilisation of a 
model predictive control strategy that targets the optimum operation conditions for the 
cooling production plant to operate upon. Here, the model predictive controller acts as a 
feed forward controller to iterate and predict the optimum operating conditions of the 
HVAC plant. This strategy replaces operating the ice-storage system in association with 
the plant that is based on an already set time table schedule plan. The model predictive 
controller aims at specifying which operation strategy is best to operate at a specific 
time, based on the cooling plant operating conditions. Through processing the system 
parameters and operating conditions that are dynamically varying, the MPC after going 
through many iterative processes has to decide on whether to operate on a positive set 
temperature from the chiller, which means the system can be in cooling, or cooling and 
discharging. Likewise, if the MPC decides on operating the chiller to produce a below 
zero temperature, depending on the operating circumstances, then this will result in 
making the system operate on cooling and charging strategy. 
In addition to cutting the peak day installed capacity by nearly 50% by removing the 
need for an extra chiller, the advantage of implementing such a strategy is to affirm that 
the cooling plant is meeting the full load operating conditions for most of the time 
during the cooling season. As Kuwait does not implement different time tariffs 
schemes, it is believed that such approach would be reasonable as there is no need for 
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the system to interface with a time of use electricity charging scherne that is generally 
applied in privatised and public power sectors in the western countries. For the purpose 
of this research work, a peak day cooling load of 500 kW is used for the building model. 
Having a 50% share of the peak day cooling load, the chiller mentioned earlier in the 
previous chapter is selected with a capacity of approximately 305 M. However, the 
chiller capacity is expected to vary with the variation of the ambient temperature and 
also the chiller outlet temperature. The ice-storage is assigned to provide the remaining 
cooling demand. 
7.2 Preliminary Results 
The primary objective of the model predictive controller is to enhance the performance 
of the system by the defined control variable, and deciding which measurement is best 
modulated to achieve optimum operation of the system. The perforinance of the system 
is characterised by the behaviour of several parameters. Looking at the system diagram 
presented earlier in Chapter 6, also Figure 7.1 below, a sense of the different 
performance measures can be produced. In Chapter 5, the main aim was to investigate 
and examine the different patterns of the electrical load with reference to the thermal 
behaviours of specific zones at different orientations and how this might affect the 
development of a building's environmental services control zoning. In this chapter, the 
effect of the different zones can also be emphasized. In order to predict the future 
behaviour of a process, a model of how the process behaves must be available. The 
initial simulink building zone model was used to provide the load variations that acted 
as a base for the i-nodel predictive control strategy implemented. This base model is 
capable of showing the dependence of the cooling load on the different variables such as 
weather conditions, occupancy, lighting, occupancy and non-occupancy periods. 
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Figure 7.1 Layout of the IIVAC plant with ice-storage 
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For the purpose of the new strategy, the simulink building model with AHU is link to a 
matlab algorithm that represents the same system in addition to the chiller and ice- 
storage. At this point the duty of the MPC is to update the system on an hourly basis and 
see how best it will behave upon the new measured values of the new introduced 
variables. On the contrary, the initial simulink model did not have a chiller component 
included. An assumed value of cooling coil water temperature was assumed for a fixed 
value of 5'C. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 6, the developed algorithm deals with a 
selected chiller model that is capable of operating with a temperature range between - 
80C to 8)C. The algorithm that represents both the chiller and ice-storage unit are able to 
interact and dynamically operate with the AHU. The concept of prediction is presented 
by the repetition in the optimisation of the condition of the objective variable, Equation 
7.1, over a 24 hour horizon extending from an initial future hour up to 24 hours. 
q, , qch , q, = Zero 
Equation 7.1 
The system is tested while running with a fixed zone cooling temperature set point at 
24'C for all times. The second strategy was setting the zone temperature at 24T during 
occupancy hours and at 28'C during non-occupancy hours. No attempts was taken to 
examine a system with a conventional cooling plant arrangement as it is believed that 
such system would need to provide instantaneous cooling for the building. In such 
cases, a chiller with a maximum capacity capable of meeting the peak day load of the 
year would need to be chosen. Results produced gave affinnation that the model is 
capable of dealing with the dynamic variation in the parameters it had to deal with. This 
can be clearly seen on the different profiles generated from the model and displayed in 
the results. The figures 7.2 to 7.9 below demonstrate the behaviour of the different 
components of the cooling plant system in addition to the zone that is demanding the 
cooling. These profiles represent one of the very hot days during the summer season in 
Kuwait. This is represented by the ambient temperature, "C, in the graphs below. 
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Figure 7.2 Model performance profiles for the North zone; zone cooling temperature set point at 24 
T for all times 
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Figure 7.6 Model performance profiles for the North zone; zone temperature at 24 T during 
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Indoor temperature is one of the main targeted operating conditions that need to be 
satisfied to provide the acceptable level of comfort conditions for occupants in a 
building. One of the main practices followed in most of office and commercial 
buildings is keeping the temperature setting at a fixed constant value during both 
occupancy and non-occupancy periods. Varying the building indoor temperature is one 
of the common energy conservation measures that help reduce the energy consumption 
in air-conditioned office buildings. The graphs above illustrate the effect of the indoor 
temperature on the performance of the cooling plant systcrri. Both the chiller and ice- 
storage unit exhibited difference in tile perforniance between a fixed indoor temperature 
for all times during tile day and the varied occupancy an(] non-occupancy temperature 
set strategies. Tile presented behaviour of the office cell, chiller, and the icc-storagc 
represent the model predictive control strategy designed to optlinisc tile operation and 
control of the ice-storage systern leading to improvement of tile cooling plant as a 
whole. Optimisation of the ice-storage is done through the decision that has to be made 
of whether to charge or discharge the ice-storage system. 
7.3 A Deeper Outlook at the Results 
The profiles above demonstrated that the model is performing In a dynamic Nvay an(I has 
the ability to vary its perfon-nance upon the variation in the other parameters. It is 
crucial at this stage to examine the interaction between the main three component ofthe 
cooling plant, the cooling coil tbr (AHLJ), the chiller, and the icc-storagc with such 
variations. Examining the dynarnic behaviour of both the models that are utilising a 
zone cooling temperature set at 24"C for all times and a zone temperature at 24T 
(11,11-Ing Occupancy hours and at 280C during non-occupancy hours is represented initially 
by the graphs in the following text. 
7.3.1 Constant. vet zone tenywi-ature sh*afegy 
Looking at the profiles for the different zones, for selected summer days, the variation 
in the peak load occurs mainly between the hours of' 14.00 and 16.00. As system 
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performance is likely to vary between one orientation and another, an investigation for 
each zone performance is conducted. 
7.3.1.1 Performance of the North Zone 
In Figure 7.10 below, the load of one of the peak days has a value of 405 M It can be 
observed that the ice-storage is trying to utilise the spare capacity of the chiller during 
the early hours of the day. With low demand from the building zone model, the chiller 
continues to operate at full capacity to produce ice while still providing the cooling 
required for the building. Furthen-nore, the model predictive controller continues the 
hourly iteration process in trying to find the optimum operating conditions and strategy 
for the ice-storage-chiller system operation. Iteration for each hour ends after optimum 
conditions are selected and convergence occurs. For this low demand period, charging 
the ice-storage with the available spare cooling capacity is the elected strategy. This not 
only can be observed from the profile of the ice-storage load profiled; it can also be 
noticed from the behaviour of the mixing temperature (T,, ), in Figure 7.11. During these 
hours when the ambient conditions are cooler, it is observed that the mixing temperature 
has low values. This is the period defined with charging process. At approximately 
10.00 hours the mixing temperature rises and cooling continues, however, this time with 
system in discharging mode. This is coming out from the logic the MPC is applying to 
optimally control and run the system. 
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Figure 7.10 Nordi zone load, chiller load and storage load; both charging and discharging 
are represented 
Moreover, the status of the ice-storage gives a good indication of tile process, Figure 
7.11. The status of the ice-storage represents the arnount of energy, in the form of ice, 
charged in the storage tank that will be available for melting (discharge) at a later 
period. The figure shows the ice build up in the tank starting from 12.00 midnight. The 
charging continues until 08.00 hours in the morning. At 09.00 hours, the ice-storagc 
load (q, ) is equal to zero. This means that neither charging nor discharging is 
experienced during that hour. Between the hours of 08.00 am and 09.00 arn, tile ice- 
storage status is at its peek. At 10.00 arn, the system switches to discharging as the 
demand riscs beyond the capacity of the chiller. Discharging stays in action until 19.00 
hours an(] then the system switches back to cooling and charging again. 
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Figure 7.11 North zone different profiles representing the characteristics of the process; left - 
mixing temperature (T. ) to AHU; right - ice-storage status 
The three graphs above illustrate a complete sequence that explains what is occurring 
during different periods of time. For instance, the load profiles in Figure 7.11 show that 
during the early hours of the day, when there is low demand, the chiller is assigning part 
of its capacity to provide cooling to the space. A decision is made by the MPC strategy. 
At the same time, with the available spare capacity the chiller is working at low 
temperature so that it is able to charge the storage tank. The charging process is taking 
place during the hours of 12.00 midnight and 08.00 am at an average charging rate of 
128 kW. At 09.00 am the zone load i's approximately 264 kW. As the model predictive 
controller continues examining the input values of the different pararneters such as the 
load frorn the zone, the mixing temperature (T ... ), and chiller and storage data every hour so it maintains awareness of the demand status, it is able to shift directly frorn 
being in charging mode into discharging mode. At 10.00 am, the load increases to 276 
kW which makes the chiller operate at nearly its full capacity, however, with tile 
dernand being rnuch higher than tile full capacity of the chiller, the ice storage switclics 
into discharge mode. In this situation, the chiller is set to produce coolant at positivc 
cooling temperature. Thejob of the ice-storage is to supply the demand that the chiller 
fails to provide to the building. The discharging proccss continues until 20.00 hours, 
where the load is approaching 235 kW. By the end of the discharging process 757 kWh 
of the stored energy was depleted and only 266 kWh rcrnaincd. 
Model predictive control is used for optimising plants and systems. Prediction is done 
through the modelling and simulation of the real plant. In the case ofthis research work, 
the simulink building model with AHU is the actual model. The slillulink model is then 
connected to the simulated plant to provide the next day optimum operating conditions, 
Supplying the model with the present systern inputs conditions initially, it will then 
predict the following tirne horizon period upon that. For a systcrn with MPC, predicting 
the optimum operating conditions can be for a period of as short as one hour. In such 
cases a short time horizon can be targeted. In the case of a cooling plant with an ice- 
storage associated with it, a longer tirrie horizon that falls between 12 to 24 hours must 
be chosen. As energy needs to be stored in the ice-tank; charging process is usually 
expected to take rninirnum of few hours period to store energy in the tank. While 
seeking for next day optirriurn operating conditions, the MPC provides prediction of' 
next day load through tile simulated system. 
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An hourly iteration process is conducted through the MPC in searching for the optimurn 
operating conditions for the optimum strategy for operating the ice-storage unit. 
Optimum conditions are predicted on hourly basis for each hour at the time the 
convergence occurs. This is when the sum of the three loads from the zone (q, ), the 
chiller (qch), and the ice-storage (q, ) is equal to zero. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 6, 
the main duty of the MPC strategy is to investigate whether it is best to operate the 
chiller at low temperature production, below OOC for the purpose of the charging 
process. Or if not, then it would be best to run the chiller on conventional cooling basis 
with chiller producing coolant at positive temperatures. The effect of this process can be 
observed on the behaviour of the mixing temperature (T,, ), the behaviour of both the 
ice-storage valve and the AHU valve can be viewed, Figure 7.11. 
Table 7.1 North zone summer day results of the cooling plant 
'Finie (Ilours) Load (q, ) Chiller (q, ) stonIge (qs) 
Storage S tus 
(kw11) 
lýI 
Mixiiig 
Teinpenatuie 
(T 
Stoiage Vake AllU Valw 
1 154.5 -249.5 95 100 0.6 0.5 0.2 
2 129.2 -249.5 120.3 220.3 1 0.6 0.1 
3 112.7 -249.5 136.8 357 1.2 0.7 0.1 
4 100.9 -249.5 148.6 505.6 1.4 0.7 0.1 
5 95 -249.5 1543 660.1 1.5 0.7 0.1 
6 96 -249.5 153.5 813.6 1.5 0.7 0.1 
7 121.6 -249.5 127.9 941.5 1.1 0.6 0,1 
8 168 -249.5 81.5 1023.1 0.3 0.5 0.2 
9 264 -268 0 1023.1 1 0 0.2 
10 276.3 -272.5 -3.8 1019.3 3 0 0.2 
11 297.8 -286.5 -11.3 UM 7.9 0 0.2 
12 309.1 -286.5 -22.6 985.4 7.7 0 0.4 
13 373.1 -271.5 -101.6 883.8 6.7 0.1 0.5 
14 370.4 -271.5 -98.9 784.9 6.7 ()ý 1 0.5 
15 3W9 -256.5 -143.4 641.4 6.1 0.1 0.5 
16 404.8 -256.5 -148.3 493.1 6.1 0.1 0.5 
17 384.1 -256.5 -127.6 365.5 6.3 0.1 0.5 
18 343.4 -256.5 -86.9 278.5 6.9 0.1 0.4 
19 283,8 -271.5 -12.3 266.3 7,8 0 0.3 
20 234ý7 -235.5 0.8 267 -1 0 0.2 
21 186.9 -235ý5 48.6 315.7 -0.2 0.3 0.2 
22 161.7 -2353 73.8 389.5 0.2 0.4 0.1 
23 145.4 -249.5 104.1 493.6 0.7 (U, 0,1 
24 14221 -249.5 107.3 600.9 WX 06 ()ý 1 
It is important to highlight that demand might grow above the capacity of' all existing 
installation Lit sorne future time. The fiollowing example is created for the sake of such 
argument. If the load of one ofthe extreme peak days in surnmer is peaking at 5 14 kW, 
Figure 7.12, then at some point the cooling plant would be incapable of providing 
sufficient cooling during sorne hours of the day. As ,I start file model predictive 
controller has to decide on whether to operate and target I positive chiller outlet 
temperature or would it be best to operate at a negative chiller outlet tcinpcraturc and 
start the charging proccss while providing cooling to the building at the same time. As 
the cooling process is starting with a low demand, then, rather than allowing the chiller 
to operate on part load basis, it is best it'cooling and charging is put in action. III tills 
instance it is assurned that the chiller is going to operate on full load operation basis. 
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Figure 7.12 North zone load, chiller load and storage load, both charging and discharging 
are represented 
It is predicted that the charging process will begin from the early hours of the (lay until 
08.00 hours with a charging rate of 94 M At the time where the load begins to exceed 
the capacity of the chiller, the controller switches into discharging mode. The first 
charging period has a duration of eight hours, until 756 kWh of energy is stored. 
Starting at 09.00 hours, with the current load rising to 336 kW discharging is supposed 
to start and the discharging process is predicted to be operating for about nine hours. 
The discharging process continues until 20.00 hours, where the load is approaching 300 
kW, see Figure 7.12. From that point, the storage tank is probably depleted at 21.00 
hours. It is noticed that at 21.00 hours the load on the icc-storage is zero and cooling is 
provided by the chiller only. Table 7.2 presents the values of the case explained above. 
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Figure 7.13 North zone different profiles representing the characteristics of the process, left - 
mixing temperature (T, j to Alit', right - ice-storage status 
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Table 7.2 North zone peak day results of the cooling plant 
Time (Hours) LA)ad (q. ) CWHer (q, t) 
Storage 
(qs) 
Storage Status 
(kWh) Mixing Temperature (T. ) 
Storage 
Valve 
AHU 
Valve 
1 196.6 -249.5 52.8969 57.8969 -0.1316 0.3434 0.147 
2 164.42 -249.5 85.0768 142.9737 0.3967 0.49 0.1332 
3 143.48 -249.5 106.021 248.9944 0.7406 0.5688 0.1265 
4 128.46 -249.5 121.04 370.034 0.9872 0.619 0.1193 
5 120.88 -249.5 128.617 498.6511 1.1116 0.6426 0.1156 
6 122.21 -249.5 127.293 625.9439 1.0898 0.6385 0.1154 
7 154.72 -249.5 94.7834 720.7273 0.5561 0.5279 0.1288 
8 213.78 -249.5 35.7223 756.4496 -0.4135 0.2488 0.1506 
9 336.44 -301.5 -34.9446 721.505 7.545 0.0278 0.1895 
10 351.35 -286.5 -64.8526 656.6524 7.1556 0.0507 0.277 
11 378.53 -286.5 -92.034 564.6184 6.8017 0.0708 0.302 
12 409.58 -286.5 -123.082 441.5361 6.3974 0.093 0.3107 
13 477.84 -271.5 -206.343 235.1935 5.3133 0.1487 0.3737 
14 469.53 -271.5 -198.034 37.1599 5.4215 0.1434 0.3638 
15 510.71 -256.5 -254.206 -217.046 4.6901 0.1785 0.4349 
16 514.04 -256.5 -257.543 474.589 4.6466 0.1805 0.4468 
17 487.77 -256.5 -231.275 -705.864 4.9886 0.1644 0.3964 
18 437.1 -256.5 -180.599 -886.4634 5.6485 0.1321 0.3606 
19 362.49 -271.5 -90.9861 -977.4495 6.8153 0.0701 0.2913 
20 295.77 -286.5 -9.2713 -986.7208 7.8793 0.0075 0.2464 
21 237.86 -235.5 0 -986.7208 -1 0 0.1586 
22 205.86 -235.5 29.6438 -957.077 -0.5133 0.2119 0.1462 
23 185.09 -249.5 64.4108 -892.6662 0.0575 0.3999 0.1406 
24 181 -249.5 68.5014 -824.1648 0.1246 0.4188 0.1385 
The above example illustrated that for the discharge period of thirteen hours, 
discharging was taking place at an average discharge rate of 134 M The discharging 
process that is predicted to take place between the hours of 08.00 and 20.00 hours 
highlights some deficiency in the system. For a discharge period of thirteen hours stored 
energy of 1743 kWh is needed. However, starting to charge the system at 12.00 am until 
08.00 am allows only storing the amount of 756 kWh of stored energy in the form of 
ice. In such situations, a higher charging rate is one of the options that can be 
highlighted. This indicates that a need for an additional chiller exists or that the 
charging process should have started earlier. The question to ask is, would providing an 
additional chiller be an energy efficient option? The answer could be no, however, for 
every cooling plant installed in an office building or large commercial building, a spare 
chiller is installed to be used as a stand by chiller in case the main chiller malfunctions. 
Another option would be to allow the system to start utilising a few hours of the 
previous day to start the charging process. If the last few hours of the previous day 
would have similar loads for example as the hours in the table above, period between 
21.00 and 24.00 hours, then this would allow a bigger amount of stored energy to be 
produced. If the shortage in stored energy still exists, then a compromise between both 
highlighted options would be more suitable. As can be seen from Table 7.2, 
representative values of the profiles can be investigated. The results presented and 
discussed above represent one of the high peak days during the summer season. Upon 
that, both the chiller and the ice-storage had to operate at nearly their maximum 
capacity. In such conditions, if a building had one large ice-storage unit installed, then 
the whole storage should be charged to be able to provide its share of duty for cooling 
the building. Likewise, if several ice-storage tanks were installed, the same condition 
applies, as all the storage tanks would have to be fully charged to be able to provide its 
share of the required demand. 
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7.3.1.2 Performance of the East Zone 
For the same day as that chosen for north zone, the load for the east zone approaches 
410 M With available capacity from the chiller existing during the early hours of the 
day, the MPC sets the chiller to operate at a low outlet temperature and work to provide 
cooling and charging the ice-storage at the same time. This zone experienced slightly 
higher demands during the early hours of the day, as discussed earlier in Chapter 5, this 
was because of its orientation and that the east oriented zones in any building is the first 
to face the sun early during the day. This explains why the east zone would encounter 
slightly high peaks during early hours of the day. 
Reviewing the graphs below, figures 7.14 and 7.15, illustrates the behaviour of the 
zone. The charging process starts while the demand is low and the chiller is able to 
provide both cooling and charging. For such conditions the model predictive controller 
assigns the task for the chiller to operate at low outlet temperature for the coolant to be 
able to freeze the water in the ice-storage tank. Again, this process ends by the time the 
load demands increases and it becomes larger than the chiller capacity. At 08.00 hours 
the amount of stored energy is equivalent to 977 kWh of ice. At 09.00 hours, the 
demand reaches 323 kW this affects the decision of the MPC, while it iterates and tries 
to select the optimum operation for the current hour. As the chiller is incapable of such 
current demand, then the model predictive controller commands the chiller to operate on 
positive coolant outlet temperature. At this phase, the mode becomes as cooling and 
discharging, where the stored energy is utillsed to supply the additional dernand that the 
chiller is unable to provide. 
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Figure 7.14 East zone load, chiller load and storage load; bodi charging and discharging are 
represented 
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Table 7.3 East zone summer day results of the cooling plant 
Time(Hours) Lt)ad(q, ) Chillei-(q,,, ) Stonage(qs) Stol-jige Sl)ýllus 
(kWh 
Mixing 
Temperature SlorageValve AIIIJValve 
1 154.53 -249.5 94.9709 99.9709 0.5592 0.5286 0.1504 
2 129.21 -249.5 120.2856 220.2566 0.9748 0.6166 0,1361 
3 112.73 -249.5 136.7663 357.0228 1.2453 0.6667 0.1265 
4 100.93 -249.5 148.5669 505.5897 1.4391 0.6997 0.1193 
5 94.987 -249.5 154.5131 660.1029 1.5367 0.7155 0.1183 
6 97.641 -249.5 151.8594 811.9623 1.4931 0.7086 0.1161 
7 133.54 -249.5 115.9616 927.9239 0.9038 0.6025 0.1346 
8 200.16 -249.5 49.342 977.266 -0,1899 0.3249 0.1648 
9 322.96 -301.5 -21.462 955.804 7.7206 0.0172 0.2259 
10 310.37 -286.5 -23.8674 931.9367 7,6892 0.0191 0.2504 
11 298.36 -286.5 -11.855 920.0817 7.8456 0.0096 0.3356 
12 332.36 -286.5 -45.8619 874.2198 7.4028 0.0363 0.363 
13 378.93 -271.5 -107.428 766.792 6.6012 0.0819 0.4988 
14 374.56 -271.5 -103-064 663.7284 6.658 0.0788 0.4945 
15 405.28 -256.5 -148.783 514.9451 6.0627 0.1108 0.5278 
16 409.8 -256.5 -153.297 361.6486 6.004 0.1138 0.56 
17 393.25 -256.5 -136.746 224.9031 6,2195 0.1025 0,4868 
18 357.66 -256.5 -101.164 123.7392 6.6828 0.0774 0.4449 
19 299.35 -271.5 -27.8472 95.892 7.6374 0.0223 0.3475 
20 247.62 -245.5 0 95.892 0 0.0546 0.1897 
21 196.16 -235.5 39.3375 135.2295 -0.3542 0.2698 0,1667 
22 168.38 -235.5 67.1217 202.3512 0.102 0.4125 0.1527 
23 150-08 -249.5 99.4178 301.769 0.6322 0.5451 0.1462 
24 145.76 -249.5 103,7351 405.5041 0.7031 0.5007 0.1433 
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Figure 7.15 East zone different profiles representing the characteristics of the process, left - mixing 
temperature (T. ) to AHLJ; right - ice-storage status 
Examining the mixing temperaturc (T,,, ) profile above, Figure 7.15, it is noticeable that 
during the cooling and charging mode tile mixing temperature (T ... ) has low values. At 
the time the systern switches to cooling and discharging mode, the mixing temperature 
('F,,, ) rises and tries to remain in the rangc bctween 6T to 8T. It is also evident that 
during the charging period, the ice-storagc valve is mainly tile one taking control ofthc 
process as it is nearly open up to 70% or more indicating that coolant is going through 
the storage tank to charge and frcezc its contents. With the cooling and discharging 
process starting, the valves switch positions and the valve for tile AHU mainly is taking 
the control. At the tirne the discharge process ends, it is noticed that out ofthe 977 kWh 
of stored energy, 882 kWh is depleted and only 95 kWh remained. 
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Looking at graph representing the ice-storage status, the figure shows the ice build up in 
the tank starting from 12.00 midnight. The charging continues until 08.00 hours in the 
morning. At 090.00 am, the system switches to discharging as the demand rises beyond 
the capacity of the chiller. Discharging stays in action until 19.00 hours and then the 
system switches back to cooling and charging again. 
7.3.1.3 Performance of the South Zone 
Looking at the representative graphs of the south zone, Figures 7.16 and 7.17, it can be 
observed that the same process keeps repeating for all the four zones. The peak load of 
the south zone occurs at 15.00 hours with the peak demand at 462 M Again, this is 
clearly the effect of its orientation. As the south zone faces the sun at the mid-day 
period the effect of solar gain and the increase in ambient temperature is reflected by the 
zone having higher demand values than the north and east zones. Cooling and charging 
starts at midnight and continues until 1106 kWh of energy is stored at 10.00 hours. 
Cooling and discharging begin at 12.00 noon up till 20.00 hours. However, out of the 
1106 kWh of stored energy, the model predicted that a higher amount of 20 kWh was 
required which to some extent could be considered as small in value. 
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Figure 7.16 South zone load, chiller load and storage load; both charging and discharging 
are represented 
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Figure 7.17 South zone different profiles representing (lie characterisfics of the process, left - 
mixing temperature (T. ) to AFIU, right - ice-storage status 
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Table 7.4 South zone summer day results of the cooling plant 
Tijne(Hout,, ) Load(q, ) Chiller(q,,, ) Storage (qs) 
Stol-age Status 
(kWh) 
Mixing 
Tenipcf-alure 
(T 
Storage Vahc AIJU Valve 
1 154.5 -249.5 95 100 0.6 0.5 0.2 
2 129.2 -249.5 120.3 220.3 1 0.6 1 
3 112.7 -249.5 136.8 357 1.2 0.7 1 
4 100.9 -249.5 148.6 505.6 1.4 0.7 0.1 
5 95 -249.5 154.5 660.1 1.5 0.7 0.1 
6 96 -249.5 153.5 813.6 1.5 0.7 0.1 
7 120.4 -249.5 129.1 942.7 1.1 0.6 0.1 
8 160.7 -249.5 88.8 1031.6 0.5 0.5 0.1 
9 181.3 -249.5 68.2 1099.8 0.1 0.4 0.2 
10 229 -235.5 6.5 1106.3 -0.9 0.1 0.2 
11 283.5 -283.5 0 1106.3 5 0 0.2 
12 332.2 -286.5 -45.7 1060.6 7.4 0 0.4 
13 398.3 -271.5 -126.8 933.8 6.3 0.1 0.5 
14 407.1 -271.5 -135.6 798.2 6.2 0.1 0.5 
15 439.1 -256.5 -182.6 615.6 5.6 0.1 0.8 
16 461.6 -256.5 -205.1 410.5 5.3 0.1 0.8 
17 445 -256.5 -188.5 222 5.5 0.1 1 
18 418.8 -256.5 -1623 59.7 5.9 (). 1 0.7 
19 350.2 -271.5 -78.7 -19 7 0.1 0.4 
20 264.4 -263 -1.4 -20.4 2 0 0.2 
21 207.4 -235.5 28.1 7.8 -0.5 0.2 0.2 
22 176.2 -235.5 59.3 67 0 0.4 0.2 
23 155.6 -249.5 93.9 161 0.5 0,5 1 
24 150 -249.5 99.5 260.5 0.6 0.5 1 
7.3.1.4 Performance of the West Zone 
The wcst zone peak load occurred at 16.00 hours with a demand of 430 M The ice 
store was charged until 10.00 hours. The following hour is when the discharging begins. 
Out of the 1106 kWh of stored energy, 930 kWh is depleted and 176 kWh has 
remained. 
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Figure 7.18 West zone load, chiller load and storage load; both charging and discharging 
are represented 
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Figure 7.19 West zone different profiles representing the characteristics of the process; left - mixing 
temperature (T. ) to AHU; right - ice-storage status 
Table 7.5 West zone summer day results of the cooling plant 
Tinie (1 loui s) Load (q, ) Chillei (q, ) Storage (qs) 
Storage Status 
kw11) 
Mixiiig 
Teinperatuie 
jýJ 
StorageVaKe AIIU VaKe 
1 1 54ý5 -249.5 95 100 0.6 0.5 0.2 
2 129.2 -249.5 120.3 220.3 1 0.6 0.1 
3 112.7 -249.5 136.8 357 1.2 0.7 ()ý 1 
4 100.9 -249.5 148.6 505.6 1.4 0.7 0.1 
5 95 -249.5 154.5 660.1 1.5 0.7 ()ý 1 
6 96 -249.5 153.5 8116 1.5 0.7 0,1 
7 120.4 -249.5 129.1 942.7 1.1 0.6 0,1 
8 160.7 -249.5 88.8 1031.6 0.5 0.5 ()ý 1 
9 181.3 -249.5 68.2 1099.8 (). 1 0.4 0.2 
10 229 -235.5 6.5 1 106.3 -0.9 0.1 0.2 
11 286.6 -286.5 -0.1 1106.2 8 0 0.2 
12 337 -286.5 -50.5 1055.7 7.3 0 0.4 
13 400.2 -271.5 -128.7 927 6.3 0.1 0.5 
14 404.6 -271.5 -133.1 793.9 6.3 0.1 0.5 
15 426.4 -256.5 -169.9 624 5.8 0.1 0.7 
16 429.7 -256ý5 -173,2 450.8 5.7 1 0.7 
17 402.3 -256.5 -145.8 305.1 6.1 1 0.5 
18 3582 -256.5 -101.7 203.3 6.7 0.1 0.5 
19 298.2 -271.5 -26.7 176.6 7.7 0 0.3 
20 239.8 -235.5 0 176.6 -1 0 0.2 
21 190.2 -235.5 45.3 221.9 -0.3 0.3 0.2 
22 164.1 -235.5 71.4 293.2 0.2 0,4 0.2 
23 14T 1 -241) 5 102.4 31)5ý7 07 0.6 0.1 
24 14 3'. 5 -241) ý 106 50 1.7 0.7 oh 0,1 
7.3.2 Varying set Zone temperature strategj, 
The profiles for a varying set zone temperature strategy expressed a differclit dynamic 
behaviour of the systern than the constant set zone temperature. From there, it was 
worth looking at such strategy and assessing the outcome firom it. 
7.3.2.1 Performance of the North Zone 
In Figure 7.20 below. the load of the selected (lay has a value of 486 M Observation 
can be made on how the ice-storage is trying to utilise the spare capacity of' the chiller 
during the early hours of the day. Because of the different temperature sctup load frorn 
the /. one is at zero, howcver, the chillcr COIItIIILICS to operate at full capacity providing 
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charging only to the ice-storage. During this period, it is observed that the mixing 
temperature (T,, ) is at 3'C. At approximately 06.00 hours the mixing temperature rises 
and cooling continues, however, this time with discharging mode. 
500 
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Figure 7.20 North zone load, chiller load and storage load, both charging and discharging 
are represented 
Yet again, the status of the ice-storage gives a good indication of the process, Figure 
7.21. The figure shows the ice build up in the tank starting from 12.00 midnight. The 
charging continues until 05.00 a. rn. in the morning. At 06.00 axn., the system switches 
to discharging as the dernand rises beyond the capacity of the chiller. This is because thc 
temperature set for the indoor is automatically switched frorn 28T to 24"C. At that 
point, a sudden increase in the dernand takes place. This is because requirement for 
cooling the building to a lower ternpcrature is in place. This is illustrated in the three 
figures related to the north zone. Discharging stays in action until 19.00 hours and then 
the system switches back to cooling and charging again. 
6 mixing 0.8 
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Figure 7.21 North zone different profiles representing the characteristics of the process, left - 
mixing temperature to AllU, right - ice-storage status 
An hourly iteration process is conducted through the MPC in searching flor the optimurn 
operating conditions for the optimurn strategy for operating the ice-storage unit. It is 
noticed that at 06.00 hours a big boost in the load occurs. This is when lighting, 
machines and other equipment are schedLIlCd to operate. While this happens, the MPC 
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switches the operating mode into discharge mode. This is because the load is highcr 
than the chiller capacity. The effect of this process can be observed on the behaviour of' 
the mixing temperature (T,, ), the behaviour of both the icc-storagc valve and the Al It J 
valve can be noted, Figure 7.2 1. 
'Fable 7.6 North zone summer day restil(s of the cooling plant 
-1 ime Olouns) Load (q, ) Chillei (q,,, ) Storage (qs) 
stolage S tus 
Mixing 
I empetatuic 
( 1. ) 
Slotage Vake AHU Vake 
1 0 -249.5 249.5 254.5 3,1 
2 -249.5 249.5 504 3.1 0.9 
3 0 -249.5 249.5 753.4 3.1 0.9 
4 0 -249.5 249.5 1002.9 3.1 0.9 
5 0 -249.5 249.5 1252.4 3.1 0.9 
6 435.2 -301.5 -133.7 1 119.7 6.3 1 0.4 
7 323.8 -301.5 -22.3 1096.4 7.7 0.3 
8 310.9 -301.5 -9.4 1087 7.9 0.3 
9 387.3 -301.5 -85.8 1001.2 6.9 1 0.3 
10 385.3 -286.5 -98.8 902.4 6.7 (). 1 0.3 
11 397.3 -286.5 -110.8 791.6 6.6 1 0.3 
12 421.2 -286.5 -134.7 656.9 6.2 1 0,3 
13 485.7 -271.5 -214.2 442.7 5.2 0.2 0.4 
14 442.9 -271.5 -171.4 271.3 5.8 1 0.4 
15 22.6 -107.5 84.9 356.2 0.4 
I () 230.3 -233.5 356.2 2 
17 296.4 -256.5 -39.9 316.3 7.5 0.2 
18 301 -256.5 -44.5 271.8 7.4 02 
19 259.7 -257.5 -2.2 269.6 3 2 
20 213.3 -235.5 22.2 291.8 -0.6 0.2 1 
21 164.3 -235.5 71.2 363.1 02 0.4 1 
22 138.1 -235.5 97.4 4 60. '; 06 () s I 
23 120.8 -249.5 128.7 581) 1 11 06 () I 
24 118.2 -249ý5 131,3 7204 1,2 07 1) 1 
7.3.2.2 Performance ofthe East Zone 
The Same day as that Chosen tor north Zone, the load Ior tile Cast zolic approaches 383 
kW. Wit Il avai I ab Ic capacity from the ell III er (111 rI lig I Ile Carly hours Oftlic (IIY, II Ic M PC 
s, cts the duller to operate at a low outlet temperature and work oil only Charging the i'cc- 
storage is no demand f'or cooling exists. The process ends by tile tillic tile demands 
increases and it becomes larger than the cluller capacity. At 05.00 IIOLII-S tile 11110LIllt of' 
StOI'Cd CIICI'gy IS CCILII%'LlICIlt to 1252 kWh oficc. At 06.00 hours, the demand reaches 3 58 
kW this all'ects the decision oftlic MPC, W1111C It ItCl-, itCS 111d 11-ICS to SCICCt tile ()I)tIIIILIIII 
operation 161- tile Current hour. As tile duller is Incapable ol'such current demand, then 
the model predictive Controller Commands the Chiller to opel"Itc Oil positive Coolant 
outlet temperature. At this phase, the Illodc becomes as Cooling and discharging, where 
the stored energy IS LItIIISCd to SLII)I)ly all additional demand that the Chiller alone is 
unable to provide. 
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Table 7.7 East zone summer day results of the cooling plant 
Time(liours) I-oad(q, ) Cliiller(q,,, ) Stonage(qs) 
Stol-age Status 
kWh) 
m19 
Tciiiplxc: 
latui*c 
(T 
SloiagcValvc AIJUVake 
1 0 -249.5 249.5 254.5 3.1 (0) 
2 -249.5 249.5 504 3.1 0.9 
3 0 -249.5 249.5 753.4 3.1 0.9 
4 0 -249.5 249.5 1002.9 3.1 0.9 0 
5 0 -249.5 249.5 1252.4 3.1 0.9 0 
6 437.3 -301.5 -135.8 1116.6 6.2 0.1 0.4 
7 339.6 -301.5 -38.1 1078.6 7.5 0 0.3 
8 351.6 -301.5 -50.1 1028.5 7.3 0 0.3 
9 461.3 -301.5 -159.8 868.6 5.9 0.1 0.4 
10 429.2 -286.5 -142.7 725.9 6.1 (). 1 0.3 
11 420.8 -286.5 -134.3 591.6 6.3 0.1 0.3 
12 434.9 -286.5 -148.4 443.2 6.1 (). 1 0.3 
13 493.3 -271.5 -221.8 221.4 5.1 0.2 0.4 
14 448.6 -271.5 -177.1 44.2 5.7 0.1 0.4 
15 29.4 -107.5 78.1 122.4 0.3 0.5 0 
16 236.6 -233.5 -3.1 119.2 2 0 0.1 
17 307.5 -256.5 -51 68.2 7.3 0 0.2 
18 317.8 -256.5 -61.3 6.9 7.2 0 0.2 
19 278.5 -271.5 -7 -0.1 7.9 0 0.2 
20 229.7 -235.5 5.8 5.7 -0.9 0 0.1 
21 176.1 -235.5 59.4 65.1 0.4 1 
22 146.6 -235.5 88.9 154 0.5 0.5 1 
23 126.8 -249.5 122.7 276.7 1 0.6 1 
24 122.8 -249.5 126.7 403.4 1.1 06 1 
Time (I lonrs) 
Figure 7.22 East zone load, chiller load and storage load, both charging and discharging are 
represented 
Examining the mixing temperature (T,,, ) profile above, Figure 7.23, it is noticeable that 
during the charging mode the mixing temperature has low values. At the time the 
systein switches to cooling and discharging mode, the mixing temperature rises 
and is trying to remain in tile range between 5T to 8"C. It is also evident that during the 
charging period that the ice-storagc valve is mainly the one taking control ot'the process 
as it is nearly open up to 90% or more indicating that the coolant is going through tile 
storage tank to charge and freeze its content of' liquid water. With the cooling and 
discharging process starting, the valves switch positions and the valve for the AIIU 
mainly takes control. 
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Figure 7.23 East zone different profiles representing the characteristics of the process; left - mixing 
temperature (T. ) to AHU; right - ice-storage status 
7.3.2.3 Performance of the South Zone 
Looking at the representative graphs of the south zone, Figures 7.24 and 7.25, it can be 
observed that the same process keeps repeating for all the four zones. The peak load of 
the south zone occurs at 13.00 hours with the peak dernand at 517 kW. Again, this is 
clearly the effect of its orientation. As the south zone faces the sun at inid-day period 
the effect of solar gain and the rise in ambient temperature is reflected by the zone 
having higher demand values than the north and east zones. Charging only starts at 
midnight and continues until 1252 kWh of energy is stored at 05.00 hours. Cooling and 
discharging begin at 06.00 up till 19.00 hours. 
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Figure 7.24 South zone load, chiller load mid s(orage load, both charging and discharging 
are represented 
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Figure 7.25 South zone different profiles representing the characteristics of tile process, left 
mixing temperature (T. ) to AHU; right - ice-storage status 
Table 7.8 South zone summer day results of the cooling plant 
Tinic (flouns) Load (q, ) Chillci (q,,, ) Storige (qs) 
slonage S (us 
(kWh) 
Mixing 
Fenipenaluic 
(Týj 
Stotage Valve AIRJ Vakc 
1 -249.5 249.5 254.5 3.1 
2 -249.5 249.5 504 3.1 
3 0 -249.5 249.5 753.4 3.1 0") 
4 0 -249.5 249.5 1002.9 3.1 0.9 0 
5 0 -249.5 249.5 1252.4 3.1 0,9 
6 435.2 -301.5 -133.7 1119.7 6.3 (). 1 0.4 
7 322.2 -301.5 -20.7 1098 7.7 0 0.3 
8 301.6 -301.5 -0.1 1097.9 8 0.3 
9 287.4 -287.5 1097.9 3 0.2 
1 () 324 -286.5 -37,5 1060.4 7.5 0.3 
11 379 -286.5 -92.5 967.9 6.8 0.1 0.3 
12 435.6 -286.5 -149.1 818.8 6.1 (). 1 0.3 
13 517.4 -271.5 -245.9 572.9 4.8 0.2 0.4 
14 494.7 -271.5 -223.2 349.7 5.1 0.2 0.5 
15 87.3 -107.5 20.2 369.9 -0.7 0.2 (). 1 
16 300 -256.5 -43.5 326.4 7.4 0 0.2 
17 366 -256.5 -109.5 216.9 6.6 0.1 0.2 
18 363.4 -256.5 -106.9 110 6.6 1 0.2 
19 310.7 -271.5 -39.2 70.8 7.5 0.2 
20 251.6 -254.5 70.8 1 0.2 
21 190.5 -235.5 45 115.9 -0.3 0.3 1 
22 156.8 -235.5 79.7 194.5 (). I () 5 1 
23 133.9 -249.5 1 Is6 31 1 (). 1 0") 06 1 
24 128.2 -249.5 121 1 431.3 1 06 1 
7.3.2.4 Performance of the West Zone 
West zone peak occur also at 13.00 hours with a demand ot'520 M. Storage is chargcd 
until 05.00 hours. The flollowing hour is when the discharging takes place. The same 
process takes place as occurred on the other zones. 
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Table 7.9 West zone summer day results of the cooling plant 
Time(Houts) Load(q, ) Ciiillcr(q,,, ) Stonage(qs) 
Storage Status 
(kWli) 
.e 
Mixing 
I mPerature 
( F,, ) 
StorageValvc AllUVal%c 
1 0 -249.5 249.5 254.5 3.1 0.9 
2 -249.5 249.5 ý04 3ý1 0,9 
3 0 -249.5 249.5 753.4 3.1 0.9 
4 0 -249.5 249.5 1002.9 3.1 0.9 0 
5 0 -249.5 249.5 1252.4 3.1 0.9 0 
6 450.4 -301.5 -148.9 1103.5 6.1 0.1 0.4 
7 330.4 -301.5 -28.9 1074.6 7.6 0 0.3 
8 306.1 -301.5 -4.6 1070 7.9 0 0.3 
9 290 -287.5 -2.5 1067.5 3 0 0.2 
10 325.8 -286.5 -39.3 1028.2 7.5 0 0.3 
11 383 -286.5 -96.5 931.7 6.7 0.1 0.3 
12 442.4 -286.5 -155.9 775.8 6 (). 1 0.3 
13 520.1 -271.5 -248.6 527.2 4.8 0.2 0.4 
14 490.5 -271.5 -219 308.2 5.1 0.2 0.5 
15 60.3 -107.5 47.2 355.4 -0.2 0.3 (). 1 
16 255.6 -255.5 -0.1 355.3 7 0 0.2 
17 314.9 -256.5 -58.4 297 7.2 0 0.2 
18 314 -256.5 -57.5 239.5 7.3 0 0.2 
19 268.9 -268.5 -0.4 239.1 5 0 0.2 
20 219.9 -235.5 15.6 254.7 -0.7 (). I (). 1 
21 168.7 -235.5 66.8 321.5 0.1 0.4 1 
22 141.2 -235.5 94.3 415.8 0.5 0.5 1 
23 123 -249.5 126.5 542,3 H 0.6 1 
24 1 19.9 -249.5 129.6 071.9 1.1 0.6 1 
: ', ' 
ýýkW 
.: lAnd ftwn 
kW) 
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Figure 7.26 NVest zone load, chiller load and storage load, holli charging and discliargilig 
are represciited 
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Figure 7.27 West zone different profiles representing the characteristics of the process; left - mixing 
temperature (T. ) to AHU; right - ice-storage status 
7.4 On the Concept of Modularity 
As it was stressed-on in earlier chapters, a principal part of this work is to investigate on 
the issues of demand-side Management (DSM) through a load shifting techniques as a 
way of load management. The intention here is to demonstrate that by treating each 
orientation as a separate zone that could improve, flatten, the demand curve. 
The DSM concept has only been considered recently in Kuwait and adjacent countries 
in the region. Energy conservation measures were tile first to be applied and utiliscd in 
the past few years. However, moving to more complex systerns such as energy recovery 
units and thermal energy storage, especially in the form of ice-storagc, arc only recent 
arrivals to the region. Utilising such systems in an energy efficient manner is a matter of' 
crucial importance. Especially with the problern of growing power demand and the need 
for constructing new power plants in a country like Kuwait. 
The concept of control zoning that is emphasized in Chapter 5 is believed to be tile 
means towards modularising icc-storage systems. Instead of' assigning a large ice- 
storage system for a large office building, moving towards employing several Li111tS 
smaller in size that are assigned for different zones that are based on orientation would 
provide a ground for optirmsing the use of energy in buildings. Very I ew institutions in 
Kuwait have started to Litilise ice-storage systems recently. In this thesis, it wits 
highlighted earlier that the summer season varies in its demand and the season can be 
divided into the harsh heat period during the middle of the season, the hot temperature 
which also has a good proportion of the summer season and finally the warm period, 
which is just a month or a month and a half befiore the weather begins to get cooler t'or 
about the next two months. Mainly the utilised icc-storage systerns arc usually fully 
charged during the cooling season no inatter which of these summer pcriods is being 
experienced. 
Fully charging such systems during the mild season would result In wastage of'cilcrgy. 
It is logical to state that, if energy is generated but not Used then thiS COUld be 
considered as wasted energy. This brings to the conclusion that, a devise is knowii to be 
used to manage demands and optiniise the use ofencrgy IS not used properly then this 
could mean energy is not being saved or its use is not being optiniiscd. From here, it 
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was worth investigating on the issue of control zoning and assessing how this could 
result in managing the demand curve leading to flattening it. In this section the outcome 
of this research work with regards to zoning and demand managcmcnt is revcalcd and 
discussed within the results of this section. 
7.4.1 Effect of the Modelling Strategy on the Demand Curve 
In the case of a real building, the load for the building would be the sum of all loads on 
all zones. Usually a chiller, or more, is assigned for the building as a whole. For 
instance, Figure 7.28 show the sum of the loads of the four zones which peaks at 1700 
kW, equivalent to 483 Tons at hour 16. On the other hand, the matlab-simulink 
accommodates a single zone cell that represents a simple building model. Upon that, 
each time a simulation was undertaken the model had to be assigned to a specific 
orientation. A comparative view of the load of the four zones is shown in Figure 7.29. 
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Figure 7.28 The sum of all four zones cooling load profile 
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Figure 7.29 Comparative view of all four zones cooling load profiles 
FIgUres 7.30 to 7.33 below represent the cooling load profiles ot'dic north, cast, south 
and west zones. As can be seen, during tile early IIOLII-S ol'thc (lay, tile (IC111and CLirvc i's 
at its minlinum levels. This is between the hours of' 12.00 midnight and 07.00 in the 
morning. Tile demand curvc then steeply increases between tile IIOLII-S Of' 09.00 111(l 
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16.00 hours. Different parameters play a role and when combined together, they provide 
the logic to explain the shape of the demand curve. As previously highlighted in 
Chapter 3, the high extremes in weather conditions carry the biggest share of the cause 
of the way the cooling demand behaves. Both the ambient temperature and solar 
radiation from the sun join together and are the main contributory factors producing the 
cooling demand. Their highest contribution is during the day time as Kuwait's climate 
is characterised by clear sky for most if not all of the summer season. This is obvious as 
during the evening hours the effect of both disappears as can be from the cooling 
demand profiles in figure 7.30 to 7.33 below. In addition, the model is characterised as 
an office building and different schedules for occupation and equipment usage that 
represent office practise are included. Part of the load can be credited to the scheduled 
lighting, machines and occupancy. These are scheduled to be valid between the hours of 
07.00 and 15.00 hours. Afterwards, the demand starts decreasing as the effect of these 
parameters no longer apply. 
I 
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Figure 7.30 Cooling load profile for the North zone 
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Figure 7.31 Cooling load profile for the East zone 
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In the case of a conventional air-conditioning system installation, normally two chillers 
will be employed to provide the dernand through an instantaneous COOII119 P1-()CCSS- 
During the early hours, one chiller would be used to provide the cooling. At later time 
when growth in demand is in cftcct and the single chiller is unable to provide the 
cooling required, the second chiller starts operation and provides support to the first 
chiller. In such an application, it is well known that the summer peaks only occur Jor 
few hours during the day. This is when a need for both chillers exists. During other 
times where one chiller is unable to provide the whole demand, yet still the dernand is 
not equivalent to the ffill load operation and this would result in operating both chillers 
to provide the shortage. Indeed this would result of having one or probably both the 
chillers operating on part load operation and not full load operation. 
For the sake of this research work, it was assurned that the load of each zone is 
accounted for as the building load. As can be seen in Figure 7.34 that tile niaxinjurn 
load for a suininer selected day occurs on tile south zone with a peak load value of460 
M. When two chillers with a capacity of 250 M, equivalent to around 70 Tons, are 
installed then during the non-peak period, see Figure 7.34, only one chiller will be 
operating to provide the demand. Subsequently, when the demand cxcccds Ilic capacity 
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Figure 7.32 Cooling load profile for the South zone 
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Figure 7.33 Cooling load profile for the South zone 
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of a single chiller this would result the second chiller being utilised. Indeed this would 
result in decrease in efficiency of one or maybe both chillers. This is because the second 
chiller would not be operating on full load operation because the peak demand only 
occurs only for few hours during the day. During the hours of 15.00 and 16.00, the load 
ranges between 400 kW to 460 M, which could be the worst period from the demand 
view and could be defined as the primary peak demand period. Two periods, 11.00 to 
13.00 and 17.00 to 19.00, appear to be at a demand level that is ranging between 300 
kW to 400 M. These can be defined as the secondary peak demand period. 
i 
j- 
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Figure 7.34 Demonstration of peak and non-peak period load profiles for all zones 
From the above, during the primary peak period it can be demonstrated that the cooling 
plant would be working on full load capacity only for two or three hours during the 
example day. The second chiller would not be working on its full capacity during the 
secondary peak period. In addition to its effect on the efficiency of the chiller, this 
operating strategy would not satisfy an energy efficiency scheme. 
If an ice-storage assisted air-conditioning system is employed, the system would not be 
operating with two chillers. The ice-storage system usually replaces the second chiller 
and carries its demand duties for the cooling season. Figures 7.35 to 7.38 below 
illustrate the performance of the Matlab model. For the same example day, it can be 
seen that the chiller is working on its full capacity for the period of the twenty four 
hours. This satisfies the condition of preventing the chiller from operating on part load 
operation and ensures that it operates on or near full load capacity for most of the 
summer period leading to a better efficiency of the chiller. During the mild period of the 
day, as the chiller is operating on full load and the demand is less than the output from 
the chiller, the extra capacity is being utilised and the ice-storage undergoes charging 
process. During the peak period where the increase in the demand starts building up, the 
chiller continues providing the demand as long as its capacity is sufficient to supply the 
demand. Once the dernand goes higher than the capacity of the chiller, then the ice- 
storage undergoes discharging process to supplement the shortage in the capacity and 
top it up frorn the stored energy. 
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Figure 7.35 Demonstration of the system loads with ice-storage, North zone 
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Figure 7.36 Demonstration of the system loads with ice-storage, East zone 
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Figure 7.37 Demonstration of the system loads with ice-storage, South zone 
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Figure 7.38 Demonstration of the system loads with ice-storage, West zone 
The above results demonstrate the ability of the MPC strategy to facilitate the utilisation 
of a single chiller instead of two to provide cooling to the building and assign the spare 
cooling capacity for the charging of the Ice-storage. Instead of using a second chiller, 
the demand that goes beyond the capacity of the chiller is recovered from the stored 
energy in the ice-storage. This allowed attaining a flat demand curve as a result of 
distributing the load over nearly the twenty-four hours period and not limiting it to a 
period of few hours during the day. 
7.4.2 Effect of theModelling Strategi, on the Load Factor 
For the purpose of illustration. the definition of load factor is used to compare the 
results from the model with expenmental data collected from a two-story speech and 
audio therapy clinic site in Kuwait. The site details are listed in Chapter 3, under section 
3.3.1.1. Load factor with retlerence to power utilities and building services application is 
defined as the ratio of the average load on the system (kW) to the peak load on the 
system (M). The purpose of thermal energy storage by definition is to increase the load 
factor of the power grid. Henze (1995). 
Two sets of data were collected for the sake of comparison. The first set represents the 
cooling plant while working on conventional basis. Two chillers are being used to 
supply the demand and provide instantaneous cooling for the clinic building. The 
second set of data represents an ice-storage assisted air-conditioning system. One chiller 
is being employed for the task of cooling. charging and discharging process. The 
charging process took place during non-occupancy hours. which for Kuwaiti 
government offices begin at 15.00 and the charging then continues until 01.00 hours 
after midnight. One chiller was used to provide the cooling and the ice-storage was 
supplying the shortage from the chiller. An illustration of the two profiles is presented 
In tile Figure 7.39 below. 
For a period of twenty-four hours. the conventional systern had a load factor value of 
0.4. As can be seen from Figure739. the system is being used between the hours of 04.00 
and 14.00. The system is then switched off until the next day. On the other hand, the 
ice-storage assisted IIVAC systern is used during two of pcriods during the 
day. The 
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non-occupancy period is utilised for the purpose of charging the ice-storage. During the 
occupancy period, both the chiller and the ice-storage work on providing cooling to the 
building. The power factor of the system with ice-storage showed some improvement 
with a power factor value of 0.68. 
U. 
IX 
IN 
a 
With regards to the Matlab model. testing the power factor was on the basis of 
orientated zones and also with all of the building zones combined together. The power 
factor for the individual zones and in total in addition to the power factor for the clinic 
are presented in Table 7.10. 
Table 7.10 Load factor for (he Matlah model and the clinic building 
Matlab Model Clinic Building 
Zone North East South West Combined Conventional Ice-Storage 
Zone Zone Zone Zone zones System System 
Load Factor 0894 0.859 0.891 0.887 0.894 0.396 0.687 
Comparing the experimental data for both the com critional f IVAC systern and the icc- 
storage assisted IIVAC system. it is obvious that the latter did achieve some 
enhancement in the power factor by 2916. From the presented results above. it appeared 
that the Matlab model with the MPC optimisation control strategy is achieving a power 
factor close to one. Ail average power factor of 0.882 was achieved by such a strategy. 
This implemented an improvement in the power factor of nearly 20% when compared to 
the actual ice-storage assisted HVAC system operation frorn the clinic and nearly 49% 
When compared with the conventional HVAC systern from the clinic. 
7.5 Conclusions 
As "sumnier- conditions in Kuwait extend to a period of nearly eight months every 
year, the need for a system that is able to provide cooling through making use of' the 
cooler pcriods during the day to produce and store cooling and utilisc it at the severe or 
harsh period that triggers high peaks in demand is evident. Through exploring and 
discussing the results above. it is apparent that the model that has been developed is 
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Figure 7.39 Experimental data collected from clinic 
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capable of performing several tasks. For the purpose of optimising the cooling 
production process, the model was examined and presented its ability to provide 
prediction upon the input parameters that have effects on the output of the cooling plant 
system model. 
The model is able to decide on whether the system should run on a cooling, cooling and 
charging, charging, cooling and discharging. It is important to highlight that the model 
has got the ability to adjust its performance with the existence of different operation 
strategies. That was seen in the case of the two strategies examined in earlier sections of 
the current chapter. For peak summer season, such a system shows its ability to predict 
the next day load. Looking at part of the results from the constant set zone temperature, 
it was noticed that some surplus stored energy existed. Around 26% of the stored energy 
for the north zone was not used. Approximately 10% of stored energy that belongs to 
the east zone remained. And, 15% of the west zone stored energy was left. However, the 
south zone faced a slight shortage, approximately 2%. In such cases although the ice- 
storage system was assigned on a zonal basis, support from one zone that has surplus 
cooling could possibly be shifted to the zone that is expected to suffer from a shortage 
in available stored energy. 
The summer season can have its peaks, where very hot days or months exist. Those are 
generally the months of June, July, and August in a country like Kuwait. Milder but still 
considered hot days come during times of the year adjacent to this 3 month period, 
where for example part of April and the whole of May and September represent such 
months. Even in October and some days of November could be accounted as belonging 
to such days. During the harsh summer months it would be possible to operate the 
chiller at its maximum output as there will always be a need for cooling with high 
demands so the need for ice-storage exists. However during milder periods, there will 
exist some days where cooling only is needed and a chiller would be able to supply the 
demand by itself. During such periods the need for energy to be storage would be 
unnecessary. Moreover, the days that fall between the days of harsh conditions and the 
days of warm conditions would require some usage of chillers and ice-storage 
combined. In such cases the need for storing only the amount of predicted demand from 
the ice-storage is due. An addition is needed for the model to evaluate the predicted 
status of the ice-storage, and then provide comparison between the amount of stored 
energy and the amount consumed. Then to judge the exact amount of energy that should 
be stored and limit the needed energy to be stored to that quantity. 
Testing the model with the two set temperature strategies showed different behaviours 
and affected positively the amount of the demand for similar zones with different 
strategies. The variable set zone temperature showed a reduction in the cooling demand 
and consumption. As regards to electricity generation, thermal energy storage is known 
to conserve energy at the source of generation. The findings in this chapter agrees with 
what has been stated by McCannon (1995) when he defined then-nal energy storage as a 
"source energy conservation", When added to site energy savings of storage, the net 
total reduction in fuel use and emission from thermal energy storage can be 
considerable. 
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is coming with a DSM control strategy that is not only successful in meeting the 
demand of an office building, but also utilises a strategy that provides the capabilities to 
utilise the optimum installed cooling capacity and not the maximum cooling capacity. 
Instead of satisfying the needs for cooling during a summer day with an extra installed 
capacity that will only be needed for few hours during the day, the MPC strategy 
employed with the ice-storage assisted HVAC model succeeded in changing the 
characteristic of the demand curve from a wavy profile with a peak in the middle of the 
afternoon into a nearly flattened profile. The result of such a strategy for the building 
operator is the saving of the cost of purchasing another chiller that would only be 
utilised for a short period of time and at low efficiency. For Kuwait at the national level 
cutting in the cost of investing in new power plants and extending the periods between 
such requirements can be considered enormous savings from economic viewpoint. 
Furthermore, this would help Kuwait and similar countries to conserve both their energy 
and financial resources and to protect the environment. 
An additional objective of this work was to introduce the concept of modularity of ice- 
storage systems. This has been satisfied through assigning ice-storage to zones with 
specific orientations. The point behind this was that the ice-storage duty would satisfy 
the needs of a specific zone based on the orientation for that zone and that this would 
lead to the reduction of the size of the storage unit from one large unit of large capacity 
to a number of units with smaller capacities dealt with on zonal basis. In addition, 
adopting the concept of model predictive control and providing a model that is able to 
take the current condition of the real system and predict the future horizon of the system 
is considered as an advantage with regards to the modularity issue. Predicting the next 
day load and being able to have the model's feedback of what will be the predicted 
chiller share of the demand provides the basis for the facility to only charge the ice- 
storage systems assigned for zones based on orientation. 
As an optimisation strategy, the MPC ice-storage assisted HVAC system model 
achieved a promising improvement in the value of the load factor. When compared to 
experimental data collected from a clinic building, the developed model with MPC 
achieved nearly 50% improvement in the value of the load factor. 
In this chapter, the ice-storage system was tested through a model predictive control 
strategy with the effect of the different zones reflected and emphasized. In order to 
predict the future behaviour of a process, a model of how the process behaves must be 
available. The initial simulink model was used to provide the base to the model 
predictive control strategy implemented. This base model is capable of showing the 
dependence of the cooling load on the different variables such as weather conditions, 
occupancy, lighting, occupancy and non-occupancy periods. 
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"The significant problems we face cannot be solved at the 
same level of thinking we were at when we created them. 
(Albert Einstein) 
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Conclusions & Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions 
Energy shortage, environmental degradation and rapid growth in the cost of electrical 
power production form together the force towards shifting from Supply Side 
Management (SSM) towards the introduction and development of Demand Side 
Management (DSM) strategies. Strategies integrated from DSM can be utilised to tackle 
the high energy consumption rates of building services in offices and commercial 
buildings. If these systems are optimally controlled this can produce reductions in the 
rates of energy consumption. Adopting optimal control in office buildings provides 
opportunities for optimising energy efficiency through improved operation and control 
strategies and through integrated building services systems. 
Kuwait is one of many countries in the world that rely heavily on air-conditioning 
systems for the cooling of buildings. Air conditioning installations absorb 60 to 70 
percent of the primary energy consumed nationally. A need for the continual 
construction of new power plants is required to satisfy the continual growth of this 
demand. Consequently, the development and utilisation of energy efficient control 
strategies has become of national interest. The objective of this thesis was to 
demonstrate the utility of the optimised use of ice thermal storage as a DSM strategy in 
commercial and office buildings in hot and countries such as Kuwait. 
This research work investigated the development of a DSM strategy through the 
application of ice thermal storage. Load shifting, as one of the well-known DSM 
techniques, has been investigated. This has been achieved through the utilisation of 
Model Predictive Control (MPC). The key objective of this thesis was the development 
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of Model Based Predictive Control (MBPC) strategies that involve the logic of 
knowledge-based control for an integrated and modular approach to the provision of ice 
thermal storage. A demand response based approach is developed and examined with 
the involvement of knowledge-based control. 
A matlab-simulink model was constructed for the purpose of simulating a building with 
the characteristics of a Kuwaiti office building. An air-handling unit (AHU) was 
modelled to represent the HVAC system for the building model. This was discussed and 
explained in detail in Chapter 5. The modelling of a chiller system with an ice-storage 
unit and its associated model predictive control (MPC) strategies was the subject of 
Chapter 6. A logic diagram of the chiller T 
ice-storage with MPC was illustrated in 
Chapter 6, Figure 6.8. Figure 6.9 presents a flow diagram describing how the modelled 
systems link together. 
Through the conduct of this researched work; specifically the work in chapters five and 
six, it was discovered that the issue of non-linearity makes modelling of HVAC system 
a complicated process. A black box modelling approach was followed for the ice 
storage component to arrive at the model represented in the mentioned chapters. it was 
thought that such approach would provide a less complicated modelling environment, 
the contrary of a modelling process using theoretical or numerical modelling methods. 
However, the complexity here is not the issue of the modelling of the system itself but 
rather it relates to the dynamic behaviour of the model, or the set of components that 
represent the modelled system. This requires clear understanding of the system and its 
behaviour. 
The research work targeted was to develop a strategy that is easily applicable in the case 
of HVAC systems and not end up introducing a control strategy that is too complicated 
to adopt or apply. The DSM strategy proposed, if implemented, would be of great 
benefit towards resolving the problem of the continuous need for the construction of 
new power plants every few years in Kuwait. Consequently, this is of great interest 
from a national viewpoint. The development of electricity power demand management 
strategies are of great importance as the summer peak of consumption continues to 
expand beyond current generating capacity. 
As part of the work, investigation of the effect of specific zones on the building cooling 
load was conducted through modelling with both the Thermal Analysis Software (TAS) 
and Matlab. Both models agreed on the difference of the effect of orientation on the 
building cooling load. Some minor differences between TAS and the implemented 
Matlab model were discerned, but these were minor and suggested that the Matlab 
model was adequate for the purposes of this research. 
The developed Matlab model showed good behaviour of the implemented integrated 
ice-storage HVAC system together with model predictive control. The two indoor 
temperature control strategies introduced were tested through simulation and an 
examination of their dynamic performance observed. The dynamic behaviour for each 
strategy was different compared to the other. This is logical and expected, as the indoor 
temperature to be controlled is a prime candidate to play a role on the performance of an 
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air-conditioning system. The behaviour of each strategy is the reflection of the effect of 
the different setup of the indoor temperature of a building. 
The model with MPC adopted the behaviour of a partial load ice-storage strategy 
successfully. The results indicated that the model predictive controller was continuously 
working to optimise the operation of the cooling plant. During the cooler and lower 
demand periods of the day, the model predictive controller commanded the chiller to 
operate on a negative chiller output temperature resulting in providing both cooling to 
the building and charging to the ice-storage. The effect of such control was also 
indicated on the behaviour of both the ice-storage three-way valve and the AHU three- 
way valve as shown in Chapter 7. When the demand increased, which reflects a change 
in the status of occupancy in the building; the chiller is switched to produce a positive 
temperature outlet by the model predictive controller. In this instance, the chiller is 
working to provide cooling to the building and at the same time it is discharging the ice- 
storage to provide the shortage in its capacity by the support from the ice-storage. 
The effect of the modelling strategy on the demand curve was investigated. The results 
presented in Chapter 7 demonstrated the ability of the MPC strategy to facilitate the 
utilisation of a single chiller instead of two to provide cooling to the building and assign 
the spare cooling capacity for the charging of the ice-storage. Instead of using a second 
chiller, the demand that goes beyond the capacity of the chiller is recovered from the 
stored energy in the ice-storage. This allowed the attainment of a flat demand curve as a 
result of distributing the load over nearly the twenty-four hours period and not limiting 
it to a period of few hours during the day. 
When transferring electricity from an electricity power generator to a user through the 
power lines of a transmission grid, energy is lost due to electrical resistances in the 
power lines [line losses]. In addition, these line losses are higher when the ambient 
temperature is hotter. Both of these factors lead to line losses being higher during the 
summer on-peak period. Therefore, an ice-storage system saves energy by shifting 
electricity use to times of lower line losses when the ambient temperatures are lower. 
The results in Chapter 7 not only prove this point, but also provide evidence that ice- 
storage systems when utilised with intelligent control strategies would lead to saving in 
both the operating and maintenance costs. Moreover, the modelled ice-storage system 
with MPC leads to minimising the load to save energy while not reducing comfort. 
Investigation on the effect of the adopted strategy on the load factor was also examined. 
The Matlab model performance was compared with a real cooling plant system. 
Comparison took place on both conventional system operation and an ice-storage 
assisted HVAC plant operation. The model demonstrated a much improved load factor 
over the other two cases. However, the model did not account for energy losses from 
the ice-store over time, for example, and so direct comparison between the modelled 
and measured results must be made with care. 
It is important to highlight that the introduced model provides an investigative too] that 
allows an examination of different circumstances while studying the cooling plant 
behaviour. With few modifications the presented model could be accounted as a 
generalised representation of an integrated ice-storage HVAC system. This is because of 
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the modelling approach that relied mainly on the system input and output data rather 
than dependence on seeking specific design manufacturer's data to develop a specific 
ice-storage system. 
"When future generations judge those who came 
before them on environmental Issues, they may 
conclude, 'they didn't know". let us not go down In 
history as the generations who knew, but didn't 
care"- Mikhail Gorbachev (2002) 
8.2 Future Work 
The MPC model introduced in this work was shown to be capable of providing 
prediction of the optimum operation strategy for the system. Yet, an addition is 
recommended for the model to evaluate the predicted status of the ice-storage, and then 
provide comparison between the amount of stored energy and the amount consumed. 
Then to judge the exact amount of energy that should be stored and limit the quantity of 
energy to be stored to that amount. 
As part of artificial intelligence, this work could be linked to employ a neural network 
predictor for the prediction of cooling demand. In addition, as highlighted this process 
involves lots of non-linearity in addition to the existence of the uncertainty, accordingly, 
employing the concept of fuzzy logic could provide an improvement of such system. 
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1.82 1 19.2S 143.77 166.72 184.52 1910)2 107.75 123.93 138.02 1 S1 02 167 07 181 11) 197 91 21 1 77 2.10411 
3.85 1 19.88 144.53 167.21) 185.46 200.93 10843 124,71 138,81) 1 S1 99 168 12 1 S.; l. 1 1()'), 1S -115 11 2; 1 1) 
3.86 
1 
120,14 
1 
144 S4 167,52 18SX1 201.35 
1 
108.71 125.01 139,2S 154 31) 1 6S I, I S11 Xý 199 67 21S 67 121, 
3. N7 120AS 14S 26 167,90 186.22 201 84 1 09ý04 12S. 41 131) 67 154 96 169 07 1SS IS 20027 21(02 211 21 
3.92 121 87 147,16 169 31, 1880) 204.1 1 1 IO. S7 127.17 141.63 15T03 171 44 1 X7 I). X 201 07 211) 34 216 SO 
3.96 122 68 149 3S 170.31 181) 20 205.56 111 53 129 27 142ý85 159 31) 172 91 IN9 61 204 si 221 ý24 2 ;S 
SS 
3.99 121.48 149.2s 171 31 19044 20700 1 12.48 121) 37 144 07 151) 75 174 -11 191 1 -'06 ýS. S 221 14 2.10 60 
4 12 1 76 149 56 F] S') I W'S S 207 SI 1 12 81 121) 77 144 SI 160 21 174 94 191 21 1ýI 
4.03 124.50 ISO ;X 172 32 191.93 208.51) 111 70 1 10,77 1-45 62 1('1 -Is 176 21) P)I 30 2 ox sl S4 ý'ýj 1 2o 
4.06 I2S'IO F-TEm 172 87 192 72 209.40 1 14 ;S 13 1, S2 146 4S 162 ;9 10 lO 19.1 -10 ý109 91) 6S2 24 4 SS 4.1 1 ý6 2S 1 IS2 OS 173.93 194 27 2 jo ')X IIS. 62 1 12ý98 14S. 07 164,20 171) .'! 190 ý; h .11;. 1 221 
4.1 12(, ý; 
I 1ý2 07 173,97 194ý31 211 (C I Is 65 133,01 14's 11 P, 4 '4 11 196 1,1 
4.13 1 _2 1 12 1 S-1 SO 17S, OS 
195 IS 212 12' 1 16 S2 134.01 149,22 165 4S IS() 61 1 ')s 11) 1 11 11 241) 
4.17 1 1511,1 176 25 196 56 213 76 1 17.48 1 is, 12 15045 166 S-1 1 X2 1s I )IS ýI I1 01 2SI 
4.2 1 -' x1 1 S4 N0 177.44 197 71 21S. 19 I IN 4-1 1 M, 12 151 67 HIS 
20 IS ol . )() I I(, 1 . 18 -1 q ') I . )s 
4.2 I'S A 1 S-I S' 1 '7 41, 1 Q' -S 2 15,21 11x 4S 1 14 1"1 09 1 ('X 22 1SI, I, -1ol Is1 -1 1-1 94 Is ; Iý 
4.24 1 )1) ýs I SI, 11 17S 1)s 199 )4 11700 1 p) (0 1 6, 1S I 1'ýs I p) -0 1) 
4.27 1 lo )') IS- I -' 171) 'h 20"OS 217 po I IS I S. 
1 OS 1-70 SS IN6 1() 1 .1 1( ýX9 .1 ýx -1 S7 11 
4.27 1oýI I i7l IX 179 X2 -100 11 21X 04 I. )o 1 INAI 1 S.; 11 170 ')1 
I'Sh 6H "() IWI I1 98 1ýS 6N IS7 -11 
4.1 11 (), ) I SN I ], SO 9S 201 24 11) Is I., I I I'), - 16 1ýý 27 1-7., 1 NIN 01 . ýM' I I, 1 . 1.1() . 1.11 -1 
4.1 1 11 11 1 1 ý11 ()I I III I o) Is I I- Sý 01 1S I" 
4.36 1k., ý7 1 1 '1) ; ) I, 's IIIII 1 . )2 
1 
1 74 37 1 'm Is '"N 'I ")s III .)Iý 
4.37 1 1. ) 'N jw("' I'ý_) I, N -'I); "I I, ) IIý 1.11 W Ii os 17-1 XS I'm ., (), ) ýI (), 
I III1 2('; 1 
4. ;7 1 1. ' "I 16() 1, 1 ý. ' . 1, '() ý ,I I., I I, 1 11 66 1S1 71 17.1 92 I'm I, ) )I) II II '(' '6 "I 
4.4 11 
17 
11,1 1ý" (). 1 1.1.1 () I I J-) -'o I ý"S x -, 17(, 21 1')_) II () ý). j I I, 16 
4.4 11 I'S 16 1 4.1 1X; S') 204 "7 1 2-1 ()') 1 .1-, - I SN 90 1 7(, -) 
ý 1 1). 1 
. 
11 1 11) ') , Ih 01) 
4.46 1 ý4 1 62 1 1 S' S -") 
206 0; '24 . "S P ý; hO 1.11 . 10 P'O Sý 1 
1 7N ;X 194 . '1 1 ý. I Io 60 . ). 1. ) OS 2 6N I" 
4.48 1 ý-I I (,.; I M, 1) 1 206 SN -12S () I I -)(, IS I-is -1 0 11,1 
0 171) 10 ]')ý )I I I, I ýI ") . 1ý1) ý(' "'(1111 
4.48 1 1 (1 ýII 1 '(16 61 I'S oo 1 -1(' 10 1 .; ý -11, 1 (' I"I I ") 
;, I 9S N 11 11 1 11 I'll jlý 1 '0 14 
4.; 1 1 P, P, 4 . 1.1 1N "s P) II I P, ýI I (, ' I"s INO hf, 1 1) S-1 6 09 
43 1 11 1ý 161 If, Ix- ]o 1.16 16. ) ')0 1 SO I'S 11) 
4.57 1 '1 1 ht, ýI I 'ýX 1) X 1w) 1 01) L)s I JS Oh 16 1X I S1.1 111 -1 
4.5X 1 1)ý I W, "h I Y) III -1W) W) SI I. ") I Iý 17 1 (o . )s I 
It) ()(I I., 
438 1 P, I I& NO I V) It, H') . 1o Ix 
4.61 1 10 w, Iý I X-1 111, -)0 1 1,1 
4.61 1 It, X 1911 60 ()1 1') 1 w, ý() IXI hs . 1o 1 1, 
4.6" 1 ? IN ýI I -, I., 's 
1 w) I II ýý I I f'ý 12 1 ýh SI '() ý ý) ý1 10 
DSNI ill Office 1111ildings ill Klmait fill-ough all Ice-stol-age Assi%(Cd IIN M S. NSIVIII N011 MPC 
16-4 
ppe It (I ic(. s Cranfield NI VI 14 1,11 Y 
Storage outlet lemperal tire (1 so) Di%charge Rale ((I%) 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 601 
4.6N 1 P) SX 169,16 191.66 213 26 212,08 131.94 151 is 168 92 187 1! ., (). 1 1ý "o 26 161 2X -1 21 
4.69 1 0) 71 169 ;8 191 SO 213S9 232A1 1 ;2 20 IS2 Os 169.25 IM7 7S ý04 9s R, (11) 1; IS" 
4.71 1-10 1 () 17() -11 1, )-' 11 2 14.41 233,23 1U K(, 1 ý2 S1 170 10 1x Is 69 . '0600 .,. Is sx, . 1.4 ý 90 261 44 2S 4 is 
4.72 1-10 26 1 'M ýs 192 1.1 2 14 78 23; 60 13; 16 153 15 170.49 1 X9 I1 206 -16 .)"lkx . 111 NA o; . '10 
4.78 141 11 17247 194 23 210 6x -1 1'ý s () 1 1.1 (, ý I S4 90 172,42 191 21 0XXI . '. 'x 1) 1 . '. 1 7ý; ý(, 7 0.1 .1 ss ( Is 
4.7S 1.11 1ý 172. S7 194.11 216 77 21S ý') 1 1.1 1 1 S4 99 1 72S2 191 IS X 94 () "4 11 2f, '7 11) .1 SIS . 1.1 
4.79 1.11 10 172 81) 194 65 ? 17 10 21S 92 1 3s ()? Isi "') 1 72 ss ]91 is "(), ) s . 1.1 Ns 267 71 Iss M) 
4. X 1 14 1 bf, 171,51 195.49 217 92 2 16 74 1 IS f). X I S6 (6 11k 70 192 W) . 111) IN .1 lo 0, , 
1 
.1 V) ()h 6') (C . '90 . 11 
4.82 1141 x1 171 71) 1 9ý 0 21S 21) 217.1 1 1 15 98 ISh 0) 1 7.1 () X 191 11 " Io xý .1; I is . '-Vo 60 69 (, ( 1 . 190 S 
4. M8 1 -12 " I'S 2X 197 X4 220 2s 231) 10 1 11 ýI I ss 21 1 16 12 1')S ;x ., I I ý; S9 sI L' 77 . 110 1 
4.89 1 12 Ss 1 -, 7 198 11 . '20 S8 0) M 1 V7 si 158ý SO 1 7l 4. ) 1 9ý 7? 211X ý4 ýo k 14 -) 1). 1 
4. S9 1 11 1 1-ýý 16 22() 61 0) 1ý IX .1 1 ss s 176 4S 1 . 19 11 
4.91 11 1 "S S9 11)8 99 22 1 .1 1) SS 18 1 S') 2') 11 -1 10 196 69 . 1111 21 '4 60 . 114, . 1, 
4.92 11W 1 '6 Oý 199 16 221 6X 2.10 12 1 IS 71) 1 SI) (, ý I/7 6X 197 11 1ý . 11 .1 1ý 296 X 
4.99 144 46 177,12 200 96 2k2X 24 1 -7.1 14() "1 16 1SI SO I? 1, ý') xI IXI ýx 'n, f()() f, 
6; 1 1-4 SI) 177 2 ýS 
201 1 (l 'I IS 242,02 140 '). 1 P, 2 11 18() 4ý 200 1 11 1S - 171) .1 11 ;1)I, 
5 1 ;4f, 1 1() 11 221 SO 2.12 0 1.10 97 JQ 1; Iml 200 " . 1111, ;9hf, ý 1ý .11 lo IS k"I 
5.02 1 1ý 1 . 11)] 224 06 
ý, U ýX 141 (l 162 90 1xI . 1ol 14 P) . 1-11) )1, 110) ; o-, I 
')N -',. I ;I.,. I k . ', 1 1.11 1) 16 1 .1 IKI 6S )ol . 141 ýO IN I lý ý0 
119 1 1 . 11 .1 If's (JIS 18 ý 'ý2 2() ;x (11 11 IS 1 1.1 Ol 
I II I ýf wI I (, 1) 14 l If's I. S. 1 111.1 17 1 11 11 0) 
v) ., (). I (of 0,1(, 11 1 11 1 1 (o I IN I -1ý ., (). I I'S 'I, I IS Xs6 1()N 
s lfý wl I ], ý-j ,m 11)ý 1 1(, ," Ixt, 11). S If 
f (I., 1 66 IS I Ns leý of f, e, f, "I "(o 
19 1 11 11 . '1 It, ý, I P) I ltý ýI I 6S I' IK, Iý11 1-) P) II ýI; 
,;. 21 1 1\ o' I X., 1, l . 1() I'f j., () ýI 146 X9 I hý ') I I ss 61 11) '1 ", I I, ; 1.1 
., II :lI ý11) II I'll f. 1 I Ill ý) " IfI III' 9S IXS (1, Is 11) ý wl I II ý1 I 
W) of if ý1 I If, ýIý 
2 1 1 11 1 111, xX I '1) . 111) 1,1 11 1 11, 
2 Xý . 'w) zj 
ý1 1.1 1 19 1 f, IIf, I 1 1, 
;2 1 '1) Ix.; . '-I I () II ') 
I I ý() o., I, "- I 
12 1 ',, 1 11 It, II V) I If) oý I 1 '). 1 1) ., 1 1 fq, 
I; III I1 11) 1, I ý() P) I ')s 19.1 ý() "1 (0 
5.1 11 11 1 (1 ýj II If, 1 1) 1 1 sx 1.1 (1-1 'h 'I) h If, 
Of 1). 1 zflj wo 
;\ 1 1(, ; 1, ; 0) 
;. 4 1 1 ýf, I II 1 1', 6 HN . 11 7 f,. j Z., 
;. 45 1zII II Iz I IIkI 16 1(ý 1 ')6 4S I z 
P)h If) II ;sf If, 1 11 1 
X Ill I ý)x 1. ' 11) ýI 
') 0,, 1 Y) h, 11 11 XI 
DSNI in Offict, Buildinv% in Kimail 1111-out! 1i an lcv-s(oragt- Assisicd I[\ V, S. N%(vIII 1ýifll NiPC 
165 
I) cn (I ic es field ,, NIVERSITY 
Storage outlet temperature (Tso) Discharge Rate (qs) 
Hours 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 41) 44 48 52 56 60 
5.55 154.50 189.80 215.74 238.07 259.93 156.35 179.83 2W 10 222.05 242.43 265.82 286.92 309.91 334.43 
1 5.56 154.75 190.05 215.99 238.32 260.30 156.65 180 17 200.48 
222.47 242,89 266.32 287.46 31 0A9 335.06 
5.6 155.83 191,13 217.07 239.40 261.90 157.93 181.65 202.12 224.30 244,8X 268,51 289.82 313.04 337.82 
5.64 156.81 192.11 218.05 240.38 262.99 159.10 182.99 203.62 225 96 246.61) 270. SO 291.96 315 35 1 140,3 
5.64 156.83 192.13 218.09 240.40 26101 159.13 183.02 203.65 226.00 246 74 270. S4 292.01 315,41 
1 340 38 
5.66 157.02 192.46 219.37 240.69 263.34 159.48 183.43 204.10 226.41) 247.2X 271 14 292.65 316,10 341 11 
5.67 157.19 192.73 21 8ý62 240.97 263.62 159.78 183.77 204.48 226.91 247,74 271,64 293.19 116.69 341 76 
5.7 157.73 193.64 219.53 241.88 264.53 160.75 184.89 205.72 22830 249,25 273 10 294.98 318.62 
343.84 
5.74 158.40 194,76 220.64 242,99 265.53 161.95 186.27 207.25 230.00 251.11 275 W 29T 17 120.99 
346.41 
5.75 158.55 194.92 220.91 243.26 265.77 162.23 186.59 207.62 230.40 251.55 275.82 297.61) 321.55 1 
347,01 
5.76 158.57 194.95 220.97 243.32 265.82 162.30 186.67 207.70 230.50 251.65 275,93 297.81 32 1.68 347 16 
5.77 159.65 195.12 221.24 243.57 266.07 16260 18T01 208.09 230.92 2 52 ýI1 
276.43 298.36 322.26 347 7ý) 
5.8 1 159.01 195.83 221.96 1 
244.65 267.15 103.98 189.49 209.72 232.75 254.11 278.62 300.71 124.91 150 S4 
'5.8 6 159.33 196.50 222.63 245.65 269.15 165.09 189.87 211.25 234.45 255.96 280. (, (, 10? 91 327.18 353 
10 
5.87 159.41 196.74 222.78 245.89 26939 165.36 190.19 211.61 234,85 250.40 281.14 103.43 327.74 IS3 71 
5.87 159.45 196.80 222,92 245.95 269,45 16543 190.27 211.70 234,95 256.51 281.26 303,55 12 7 X-1 ; 53 Xý; 
5.88 159.61 197.04 222.99 246,19 268.69 165ý73 190.61 212.08 215,16 25(0)6 281 76 30401) 328 46 1 154 41) 
.92 55 160.33 
198,12 224.07 247,27 269.77 167.02 192.09 213.72 237 11) 258 96 2ý1,9 s 30645 3 ;1M s 7,1 -1 
5.97 161.00 199.12 225 07 24X 28 270.81) 168.21 193.47 215.25 238. X9 260.82 28s, 98 
308.64 ;7 I'll) XD 
5.98 161.15 199.33 225,31 248 sl 271Js 168 ýO I 93. XO 1-15.61 23930 261 26 2XO46 
109,16 1 ; ")1 360 41 
5.98 161.20 199.38 225.36 248.57 271.22 1 6X. 56 193ý97 215.70 1 
231) 39 261,36 286 58 309.2X 3 ;4 07 160 S5 
1.99 161 38 19960 22-S 61 24N 75 271 41) 1 6X X6 194ý21 
216.08 239,81 261,82 ? 87 OX 109,82 ;4 Os 16 11 
6.02 161.98 200,32 226,21 24936 2272 
40 109,83 195 13 217.32 241.20 263 33 2.88,74 311 61 ;6 ss ýOj 
6.08 162 90 201 40 22T1 ; 250,27 271ý22 171 31 197,04 2 19.2 11 24 1.30 265 01 
291,26 3 14,32 1 ;, ) sI ýOO Iý 
6.08 162,94 20145 227 17 250 11 273.26 171.3ý 197 11 219,30 241,11) 2OS 71 
? 91 37 3 14.4 5 11') 04 ý66 ýX 
6.09 163.10 20 1.67 22' 15 2ýO ý6 273,43 171.68 19745 21 '), (IS 243 81 260, P) 
291 ý7 314.99 14() 21 16 
6.14 163.82 202.01 '2X 43 S1 64 24 14 172 97 198 94 22132 245,64 
2(, S 11) 294 06 317 15 14ý -7s 69 
6.18 16448 203 49 229 44 2ý2 04 274 X] 174 6 200.31 222 85 
247 ý-l 27004 296 10 19 54 14SI4 ; 72 sl 
6.19 164,64 201,05 221) 0, 2S-' XX 274 97 174 44 20010 121 21 247 74 
170-18 '96 SN, ý20 Os I-is -10 1ý 
6.19 1 164. (, 'ý 2-03 01) 229ý73 2s-I 94 27ý 00 174 51 200,7? -123.30 2147. 
ý4 270 S9 )Qh '0 120.18 ;4SýI "7; I 
6.2 164.84 203 Xý 229.98 1-5 1 21 27S, 17 174,81 20 1 06 223.68 24Xý26 
271 05 29-ý 20 I'M, 2 346 1 
6.25 16-SS6 204 57 211,06 2 ý4 41 '7ý 8X 176,10 202 ý4 -12ý 
12 1 () II ý99 11) 323,08 1 14S 1) 
6.29 166,22 20-S 21 232 06 25ý sl 27TOO 177 -11) 
20 ý91 226 85 s 1.79 '74 'm ', ()I ýj 1 325.27 3ý1 ýl 
6.29 100 2ý 205.27 
1 232.01) 25SS7 277 04 1- -/ 1" 201,96 220,90 25I. S5 274 96 MI 41) I? S34 isi 41 ý ") "I 
6.3 1 106 
IX 20ý 47 1 212 10 -'ýý, 
70 277 26 171 5. ý 204 24 227.21 2ý2.11) 27ý ýI W1 90 QS79 1; 
sI 'w ý ") 11 11 
6.31 166 ýX 205 78 
1 23' 60 255ý90 
1 '77 00 1 '7794 '04 66 227 WX 2SI, 71 27 ýs 'm 
M-1 ý2 1 120.46 ýS ýl "2 ýWhj 
6.3 ; 167.1 3 206 233 21 250 45 -71-sl 1 
7,1, 'ý 1) 1 Oý 78 228 92 IS-4 09 177-11 IS 128 ). 4 ýý4 69 
6.4 07 97 207, XO 2234 14 11) "07Y, I NO 4' 207 sl 2 30.85 1)6.24 
279 "Oh /I III ()I Iý7 ýs i ; Ss 
6.4 16 1,1) 1) 2OT90 234 16 
7 ', 1 -1 -1 1) XI 
I X" 46 . '07 ý6 
2110 90 2s6.2') 2 71) X1 "06 XI ý31. OX ýs" 61 ; NO ()(I 
6.41 P's 12 208 12 1234ý31 2ý7 51 INO M I X0 71 207 84 2 11 ý21 
256.64 2X0 11) 1 W7 2-1 111 
Is) I ýx 0, ) ; S' 0 ý., 
0.41 1 6X 15 20X. 17 
1 2.14 ;5 11"006 1 N0,7O 107 90 211 27 256 71 2NO 21 
1 ()7 11 1 62 (1 1 
6.46 1 108,87 2 5S, 01 2XI 14 
7S'2.05 1 109.18 1 232.9 '82 27 1) ýOu 14 ýy) 
At throtigh ill Ice-Storage Assisted 11VAC SN I S(Clll With Nil)(' I)SINI ill Office Buildings ill KIINN', 
106 
pp ell (I ices Cran 'eld 
Pl'N 
IV LRS IIY 
Storage outlet temperature (Tso) Discharge [late ((Is) 
Hours 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 
6.5 169.53 210.41) 2 ; 6.43 259.64 2XI,. SO 183.24 210.76 23445 260ý24 284J2 111 S4 336.17 16111 1) 1 9L 
6.5 1 169.73 210,69 236.72 259.93 2X2,00 183.51) 211.16 234 90 260.74 284 67 312.13 336. X 1 363 80 192.70 
6.5 2 169. N6 21O. X2 216.93 260. OX 282 13 191 84 211.44 23S, 21 261.08 285.04 312 55 337.2(, I(A 29 ; 9ý 22 
6.5 2 16990 210.85 21697 260.11 282 16 193. X9 21 [. SO 235.27 261.16 
1 28S 11 ; 12 64 1 337,35 164 19 191 1; 
6.57 17069 211 ý56 
238 17 26091 2X2 X8 19S. 19 212 98 23692 2 62 99 287 12 114 X1 319.71 166 91 396 09 
6.61 171,43 212 23 239 21) 261 65 283 62 186 37 214.36 23X 4S 264 09 289 98 316 96 34 1 90 169 10 ; 98 65 
6.61 171.46 212.26 239,32 261.6X 2X3.64 1864 1 214.40 2 Ix SO 264 74 294) 04 116 93 341,97 169 ;X 198 73 
6.62 171.61 212.46 231) 5S 261 ýs 22 S; 79 
186.65 214.68 239 81 265 W) 2XI) 41 117 14 142 42 169 Y, 199 11 ý 
6.62 171 ý64 
212.51 211) 60 261,92 2X3.82 186.71 214.74 238. X7 265.16 289,50 117 11 . 
142,51 169 96 199 16 
6.64 171 88 2 12 XX 23997 262 21) 284 10 197 15 215ý25 239.43 26S 78 290.18 31X 17 343,32 370 83 400 W 
6.67 172.3S 21 1 S9 2240 68 
261 00 2' X 4.62 1XX, 00 
216,22 240 52 266 99 291 41) 311) 62 344 97 ; 72 S1 402 1 
6.72 173 11) 2 14.85 24 1 94 2264 27 -'SS 
46 1 X9.51 217 90 242,45 2 69 11 291 81 1122 
18 147 64 17S So 4OS 15 
6.72 17 ; 21 2 14. XX 24 1 97 _'64 
10 2X S .; S 1X9 S4 21X, OO 242,50 269 P) 91 X9 
12' '5 1.17 71 17S S7 40ý 4; 
6.73 173ý15 215.03 242. IX 264,43 285 62 181) 71) 218 29 22 4281 1 269. S3 ), ). 1 27 122 66 348 15 1760S 40S 9S 
6.73 17; Is 21S 06 242 22 '64 46 'X S65 181) S4 21X. 34 242 87 2 69 61 "). 4 15 ý22 75 148 2S 17(, it, 40606 
6.7 N 174 01) 21SV, 243 82 2Ws Is 2Nh 16 191 11 21 1) ý2 244,52 271 44 '96 IS Q-11 94 350.61 I-s -, () 40.1, si 
6.82 1 74 76 21660 245,31 265 slý 2ý7.01 192.32 221 20 24(0s 171 14 29s 20 126,97 352.80 Isl 07 41 11 
6.83 174 95 216 78 24S 71 -166 01 
I-S7 22 192 66 221 ý9 240AX 271 (, 1 298 72 127,55 3ý141 Is 1 71 . 11 1 (m 
6.83 174 96 216 79 245 74 26604 28,7 2? 192 67 221 61 246 50 ýIý (, I _19s 75 
127 57 W 44 ýýl 77 11 11 
6.84 1 -i 09 2 P, ') 1 2 4,; XS '66 IS "S I 16 192 Q? 1 121 88 246 80 1 ON . 199 1 
is; x8 
0.89 I'S X4 2F 67 '4 h 62 '66 9' -INN 11) 194 
26 2; 42 24ý. 52 SN lo 1 .1 
Ih IS(, 14 ; S4 1,1) 1 11 ý1 
41.93 1 '6 ýO ,Iý" -1 '4 ' _") It, ` sl) 
INS I; 1')ý ýJý '4 X0 2SO05 I ot, 10 ; ss 13 IN IIý 
6.94 1 '(,, w) 'is (l_1 '4 -, 4- 'f, ,- ," ý2 1')ý "') p) 25047 11 1 ; ý') IS " %, . 11 \ 
0.95 1 -7(l 70 -`lX 6; -1 .47 11 IN -, (, 
7 17S .)ý, ý ý; I 9s 81 
2.1 ýýI 'so Ill 2X MI ho l() IIx ls Ils N 
6.95 1 _6 0 -1 I'll ý; '41 62 
26-7 9; ., SN 60 
196 16 1 -1 s 48 '. SOSO .1 
78 4? ; 0; Its II ; (l? 1111ý I 
7 111 ýx ý, P) 96 '48 
16 6X 76 -'NN 96 1') .1 
27 02 2S2 51 2x() 31 l06 Os 11ý ýX 162 0" 1ý) I w) 
7.04 1 IN 24 1101H, 249 01 (ý 1) ý() '10) (, A 1 ') 2 _181 W 2S4 04 -IS-) 
0ý M-1 'L h! 1164 
ýI ý') ; 46 111 
7.05 1 Is --o 98 249 16 
169 sý 11ý9 ('ý I 9N Jý 2ýý4 01) 'S, W11 364 ý4 ý91 s 
7.06 1 _S 41 1 15 _49 22 '69 l") Y) X., 
1,6 . ., ,ý p) 
2 S4A 7 .,,, _, sI 
Mý .1 lis 11) 164 ss 194 1 
7.07 -1 Fs s 221 249 ;0 2 69 ý4 f, l I l)') Ix I -2, )w) 
2S4X0 sI (, I iX It's IS )4 r, 1 42"(11 
7.11 1-79-10 _2 2,04 
2SO lo , -1 (1 ýx ;0 '00 S2 10 61 2 56. ýý 
I 's-I ill )1 1.11) l'), 's -LIN ýw 
7.1 4; 1 M) 04 222 61 250 67 271 1 ý, 291 I)s In 1q 11 X0 2S7 X2 2Xh 1., "0 hs If"thX Ill' ý"I I1 09 
7.16 ISO 14 "1 70 2SO 77 271 2i '91 1.1 -1ol 12 
;2 ()o 258 04 2Vl IN I. ' -q 10 00 I'm Iýý I'll I 
7.16 1WI, 2-1-1 73 _2 50 71) 
271 27 , )1 1ý 101 7S II 0ý -1 ýX 01) 
2S h I. ' Hl l) "99 ,I II 
7.17 1W 12 222,8 X -, S091 
-1 . 41, 1 . 11 'o? no 
"1 -10 X f, N 4") (1 11 if, 
7.17 1 ýo IS 222 91 1- ro )6 h 11). 1 (h 11ý l') 2 58' . 11, Xt, 1), 1 '(1 hI 100 11 .1 is 
7,26 1xI-, 1 -4 4i 1 1ý I I In I . 1ý I (,. 
I "o -1s, 1 14 1 1 -4(1ý I I pý 
'. 27 - 
-4 1 
7.27 14ý 1 1), 224 74 . 's IS l) 
1 11) to 26' w) I 9X If "N I .; x, II 
. 28 1 S2 06 
'24 94 (1 1 )S "W 40 . "d 
10lt 40 
1.17 X147 1.11 (1 h 77 1) 1 '1) h 11.11 2(o 1 . "). 1 
1 It, ) 16 N 'm . 11 1 42 111 Pl 
38 1 1 '6 ý4 14 ()x Im 1 19 ,1 ., 66 2'), 
111 ý2_' s1 0 INI ý1 412 t )x I. J. 1 ') I 
DS, NI ill Office Buildings ill Klmaif through all Ice-storage Assisled IIVAC 'SYSICIll 1011 NiPC 
167 
J, ppell (I ice s 
Cranfleld NJ VLRS1 IY 
Storage outlet temperature (Tso) Discharge Rate ((Is) liours 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 40 44 48 2 56 611 
7.38 183.67 227.27 254.45 273.87 293.43 208.02 239.25 266,01) 29542 322.53 353.65 181 54 412.11 444ý94 
7.39 183.90 227.40 254.59 274.00 293.52 208.26 239.53 266.40 29ý. 77 322.91 354. o7 . 
181 98 412 S9 44S 40 
7.48 185.93 228.81 256.00 275.42 294.44 210.80 242.45 269,64 299 37 320 85 358.39 196 61 117 61 ; SO 89 
7.49 186.21 229.13 256.18 275.60 294.56 211.13 242.83 270.07 299.8S 1 . 
127,17 358 95 1 187 24 . 11 X 28 1 -ISI 60 
7.49 186.22 229.14 256.19 275.61 294.57 2 11 ý 15 
242.85 27001) 299,87 Q7 11) 3SX98 W? 7 IIIX 11 . 1si (11; 
7.5 196.42 229.37 256.25 275.68 294.65 211.39 243.13 270,40 300,21 127 77 351) 11) 38-7 1 IN 11) IS? 16 
7.53 186.71 230.32 256.54 275.96 295.03 212.41 244.31 271.71 101.67 12935 361.13 389 S9 4ý() X1 -15.1 Is 
7.58 187.04 231.44 256.87 1 276.29 295,69 1 213.62 245.69 273.24 303.37 M 22 1 36;. 17 191 71) . 121 11) 4SO 1) -1 
7.6 187.21 231.80 257.04 276.46 296.05 214.26 246.43 274.07 304.21) 132,22 304,27 192 98 4ý4 .4, 1 -1 ýs "o 
7.6 187.22 231.81 257.05 276.47 296.06 214.28 246.45 274.01) 104.31 132,24 364ý 10 191 00 424 SO ISX I; 
7.61 187.28 231.94 257.19 276.60 296.20 214.52 246.73 274.40 304 66 132 62 364.71 393 IS 14211 I)s 45ý XS 
7.65 18924 232.51 257.76 277.17 296.77 215.54 247.91 275,71 306 11 334 21 366.45 39S 11 427 01 461 ()-1 
7.69 189.36 233.19 25SA2 277.84 297 10 216.75 249.29 277,24 307 82 11607 368.50 397 SI 1'-) 1) 18 461 61 
7.71 IN9.91 233.51 25X. 75 278.17 297.26 217.34 249.97 278.00 Ms 66 ;6 99 1 
369 50 ; 98 61 .1W 464 XX 
7.71 199,92 233.54 25X. 78 278 20 297.27 2 17.31) 250.03 278 07 108 74 117 07 
1 ; 69 ho ; 98 11 1110 66 46S W) 
7.71 189.93 233,55 258.79 278,21 297 28 21741 250.05 27X 01) ; 0K 76 117.10 369 62 0)X. -/-l . 11() (11) . 16S M 
7.74 190,11 233,95 2 S9,0 1 278.41 297,48 2 18 ý 
13 250.98 27901 1 MI) 7X ; ý8 22 ý70 85 40006 Q 12 466 S7 
7.76 190.28 234.2S 2S9 18 278 SO 297,03 218 67 251 51 -171) 
'10 110 SO 1 19 of) VI 1.78 -101 06 k .1 (1 107 7-1 
7.8 190.61 234ý92 '- S9, ý4 278 89 297.96 2 19,88 252.89 281 24 ý 12 21 ; 40 91 173 8? . 101 26 .1 ýs Sx .1 ý() "1 
7.81 19070 21 S 11 251) 64 279 98 29S OS 220ý2 1 2S3.27 281 66 11) /1 
1 ; 41 44 Q4 11) '10; XI 110 ý; I'll 02 
7.82 190 77 235.25 2 S9.8 61 279,0S 298,12 22047 2ý3.57 292 00 113 11 ; 41 X-1 174 8; 40-1 ý-l I ; (, IS .1 71 SN 
7.82 190 ý1 235 21) 25992 279.07 298.14 220-S4 ' S3.05 282,08 ýl 1,11 ')S 7-ý 94 -104 1 116 "'S .11 
7.87 1 91. S 1 236.00 260 98 27946 298.48 -121 80 
2S5,1 1 2X3 70 11 S () I ;. J, ý ') I 17-1 10 406 71) .1 0) .1 .141 
7.91 192,18 230.66 261, ')') 171) 82 298 48 22101 256,41) 2s 5 )4 0 71 
ý-ýS /x k 71) 14 110s, 1) 9 1.41 -IM 
7.92 192 37 230.87 262 27 2 79 93 29847 223 3-1 2S6.88 2X S W, III ý-Ifi M 19 1 401) 60 12 41 1 
7.92 192.37 236,98 262,27 271) 1); -' WX 
47 22 ;. 36 256.89 2S5 Ox 121 ý-J(, 409 P, .4 ýS 
7.93 192. S 1 237,03 262 ;4 279,93 IQSA7 221 60 157 17 28S ;I ýs q6 -/f) m) IS 410 08 I. Ll ). I 12 
7.98 1 92. XX 23TS6 262.71 2179.9-1 -, 1) N', 
46 224 9', 259.71 28 7 p) Is WX ýI ý X., 42 -112 ý2 44 S SN 1.11 11 
8.01 193,12 239 41 202 95 2 799 1 298 70 22 259 73 2sx 8.4 1S ýX ; 4H 41.1 10 . 1.1 ý ý4 JI, (I'l 
8.03 191 10 238 77 203 1ý 2-1990 29s 88 22)6 47 2 60 48 2 X') 66 0', ýýj IS ýS S (); . 11 SW -WX is I., 
N. 03 191 10 238 7. S 201 14 27990 298, X9 2'6 -IX 260,41) 89 6S 
1 10 , 
ýSl 17 ; sS Os 41 S 16 . 1. IS I 0 1.1 
8.04 191.37 238.91 263 27 27997 29X 9S )ý6 7; 260.77 ýX') 0(ý SS IXS .11 . 11 Is X1 
1.11) 1 Is I 
8.09 19461 239.65 264.01 2. X0,3 4 299,1 ' -'28 06 
262.31 , )1 9() 6, ýX IS 1ý1 
8.12 1 ý) S -14 240 15 264.31 2 80. Sý 299 SO X WI 20.14 110 XI 
S1 1)() ýX, 1) 6 4 19 X') IS I 
8.14 19600 240ý 11 264,84 , 80 7S -ý I ), ) ss 26,10., S 1) 1-, (, (0 9ý1 ", )(1 0 420 9' -is II1 101 ()(1 
M. 14 NO 01 -' 40; 
1 264 ý'7 2SO 76 A "). 60 26408 Oh ý. 'h 90 421 WI I'd II 
8.14 19601 240 13 264 X8 80 -1 6 ý99 74 61 164 01) 19; f, ý, ; "h X. I I, 
8.2 196AS 240 76 26S " f, 28 1 6A 100 1X 2ý1 11) 20591 ")S I ýN 1 0) ý 06 J. ) p) 4ý 
8.23 P)h 09 )41 01 Iw, Iý IN 2 14 "00 11 21-1 01) 166 94 . 114,11 hl 
Y) Xh 0). 1 (1., Jý') 1')(, '1 
8.25 196 xS 241 ;4 '66 SN 4- 10 017 ;2 68 267,62 42(, 11 IN) 'M P) 
8.26 196 X8 241 37 -, 66 f, 
I M0 16 ? 07 OX 29 66 ý(l 6 ', 9S hN 
1 4? 6 XI 
7- 
P, I ()1 
- -- 
11) 1 
8.26 196 Y) -, 
l 1 2o, ýI1 18) 
S() ()o 10 1S 67 hl) ON W 11 ý 
71( 
11 "I 1, 
r 
DS. NI ill Office BuildinVs ill Klm-lit (hrough : ill Ice-Storage Assisted IIVAC S'ý%Iclll 1011 NIPC 
168 
ppc n (I ices Cran eldl,, y 
Storage oullet temperature crso) Discharge Rate ((Is) 
Hours 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 6 60 
8.31 197.77 242.25 267.05 282.94 300.15 234.32 269.51 299.69 332.71) 363.33 398.38 429,72 -RA Is SOI 1- 1 
8.33 197.99 242,47 267.15 283.04 300.26 234.71 269.96 300.11) 133.34 363.93 399.05 43043 404 93 502 OS 
8.34 198.27 242.75 267.29 283.18 300.40 235.22 270.54 300. X3 134.05 364.71 399.90 431,36 40,92 503,12 
8.36 198.60 243.08 267.45 283.35 300.56 235.81 271.22 301,59 334.91) 365.63 400 91 432,44 46709 504,39 
8.37 198.63 243ý 11 267.47 283.36 300.57 235.86 271.28 301,66 334.97 305 71 '101,00 432 ý4 467 20 S04.50 
8.37 198.63 24112 267.47 293.36 300.59 235.88 271.29 301 ý67 
334 91) 365,73 401,02 432.56 4(, 7 22 S04 53 
8.42 199.51 243.99 26T91 293.80 301,01 237.45 273.11 303.69 337 23 WAS 403.70 415.45 470 1 '1 S07 91 
8.41, 200,01 244.49 268.15 2X4.04 301.00 238.35 274,14 304.83 339.50 169S7 40522 437,01) 47ý 12 `101) X2 
8.48 200.34 245.04 268.31 294.20 301.00 238.94 274.82 305,59 331) 34 370.49 40623 418,17 -171 21) sI1 09 
8.48 200.35 245.09 268.33 284,22 301.00 238.99 274.88 305.66 33942 370S7 406 32 4 18ý27 117 3 ;9 s 11 20 
8.48 200.36 245.10 268.33 284.22 301.00 239.01 274.89 305.67 339.43 370,51) 406ý 14 438 21) 473 -Iý si 1 21 
8.51, 200.95 247.12 268.92 284 81 300.99 241.17 277.38 308.43 342.50 373,94 1 41002 442 2S .1 1-17 69 51 S ý5 
8.57 1 201ý05 247.22 269.02 284.91 300.98 241.52 277.71) 308. ýI) 
1 143.01 174 41) 41062 1 
442 90 .1 7X 11) S1661 
I 
8.59 201,20 247.37 269.17 285.06 301.13 24207 278.42 309.59 141 71) 175 34 41 1 ss 
1 441 ')1 479 . 18 ýI /1 18 
8.59 201.23 247 38 2(0.19 285,08 301 14 242ý 12 27X. 48 309 0 14 1M 37ý. 42 41 1W 4440o . 171) ýs s17 
9.59 201.23 247.38 269.19 28S. 08 301.15 242.14 27X. 49 309 67 ;4; 8x 375 44 41 1 06 444 01 -; 79 61 s 17 )2 
8.67 202,43 247.98 270.53 286 28 301.74 244 30 280.99 3 12.41 W6 9S 17x -? I) 41ý 14 . 1-17 9ý IN ý Xý I 
S, ý ss 
8.68 202.63 249,17 270,7ý 2X 6,4 8 301 X4 244 65 281.31) 312, XX I 147-IS ; P) ý-l 41s 94 4-1.8 64 484SI) ý., ý"I 
8.69 202 71) 24834 27091 28664 301,84 24494 281.72 113 -)s 
147 YI 79 P) -116 - 11 449,16 4S '1 16 
8.7 202 94 24848 271.00 286,71) 301.83 245.20 282 02 111 S. N 34N ; s() 11) 4 1(, 87 . 1.1, ) GI IN ý6 ý-14 Iý 
8.7 202 96 248,52 271.02 286 X2 301 83 245,27 282,09 1ý 67 ;x2, ) .1P, 99 449 Iýý N 
9.78 201 5ý 249.72 271,61 'S741 301 ý2 247,41 284,58 1 (1 1'; 1 it) ýX (IS -I-low, 4 '2 1')() 1 Is ,I 
8.79 201 (4 24992 271 71 2X7 51 301 ý, 1 247,7K 284.99 16 X8 Is] 'm ýX. l 11) . 1-11 
)h -154 ;/ I'm 's M ()0 
N. 8 201 72 250 08 271 71) 287 ýI) 30 1 sl 248 07 28S. 32 17 IS S., ;I ý81 (,. I .; ý I It, . )S-; 90 
p) Iký M fl., 
8.81 201 X0 250.22 27191 2S 7 66 30 1 81 -) 14S 
1ý 2851,2 3 17. SX ý. l (IN ýN Os '12) 11) 45ýIII I I) I M, II 
9.81 2W 81 250.26 271 97 287,68 MI ýI ý-Iý 40 285 61) 17 6 ,i Is 122 ýI ; S5 . 11) 1"I 1) 1) 11 
8.89 104 41 251 46 27ý 17 2SN' 2ý 101 79 2SO '16 -1 XX, 18 ý., () I 
ýýj Xx SO I., ý I)X . 19h " -, ). I 
8.9 204 ý() 2s1,06 2'3 1, 2 ýS 37 101 71) 2SO 91 2XK, 59 ý20 Xs II ; XI) (6 . 12t, ýX 460 10 1, )(, 
8.91 04 SIS 1,82 21 28 84s lo 1 71) 2sl 20 2M92 ; 21 2ý ý6 ýXl) UI Hs . 
100 (1 ; 1) 
8.92 '() I ('s 2SI. 96 273 sl 2XXý -1 
10 1 -8 2 51 ý40 
281) 22 11 ýI ýs N 
1. ) 1 ZY) )I 1 1. ) 1 ýl -161 11 V) M, S 
8.92 . 104 (11) 
2S2 1)() 271 ýI NXý4 IM Is 2ýI. S3 289.29 ; 21 06 OP) M) 4.1 1 It, 
4(1 1 I')x I') ýiý III 
9 'Of, 0; 2S; 10 271ý 1 Ný S2 
1 
'01 77 25 169 291.7. X Q4 41 ý60 0) s 
1 11) ýO-) 4, , 1" 1,1 
)s 2, ý 1 411 
-17 
1.51 
21ý8 
ý-l 301 7() 1ýý; (q ), )2 p) ;ý -1 XX ; 00 1) ý )I 9f) .1ýI )I) 46ý ýý 
ýM III ý. j ý ýI) 
9.112 IM) 10 2 ýs 
1 7s 27ý sl IXX, () 1 10 2 ý-l 2ý 292.46 ý. l ýI )(, I II ý'). j I" 111., ;1 466 27 `, () ý (I ý ý-j ý 'm 
9.02 . )06-11 
2ý1 I lxx 0I X4 " ý4 11 292 ýSý 
; 2ý ', 61 ýI(j 
ý')-j ýs 
1 -10 466 W) ýM Jýt (11 
9.03 206 ? 5.; 1 171 411) INS 411 ()1 111 2 ý4 66 292,89 w, ', 61 (111 
1 ý. l )s 466 ')(1 1() 1 IS ýýJýj (I 
2 ýs 
ýXI , 7ýj 10 XN ý() "02 -14 'S6 sl 295 02 X 
10,10 4 70 (1-1 Ix 11 
9.12 p) h01 2 '4 '-s Nx4 1) 2, (, 2 2S7 1'ý -) 1) 
S, 79 ý2s 8 4 11 
9.12 '1 ol 174 1 1 ýx -1 1) 102 60 s-, ?s 29ýS S7 
IN I) 1 11 70 1), ) ýI) 
'). I 1 6 (1 () X 1 7.1 Xý V) 10) ýý ýý7 41 29610h I) Ix S ýy) 1 472 00 ýWl S1.1 
9.11 1 2-7 2ýO W) ---1 10 -ýx 
49 ý01 S4 S, 46 29f), 12 . 
10 .1 
1 7ý 
9.14 -1()- 
1` 
1-26; 
( 11X 2 ý-l I 
X 11) 1( Sl 7, ) ý96 49 Q9.66 ý66 II 
I)SM in Office Buildings in Kmvait through an Ice-storage Assisted IIVAC sysicill Isilli NiM 
101) 
1) u it (I ice,, Cranfleld NIVI R', l IN 
Storage outlet temperature (Tso) Discharge Rate ((I%) Illours 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 
1 40 44 48 52 56 60 
9.21 207.87 256.69 274,96 289.00 301 91 259.64 29S. 62 332,03 16X. 74 402. ýg 441 42 4760X S14 21 sss ; I, 
9.23 208.05 257.05 275.14 299.19 301.72 260.30 299.38 332.87 ; 69 68 40360 442 SS 477 21) s Is S-1 556ý79 
9.24 208A 1 257.19 275.21 289ý24 301.78 1 260.54 299.66 333.18 17002 403 98 442 I)S 47 7 71 1 
516 01 SS7,29 
9.24 208.13 257.22 275 22 289.26 301.80 260,59 299.72 333 24 370.01) 404.06 443.04 477.83 516 12 557 4o 
9.26 209.22 257.40 275.31 28935 301.88 260.92 300.09 3 11,66 370 55 404 56 441 SI) 478,42 516 76 S58 09 
9.32 208.73 258.43 2 75, X2 289 96 302.39 262.77 302 21 IM 02 371,18 40743 446 74 481,82 S20.4 SQ m, 
9.34 208.91 258.61 276.00 290.04 302.57 263.43 302 99 116 X7 374,12 40846 . 147 X7 481 02 s? l 71 50 1 47 
9.35 208.97 258.68 276.07 290,10 102,57 263.07 301 2(, 33-1 17 3744(, 4WX3 44X 27 
1 481 V, s- ., I 
s6l I)x 
9.3 5, 208,99 258.61) 276.08 290,12 102 57 263 72 303.32 317 24 ; 74 54 40X 91 -44X 16 4.41 s(, s22 ýI S64 11) 
9.37 209J)s 258,78 276.17 29021 102. s7 264,05 303 69 137 66 37500 409 41 4 4X () 1 484 11 s2 -1 IJS 5(4 ', o 
9.43 209 59 259.29 276.68 290.11) 302.55 265.90 105 81 340.02 377 0 412 21) .; S2 07 487 ss S2662 569 Is 
9.46 209 77 259,6S 276.96 290.19 302.55 266.56 106 SX 140 97 178 S7 411 11 4sl 11) IXS 7(, S27 1)2 570 16 
9.46 201) 83 25971) 276ý93 290 11) 302.55 266,90 106 86 341 17 378 9] 413 68 4sl (10 481) 20 ý2ý 4o S 10 69 
9.47 201) XS 2S9.82 276.94 _290 Is 
302,5S 206 85 30692 341 24 17S 9X 413 76 4SI 69 1 X') . 'q S. IX sf I 5ý() 11) 
9.48 20991 260.00 27WA 290.19 302.54 267 IX 307 29 141 65 17944 4 14 27 4s'l . 1.1 IN 1) XX , '1) 1.1 571.48 
9.54 21 OA4 261 01 276,92 290.69 302. ý3 269,01 30943 344,02 1 182 OX 417 14 'IS' ýQ V), . 's S12 NI 57S 4S 
9.57 21062 261,21 276.92 290.87 302.52 26910 310 IS 344 86 IXI () 1 41X 16 4 SS S1 494 41) s 14 11 s 
9.57 210 69 261,28 27692 29094 102il) 269911 10 1(, 34S 17 lxý Is 4 IS s-4 I sX 92 . 194 1) s 1.1 
9. -5 m 210 69 261 21) 276.92 290.95 3021,0 2099S 31 () s2 ills 24 ýSl . 11 . 11 X (I, 4s') ol ýJ') 
s ()2 s s 1,0 
I (I (") 261 IS 277 10 291,04 102,61) 2 70 11 11 w8l) 14S ('s IN I S9 -111) 12 ; S9 sf, 49s ('. I sIs iI I 's IN' 
9.65 10 67 26 1 81) 278.11 291.03 103.20 272,16 111 03 4S I "' hsý 421 99 16 49') SN, Is 
9.68 110(, 7 262 07 27SA9 191.02 101 3ý 272 X2 113 78 1-18 . V, IN ý .46 421 16 1XI (H I 
9.69 1 10 67 26' 11 2 -X 0 ()1 (p 10; Is 273.06 ; 14 06 1.11) 17 lx_ý SO 421 19 1(, -1 . '4 s (H I W, , III 'x s NA (I , 
9.69 2 10 (IN 262 Is 2, X 66 29 1 Ol MI is 273 11 ý1 .11ý 1.11) 24 WX7 421 It 7 V, II; soll ý P) x 1) 
ýý_l Is 
9.7 ý I() - )(, I 14 2 7N (Is _-) 
1 ()2 k03 ý8 273 44 1 11.1 . 11) i. p; i 6 ýl I I'11ý ;ý 411 ), 7 If, I XX 
ý()j ý. j IsI SS 4 
9.76 11 2S 262 75 
22 
7ý 64 91 (W W3 ;6 27S 21) 11 (, (I ý ; sý (I., ; 90 1) 7 1 -1 (1 
ýs I 6N I) I ý()-j 's ýIs., () I SN 
9.79 11 . 1(, -, (, 
2 `4 2,71" (1 1 91 10 WI if, 275 95 11-17 ;x 111. ) x (I 11) 1 90 11 ýX7 .I (") Is ý()s 1) ý I It, 10 "m 
9. X IIS1 '62 74 27ý ("; -190 
99 M1 ;6 276 11) 3 17 o(, isII i'). ' .I 42S 2.1 169 `16 s06 ;9 s 16 1) ý, w 
9.8 11 ý4 
_2 
6 
-1 
14 -11, (11 290 1) 1) ; () 1 116 276 24 ; 17 7' 11 ý 11 .1 
Iý). l ; 
_1 
I., 1ý ;2 16') 1, S ý()h 49 s1 '90 "I'S 
9.81 11 (0 262 -74 7X 72 290 99 101 Is 276 57 31N. 09 sý0.1 ;, 1. ' _! ý -L's 
82 .1 . 
11) ý0 IN s 
9.88 1 
-1 
1 26' - 13 190 98 103 14 278 42 320 s . 11 411 7() .1s 
III . J, ý 1 .6 ý4 
, m) I' ;2 N, 2 90 2 '9 41 190 97 103,11 79. OX 32o 9S IS6 Xs M6 "s 4 11 7ý .1 .1 
111, 
1). 9 1 1 12 1" I ('I ') - -1 
-1) 4N '9" 97 110 1 40 79 1 22 
3 11 (1 ; s, I (1 04, (M .431 () .1 14 1 .11 
'), 91 12 4() 262 9N 41) -19() 
97 
. 
303 . 11 271). ý7 I? l ý 11 s ýl 
I I')h '(1 .11 18 .11.1 11 .1 
9.92 11 1ý) (I 1 . 1, ) I'm I), SO 17 1) 10 
11 1 111) (, -1 i') 
I 1, ý I 
9.98 1(, 1s .1 '9 1 42 ; 03 96 11s 
I ýI) 
(1 4- '191 -IN 
104 111 IS IIs x1l itm iW) ýh 1 1(, (1 ýlf- 11 
4 1 66 "(). 1 11) IN' ?1 12.1 s i(d) Xs . 11)() 1) '1 ;ýs %, 14 fm 
z 1,1 
(I iýi _9 I -,, 
)I '_1 ; 04 11) 4s ;216 1 11, . 1(11 11 11, os Iml 
'(I II if, lmýj I 
10,02 1i I, IN4 ', 1 -1- _`) 
1 74 104 11) 
-IN 
I s() I W1 -1 
1 1 ;S (11 4XI) I If, (, 114 1 
10.03 1111 
_16 
1) -q ss 19] X 104 11) 41 11Xk S ;61 (1 1 . 101 1,7 -1 1XSI 
IW ý4 IsI 
111.1 wl IIýs 1(4 44 'No III, IxI il 14 1 11 . 
)s-I (Is 117 .1 
DSNI ill Office Bijildings ill K-s-lif through . 111 Ice-storage Assisted IIVAC S. $%Iclll I. -ith 
NWC 
170 
(I icc, Cran eld NI VI-RS] IY 
If 
Storage otillet temperature (Tso) Discharge Rate (its) 
ours 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 
10.12 214.03 264.62 280.24 291.81 304.17 285.34 328,18 364 85 405.24 442,43 185,11 . 52i'l s SO 07 610.11 
10.13 214.10 264.68 280.31 291.80 304.17 285.58 328.46 305.16 405.58 442.80 485,53 523 51) s65 5S 610.8S 
10.13 214.11 264,70 280.32 291,80 304.17 285.63 328.52 365.23 40s 65 442.88 485 61 523 69 s6s 6s 61096 
10.14 214.20 264.79 280.32 291.80 304.16 285.96 328 81) 365JA 1 406.1 1 443.38 4S(, It, 524 28 1 566 21) 611 6s 
10.21 214.71 265.30 280.31 291.79 304.15 287.81 331.03 368 01 408.75 446.26 481) 32 527 08 569 96 61S 62 
10.23 214.89 265.29 280.30 291.78 304.14 288.47 331,7X 368,85 40968 447.29 490 41 S29 88 S71 26 617 03 
10.24 214.96 265.29 280.30 291.78 304,14 288.71 332.06 30916 410,01 447.66 490,85 s 29 12 S71 _14 (, 17 ýs 
10.24 1 214.97 265.29 1 280.30 291,78 304,14 288.76 332,12 369.22 410.10 44T73 490 93 s2l) 42 S71 SA h 17 65 
10.25 215.06 265.29 280.30 291.78 304.14 289,08 332.41) 361) 6 410 56 449.23 491 48 slool S72 4ý 61X 14 
141.31 2 15, 
dz 
265.27 280.29 292 20 304.13 290.63 334 27 171 61 412,75 450.03 494 11 s, 12 X4 S75 sl 621 65 
10.34 5 75 215.75 265,54 280.28 292.47 304.12 291.60 335,38 372. X4 414.12 4521 1 495 75 1, ;4 (d s77 4s 623 72 
10.35, 21S. 82 26S. 61 280.28 292.53 304.19 291.94 1 33S, 06 371 10 414.47 452 SI 496 17 1 531S 06 57' )1 1 624 24 
10.31, 1 215,84 84 265 62 1 280.28 292.55 304.20 291.89 335ý72 37; 22 414 54 1 4S2, S9 490 2s 53 SIs S TS ol (, 24 15 
10.37 216.02 265.71 1-80.36 29164 304.21) 292.21 336,09 371 01 415 00 171 (I ) 45.101) 49(, ýXO S; i 74 S7ý 6_7 WS 04 
10.42 21 6ý88 2W 11 280.71) 291,59 304 71 293.76 137 97 3751,0 417,11) " ý 455AX 49941 S38 S7 ! s8l 7ý 628 1.1 
10.45 7.42) 21 266.40 281 Oý 294 11) 104 98 294,73 118 9X 1 176 X 41X 57 1x 
1 
456 98 Sol ox S. P) 1.1 S81 (0 h 10 41 
10.46 21 T56 206,47 281,12 294,34 1 304,98 294.97 '6 13 39 - 1" Is 
4 18,92 -7 - 4S7 36 501 49 s. 10 '9 sx-I 1 6 ý() 94 
10.46 217.56 266.4. S 281,11 294 37 104,98 295.02 13932 37 721 _) 4 18 99 .1s7,44 
501 58 slI() SS S84 I1 01 04 
10.47 217.56 2664X 281,11 '94 IS 104 9X 295,03 131) 1 ; 77 2; 41900 .; s7 40 5ol S') s. 40 90 SS .4 Is (, I I ol 
111.53 217 54 266,99 2XI 12 291 84 304,96 296,89 141 47 379 60 -121 (A 460 14 S04 7S sýj, j W s, ý , q., ý, ;s (1.1 
10.57 2 17 s4 267 26 281 11 21) ý S6 304 9S 29TO 342 5,8 ISO'S4 42; () 1 461.84 ýOh 40 s 16 () , sX9 x V' II 
10.5,7 217 s1 267 ý 2,1 
281 11 293 41) 1 305ý02 29S. 10 342. X6 181 is '121 lo -I(,., ý2 Sm xII s 1(ý s-, S, )o "., ;, f, I 
10.58 2 17 Ss 26,14 281 11 -, 1) 1 41 30S 01 21)8 1ý 342.92 3S1 2' 24 -1 
; 41 _162 29 SM, 90 S P, f, l SIA) 4.1 t, .I 
10.58 2 17 ss 267 34 2N II1 29 1 4-17 ; OS 04 298,16 342,93 ix I 2, ý 421 45 462 ;I s06 ') I S. P, ý, )o . 11 f, 
10.64 2 IX 06 267 XS 2S 1 62 21) ý 9X l0s ss 10002 34s 07 1ý1.60 426 OS 46s P) s 10 07 SSO sl) III II 
111.68 1X 33 26S 12 2SI 81) 2Q. I 2s ; Os X1 346 IX 1 X4 X4 417 46 It)(, f ") s11 72 ssl SI 
10.69 Is ;9 268 IS 1 28 1 9s 294 11 10S. 81 301 21 146,46 Iss I's 4'7 ý, 1 467 07 111 sSl 
111.61) 
.1 
18 41 268 20 281 97 294 11 IOS 81 301.28 346.52 1 111 s1 127 S's 467 1s 
sI Sý2 s ý96 61 oI1 .1 
111.69 , IS . 11 2 68 10 _181 
()- 294 11 10 81 ; ()1 2') 346 Sl 18 s4'IY . 1(, 7 1 s 1-1 2-1 s., 644 4S 
10.7ý; 21X 92 -, 6 X, 
-I 2S , -IS 94 ý4 "Os 111) mIIs 348 67 8 -1 60 ; lo S 4 70 04 sIs I') sss 60() ; 1) f, J, ý II 
10.79 2 11) IS 2 6S -, 0 28' 7s 9s M "Os 71) 304.12 1 141) "N ;. ý, Sx; 43 1 90 -171 s4 si /()I ss ISI 10C . 1. ) ? "0 0 
10.8 P) 2's ON ,0 2X-) ýI ")S I- IOS xs 104 16 IS006 W) Is I;, ý 171 1)" s1 16 ý S7 1) 1) f, (). ) () (, I I H., 
10.8 p) 4; -0 'S' ,, I 11)s 11) "Os 87 104 41 150ý 12 4 ', 232 .1 17, oo S5X ()N hil" S11 
10.8 211) 'S 26N 70 ,X2ý,; l()s 11) "Os S7 ý04 42 350ý 13 IS') .1Q 34 .17.1 1 S(, 51 sX1 () W)., X., fo s 
10.86 2 19 24 26X NX 282S1 29 s 1, 106 Ix 106 X 15? 27 0) 1 ho -1 A-1 1) 7 1 1.1 S9 Sý)() ;I s6 I S() 
10.9 -, P) 21 
26X )Is 2S, NO 19i F lw, ('s 110-1 Is 1ý1 is ;, )2 X, "4"(, "s .16 . 1() 1.1 1ýý 
S61 
.1, (414" 
11 
111.91 '11) '1 61)0, '82 XO 2, )s P, ý06 h4 io-, 41) ý; 
S3 66 ;, ) "Iý 116 70 1 7f, 1ý ,., N s6 I ., N)ý,, V) - .) 
10.91 p) 21 16901 'X2 so 9s lh IM, (A ;07 S4 1ý1 72 o) I .)1 .1 
ýf, 7! I Ns s. l., ýt, s6 I XI I ("I , p) (, ý 
10.91 P, I(o) f) I -ý_, w -I') 
ý P, (, 4 ; (), S1, M 71 1 -1.1 .1 ,6 
-S Iý7 -, 
ý '4 S6 3S W I') () I I's , ýýj 
111.98 1') XI L ', W) 41 ; ss X7 sý) IZ91., 1 1) _s s. ) 6 (11 5(, 7 w) (, f, I 
11.02 H 28 sII ', o(, (, ' 10 62 s "(I N711 11,41 14 IX I S. I. X, I () s6l) Is 1 ('(0 11 
11.02 p) It 11) 21 T -1 110 16 -)s I1 
106 62 1 P) 67 3s Q I 111 . 11 ISI -, I sý, x 
1ý (0) S. I s., 
DSM in Office 1311ildi, 19% if, KII-lit filrougli an Ice-storage Assisted 11NAC SYS(CIII 1011 NiPC 
171 
ven (I ices 
I Cranpeld NIVLRSI IY 
Storage outlet temperature (Tso) Discharge Rate ((IS) 
flours 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 
1 60 
11.02 219.22 269.89 283.66 295.14 306.62 310.08 357.33 397.22 441.23 481 72 528.20 569.56 015 20 664 54 
11.08 219.65 270.32 283.05 295.57 306.61 312.25 359.14 399.23 443.46 484 16 530.87 572.44 6 18,31 667 90 
11.08 219.67 270.34 283.65 295.59 306.61 312.33 359.22 399.32 443.56 484.27 531 ý00 
572 S7 61 X 46 66X 06 
11.09 219.73 270.40 283.65 295.65 306.60 312.54 359.47 3 99. S9 1 441.97 
484.60 
1 
531,36 572 96 6 IS XX 668 SI 
11.13 220.06 270,39 293.64 295.99 3W59 313.75 3W86 401.14 445.5, ) 48 64 X 513.42 57s, IN f, -11 2X 
I 11 
11.13 220.06 27039 293.64 296.00 306.59 313.80 360.92 401.20 44S. 66 4M 50 533.50 S 75 27 ('21 ; -,, (, 71 21 
11.13 220.06 270.39 293.04 290.00 306.59 313.81 360.93 401,22 445.67 486, ý7 533. S2 575 21) ('ý 1 19 671 ?1 
11.19 220.05 270.38 294.07 29S. 99 306.5X 315.39 362,74 403.23 447.91 489.01 536.11) 578J7 62-1 S1 6A W) 
11.2 220.05 270.38 284.15 295.98 3W58 315.67 363.07 403.51) 448,31 489.45 51668 579 69 62S. 07 7S 11 
11.24 220.04 270.71 284.48 295.97 306.57 316.88 364.46 405ý 14 -IS0,01 491 11 Six 74 580,91 ('27-11 7N0 
11.24 220.05 270.72 2X449 295.97 306.57 316.93 364.52 405,20 450,10 491.41 S is Is 1 581 M 627 S7 1 
11.24 220ý05 270.73 284,41) 295,97 306.57 316.94 364.53 405 21 45o 12 491 43 5 IN X4 S81 02 627 SN' )I 
11.3 220.48 271,16 284 48 29S 96 306.56 318.51 366.34 40T22 1 
452 3S 493 86 S41 52 581 90 f, 1() 7() 
11.31 220.56 271.23 284,48 295.96 306 55 318.80 366.07 40T59 45-1 70 494 11 
1 542 00 584 41 (' iI ýfý hX1 90 
11.35 220.89 271,23 284.47 29S. 9S 300.5S 320.01 368.06 409 14 454 4X 496 P) S-14 of, SX6 6S 6 11 fqý hKA 
SO 
11.35 220.89 271,23 284.47 29S 95 306.55 320.06 36S. 12 40920 454 5S 496 26 S4-1 15 
5X6 11.1 6 11 7h 68"; 60 
1 1.3ý 220.81) 271.22 284.47 29S 95 306,55 320.07 368.1 1 409 21 4 S41 S6 496 ?8 S 44 1 (' 
586 7ý (01 'ý f's-I (' 1 
11.41 220.88 271,21 284.90 2295,94 
100. S1 321.64 369.94 41 1 22 
1 4S6, ") 49S 72 S-P, 8-1 5X9 ("1 6 ih S') ("S 7 W) 
11.42 220,88 271,21 2'X4 9X -")S, 
')3 ; 0653 32193 170.27 41 1 S8 '; S'ý 20 1')') 16 S4 7Q S90 16 f, iS 68''N 00 
11.46 220.87 2 71 ý SX 
2X5.11 29S 92 106 52 323,14 371,66 41; II 45S92 SO 1,04 549 ;x S, )2 is h Of S1 61) 1 11) 
1 1.46 220,88 271 91 2ý5 1; 29S, 92 10(' 52 121,11) 371.72 413,20 45 S, 99 501 12 S49 -4 
7 592 -17 " 
1 1.46 22 0X 1) 271 92 28S 11 106 52 1,120 371.73 413 21 -1ý9 M so III 
S4948 S91 . 11) 6 
11.52 221 12 272,7119 -'S'5 
76 '- 1) Sý 1) 1 3M, SI ; 24 77 373S4 41S 22 461 24 SOIS7 SS2 If, S9S I (11, 
11.53 221 40 272 95 22ý5ý84 
295 )1 IM, 51 12S00 3 73 S I IS 
-. 
I (1 10 ý04 01 SS. ' 64 SI)S 8 1) 1i (ý I 69S 
11.5,7 221,71 272 94 286 F 1-9S 90 10(, SO 12627 175 . 11 1 .1 (' 
i; 7 5( )S S 1) SS. 1 7() S- )x II f, It, III W) X 
11.5'8 221 73 272,94 "M P) ") S 90 . 10 6' 
S0 ; '0 32 37S I-) I1 10 -P, 1 44 50S 97 vS4 71) 5 IM If) ('-Pý 1 69 90 
1 1.58 221,73 2 72,94 286,19 29S 1)0 106,50 120,33 75.33 417 20 4(0 'IS ý()S 98 
SS-I So S 1) X . 1.1 h (") x (11 
1 1.63 221 72 272 93 286.17 29S S9 306 -18 327 90 177.14 411) . 11 -16S 68 ýSOS 
4ý SS1,48 601 10 649 Mz 
1 1.64 22 1 ý71 
272.93 286 1 -t 195 81) 106AX i2s 11) 177,47 411) SX 406 09 ýM ý7 1 
SS 7 () 6 601 62 f, J., i I I ýP) 
1 1.68 '11"0 2272 92 
2S 6 16 21)ý Sý 306.47 12940 178 86 421 11 1(, 1 SI Sjf) -ý 5 
S (m 0.1 60 1 84 
1 1.69 2- 170 172 92 286 10 29S 30647 ; -11) 
4S 178.92 ý 12 LI 9 
= 
7X S 11) X., Sho I1 60 1 91 ft i 
11.69 "1 -10 22 1) 2 S6 10 -'9S 
30647 129 4(, 1 78 93 421 . '0 
j(, 7 1) SIO 8.1 S6(II .' 
60" h 
11.74 222 1,69 
27-1 91 h 60 29S S 300.46 ; 31 0, -1 X0 
74 421 1 470 11 1 S62 Y) 
h( f6 N It. 1 ;XI 
11.75 221 69 90 IN h 19S y - 
1064 6 . 
111.12 IS 1.07 IM S4 SI 12 1 Is Of IiS 616 11 (IS ("S 
1 1.8 '21 ON '4 'ýS I -19ý 8S 
; 06 45 Q-S; W 46 4 -' SIi 
1 51S Of ý('S 'is 609 S'7 f'S" I 'I I 
11.8 ý2 1,69 , _7 I IS IS I'fS "S I 06.45 1 'ý I') I 
S6 Shl 11 w)') (, 7 1, ýx 
11.8 221 70 ,I 'S S SSý 106,45 ý12 S() 18 2. S3 4.1 1 
S1 69 S(o 1.1 f, (), ) f'x sx 'I 1 40 
11.85 112 11 ('s -'X' -IS 
'96 . 'X 
106-13 1 f-I P, ; N4,34 11 1 11 4 7-1 SIXIII S68 I .' hL, 
S6 I hf, I '1 1 7(' 
1 1.80 2" '1 -" 6 )S 7Si "P, if, "06 IS i ;, I ý4 S 384 67 
1 S8 4A IM SI ý's , , (' ,, (' 1 61; W) (q,., )" IIý 1" 
11.91 22. ) ý4 71 'S 7 f? ) 69 10600 11 ; s(' m 'I") 
1. ' .1 76 -70 'ýIff IS 6 
66-1 1 
11.91 SS '-i -S -)')h 
II IoS q') i iS '71 ix(' 1? 421) 11) 1 /t, 01S -If) 6GI I 
11.91 2" sý 
7,7 
273 'ý'7 '90 71 9S i is "No 13 T 7)", 11) S4 
S "0 (d%i 11 ('f"I 1. ý f ýO 
I)SNI ill Office Buildings ill KII-lit fill-oligh all Ice-stol-age Assisted 11% AC SýSfvlll Nsidl 
NIPC 
17 2 
A ppend ices Cranfleld NIVI RsIlY 
Ilours 
Storage outlet lemperalure (Tso) Discharge Rate ((Is) 
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 2M 32 36 1 40 44 48 52 56 60 
11.95 222.89 273.74 288.22 297.05 305.63 336.95 387.55 430.77 4 78.5 4 522.45 ý72.86 61 T67 067 17 720 73 
11.96 222.92 273.74 288.24 297.07 305.60 337.04 387.65 430, X9 478,66 522.51) 573,01 6 17 84 66T IS 720 92 
11.96 222.98 273.74 288.31 297.14 305.53 337.29 397.93 
- 
431 20 479ý02 122 98 573.44 61X 29 667 84 721 45 
11.97 1 222.99 1 273.74 1 28 32 1 297,15 1 30 
. 
52 1 337.32 1 38 7,96 431,24 47905 1 523,02 1 573.48 
i 
018 14 667 X9 721 
DS, Nl in Office linildings in Kinvait 1111-ough : 111 Ice-storage Assisled IIVAC 'S. NS(cm INHII NiPC 
173 
Appendices Cranfield NI VL It SI II 
Appendix. t3 
APPENDIX B Ice Storage Charge Tables 
DS, Nl ill Office Mildings ill Kim-ak through all Ice-storage Assisfed 11VAC SYS(eill 1011 MPC 
174 
I) L, it (I ices Cran -eld NIVLRSI I 
qs Storage delta T, clTs Flow rate 
456789 10 80 120 160 200 3 
8.943 28.732 27.955 27.203126.198 25.527124.829 23.972 23.096 29.014 29.583 29.749 30.078 
8.945 28.732 27.955 27.203 26.198 25.527 24.8291,23.971 23.096 29.014 29.582 29.749 30.078 
10.776128.531 27.750 26.978 26.028125.339124.635123.784'22.908128.341'29.082'29.374'29.703 
11.078 28.498127.716.26.941 25.999125.309 24.603123.753,22.877,28.230 29.000! 29.312 29.641 
11.083 28.498 27.716 26.940 25.999 25.308 24.603 23.752 22.877 28.228 28.998 29.311 29.640 
11.158 28.489 27.707 26.931 25.992 25.300124.595123.745'22.869'28.201 28.978'29.296'29.624 
11.463 28.454 27.673126.893125.964 25.269124.562 23.713'22.838'28.076'28.895'1 29.233,29.562 
11.771 28.419127.639126.856,25.935 25.238 
1 
24.530 23.682.22.806 2 7.962 28.811 29.170.29.499 
11.845 28.411 27.631 26.847 25.928: 25.230 24.522i23.674 22.799 27.935 28.791 29.155 29.484 
11.919 28.402127.622 26.837125.921125.222'24.514ý23.667'22.791'27.907*28.770: 29.140'29.469 
12.226ýý28.368127.583"26.800125.893'25.191'; 24.482'23.635*22.760'27.794 28.686 29.077 29.406 
12.459 28.341 27.553 26.771 25.871: 25.167 24.457 23.611 22.736 27.708 28.623 29.029 29.358 IiI 
12.531 28.332 27.544 26.762 25.864 ý 25.160 24.449 23.604 22.728 27.682 28.603 29.015 29.343 
12.608128.322'27.534126.753125.857125.152124.441 '123.596'22.721,27.653'28.582*28.999'29.328 
12.919 28.282 27.495ý26.715,25 828 25 120ý24.408123.564 22.689 27.541,28.497ý28.935 29.264 
13.071 28.263,27.476 26.696 25. 
'8141 
125.104,24.392 
23.549 22.673 27.486 28.456 28.904 29.233 
13.906 28.169 27.370,26.593125.736125.019 24.304 23.463 22.588 27.184 28.228 28.733'29.062 
14.055 28.152: 27.351: 26.575125.722 125.004 i 24.288 23.448 22.572127.136 28.187 28.703 29.031 
14.136 28.143 27.341 26.565 25.715 24.995 24.279 23.440 22.564 27.109 28.165 28.686 29.015 
14.287 28.126'27.323'26.546'25.701124.980'24.263 23.424'22.549 27.059'28.124'28.655128.984' 
14.669 28.083'27.280'26.500! 25.665ý24.941'24.223 23.385 22.510 26.919 28.020 28.577 28.906 
14.819 28.066 27.263 26.481 25.651 24.925 24.207 23.370 22.494 26.849 27.979 28.546 28.875 
14.824 28.066 27.262 26.480 25.651,24.925 24.206 23.369 22.494 26.847 27.977 28.545 28.874 
14.974 28.049 27.242 26.461 25.637! 24.910124.191123.354,22.478 26.778 27.936'28.515'28.843 
15.211 28.022 27.210 26.431 25.615,24.885 24.165 23.330 22.454 26.691 27.872 28.466 28.795 
15.356 28.006 27.190 26.412 25.601 24.870 24.150 23.315 22.439 26.637 27.832 28.436 28.765 
15.431 27.998 27.180 26.403 25.594 24.863 24.142: 23.307 22.432 26.613 27.812 28.421 28.750 
15.441 27.997 27.178 26.402125.5931' 24.862 24.141 23.306122.430'26.609'27.809 28.419 28.748 
15.512 27.989 27.168 26.394 25.587,24.854,24.134.23.299.22.423ý26.586 27.789,28.404,28.733 
15.669 27.971 27.148 26.376 25.572 24.838 24.117 23.283 22.407 26.535 27.747 28.372 28.701 
15.737 27.963 27.140'26.369 25.566124.831 24ý110'23.276; 22.400'26.512'27.728 28.358 28.687 
16.124 27.919 27.090 
, 
26.326 25.530.24.792,24.069123.236 22.361 26.369 
, 
27.622 28.279 28.608 
16.127 27.919 27.090 26.326 25.529 24.791 24.068 23.236 22.360 26.368 27.621 28.279 28.607 
16.129 27.918,27.090,26.325 1 25.529 24.791 24.068 23.236 22.360 26.367 27.621 28.278 28.607 
16.585 27.872 27.038,26.275 25.487 24.745 24.020 23.189 22.313ý26.197 27.496 28.185 28.513 
16.740 27.856 27.020 26.258 25.472 24.729 24.003 23.173 22.297 26.140 27.454 28.153 28.482 
16.812 27.848 27.012 26.250 25.466 24.721 23.996 23.166 22.290 26,113 27.435 28,138 28.467 
16.959 27.831 26.993'26.233 25.452 24.706'23.980 23.151 1'22.275 26,059 27.394 28.108 28.437 
16.972 27,829 26.991 26.232,25.451 24,705 23.979 23.149 22.274 26.054 27.391.28.106 28.434 
17.043 27.821 26.982 26.224 25.444 24.698 23.971 23.142 22.266 26.031 27.371 28.091 28.419 
17.265 27.796 26.954 26.199 25.423 24.675 23.948 23.119 22.244 25.958 27.311 28.045 28.374 
17.340 27.787 26.944 26.190 25.416 24.667 23.940 23.112 22.236 25.934 27.290 28.030 28.359 
17.423 27.778 26.934 26.179 25.409 24.659 23.931 23.103 22.227 25.903 27.268 28.013 28342 
17.429 27.777 
, 
26.933 26.178: 25.408,24.658.23.931.23.102,22.227.25.901.27.266.28.012 28.341 
17.490 27.770 26.926 26.171 25.402124.652 23.924 23.096 22.221 25.879 27.249 28,000 28.328 
17.502 27.769 26.925 26.169 25.401 24.651 23.923 23.095 22,219 25.874 27.246 27.997 28.326 
17.583 27.760 26.915 26.159 25.394 24.642 23.914 23.087 22.211 25,844 27.224 27.981 28.309 
17.722 27.744 26.900 26.141'25.381 24.628 23.899'23.072 22.197'25.793 27.186'27.943 28.281 
17.877 27.726 26.882 26.121 25.366,24.612 23.883 23.057 22.181 25.736 27.144 27,900 28.249 
D'S. N1 ill Office 1111ildings ill Klmli( fill-ollgil all Ice-slorage Assisted IIVAC S)%felli INith NIIIC 
17S 
A ppelld ices Cran#eld NI VLRS IIY 
qs -j Storage delta T, clTs i Flow rate 
34561789 10 80 120 160 200 
17.960 27.717126.873; 26.112125.359124.604*123.874; 23.048 22.173: 25.705ý27.121'27.878i28.232 
18.041127.708*26.863126.102125.351124.595 1 23.866 ý 23.040ý? 22.164 25.675 27.099 27.855,28.215 
118.103 . 27.701 1 26.856ý -26.095125.345124.589123.859123.033ý22.158ý25.652'27.082 27.841 ý28.202 
18-111127.700126.855 26.094 ! 25.345124.588123.858ý23.033ý22.157125.650'27.080'27.839'128.201I 
18.117'27.699'26.855ý26.094125.344124.588'23.858123.032122.156'25.648: 127.078'27.838'28.200' 
1 18.331127.674126.830726.069'25.324! 24.566123.835123.010ý122.135ý25.578127.020'27.788'28.156 
A 8.418 27.6641,26.82Ot26.059: 25.314124.557123.826123.001'22.126125.549'26.996 27.767'28.138 
18.485 1 27.657'126.813*26.052 25.307124.550*23.819122.994122.119125.527 26.978*27.751 28.124 
18.565 27.647 26.804'26.043'25.298124.542 23.810122.986'22.111125.490,26.956,27.733 28.108 
18.576127.646126.803ý26.042'25.297 24.541 
ý23.809 
; 22.985; 22.109 25.485'26.953'27.730'28.106 
18.790 27.622 26.778 26.017125.273 24.519123 786122.963122.087125.386'26.894*27.681 28.062 
18.799127.620'26.777' 1- 
123* 
i 26.016'25.272124.518 . 
785122.962122.087 ý 25.383; 1 26.892'27.679'28.060' 
18.876*27.612'26.767 i 26.007125 264'24 510'23 777ý22 954'22.079125.355'26.871'27.661'28.044 
ifI, 1 *471123'737 1 
22*916122.040125.216'26.763 27.574'27.967 19.253,27.568,26.719125.965 25.222,24.1 - 
19.935 27.490 26.632: 25.887 25.147 24.401,23.665122.846121.970ý24.964126.567'27.417'27.827 
i 19.941 27.489 26.631 25.886 25.147 24.401 23.664 22.845 21.970 24.962 26.566 27.416 27.826 
20.084 27.472 26.613 25.868 25.131 24.386 23.649 22.830 21.955124.909 26.524 27.383 27.797 
20.317 27.446 26.583125.838,25.105,24.362 23.625 22.807 21.931'24.824 26.458 27.329 27.749 
20.319 27.445 26 583 25 838ý25.105: 24.362123.624122.807 21.931 t24.823'26.457'27.329'27.749 
20.404 27.436126.572 25.827 25.095 24.354 23.615,22.798,21.922'24.795'26.433.27.309ý27.732 
20.409 27.435*26.571 
ý25.826'25.095'24.353123.615'22.797ý21.922'24.793t26.431 
27.308 27.730 
20.553 27.419 26.553 25.808 25.078 24.338,23.600 22.783,21.907 24.746,26.392 27.269 27.701 
20.563 27.417 26.551 25.807 25.077,24.337 23.598 22.782 21.906 24.743 26.390 27.266 27.699 
20.634 27.408 26.542'25.801 25.069 24.330 23.591 22.774 21.899 24.720'26.370'27.247'27.684 
20.698 27.400 26.534 25.795 25.062 24.323,23.584 22.768,21.892 24.699 26.352 27.229 27.671 
20.849 27.381 26.515 25.781 25.045124.308 23.568,22.752,21.877,24.643 26.311 27.188 27.640 iI 
20.862 27.379: 26.513125.780 25.043,24.306 23.567,22.751 21.875 24.638 26.308 27.184 27.638 
20.867 27.378 26.512,25.779 25.042 24.306; 23.566ý22.750 21.875,24.636,26.306 27.183 27.637 
21.007 27.361! 26.495: 25.767125.027; 24.290 23.551122.736 21.860124.585 26.268 27.150 27.608 
21.023 27.358 26.492 
, 
25.765 25.025 24.288 23.550 22.734 21.859.24.579 26.264 27.146 27.605 
21.080 27.351 
, 
26.485 25.760125.018 24.282123.544 22.729,21.853,24.558 26.248 27.133 27.593 
21.174 27.339 26.473,25.751 25.008124.271123.534,22.719,21.843.24.523 26.223.27.111 27.574 
21.241 27.332,26.465 125.745 25.000 24.263,23.527 22.712 21.837 24.499 26.204 27.096 27.560 
21.245 27.331 26.464 25.745 24.999 24.263 23.526 22.712 21.836: 24.497 26.203 27.094 27.559 
21.320 27.323 26.456 25.736 24.991 24.254 23.518 22.704 21.828 24.469 26.183 27.077 27.544 
21.402 27.313 26.446 25.727 24.982 24.245 23.510 22.696 21.820 24.439 26.160 27.058 27.527 
21.462 27.306 26.439 25.720 24.975 24.238 23.503 22.689 21.814 24.417 26.144 27.044 27.515 
21.537 27,298 26.431 25.712 24.966124.230123.495 22.682: 21.806 24.391 26.124 27.026 27.500 
21.634 27.287 26.420 i 25.701 24.955 24.221 23.485,22.672.21.796ý24.356,26.097 27.002 27.480 
21.695 27.280 26.413 25.694 24.948 24.216,23,479 22.666 21,790 24.335 26.081 26.988 27.467 
21.778 27.270 26.403*25.684 24.941: 24.208 23.470 22.657 21.781,24.305,26.058 26.968 27.450 
21.860 27.261 26.394 25.675 24.933! 24.201123.461 22.649 21.773 24.277 26.035 26.948 27.433 
21.862 27.261 26.394 25.675i24.933'24.201 ý23.461'22.648 21.773*24.276'26.035 26.948 27.433 
21.929 27.255,26.386 25.667 24.927'24.195,23.454 22.642 21.766ý24.252'26.017*26.932 27.419 
21.933 27.254 26.386 25.666 24.927124.195123.453 22.641 21.766 24.251, '26.015 26.931 27.418 
22.169 27.233 26.350ý25.636 24-905,24.174 23.428 22.617 21.741 24.168 25.951 26.876 27.370 
22.236 27.227 26.339 25.628 24.899 24.168123.421 22.610 21.735 24.144 25.933 26.860 27.355 
22.383 27.213 26.317 25,609 24.886 24.155'23.406 22.595 21.720 24.092 25.893 26.826 27.324 
22.395 27.212 26.315 25.607 24.884 24.154 23.404 22.594 21,718 24.088 25,889 26.823 27.321 
DS, Nl ill Office Buildings ill KIIINait fill-ollgh . 111 Ice-stol-age Assisted IIVAC SYSICIII %Nith MPC 
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A I) I) ell (I ices #eld 
NI %'LRSI IY 
qs Storage delta T, dTs Flow rate 
3456789 10 80 120 160 200 
22.540 27.199 26.293 25.589 24.866 24.142 23.389 1 22.579 21.703 24.037 25.850 26.789 27.289 
22.545 27.199 26.292 25.588'24.865 24.141123.389'22.579121.703124.035 25.848126.787127.288 
: 22.550 
1 '27.198126.291125.588'24.864 24.141 23.388'22.578 21.702 24.033'25.847'26.786'27,287 
22.695127.183126.275125.571 ý24.846ý24.128 23.373122.563ý21.688i23.982*25.807 26.752ý27.2561 
22.836 27.167,26.259 25.555 24.828 24.116 23.358122.549: 21.6731123.932125.761 *26.718'27.225 
22.853 27.165ý26.257125.553124.825ý24.114ý23.356 22.547121.671123.927'125.755'26.714'27.221 
122.994 27.1W26.241 25.537 24.807ý, 24.102123.341122.532121.657 23.880,25.709 26.681 27.191 
123.076 27.141126.231 ý25.528 24.798 24.094123.332 22.524121.649 23.854'25.682'26.662'27.173, 
. 
23.143 27.134 26.224125.520 24.791124.089 ý 23.325 22.517 ý 21.642 23.832,25.664 * 26.646,27.158 
, 23.217 27.126 26.215125.512; 24.782ý24.080*23.317122.510'! 21.634'23.807'25.644i'26.629'27.142 
23.228 27.125 26.214: 25.510124.781,24.079 23.316,22.509.21.633.23.803.25.641,26.626.27.140. 
123.233 27.124 26.214 25.510 24.780 24.078123.316,122.508 21.633 23.802 25.640 26.625 27.139 
23.388 27.107 26.194 25.493124.763 24.061 23.299 22.4921ý21.617 23.744 25.598 26.589 27.105 
23.599 27.084 26.167 25.470: 24.739ý24.037ý23.277,22.471 ý21.595 23.667 25.541 26.545 27.059 
123.682 
27.075 26.156 25.460.24.729 24.027 23.268 22-462 21 * 586 
23.636 25.519 26.528 27.041 
23.831 27.059 26.137 25.444 24.716 24.010 23.252ý22.447 21.571 23.581 ý25.479'26.498'27.009 
23.844 27.058 26.135,25.443 24.714 24.009: 23.251 ý22.445121.570'23.576'25.475'26.495'27.006 
23.902 27.052'26.129 25.436 24.709124.004 23.245 1 22.440 . 21.564 . 23.555 1 25.459 . 26.483 . 26.993 
23.923'27.049'26.126 25.434'24.707124.002123.243ý22.437'21.562*23,547'25.454ý26.479'26.989 
23.981 27.043*26.120 25.428124.702'23.997'23.236122.431121.556'23.526'25.438'26.463 26.976 
24.362'27.002'26.076'25.385'24.667123.962'23.196'22.392'21.517'23.385 25,335 26.359 26.893 
24.370 27.001 1ý26.075 25.385124.666ý23.961'i23.195'22.392'21.516'23.383 25.333 26.357 26.891 
24.381 27.000 26.074 25.383124.665,23.960 23.194ý22.390 21.515,23.379 25.330 26.354 26.889 
24.519 26.985 26.059 25.368'24.650ý23.948123.179ý'22.376'21.501123.334'25.293 26.316 26.859 
24.532 26.983 26.057 25.367 24.648 23.946,23.178 22.375 21.499 23.330 25.289 26.313 26.856 
24.614 26.974 26.048,25.358 24.639123.939123.169 22.367 21.491 23.303 25.267 26.290 26.838 
24.744 26.960 26.033 25.343 24.624 23.927ý23.156ý22.353 21.4 78 23.260 25.232 26.255 26.808 
24.839 26.950 26.022 25.333 24.613,23.919ý23.145 22.344 21.468 23.224 25.206 26.229 26.786 
24.986 26.934 26.005 25.317 24.596 23.905 23.130 22.329 21.453 23.168 25.166 26,199 26.751 
25.058 26.926 25.997 25.309; 24.588 23.899 23.122 22.321 21.446 23.141 25.146 26.184 26,734 
25.148 26.916 25.987 25.299 24.580'23.890 23.113 22,312 21.436 23,106 25.122 26.166 26.713 
25.150 26.916 25.987'25.299'24.580'23.890 23.113'22.312'21.436 23.106 25.122'26.165 26.713 
25.207'26.910 25.980'25.292 24.575'23.885 23.107'22.306'21.430 23.084'25.106 26.154 26.701 
25.216 26.909 25.979 25.291 24.574 23.884 23.106122.305: '21.429 23.081 25.103'26.152 26.699 
'21,429'23.079 25.102 26.151 26.698 25.220 26.909 25.979 25.291 24.573 23.884123.105 22.305 
25.374 26.892 25.959 25.271 24.559 23.866123.089 22.289ý21.413ý23.020 25.060.26.119 26.667 
25.444 26.884 25.950 25.262 24.553 23.858123.081,22.282,21.406 22.994 25.041 26.100 26.653 
25.683 26.858 25.920 25.231 24.531 23.831 23.056,22.257 21.382 22.903 24,976 26.035 26.604 
25.747 26.852 25.911 25.223 24.526,23.824'23.049ý22.251'21.375'22.879 24.959 26.018'26.589 
25.812 26.844 25.903 25.215124.518 23.816 23.042 22.244 21.368 22.854 24.941 26.000 26.573 
25.827 26.843 25.901125.213 24.516 23.814 23.041 22.242 21.367 22.849 24.937 25.996 26.569 
25.832 26.842 25.901 25.213,24.516,23.814 23.040 22.242 21.366 22,847 24.935 25.994 26.568 
25.832 26.842 25.900 25.212 24.516,23.814 23.040 22.242 21.366 22.847 24,935 25.994 26.568 
I 25.895 26.836: 25.893 25.205 24.509 23.807 23.034,22.235 21.360 22.827 24.918 25.980 26,553 
25.902 26.835 25.892 25.205 24.508 23.806 23.033 22.235 21.359 22.824 24.916 25.978 26.551 
25.961 26.828 25.884 25.198 24.501 23.801 23.027 22.229 21.353 22.805 24-900 25.965 26,537 
26.119 26.811 25.865 25.180 24.483 23.786 23.010 22.212 21.337 22.753 24.857 25.929 26.500 
26.142 26.809'25.862 25.177'24.481123.784 23.007 22.210'21.335'22.746 24.851 25.924 26.494 
26.194 26.803 25.855 25,171 24.475 23.780 23.001 22.205 21,329 22.729 24.836 25,912 26A83 
DSINI ill Office 1111ildings ill KII%N,: Iit (Ill-oligh all Ice-slol-age Assisted IIN'AC S. N%ICIII INith NIIIC 
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A ppell (I ices Cran#eld NIVI-RSI IY 
qs Storage delta T, clTs Flow rate 
3456789 10 80 120 160 200 
'26.360126.785ý25.835 
25 152 24 
, 
456 23.764 22.982 22.188 21.312ý22.667 
1 
24.791'25.874'26.449 
26.435 ý 26.777 25.826 25 144124.447 23.758 22.974'22.180'21.305'22.640 24.771'25.857'26.434 
26.515ý26.768,25.816 25.135ý24.438 23 750'22.965'22.172'21.296122.610'24.749*25.839126.418ý' 
26.576,26.762125.808*25.128124.431123'745122.958122.166121.290122.588ýý24.732125.825; 26.405' 
26.583126.761'25.807125.127 24.430! 23.744i22.957122.165121.289'22.584'24.730125.824,26.404' 
26.676 26.751 
i 
'25.796125.116; 
ý24.420123.736122.946 
i 22.155 21.280 22.541124.705,25.802.26.385 
, 26.726126.745 25.789125.111 24.414 i 23.731ý22.941': 22.150ý21.275'122.519124.691 25.791 26.373 
126.807 26.737 25.779 25.102 24.405123.724 22.932 22 143,21.266 22.481124.669,25.772 26.354 i1 
26.819 26.735 25.778 25.100124.404 23.723122.931 22'142,21.265 22.476 24.666'25.770'26.351 
26.881126.729125.770 25.093,24.397123.717 
1 
22.925ý22.136 21.259 22.447 24.649 
1 
25.756 26.337 
27.123 26.702 . 25.740ý25.066 24.369ý23.695ý22.903122.114 21.234 22.358'24.583 25.701'26.2801 
, 27.204'26.694'25.730'25.056124.359 23.688 22.896'22.107121.226 22.328'24.561 
1 25.682'26.261' 
I1 106121.225122.325124.559'25.681'26.260 27.211.26.693,25.729 25.056,24.358 23.687 22.895: 22. 
27.262 26.687125.723125.050124.351'23.682122.890122.101121.220! '22.306124.545 25.669 26.249 
i 27.271 26.686: 25.722,25.049 24.350123.681122.8W22.101 21.219 22.304124.542 25.667 26.247 
27.277126.686 25.721,25.048,24.3491123.681122.889: 22.100121.218'22.302'24.541'25.666,26.246, 
27.414 26.671 25.704; 25.033 24.332,23.665 22.876 22.088121.204,22.257 24.503,25.634 26.218 
27.496 26.662 25.694! 25.023124.321 23.656,22.869 22.079: 21.196 22.230 24.481,25.616 26.201 
27.644*26.646'25.675'25.006 24.302 23.639 22.852 22.064 21.181 
1 
22.181 24.441 1 25.582 26.171 
'21 27.734 
, 
26.636 25.664 24.996 24.291 23.629ý22.842 22.055 . 
172,22.148,24.416,25.562 26.153 
'27.735,26.636.25.664 
24.996,24.291 23.629122.842.22.055 21.171122.148,24.416 25.561 26.152 
27.746 26.635 25.663 24.995 24.290,23.627 22.840 22.054 21.170 22.144 24.413 25.559 26.150 
27.892 26.619 1 25.644 24.978'24.275123.611122.824; 22.039121.155'22.090 24.373 25.526'26.120 
'27.895*26.619'25.644*24.978 24.274123.6lOi22.823ý22.038'i2l. 155 22.089 24.372'25.525 26.120 
27.959 26ý612125.636ý24.971 *24.268 23.603 22.816122.032 1 21.148 22.065 24.354 25.510'26.106 
127.972 26.610'25.634'24.970'24.266*23.6O2i22.815'22.031'21.147 22.060 24.351 25.507 26.104 
28.184 26.587 25.610 24.948 24.245 23.583 22.791 22.009 21.125 21.982 24.293 25.456 26.061 
28.281 26.577 25.599 24,938 24.235: 23 574 22.782 21.999 21.116 21.947 24.267 25.433 26.041 
28.353 26.569 25.591 24.931 24.227 23.567 22.775 21.991 21.108 21.920 24.247 25,416 26.026 
28.503 26.553 25.574'24.916'24.212'23.554'22.762'21.976'21.093'21.865 24.206'25.375 25.995 
28.647 26.537*25.558124.899 24.197 23.541'22.748ý21.961'21.078121.811 24.167 25.335'25.966 
28.660 26.536 25.556 24.898 24.196ý23.539'22.747'21.960ý21.077'21.807 24.163'25.332 25.963 
28.789 26.522 25.541 24.883,24.183 23.524 22.736 21.947 21.063 21.759 24.128 25.297 25,937 
28.812 26.519 25.539 24.880 24.180 23.522 22.733 21.945 21.061 21.752 24.122 25.290 25.932 
28.816 26.519 25.538 24.880 24.180 23.521 22.733,21.944 21,061 21.751 24.121 25.290 25.931 
28.872 26.513,25.532124.874 24.174 23.515 22.728 21.938 21.055 21.732 24.105 25.278 25.920 
29.014 26.497 25.516 24.857 24.160 23.499 22.712 21.924 21.040 21.686 24.067 25.249 25.891 
29.096 26.488 25.507 24.848 24.151 23.489 22.702121.915 21M2'21.659'24.044'25.232 25.874 
29.171 26.480'25.498'24.840'24.144'23.481 22.694 21.909'21.024 21.634 24.024'25.217 25.858 
29.191 26.478'25.496 24.837'24.142123.479 22.692 21.907'21.022ý21.627'24.018 25.213 25.854 
29.335 26.462 25.479 24.821 24.127 23.462 22.675 21.894 21.008 21.573 23.979 25.183 25.825 
29.339 26.462,25.479 24.820 24.126 23.462 22.675'21.893'21.007 21.572 23.978 25.183 25.824 
29.346 26.461 25.478 24.820 24.126 23.461 22.674 21.893 21.006 21.569 23.976 25.181 25.822 
29.348 26.461 25.478 24.819,24.125 23.461 22.674 21.892 21.006 21.569 23,975 25.181 25.822 
29.350 26,461 25.478 24.819 24.125 23.461 22,674 21.892 21.006 21.568 23.975 25.180 25.822 
29.552 26.439 25.452 24.796 24.105 23.442 22.651 21.874 20.985 21.493 23.920 25.133 25.766 
29.560 26.438 25.451 24.795 24.104 23.442 22.650 21.873 20.985 21.491 23.918 25.131 25.764 
29.569 26.437 25.450 24.794 24.103 23.441 22.649 21.872 20.984 21.487 23.915 25.129 25.762 
29.778 26,414 25.423 24.770 24.079 23.422 22. G30 21.853 20.962,21.410 23.858 25080 25,705 
DSNI in Office Buildings in Kin-vak through an Ice-slorage Assis(ed IIVAC S)SIcIll 1011 MPC 
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A ppelid ices Cranpeld 
qs Storage delta T, clTs Flow rate 
34567891 10 80 120 160 200 
29.784 26.414,25.422 24 770 24.078123.421 ý22.629121.853 20.962'21.408 23.856 25.079 25,703 
29.797126.412125.4201 24.768124.077123.420122.628ý21.851'20.960; 21.403123.853 25.076 25.700 
1 29.809 26.411 25.419 24.767 1 24.076123.419ý22.627121.850120.959'21.399123.850'25.073*25.697 
29 . 879 26.404 25.410124.759124.068 23.413ý22.621121.842ýi2O. 953'21ý373ý23.830'25.056125,682 
29.881 26.403,25.410*! 24.759 24.067123.413 22.620'21.842 1 20.953121.372123.830; 25.056 1 25.682 
29.934 26.398 . 25.403 24., 53124.061 23.408 22.616 21.836120.948121.353123.815 25.043125.671 
29.960126.395125.400: 24.750 ý 24.058 23.405'22.613121.833 20.946,21.341123.808 25.037 . 25.666 
30.024'26.388125.392124.743124.051 23.4OOi22.607'21.826'20.940,21.311'23.791'25.022; 25.653 
30.239: 26.364125.368'24.718124.027123.380122.588121.801 20.9201121.212'23.732ý24.970 25.6081 
30.248 26.3641,25.367'24.717'24.026123.379122.587 21.800120.919,21.209 23.730 24,968 25.607 
30.255 26.363,25.366124.7161 24.025,23.379122.586'21.799'20.919'21.207'23.728 24.967*25.605 
30.257 26.363 25.366 24.716ý24.025123.378ý'22.586121.799120.919: 21.206ý23.727'24.966'25.605 
30.339 26.354 25.356 24.707 24.015123.371 ý22.575121.790ý20.911 21.179; 23.705'24.946 25.588 
30.344 26.353'25.356124.706124.0151 1 23.370 ý 22.575 i 21.789'20.911 * 21.178 ý 23.704 24.945 25.587, 
30.467*26.340ý25.342ý24.692124.001123.359122.559 21.775! '20.899'21.137'23.670'24.917 25.562 
30.472 26.339ý125.341124.692: 24.000ý23.359ý22.558*21.774*120.899'21.136; 123.668'24.915 25.561 
30.567: 26.329; 25.331 ý 24.681 ý'23.989123.350122.546 21.766 20.890 1'21-105 23.642 24.893 25.541 
30.621 26.323125.324'24.674123.983ý123.345ý22.539121.761 20.885121.087 23.628 24.881 25.530 
30.648 26.320125.321 * 24.670 ý 23.980123.343 1ý 22.5361' 21.759 20.882 21.077 23.620 24.874 25.525 
30.712 26.313ý25.314'24.662*ý23.973'23.337ý122.528121.753 20.876,21.052,23.603 24,859*25.512 
30.713 26.313125.314 24.662ý23.973123.337ý22.527,21.753'20.876'21.051'23.603,24.859 25.511 
30.859 26.297'25.297124.643'23.956 23.320'22.509 21.739'20.863 20.995 23.563 24.825'25.481 
30.874 26.296i25.296124.641 ý23.954 23.318 22.507 21.738 20.861,20.989 23.559 24.821 25.478 
30.878 26.295 1ý 25.295 24.641123.954 23.318 22.507121.738,20.861 20.988 23.558 24.820 25.478 
30.945,26.288 25.288 24.632! 23.946 23.310 22.499 21.731 20.855 20.962 23.539 24.804 25.464 
31.160 26.265ý25.263,24.605ý123.927*23.286 22.475'21.712'20.834'20.879'23.481'24.753'25.420 
31.172 26.26125.262 24.603 23.926 23.285 22.473 21.711 20.8 33 20.875 23.477 24.750 25.417 
31.179.26.263,25.261 24.602 23.925 23.284! 22.472: 21.710,20.833ý20.872,23.476.24.749 25.416 
31.332 26.246; 25.243 24.586 23.911 23.266 22.455 21.692 20.818 20.813 23.434 24.712 25,385 
31.336! 26.246 25.243124.585 23.911123.266 22.455 21.692,20.818 20.811: 23.433 24.711 25.384 
31.400 26.239 25.233 24.578 23.905 23.259,22.447 21.685 20.812,20.787 23.415 24.697.25.371 
31.413 26.237 25.231 24.577 23.904 23.257 22.446 21.683 20.811 20.781 23.412 24.694 25.368 
31.547 26.223 25,211 24.562123.891'23.244'22.431 21.668 20.798 20.730 23.375 24.663 25.337 
31.630 26.214 25.198 24,553 23.884 23.235 22.423 21.658 20.790 20.698 23.352 24.644 25.317 
31.633 26.213 25.197: 24.553 23.884 23.235 22,423 21.658 20.790 20.697 23.351 24.644 25,317 
31.848 26.190 25.164 24.530 23.856 23.213 22.403 21.634 20.770,20.614,23.294,24.595,25.266 
31.918 26.182 25.154 24.522 23.847 23.206 22.397 21.627 20.763 20.587 23.276 24.579 25.250 
31.947 26.179*25.149'24.519 23.843 23.203 22.394 21.625 20.760 20.575 23.268 24.572 1 25.243 
31.948 26.179 25.149 24.519 23.843'23.203ý22.394 21.625'20.760 20.575 23.268 24.572'25.243 
32.236 26.148 25.116ý24.487.23.807 23.173 22.368 21.598.20.733 20.464.23.191 
. 
24.507 
. 
25.184 
32.245 26.147 25.115 24.486 23.805123.172 22.367121.597 
1 
20.733 20.461 
ý 
23.189 24.505 25.182 
32.302 26.141 25.108 24.480 23.799 23.166 22.360 21.592 20.727 20.439'23.174 24.492 25.171 
32.536 26.115 25.081 24.455 23.772 23.142 22.334 21.571 20.708 20.348 23.111 24.439 25,122 
32.924 26.073 25.037 24.413 23.728ý23.103 22.290.21.527.20.676,20.199.23.008.24.351,25.043 
32.933 26.072 25.036 24.412 23.727 23.102'22.289 21.526 20.675 20.195 23.006 24.349 25.041 
33.066 26.058 25.020 24.397 23.715 23.088 22.277 21.511 20.665 20.144 22.970 24.319 25.014 
33.157 26.048 25.010 24.387 23.707 23.079 22.268 21.500 20.656 20.109 22.946 24.298 24.995 
33.225 26.041 *25.002 24.380'23.701'23.072'22,262 21.493 20,650 20.083 22.927'24.283 24.982 
33.387 26.023 24.983 24,362 23.686 23.055 22.247 21,478 20ý635 20,020 22.883 24.246 24.948 
DSNI ill Office Bllildillg% ill Klmail fill-ollgh all Ice-Stol-age Assis(ed IIVAC S. Nsten) %NiIll NiPC 
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Appendicc" Cran#eld NIVLRSITY 
qs Storage delta T, clTs Flow rate 
3145617819 10 80 120 160 200 
33.471,26.014 24.974 24.353 23.678123.047ý22.240 21.470 20.628 19.988122.860 24.227,24.931 
33.612 25.9991: 24.957ý24.338123.665 23.035 22.227 21.457120.615 19.934122.822'24.189 24.902 
133.615ý25.998; 24.957,24.337*23.665123.034122.226121.457120.615119.932i22.821 124.188 24.902, 
33.621 25.998 24.956i24.3371ý23.664123.034122.226ý21.457120.614119.930122.819,24.186,24.900 
33.625 25.997 24.956,24.3W23.664 23.033 22.225i2l. 456 20.614 19.928,22.81&24.185 24.900 133.754 25.983124.941 i 24.320 23.649i23.022ý22.211ý21.444120.6021ý19.879122.783'24.150124.873' 
II 33.913 25.966 24.923 24.300123.631123.007 22.193 21.430,120.587 19.818 1ý 22.740 24.107,24.841, 
33.930 25.964 24.921 24.297 23.629123.006 22.191,21.428,20.586 19.811 22.735,24.102,24.837 
34.074 25.949 24.904 24.279123.513 22.99122.174 21.415120.573 19.755 22.696,24.072 24.808 
34.076 25.949*24.904124.279123.613*22.992'22.174ý21.415120.573119.755ý22.6951'24.072; 24.807ý 
34.237 25.931 24.885.24.258 23.594 22.974122.156 21.400,20.558,19.693,22.651 24.039,24.774, 
134.240 
25.931.24.885 1 24.258ý23.594 22.974 22 , 15512l. 
400,20.558119.691,22.650 24.038 24.774 
34.300'25.924 24.878 24.251 23.587122.967 22.149121.395ý20.552; 19.668122.634'24.026ý24.7601 
34.309125.923124.877ý'24.250123.586*22.966 22.148i2l. 394ý20.551'119.665i22.631; 124.024: 24.758 
34.394 25.914 24.867 24.240 23.575 22.956 22.138 21.386ý20.544119.632 22.608ý24.007,24.738 
34.442 25.909 24.861 24.235 23.569 22.951,22.132 21.382 20.539119.613122.595; 23.997124.7261 
34.464*25.906124.858124.232ý23.566122.948ýi22.130ý121.380120.538ý19.605ý'22.589'123.992'24.721' 
34.532 25.899ýý24.850*24.224'ý23.558 22.941,22.122121.374,20.533 19.579 22.570 23.977 24.705 
34.601 25.892 24.841 24.217 23.549 22.933 22.114'21.367 20.528,19.552 22.552 23.960 24.689 
34.764 25.874 24.820 24.198 23.528122.9141! 22.096'21.349'20.517'19.489'22.507ý23.922'24.651 
34.775 25.873124.819 24.197ý23.527i22.913! 22.095i2l. 348,20.517'19.485! 22.5O4i23.920 24.649 
34.920 25.857 24.800,24.180 23.508,22.898 22.078 21.331 20.507 19.429 22.464 23.886 24.619 
34.925'25.856 24.799 24.180 23.507'22.898 22.078'21.330 20.506'19.4271ý22.463'23.885'24.618 
24.173 23.500 22.891122.070 21.323 20.502,19.403 22.446'23.870 24.605 34.988 25.850 24.791: 
34.990 25.849 24.791.24.172123.500 22.891: 22.070121.323 20-502 19.402 22.445,23.869 24.604 
34.999 25.848 24.790 24.171 23.499,22.890 22.069121.322 20.501 19.399 22.442 23.867 24.603 
35.005 25.848 24.789 24.171 23.498 22.889 22.069,21.321 '20.501 19.396 22.440 23.866'24.601 
35.131 25.834 24.773124.156 23.484'22.877*ý22.056 21.307 20.492 19.348 22.3W23.836 24.576 
35.289 25.817 24.753 24.138 23.466,22.860 22.040 21.289120.478,19.287ý22.348,23.798,24.543 
35.309 25.815 24.750 24.136 23.464 22.858 22.037 21.287 20.476: 19.279 22.341 23.793 24.539 
35.372 25.808124.742*: 24.129'23.457i22.852 22.031 i 21.281: 20.470 19.255 22.320 23.778 24.526 
35.375 25.808 24.742 24.128 23.456! 22.852 22.031 ý21.281 20.470 19.254'22.319'23.777'24.526 i 
35.458 25.799 24.731 24.119'23.447 22.842 22.022'21.274'20.462'19.222 22.294'23.758'24.509' 
35.599 25.783 24.713 24.103 23.431,22.826 22.008 ý 21.261'20.450,19.167,22.250 23.719 24.480 
35.608 25.782 24.712 24.102! 23.430,22.825,22.007121.260 20.449119.164ý22.248 23.717ý24.478 
35.613 25.782 24.711 24.101 23.429 22.825 22.006 21.260 20.448 19.162 22.246 23.715 24.477 
35.819 25.760'24.685*24.078'23.401'22.801'21.983: 21.241 20.430 19.083'22.183 23.659 24.435 
35.830 25.758 24.684 24.077 23.399 22.800 i 21.981 21.240 20.429,19.078 22.180 23.656 24.432, 
35.844 25.757 24.682 24.075ý23.397ý22.798! 21.980 21.238,20.427 19.073i 22.176 23.652,24.430 
35.916 25.749 24.673 24.067 23.388 22.790 21.972 21.232 20.422 19.045 22.156 23.633 24.412 
35.977 25.742'24.665 24.060'23.379 22.783 ý 21.965 21.226 20.417 19.022,22.139 23.618 24.398 
36.063 25.733 24.654 24.050 23.368ý22.773 21.955 21.217 20.410.18.988 
, 
22.116 23.598 24.377 
36.287 25.709 24.625 24.025 23.337 22.748 21.929 21.191 20.391 18.902 22.055 23.546 24.324 
36.288 25.709'24.625'24.025'23.337 22.748'21.929ý21.191 '20.391'18.902'22.054ý23.546 24.324 
36.296 25.708 24.624,24.024 23.336 22.747121.928ý21.190 20.390 18.898 22.052 23.544 24.322 
36.301 25.707 24.623 24.023 23.335,22.746 21.928 21.190 20.390 18.897 22.051 23.543 24.321 
36.303 25.707 24.623 24.023 23.335 22.746 21.928 21.189 20.390 18.896 22.051 23.542 24.320 
36.450 25.691 24.604 24.008 23.316 22.729 21.911 21.173 20.378 18.839122.011 23.508 24.290 
36.583 25.677 24.587123.994,23.299,22.714 21.895,21.157 20.367,18.788 21.975 23.480 24.263 
DSM in Office Mildings in Kimait (hrough an Ice-Storage Assisted [IVAC Sys(cm i%ith M11C 
1180 
C nd iccs Cran eld UN I VI HSI IY 
i qs Storage delta T, clTs Flow rate 
345678: 9 10 80 120 160 200 
36.665 25.668 24.577123.986 23.289122.705'ý 21.886ý' 21.148 20.359 18.756 21.953 23.464 . 24.246 
36.751 25.658124.566 23.977123.277 22.695'21.876'21.138 20.352 18.723 21.929 23.446'24.228 
36.837125.649 24.555 23.968 23.266122.687 21.866 21.128 20.344118.690121.906.23.428,24.211 
36.908'25.641'24.546123.961123.257 22.681121.858121.120,20.337 18.663 21.887'23.414 24.196 
36.912 25.641 ý24.545123.961,23.257 22.680 21.858 21,120 20.337'18.661,21.886 23.413 24.195, 
36.985 25.633*24.536ý23.952 23.248! 22.674 21.849'21.112'20.330118.633121.866'23.398'24.180 
37.272 25.602 24.499 23.920 23.214 22.648 21.817 21.079 20.304,18.522 21.789 23.339 24.122 
i37.353 25.593'24.489'23.910'23.204122.640'21.807'21.070 20.297'18.491121.767'23.323'24.105 
37.372 25.591 24.486 23.908 23.202122.638,21.805 21.068 20.295 18.483 21.762 23.319 24.101 
37.439 25.584: 24.478 23.9011123.194122.632'21.797 21.061'20.289118.458 21.744'23.305 24.087 
37.520 25.575; 24.467 23.891 23.184 22.623 21 788 21 053 20.282 18.426 21.722 23.289 24.071 
37.600'25.566124.457123.882ý23.175 22.614 21.779121.044120.274 18.395121.700 23.269 24.054 
37.960'25.527*24.411 ! 23.841: 23.132122.573'21.738 21.008*20.242*18.257'21.603'23.181'23.981 
37.965 25.527! 24.410 23.841 23 131122.573 21.737ý' 21.007'20.241,18.255'21.602'23.179 23.980 
37.968 25.526 24.410 23.840ý23.131: 22.572 21.737 21.007 20.241 18.254 21.601 23.178 23.979 
37.984 25.525124.408 23.839i23.129 22.570 21.735 21.005:! 20.2 39 18.248 21.597 23.175 23.976 
38.127'25.509'24.390 23.822123.1 , -122.554'21.7181! 
20.989ý20.226 18.192 21.558 23.139 23.942 
38.199 25.501 24.380 23.814ý23.103 22.546 21.710 20.981,20.220 18.165 21.538 23.122 23.925 
38.288 25.492 ý 24.369 23,804 23.093122.536'21.702 20.970'20.212'18.130'21.514'23.100ý23.903 
38.427'25.477 24.351 *23.788*23.076'22.520'21.690ý20.955 
1 
20.199*18.077 21.476'23.066'23.870 
38.442 25.475'24.349'23.787123.074122.518i2l. 6881,20.953'20.198'18.071 21.472'23.062'23.866 
38.648 25.453 24.323 23.764,23.050 22.495 21.669 20.929 20.179 17.992 21.415 23.011 23.824 
38.653,25.452,24.322 23.763123.049'; 22.494121.669'20.929'20.178 17.990 21.414 23.010'23.823' 
38.815 25.435 . 24.301 23.745 . 23.030ý22.476'21.654*20.910'20.160 17.927 21.370 22.970'23.790 
38.885ý! 25.427124.293'23.737'123.021 22.467 21.648ý20.903120.152,17.900 21.351 22.953 23.776 
38.887'25.427 24.292'23.737123.021'22.467'21.648 20,902'20.152 17.899 21.350 22.953*23.775 
39.336 25.378*24.235123.686 22.967'22.409'21.5901ý20.851 20.101117.726 21.228'22.842 23.683 
1 '17.724'21.226 22.841'23.682 39.341 25.378 24.234 23.686 22.96T22.409 21.590 20.851 20.100 
39.343 25.377*24.234,23.686: 22.967'22.408,21.589 20.850 20,100) 7.723 21.226 22.841,23.682 
39.427 25.368'24.223'23.676'22.957122.397'21.578'20.841'20.092 1T691'21.203'22.820*23.665 
39.430 25.368 24.223 23.676 22.956 22.397 21.578 20.841 20.092 17.690 21.202 22.819 23.664 
39.498125.361 24.214 23.668 22.948 22.389'21.569'20.833 20.086) 7.664'21.183'22.805 23.650 
39.660 25.343 24.193 23.650 22.929 22.371 21.551 20.814 20.071 17.601 21.139 22.772 23.617 
39.801 25.328 24.175 23.634 22.907 22.355,21.535 20.798 20.058 17.547 21.101 22.743 23.588 
39.965 25.310 24.154 23.616 22.882 22.336 21.516 20.780 20.043 17,484 21.047 22.710 23.555 
40.024 25.304 24.147 23.609122.873 22.330 21.510 20.773 20.038 17.461 21.028 22.694 23.543 
40.029 25.303 24.146 23.609 : 22.872 22.329 21.509 20.772 20.038 17.459 21.026'22.692 23.542 
40.115 25.294 24.135: 23.599122.859! 22.319 21.499.20.761 20.030 17.426 20.998 22.669 23.524 
40.183 25.286 24.126 23.591 22.848 22.311 21.491 20.753 20.024 17.400 20.975 22.650 23.510 
40.186 25.286 24.126 23.591 22.848 22.311 21.491 20.752 20.023 17.398 20.974 22.649 23.509 
40.271 25.277 24.115 23.58 1 '22.835 22.301 21.481'20.741 20.015117,366'20.948 22.626 23.492 
40.423 25.260 24.096 23.564 22.818! 22.284 
ý 
21.464 20.722 20.002.17.307 20.902 22.585 23.461 
40.505 25.251 24.085 23.555 22.808 22.275 21.455 20.711 19.994 17.276 20.877 22.566 23.444 
40.640 25.237 24.068 23.540 22.793 22.259 21.439 20.694 19.982 17.223 20.835 22.534 23.412 
40.641 25.237 24.068 23.540 22.793 22.259121.439 20.694 19.982 17.223 20.835 22.534 23,412 
40.658 25.235 24.066 23.538 22.791 22.257 21.437 20.692 19.980 17.216 20.830 22.530 23.408 
40.712 25.229 24.059 23.531 i22.785 22.251 i21.431 20.686 19.975 17.196 20.815 22.517 23,396 
40.803 25.219 24.047 23.519 22.774 22.241 21.421 20.676 19.965 17.160 20.790 22.496 23.374 
40.874 25.211 24.038 23.510 22.766122.232 21.413 20.667 19.957 17.133 20.770 22,479 23.358 
DSM ill Office Buildings ill Klmail fill-ough an Ice-slorage Assisled llVAC SýStcln %%ilh NiPC 
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40.957 25.202-24.027 23.500'22.757122.221121.403 20.658119.947'17.101 20.748 22.460 23.338, 
40.959 25.202 24.027 23.499 22.757 22.221 21.403 20.658 19.947117.100,20.747,22.459 23.338' 
41.039'25.193'24.017'23.489ý -? 22.746 22.211 ý21.3941120.649 19.938117.069120.725 22.4401,23.319, 
41.270 25.168 23.987,23.460 22.717 22.181 21.368 20.622 19.912116.980120.661 22.385 23.2721 
41.400 25.154 23.971 23.443 22.700 22.165: 21.353,20.608 19.897'16.930 20.625,22.354 23.245 
41.415125.153-23.969ý23.441 22.698122.163 21.351120.606119.896 16.925120.622122.350'23.242ý 
41.416 25.153ý23.969 23.441 22.698 j 22.163 21 351,20 606 119.896 
ý 
16.924 j 20.621,22.350 23.242, 
41.562 25.137 23.950 23.422 22.679 22.146 21.335 20.589119.882116.868 20.581122.316: ý23.212 
41.571'25.136'23.949'23.421'22.67-8ý22.145ý21.333120.588119.882 ; 16.864 . 20.578,22.314123.210 ý 
41.574 25.135 23.948,23.421 *22.678'22.145 21.333 20.588119.881 16.863120.578.22.313,23.210 
41.950 25.095*23.900-23.372'22.630 22.102 21.285'20.545 1 19.847 16.718 20.474,22.225'23.120 
42.033 25.086 23.890 23.362 22.619 22.092,21.274 20.536119.839116.686ý20.451'22.205ý23.100ý 
42.088 25.080 23.883 23.355 22.612! 22.086 21.267 20.529 19.834 16.665ý20.436,22.192 23.089, 
42.103 25.078 23.881 23.353 22.610 22.084 21.265 20.528 19.833116.659 20.432 22.189 23.086' 
42.174'25.070*23.872'23.344*22.60-1 19.825116.632120.412122.172'ý23.071 
42.182 25-. 070'i 23.871 23.34312-2.600'22.074 21.255120.519 119.824 
ý 16.629,20.410122.170,23.069 
42.567 25.028'-23.821 23.294'22.547*22.024 21.211 20.475 19.780'16.480; 20.304 
1 
22.078'22.9911 
1 42.627! 25.021 23.814 23.286 22.539 22.01&21.205,20.468 19.773 1 16.457 20.287'22.064'22.978 
42.704 25.013 23.804,23.276.22.529.22.006 21.196 20.459 19.764! 16.427 20.266 22.045 22.963, 
42.776 25.005-23.795 23.267 22.519'21.997,21.188'20.450'19.756116.400'20.247'22.028'22.948 
42.862'24.996-23.784 23.256 22.507121.986'21.178120.439119.748'16.367 20.223 22.007'22.930 
42.870 24.995,23.783123.255 22.506,21.985 21.177 20.438 19.748,16.363 20.221122.005 22.929 
43.085 24.972 23.755 23.227 22.479 21.957 21.149 20.411 19.728 16.281 20.162 21.954 22.885 
43.102 24.970 23.753 23.225122.476'21.955'21.147 20.408,19.726,16.274ý20.158ý21.950ý22.881 
43.316 24,947 23.726 23.198 22.449 21.927 21.120 20.381119.707 16.192 20.099 21.899 22.831 
43.464 24.931 23.707 23.179 22.430 21.908 21.101 20.364 19.693 16.134 20.059 21.863 22.796 
43.473'24.930 23.705 23.178122.429 21.907'21.100'20.363'19.692[16.131 1ý20.056ý21.861 22.794 
43.482 24.929 23.704 23.177,22.428,21.906121-099420.362,19.691116.127 20.054! 21.859 22.792 
43.543 24.922 23.696 23.169 22.421 21.898 21.092 20.355 19.685 16.104 20.037 21.845 22.778 
43.637 24.912'23.684 23.157 22.410'21.885*21.081 20.344ý19.674'16. OW20.012 21.822 22.756 
44.001 24.872 23.638.23.110122.369 21 M8! 21.040,20.303,19.632: 15.927,19.912,21.735 22.681 
44.004 24.872 23.637 23.110 22.368 21.838 21.039 20.303 19.632 15.926 19.911 21.735 22.681 
44.152 24.856 23.618 23.091 22.352 21.819 21.022 20.286 19.615 15.869119.871 ý21.699'22.650 
44.161 24.855 23.617,23.090 22.351 21.817 21.021! 20.285ý 19.614,15.865; 19.868ý21.697,22.649 
44.170 24.854 23.616 23.088 22.350 21.816 21.020 20.284 19.614 15.862 19.866 21.695 22.647 
44.172 24.854'23.616'23.088 22.349 21.816'21.020 20.284'19.613 15,861119.866 21.694ý'22.646 
44.242 24.846 23.607 23.079 1 22.338 21.807] 
21.012 20.276,19.607 15.834 19.846,21.678 22.632 
44.396 24.830 23.587 23.060 22.315 21.787 20.995 20.258 19,593'15.775 19.804 21.646 22.601 
44.460 24.823 23.579 . 23.051 22.305'21.778 20.988 20.251'19.587ý15.750 19.787 21 ý633 
22.588 
44.692 24.797 23.549 23.022 22.269 21.747 20.961 20.224 19.566 15.661 19.724 21.586 22.540 
44.707 24.796 23.548 23.020 22.267 21.745 20.959 20.223 19.565 15.655 19.720 21.583 22.537 
44.777 24.788'23.539 23.011 22.256'21.735 20.951 20.214'19.558 15.628 19.700 21.568 22.520 
44.781 24.788 23.538 23.010 22.256 21.734 20.951120.213 19.558 15.626! 19.699 21.567 22.519 
44.841 24.781 23.530 23.003 22.249 21.726 20.944 20.205 19.553 15.604 19.683 21.551 22.506 
44.849 24.780 23.529 23.001 22.248 21.725120.943 20.204 19.552 15.600 19.681 21.548 22.504 
44.918 24.773 23.521 22.993 22.240 21.716 20.933 20.196 19.544 15.574 19.662 21.530 22.488 
45.084 24.755 23.499 22.971 22.221 21.693 20.907 20.174 19.526 15.510 19.617 21.484 22.449 
45.235 24.739 23.480 22.952 22.204 21.674 20.884 20.155 19.509 15.451 19.576 21.443 22.413 
45.241 24.738 21479 22.951 22.203 21.673 20.883 20.154 19.508,15.449 19.574 21.442 22,412 
DSNI in Office Btiildhigs in Klmait till-ough : 111 Ice-stol-age Assisted IIVAC S. Ns(elll vtilll INHIC 
182 
Cranfield 
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34561789 10 80 120 160 200 
45.303 24.731,23.471 22.943122.196 21.665120.873 20.146 19.502 15.425 19.558 21.427 22.399 
45.461 24.714 23.451122.923 22.178121.645ý20.849120.128,19.484 15.364 19.515 21.390 22.367 
45.469 24.713 23.450122.922122.177'21.644120.848'20.127 19.483 15.361 19.513 21.388'22.365 
'45.695 iý 24.689 23.421122.893ý22.148121.615120.823ý20.102119,458ý15.274*19.452*21.335ý22.319 
45.770124.681123.411 22.884i22.139121.605ý20.814j2O. O93'119.450'115.245'19.431*ý21.318 22.304 
, 45.776 24.680,23.411,22.883 22.138121.604 20.813 20.092 19.449 15.243 19.430 21.316,22.302 
45.991 24.657 23.383 22.855122.111 21.574 20.789*20.068 19.426115.160 19.371 
ý21.265 
22.251 
IIit 46.081,24.647 23.372 22.844: 22.099 21.562 20.779 20.058 19.416115.125 19.347 21.244 22.230 
t 46.149 24.639! 23.363*22.835ý22.091121.553 20.771 20.050"19.408115.099'19.329121.227'22.213 
46.228 24.631123.353122.825122.081 21.542120.76li2O. O4lll9.400115.068'19.307 21.208 22,194 
46.234 24.630123.352122.824ý22.080ý21.54li2O. 760ý20.040119.399115.066 19.306 21.207 22.193 
46.383'24.614123.333'22.805'1 22.061'21.521'120.741'20.0231' 19.382'15.009 19,265 21.172 22.161 
46.679 24.582123.295 22.767122.024ý21.483120.703 19.990ý19.350114.894 19.185 21.103 22.096 
46.760124.573 23.285,22.757 1 22.014 21.473ý20.693 19.979,19.341 14.863 19.163 21.084 22.079 
46.763 24.573ý23.284'22.757 22.013121.472 20.692119.979119.341'14.862'19.163'21.083'22.078' 
46.828'24.5661,23.276'22.748ý22.005'21.464'20.685119.971119,333114.837: 19.145'21.068'22.064 
46.995 24.548ý23.255*22.727'21.984 21.443120.6661,19.949 ý 19.314114.773'19.100 21.028 22.028 
47.056124.541 23.247'22.719121.976 21.433 1'20.659, 'l 9.941,19.307 14-749 19.083 21.013 22.015 
47.221! 24.523 23.226 22.698 21.9551' 21.408 20.640 19.920 19.289 14.685 19.039 20.974 21.979 
47.291 24.516 23.217 22.689 21.947 21.397 20.632,19.911 19.281 14.659 19.020 20.958 21.964 
47.448 24.499*23.197 22.669'21.927ý21.373'20.614'19.893'19.263'14.598'18.977'20.921 21.930 
47.516 24.491 23.188 22.660 21.918 21.363 20.604 19.886'19.255 14.572 18.959 20.905 21.915 
47.606 24.481 23.176*22.649121.907121.349120.590*119.876'19.243'14.537 18.934 20.884'21.896 
47.756 24.465 23.157 22.630'21.888 21.332 120.567,19.858 19.222 1 14.479 18.894 20.849 21.863 
47.975 24.441 23.129 22.601 21.860 21.3071' 20.5341' 19.834 19.192'14.395 18.835 20.789 21.816 
47.979 24.441123.129122.601121.860 21.306120.533 19.833 19.192 14.393 18.834 20.788 21.815 
48.060 24.432 23.118 22.591 21.850 21.297 20.521 19.824 19.181 14.362 18.812 20.766 21.797 
48.214 24.416 23.099 22.571 21.830 21.280 20.503 19.806 19.160 14.303 18.770 20.724 21.764 
48.294124.407 23.088 22.561121.820'21.271 20.494'19.797'19.149'14.272 18.748 20.707 21.746 
48.667 24.366 23.041 22.513ý21.773121.223 20.451 19.755 19.098'14.128'18.647 20.631 21,666 
48.748 24.358,23.030,22.503ý21.763ý21.2121'20.442 19.744 19.087 14.097 18.626 20.614 21.648 
48.749 24.358 23.030 22.502 21.76 3 21.212 20.442 19.744,19.087 14.096 18.625 20.614 21.648 
48.832 24.349 23.020 22.492 21.752 21.202 20.432 19.734 19.075 14.064 18.603 20.592 21.630 
48.906 24.341 23.010 22.482 21.743 21.192 20.422'19.724 19.065 14.036 18.583 20.571 21.615 
49.062 24.324'22.990 22.462 21.723 21.171 ý20.402'19.704 19.044 13.976 18.541 20.529 21.583 
49.207'24.308 22.972 22.444 21.705 21.151 '20.384 19.686 19.024 13.920 18.501 20.489 21,553 
49.278 24.300 22.962 22.435 21.696 21.141 20.374 19.677 19.015 13.892 18.482 20.473 21.538 
49.359 24.291 22.952 22A24 21.685 21.130 20.364 19.667 19.003 13.861 18.460 20.455 21.522 
49.367 24.291 22.951 22.423 21.684'21.129 20.363 19ý667 19.002 13.858 18.458 20.453 21.520 
49.594 24.266 22.922 22.394 21.655'21.098 20.333 19.641 18.972 13,771 18.397 20.402 21.474 
49.674 24.257 22.912 22.384 21.645 21.088 20.323 19.632 18.961 13.740 18.375 20.384 21.457 
49.902 24.233 22.883'22.355'21.610 21.059'20.293 19.606 18.929 13.652 18.313 20.332 21,411 
49.967 24.226 22.874 22.347'21.600 21.051 20.284'19.598 18.921 13.627 18.296 20.318 21.396 
50.205 24.200 22.844 22.316121.564! 21.020 20.253,19.568 18.888 13.535 18.231 20.264 21.340 
50.285 24.191 22.834 22.306,21.551 21.008 20.242 19.558 18.877 13.504 18.210 20.246 21.321 
50.436 24.175 22.814 22.286 21.534 20.985 20.222 19.538 18.856 13.446 18.169 20.211 21.286 
50.578 24.159 22.796 22.268 21.518 20.963 20.204 19.520 18.837 13.391 18.130 20.179 21.257 
50.817 24.133 22.766 22.238'21.491'20.926 20.172 19.493 18.805 13.299 18.066 20125 21.208 
50.971 24.117'22,746 22.218 ý 21.473'20.902 20.152 19.475 18.783 13.239 18,024 20.091 21.176 
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qs Storage delta T, clTs Flow rate 
31456i789 10 80 120 160 200 
50.973 24 , 116 22.746i22.218,21.473 
1 20.902 20 
, 
152119.475ý18.783.13.239118.023ý20.090.21.176 
51.266 24.085122.708ý22.180 21.440120.857 20.113 19.442 18.743 13.126 17.944 20.024 21.106 
ý51.423 24.068 22.688; 22.160 21.422 20.833ý20.092119.424'18.722 13.065 17.902'19.989'21.068 
'51.428124.067ý22.687122.160; 21.421 20.832120.0921,19.423118.721'il3.0631'17.900'19.987'21.067 
51.429 24.067 22.687 22.159,21.421 20.832 20.092,19.423118.721,13.063 17.900 19.987 21.067 
51.500 24.059: : 22.678ý22.150'21.413ý20.824: 20.082 19.415'18.711 13.036 17.881 19.968 21.052 
51.881 24.018'22.629122.102'21.370 ý 20.781'20.039'19.372118.659'12.889'17.778) 9.863 20.974 
51.954'24.010 22.620 22.092: 21.361120.772 20.031.19.363 18.649 12.860 1 17.758 19.846 20.959 
51.964: 24.009 22.619 22.091 21.360120.771120.029,19.362'18.648 12.856 '117.755 19.844 20.957 
52.116: 23.992 22.599 22.072 21.343 20.754 20.012 19.343 18.627 12.798,17.714 19.808 20.922 
52.188'23.985'22.590122.062 21.335120.745,20.004 19.334'18.617'12.770'17.695'19.792'20.905 
52.416 23.960 22.561122.033'21.309120.716, ' 19.975119.304'18.586'12.682) 7.633'19.738'20.852 
52.499 23.951 22.550122.023ý21.299ý20.705'19.964'19.294* 118.575ý12.650'17.611*19.718*20.832 
, 52.566 23.944 22.542,22.014ý21.292ý20.696 19.956 19.285 18.566 12.625 17.593 19.702 20.818 
52.727 23.926 22.521 21.993 21.273 20.676 19.935 19.263 18.544 12.562'17.549'19.664'20.785 
52.799 23.918 22.512'21.984 21.265120.666'19.926'19.253 18.534'12.534'17.529'19.647 20.771 
152.874 23.910'22.502'21.975 21 ý257120.656 
19.917,19.243'18.524'12.506"17.509'19.629 20.755 
53.034 23.893 22.482,21.954 21.239,20.635,19.899,19.221 18.502 12.444 17.466 19.591 20.723 
53.254 23.869 22.454 21.926 21.214 20.605 19.874 19.191 18.472 12.359 17.406 19.540 20.676 
53.409*23.852'22.434121.906'21.196ý20.584 19.856i19.177118.451'12.300 17.364 19.504 20.644 
53.487 23.844 22.424 21.896i2l. 187 20.573 i 19.847 19.170 18.440 12.269 17.343 19.485 20.627 
53.867 23.803 22.375 21.847 21.144 20.522 19.789 19.135 18.388 12.123 17.240 19.394 20.547 
53.942 23.795 22.366 21.838 21.135 20.512119.778 19.129 18.378 12.094 17.220 19.377 20.531 
54.099 23.778 22.346121.818'21.117'20.491'19.754 19.105) 8.357'12.033 17.178 19ý340 20.498 
54.402 23.745*22.307ý21.779 21.083! *20.450'19.719'19.058'18.315'11.917 17.096'19.269 20.434 
54.553 23.728,22.287! 21.760 21.066.20.430 
ý 
19.702 19.035,18.295 11.858 17.055 19.233 20,402 
54.787 23.703'22.258 21.730 21.039 20.398 19.675 19.013 18.263 11.768 16.992 19,177 20.353 
54.860 23.695'22.248 21.720 21.031120.389 19.666 19.007 18.253 11.740 16.972 19.160 20.337 
55.241 23.654 22.199 21.672 20.987 20.337 19,617 18.972 18.201 11.593 16.869 19.070 20.257 
20.316 19.598 18.953 18.180 11.534 16.827 19.035 20.225 55.395 23.637 22.180 21.652 20.9701 
55.398 23.637 22.179 21.651 20.970 20.316 19.597 18.953 18.179 11.532 16.826 19.034 20.224 
55.555 23.620 22.159 21.631 20.952 20.295.19,576.18.934 18.158 11.472,16.784.18.997 20191 
55.632 23.611 22.149! 21.622 20.943,20.285 19.565 18.924 18.147 11.442 16.763 18.980 20.173 
56.086 23.562 22.091 21.563 20.891 20.223 19.503ý 18.868.18.085 11.267.16.640 18,875.20.066 
56.090 23.562 22.091 21.563 20.891 20.222 19.503 18.868 18.085 11.266 16.639 18.874 20.066 
56.320 23.537 22.061 21.533 20.865 20.191 19.473 18.840'18.053 11.177 16.577 18.821 20.019 
56.625 23.504 22.022 21.495 20.830 20.152 19.434 18.802 18.012 11.059 16.494 18.750 19.956 
56.698 23.496 22.013 21.485 20.822120.142119.425.18.793ý 18.002.11.031,16.475.18.733,19.939 
56.932 23.470 21.983 21.455 20.795 20.112 19.389 18.764 17.970 10.941 16.411 18,679 19.883 
57.083 23.454 21.964 21.436 20.778 20.092 19.366 18.746 17.949 10.883 16.370 18.644 19.847 
57.309 23.429 21.935 21.407 20.752 20.061 19.331 18.718 17.918 10.795 16.309 18.592 19,800 
57.535 23.405 21.906 21.378 20.727 20.030 19.305 18.690 17.888 10.708 16.248 18.540 19.754 
57.618 23.396 21.895 21.367 20.717 20.019 19.296 18.680 17,876 10.676 16.226 18.521 19.737 
57.619 23.396 21.895 21.367 20.717 20.018 19.296 18.679 17.876 10.676 16.225 18.520 19.737 
57.763 23.380 21.877 21.349 i 20.701 19.999 19.279 18.661 17.856 10.620 16.186 18,487 19.703 
57.997 23.355 21.847 21.319 20.674 19.967 19.253 18.631 17.824 10.530 16.123 18.433 19.648 
58.146 23.339 21.828 21.300 20.657 19.947 19.234 18.612 17.804 10.473 16.083 18.399 19ý614 
58.152 23.338 21.827 21.299 20.656 19.946 19.233 18.611 17.803 10.470 16.081 1&397 19.612 
58.609 23.289 21 ý768 
21.241 20.604 19.883 19.174 18.553 17.741 10.294 15,957 18 292 19 519 
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qs Storage delta T, clTs Flow rate 
3456789 10 80 120 160 200 
58.687 23.280 21.758; 21.231 20.595 19.873 i 19,164; 18.543 17.730 10.264 15.936 18.273 19.503 
59.222 23.222 21.690'21.162 20.535119.800 19.091 18.474 17.657 10.058 15.791 18.150 19.393 
59.297 23.214 21.680121.153120.526 19.790 19.081'18.465117.647; 10.029 15.771 18.133 19.378 
59.757 23.164ý21.621121.094'20.474119.727 19.022 18.406'17.584 9.851 15.647'18.026'19.284 
59.908 23.148 21.602 21.074ý20.456 19.706,19.002 18.387 17.564 9.793 15.606 17.991 19.253 
60.292 23.106 21.553! 21.025: 20.413 19.654118.959118.337'17.511; 9.645 15.502) 7.903 19.174 
60.596 23.073'21.514120.986120.378 19.612 18.924 18.299,17.470 9.528 15.420 17.832 19.103 
60.826 23.048 21.485 20.957 20 352 19 581 18.889 18.269 17.438 9.439 15.357 17.779 19.049 
61.208 23.007 21.436 20.908120'309119'529 18.830 18.220117.386' 9.292 15.254'17.691'18.971 
61.361122.990 21.416120.888'20.291119.508 18.810 18.20 1 '17.365' 9.233 : 15.213 17.655 18.939 
64.112 22.692 21.064 20.536ý19.978 19.132'18.449 17.849ý16.990 8.172 14.468 17.020 18.361 
64.189'22.684'21.054'20.526 1 19.969119.122118.439'17.839'16.979' 8.142 14.448'17.002 18.343 
64.646122.634 20.9961' 20.468 19.917'ý 19.059118.387': 17.780 16.917 7.966 '14.324 16.896*18.236 
64.877 22.609 20.966 20.438 19.891 19.028 18.361 17.751 16.885 7.877 14.261 16.843 18.188 
65.105 22.584 20.937 20.409 19.865 18.997 18.326 17.722 16.854: 7.789 '14.200'16.790*18.142 
65.488 22.543120.888120.360'19.822118.9441' 18.267.17.672 16.802 7.641 14.096 16.701 18.063 
66.176 22.468 20.800 20.272 19.743 18.850 18.188 17.584 16.708 7.376 13.910 16.542 17.922 
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Air Handling Unit Database Generation Code 
This program simulates the behaviour of the AHU at variable mixing temperatures 
MdlRun20. m 
Author: Yehya Al-Hadban 
Date : 14-10-2004 
Input file: MdlInpVAr2O to load the input variables 
The input file include all the variables such as (weather data, internal 
conditions, building material properties ... etc) 
Output file: MdlRunDat20 
Sample figures of the output is listed within this appendix [Appendix D] 
This program runs the model input variables data file and the simulink 
building model. The purpose of doing so is to generate a library of 
vlaues for the mixing temperature Tm that will be needed in another 
code of the model. 
In this part of the modelling, we account for the range of chiller outlet 
temperatures (Tcho)=[-8C to 8C] & assume that it is equal to the AHU inlet 
temperature (Tai). 
We also assume that the AHU inlet temperature (Tai)= the mixing remperature(Tm)l 
Software used: Matlab version 6.5 Release 13 1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-oop to -alculate values of the different variables at 
different 
mixing temperaures (Tm) 
MdlRun20: Runs simulink building model with AHU [sim20. mdll 17times 
(Tm)=[-8C to 8C] 
Appendix C, Figure C. 1 show's sim20. mdl Simulink diagram 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
clear all; close all; 
ott=[I; ctt=[I; cee=[J; ztt=[]; cvvý[]; na=50; 
load ModInpVar2O; 
for jj=1: 17; '17: =8 deqC' 
Tmean=-9+jj ; sim( 'sim2U '); tv=(1: 8641) "Time vecL or for (. ýoriLrui 1, )()p' 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
output wýriables defined 
--------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 
otl=O OutsideTemperature; 
cel=O InstantaneousCoolingEnergy; 
ctl=O CoolingCoilOutputTemp; 
ztl=O TemperatureZone; 
cvl=o_valvePositionCooling; 
ot2=otl*l; ct2=ctl*O; ce2=cel*O; zt2=ztl*O; cv2=cvl*l; 
189 
56 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
57 Following loops remove spikes in the output in to simplify the control 
58 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
59 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); ot2(ii-na: ii+na)=min(otl(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
60 ot2(1: na)=ot2(na+l); ot2(end-na: end)=ot2(end-(na+l)); 
61 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); ot2(ii-na: ii+na)=mean(otl(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
62 ot2(1: na)=ot2(na+l); ot2(end-na: end)=ot2(end-(na+l)); 
63 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); ct2(ii-na: ii+na)=max(ctl(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
64 ct2(1: na)=ct2(na+l); ct2(end-na: end)=ct2(end-(na+l)); 
65 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); ct2(ii-na: ii+na)=mean(ctl(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
66 ct2(1: na)=ct2(na+l); ct2(end-na: end)=ct2(end-(na+l)); 
67 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); ce2(ii-na: ii+na)=min(cel(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
68 ce2(1: na+100)=ce2(na+100); ce2(end-na: end)=ce2(end-(na+l)); 
69 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); ce2(ii-na: ii+na)=mean(cel(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
70 ce2(1: na+100)=ce2(na+100); ce2(end-na: end)=ce2(end-(na+l)); 
71 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); zt2(ii-na: ii+na)=min(ztl(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
72 zt2(1: na+100)=zt2(na+100); zt2(end-na: end)=zt2(end-(na+l)); 
73 for ii=na+l: na: 8641-(na+l); zt2(ii-na: ii+na)=mean(ztl(ii-na: ii+na)); end; 
74 zt2(1: na+100)=zt2(na+100); zt2(end-na: end)=zt2(end-(na+l)); 
75 
76 
77 ott=ot2; 
78 cee=[cee ce2j; 
79 ctt=[Ctt ct2j; 
80 ztt=[Ztt zt2]; 
81 cvv=[cvv cv2]; 
82 end; 'Tmean'; 
83 
84 for kk=1: 24; ii=kk*360; 
85 ot(kk)=ott(ii); 
86 ce (kk, :) =cee (ii, 
87 ct(kk,: )=ctt(ii, 
88 zt(kk,: )=ztt(ii, 
89 cv (kk, =cvv (i i, 
90 end; 
91 MdlRunDat2(J )L ct ce zt cv, 
92 load MdlRunDat20 ot ce ct zt cv; 
93 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
94 [11 Itirl-l 
95 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
96 tigure(4); plot(ot); 
97 figure(5); plot(ce); 
98 figure(6); plot(ct); 
99 figure(-7); plot(zt); 
100 figure(8); plot(cv); 
101 
102 --------------------------------------------- 
103 -i, jure(lI; piot(ot1); hold on; plot(ot, 'r'); 
104 figure(2); plot(ct1); hold on; plot(ct, lr'); 
105 figure(3); plot(cel); h(AJ on; plot(ce, 'r'); 
106 ---------------------------------------------- 
107 
108 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
109 End of the programme 
110 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1 
2 
3 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- 
4 
5 Chiller & Ice-Storage Cooling, Charging & Discharging 
6 % 
7 This program represent the chiller and ice-storage with MPC. % 
8 % 
9 SysOp2Oa. m % 
10 % 
11 Author: Yehya Al-Hadban 
12 Date : 14-10-2004 
13 
14 Lnput file: This program uses look up tables stored as matalab data files, see 
15 Appendices A&B, in order to be able to complete the simulation 
16 Also chiller cooling capacities matlab data file, Table 6.1 
17 
18 Input file: MdlRunDat20 to load the database generated from MdlRun20. m 
19 The input file links all the variables such as (weather data, internal % 
20 conditions, building material properties ... etc) % 
21 % 
22 Output : Performance tables & figures representing the performance of the 
23 building model & the cooling plant components, such as, the chiller, AHU & % 
24 the ice-storage [charging & discharging process]. % 
25 The figures in chapter 7 [figures 7.2 to 7.27] are an example of the output % 
26 figures generated by this program. In addition, tables 7.1 to 7.9 are also an % 
27 example what output is given by this program. 
28 Software used: Matlab version 6.5 Release 13 
29 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- t 
30 
31 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- 
32 :! iýit_: totai flow rate m3/s; 
33 mda: flow in AHU; aa=mcia/mdt; 
34 inds- flow in ice st; asýporýiun of fl, )w in i-- 
35 ----------------------------------------------------- ------- -- -- -- 
36 clear all; close all; ee=le-6; 
37 cp=2.22; glý0.0631; 
38 mdtCý230*gl; 
39 mdtD=290*gi; dt=l; 
40 TAmx=10; TAý10; UAs=50; 
41 
42 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
43 Loading of chiller data 
44 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
45 CHLfa; qchv=CHO; 
46 load MdlRunDat20 ot ce ct zt cv; 
47 ce=ce/10; 
48 
49 : )Li L. s idý,, Tempe rat ure; 
50 _-e=O InstantaneousCoolingEnerqy; 
51 : t=o_CoolingCoilOutputTemp; 
52 1-0 TemperatureZone; 
53 
_7-, -o-vaivePositionCooling; 
54 
55 191 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
jplot=O; ......................... Start Day Loop ......................... 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
for Hd=1: 24; 
Tb=ot(Hd); 
Tm=O; 
qz=ce(Hd, Tm+9); 
Ti=zt (Hd, Tm+9) ; 
'Ta - -, -, t (H J, Tm ý 9) 
cvl=cv(Hd, Tm+9); 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Conservation of Energy iaw ... ls+qch+qz=O ... is to be satisifed 
......................... Charge, Discharq- & Cool Loop ....................... 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Njj=200; IT=O; 
adql23=1000; 
adql2=1000; 
Tcho=6; 
for jj=l: Njj; close all; 
adql231=adql23; adql2l=adql2; 
if Tm<-8; Tm=-8; end; 
if Tm>8; Tm=8; end; 
rTm=round(Tm); 
Ti=zt(Hd, rTm+9); 
qz=ce(Hd, rTm+9); 
Tai=Tm; 
cvl=cv(Hd, rTm+9); 
' Init iai Values'; 
...... K-jifl-100p; to adjllý, O 
,F 'i ,)-ý, t (I Id, rT TT If I)) ,; 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chiller calculatinn .1 
iL=l+floor((Tb-30)/5); 
iH=l+ceil((Tb-30)/5); 
qL=qchv(iL,: ); 
qH=qchv(iH,: ); 
qm=(qL+qH)/2; 
qch=O; Tcho=1000; 
fal bl]=min(abs(qm-(Iz)); 
qchP=-qm(bl); 
TchoP=CH(l, bl+l); 
dqPt=qchP+qz; 
if dqPt<O; qch=qchP; Tcho=TchoP; end; 
[a2 b2l=max(abs(qm(1: 8))); 
qchN=-qm(b2); 
TchoN=CH(l, b2+1); 
dqNt=qchN+qz; 
if dqNt<O; qch=qchN; Tcho=TchoN; end; 
if qch==O; qch=qchP; Tcho=TchoP; end; 
if Tcho<O; mdt=mdtC; Cmode=l; else mdtýmdtD; Cmode-O; end; 
dql2=qch+qz; adql2=abs(dql2); 
Tao=Tai+qz/cp/mdt; Tchi=Tao; aa=l; 
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Ice storage: Dischar, le/Cool mode. 
Tsi=Tcho; 
qsmaxa=UAs*6; '6deq diff'; 
qsl=(qch+qz); qsla=abs(qsl); 
if qsla>qsmaxa; qsla=qsmaxa; end; 
qs=O; 
if qsl<O&Tsi<O; qs=qsla; end; 
if qsl>O&Tsi>O; qs=-qsla; end; 
rl=(rand-. 5)/10; r2=(rand-. 5)/10; 
Tm=Tsi+qs/mdt/cp; 
if Tm<-8; Tm=-8+rl; end; 
if Tm>8; Tm=8+rl; end; 
Tso=qs/UAs/2-Tsi; 
mds=abs((ee+qs))/(ee+abs(Tso-Tsi)*cp); 
as=mds/mdt; 
dql23=qs+qch+qz; adql23=abs(dql23); 
Loop Controls: Discharge/Cool mode; 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
if adql23<20&ciql23<=O&jj>10; break; end; 
aqch=abs(qch); 
dTAH=abs(Tao-Tai); 
dTch=abs(Tcho-Tchi); 
dTs=abs(Tso-Tsi); 
el=adql231>adql23; 
e2=adql2l>adql2; 
e3=aqch>700; 
e4=dTch>10; 
e5=dTs>10; 
e=elle2le3le4le5; 
rT=(rand-. 5)/10; 
if dql23>0; Tchi=Tchi+. 05+rT; end; 
if dql23<0; Tchi=Tchi-. 05+rT; end; 
Display variabie, -,.... 
qchh(jj)=qch; 
qss(jj)=qs; 
Trnm(jj)ýTm; 
Tii(jj)=Ti; 
Tchoo(jj)=Tcho; 
ass(jj)=as; 
end; 'jj-100P'; 
if jj==Njj; IT=l; end; Fnd ol jj-loop to adjllstý Tril 
193 
166 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
167 ......................... 3- Plotting Results ........................ 168 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
169 
170 TA=TA+qs 'stored cooling (TA)I; 
171 if jplot==i; 
172 figure(l); hold on; 
173 plot(Tchoo); 
174 plot (TrrLm, '-- r' ); 
175 plot(qchh/100, '--'); 
176 plot(ass, 'g'); 
177 plot(qss/100, '--q'); 
178 text(2, Tchoo(2), 'TchO, b'); 
179 text(4, Tmm(4), 'Tm, --r1); 
180 text(6, qchh(6)/100,1(1, --h/lou, --i), ); 
181 text(8, qss(8)/100, 'qs/100, --(j'); 
182 x1abel ( 'Tcho (-) ; (1(-h as ýqýý 
183 pause(l); hold off; 
184 
185 aval=[jj; Cmode; Hd; Tchi; Tcho; Tsi; Tso; aa; Tai; Tao; TA; qz; qch; qs; as; Tb; Tm; Tij; 
186 astr= ýjI;, "-Mode' jTchi "F, -, i 'Tso 'Ta i 
187 Ta () '; 'TA I , I,; II ; qz q, -h 
188 avalS=num2str(aval); Astr=[astr avalSI; 
189 
190 figure(2); hold on; 
191 plot(fo 101'[0 151, 
192 text(1,7, Astr); 
193 if IT==O; text (5,7, COfv(, r, -j(, (j ý; ol end; 
194 if IT==l; text (5,7, end; 
195 pause(l); hold off; 
196 end; 'if WH, ý'; 
197 TAHd(Hd)=(TA); 
198 qchHd(Hd)=(qch); 
199 qsHd(Hd)=(qs); 
200 qzHd(Hd)=qz; 
201 TiHd(Hd)=Ti; 
202 ITHd(Hd)=IT; 
203 cvHd(Hd)=cvl; 
204 TmHd(Hd)=Tm; 
205 asHd(Hd)=as; 
206 end; 'jild'; 
207 
208 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
209 End Day loop jHd(time of day) 
210 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
211 
212 figure(3); hold on; 
213 plot (ot, '--r ,); 
214 plot(TiHd, '-i'); 
215 plot(TAHd/100, '-i: '); 
216 plot(qzHd/10, '-r'); 
217 plot(qchHd/10, '-'); 
218 piot(qsHd/10, '--'); 
219 xlabel(' Tb( -r-) Ti ý- 1) TA/ I UO iu q, 7h/ Iu 
220 figure(4); hold on; 194 
plot(qzHd, '-r'); 
plot(qchHd, '-'); 
plot(qsHd, '--') 
x1abel(''Vals, of; qz(- r), qch(-), q. 5(- 
figure(5); hold on; 
plot(TAHd/10, '-m'); 
plot(qsHd, '--'); 
plot(ITHd*TAmx/10, '. m'); 
xlabel('Ice Storage Sýatp TA(VW/10, m), 
figure(6); 
plot(TiHd, '-g'); 
xlabel('Ti(g)'); 
figure(7); hold on; 
plot(cvHd, 'm'); 
plot(TmHci); 
plot(asHd, '. m'); 
(Iýý(--), III(IIT(. TII), ); 
xlabel('Tm(degC, bl) cooling v opening(m) and st v opening(. m)'); 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- 
-====-==-======-===-===- End of the programme =====-==-=== ====--qý, 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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U Thermal diffusivity 
ua Control valve System 
Us Control valve - ice storage 
P surface slope () 
Y surface azimuth angle 
8 declination angle (") 
AT simulation time step (seconds) 
building partition division thickness (in) 
1. 1 leat transfer effectiveness 
4) latitude (") 
0 angle ol'incidencc 
01 zenith angle (") 
0, transmission angle C) 
density ot'niaterial (kg, in') 
density of'air (kg/ni) 
Pý reflectance of'tlic ground (dimensionless) 
T(O) glass layer transmittance at angle ot'incidcnce () (dimensionless) 
T,, glass layer nornial transmittance (dimensionless) 
T1111- transmittance parallel to plane ol'incidcncc (dimensionless) 
T,,. transmittance pci-pendicular to plane ol'incidence (dimensionless) 
hour angle (") 
A area Of'SUrf"acc i (m) 
b(O) altClUlatiOn I, actor at angle ol'incidcrice 0 (dinicilsiollIcs's) 
Bi Blot Number (dimensionless) 
b,, attenuation fitclor nornial angle of' i tic idelice(d i iliellsionle's.. ") 
C(O) 
ratio ol'thc cosine ol'the Irinisinis'sion angle to 111C cosine of' Ille angle of' 
incidence (dimensionless) 
Chiller (lily capacity 
/M Chiller ice making capacity 
('MM Chiller tonnage 
cl, spccific licat capacily (. 1 kgK) 
cl, "', specific 
licat capacily air (J, kgK. .1 niýK) 
d thickness of'glass layer (in) 
/I (hy 11MAI-S 
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F,, Fourier Number (di mension less) 
H surface height (in) 
11, internal surface convective heat transfer coefficient (W/ni 2 K) 
h, external surface convective heat transfer coefl-icient (W/1,12 K) 
hro external surface radiative heat transfer cocificient (W/n) 2 K) 
Idiffusemen mean surface diffuse irradiance (including scaticred) (W/nI 2) 
111'Ifflu" diffuse radiation on a horizontal surface (W In) 
111threct direct radiation on a horizontal SUrface (W/in 2 
1111"tal total radiation on a horizontal surface (W/ni 
2) 
11d, 
fibse difl'usc radiation on an inclined surface Win 2 
11(hrect direct radiation on in inclined surface Win 2) 
Ilgrel ground reflected radiation on in inclincd surface (W/111 2 
111wal total radiation on an inclined surfacc (W, 1112) 
him ice-making hours 
k thermal conductivity (W/niK) 
11 rctractive index (n 1.52 for glass) 
II, j day number (Jan I" I, Dcc 31" 365) 
Chillcr load 
(Ir Radiant licat transfer to internal SUrfacc (W in 
q, [cc-storage laod 
(11 Load from zone 
RI, The nitio of'dircct radiation incidoit on a tilted surface to that on a 
horizontal 
surface (dimension less) 
The 1-cquircd sloragc capacity 
Air dry bulb Icnipcrattire ("C) 
Chiller inlet temperature 
Chillcr Outlet ICIIII)CI-ahlic 
Al IU Outlet wilipci-alure 
AIIIJ inticl temperature 
Storage oullet temperature 
Stoiage inlet tenipcraturc 
Mixing Icnipcrature 
Th Ambicni temperature 
( 'R, 1"I I ofid coolli)ýL requirement 
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Appclldicc, ý Cranfield NI VI, R, IIY 
Intemal air temperature (K) 
T', External air temperature (K) 
tpa'a Surface transmittance parallel to plane ofincidence (dirncnsionlcssý) 
tperp Surface transmittance perpendicular to plane ofincidence (d i mensi oil less) 
x Building partition thickness (m) 
xC Extinction coell'icient for a material On) 
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